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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Al-shaab urid iskat al nizãm! 

(The people want the regime to fall) 

During the days that preceded the fall of Mubarak, the concept of ‘the people’ emerged as a 

container for the mosaic of citizens that had taken the streets to demand a new social contract. 

This thesis focuses only on one piece of that puzzle that, however, aims to contribute to the 

threshold of knowledge that this revolution has produced. I conducted two years of research 

among independent secular groups of urban feminist and human rights activists that took part 

in social movements that emerged from Tahrir Square to combat sexual violence. Alongside 

this, I traced the network of governmental and non-governmental institutions that have 

worked on the matter of sexual violence since before the revolution. While there is a vast 

bulge of literature on feminism in the Middle East that explore women’s agency in the 

national and Islamist projects (Abu-Lughod 1998, 2001; Ahmed 1992; Badran 1995; Baron 

1997, 2005; Botman 1999; Chemali Khalaf 2010; Hafez 2011; Hale 2000; Hatem 1998; 

Joseph 2000; Kandiyoti 1996), contributions that pay attention to the central role of gender in 

socio-political processes are only few (Al-Ali 2007; Al-Ali and Pratt 2009; Hafez 2014); and 

even fewer studies have unraveled the complexities of the gendered body in Muslim 

communities (El Said and Pratt 2015; Hafez 2014b; Sorbera 2016). The importance of 

addressing gendered body politics, however, echoes other regions, like India for instance, that 

has also witnessed an increase in sexual violence during civic society manifestations 

(Shandilya 2015). 
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This project’s focus on the female protestor, hence, brings the female body at the very centre 

of the thesis. Thereby I aim to contribute to the literatures of gender studies and the 

anthropology of the Middle East that theorise the female body as a political object and a site 

of violence embedded in a political system.  

In my view, the figure of the female protestor conflates gender body politics with broader 

socio-political processes; and the many episodes during revolution that specifically targeted 

female protestors using sexualized methods demonstrates that their bodies were sites of 

political struggle. Following this, the first question that the thesis tries to answer -

paraphrasing the famous slogan of the revolution- is how women’s bodies interplayed with 

other social forces to effectively bring the regime to fall. Yet, the falling of the regime is only 

a small part of the story, because from June 30th of 2013, the regime actually found its ground 

to reconstitute itself. Thus, the question extends to how these same bodies interplayed with 

other social forces to reconstitute the regime.  

The parenthesis that started with the falling of Mubarak until the reconstitution of the regime 

in the summer of 2013 represents a unique moment in time that sheds light on the interstices 

of the state in ways that were inaccessible for previous research. During the so-called 

‘eighteen days of Utopia’ that led to the ousting of Mubarak and the following months, the 

state was not present in the streets, this unique situation allowed observers to understand how 

much the expression of citizenship as imagined by Egyptians was constrained by the state. 

The female protestor embodied the falling and reconstitution of one of the pillars of the 

regime, which is the gender contract that sustains the regime’s relations of power; thus, it is 

also one of the sites where the revolution took place.  

My argument is that the experiences of female protestors illuminate highly gendered 

resistance and coping strategies that inform not only the realm of the social and cultural, but 
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also the political, which is a lesser explored angle. Female protestors’ experiences debunk 

erstwhile cultural rationales that explained sexual violence as apolitical. At the same time, the 

focus on female bodies as sites of political struggle enables the understanding of the matrix 

that sustains the prevalence and acceptance of gender-based violence in a society. The thesis 

engages with this subject in two manners. The first part of the thesis engages with female 

protestors’ experience of activism as in opposition to the state and the nationalist project. The 

second part engages with female protestors’ collective action in response to sexual violence 

as articulated by the state. This second part, thus, investigates forms of young female 

citizenship that escape traditional stereotypes, particularly the one that assumes that a full 

participation in adult life, as a completed citizen, is enabled by marriage and motherhood.  

Tracing the whereabouts of the female protestor also demanded a reconsideration of the 

analytical categories that came with her: women, young, urban, secular, etc. embedded in the 

historical moment that enabled her signification. Elsadda (2017) has said that January 25th, 

2011 redefined ‘the image and profile of the protester in Egypt’ (in Fernández-Savater and 

Fominaya 2017)  moving away from portraits that cast the protester as poor, working-class 

and marginalised. Civil society was with no doubt the driving force behind the initial protests 

that demanded social justice, dignity, and freedom. Yet the female protestor had not always 

existed in opposition to the national project. The first wave of the Egyptian feminist 

movement was, on the contrary, deeply embedded in the emancipatory project that gave birth 

to the modern Egyptian nation. The visible participation of women in political life, however, 

was part and parcel of reinscribing women in their new role in the modern nation, where their 

protests were the conduit to reclaim their domesticity, an irony that did not go unnoticed by 

the scholars who have dealt with feminism and nationalism in Egypt (Badran 1995; Baron 

1997; Pollard 2000, 2005).  
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From those first days, female protestors were often criticised for being elitist and detached 

from the ordinary Egyptian, an image that is clearly incongruent with the general portrayal of 

protestors as poor, working class and marginalised. Yet not all women protestors of the first 

wave belonged to an elite milieu. Similarly to January 25 revolution representational conflicts 

have been at stake and with it matters of citizenship have resurfaced every time that protests 

had taken the streets. For this reason I sustain that the female protestor embodies important 

questions of the links between citizenship and gender. 

The revolution brought to light the revolutionary aspect of mundane actions, and with that we 

learnt that the presence of women in the public sphere happened to be highly controversial. In 

the aftermath of January 25, international commentators and the media often questioned the 

participation of women in all spheres of this revolution. Some of them asked, ‘where are the 

women?’ as if the thousands of women in the Square were still invisible (see Naber 2011)1. 

We must inquire, therefore, what the nature of this invisibility is? In a context of political 

resistance, survival and oppression, I understand that dynamics of ‘invisibilisation’ can be 

seen as an intentional effort exerted by the regime to erase the presence of non-conforming 

individuals who were contesting the system. In a moment where public and private matters 

conflated in the square, young feminist and human rights activists were placed in the middle 

of an ideological and repressive storm carried by apparatuses of the state (Althusser 1970) 

which touched upon conflicts at work, at home, in the media and among friends. Gender 

matters, thus, were essential to understand this often less explored angle of protests.  

It is in this historical context, and in the time encapsulated in the eventful ordinary life of the 

years following January 25, that this research asks the following questions: What can the 

experiences of young secular feminist and human rights activists tell us about the relationship 

                                                                                                                          
1  See:  http://mondoweiss.net/2011/02/imperial-‐feminism-‐islamophobia-‐and-‐the-‐egyptian-‐revolution/    
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between non-gender conforming female protestors and the state? How was resistance being 

articulated? Why did sexual violence emerge as an unavoidable experience for the female 

protestor? What is the epistemological ecology that makes sexual violence part and parcel of 

the nationalist project? What is the gender-citizenship relation that emerged as part of the 

social contract in this context?  

In this task, the female body acts as the symbolic repository of the nation but also as the 

carrier of the life experience of the individuals that participated in this research. The female 

body is explored as a site of blurred boundaries among lived experience, the social body and 

the body politic (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987). Through this analysis, two poles of 

tension arise that strangulate the female body, but also provide a site for the articulation of 

resistance:  

‘In the modern project of building a nation, the image [of women as the 

nation] is not dismissed but enlarged. Its dramatization means that bodies of 

women are violently appropriated for the cause as nationalism gives birth to 

its double-communalism. If one deified women so that the nation could be 

imagined as the beloved, the other makes visible the dark side of this project 

by making the bodies of women the surface on which their text of the nation 

is written’ (Das 2007, 46). 

This double communalism runs through the chapters of this thesis to explore the 

two main threads of the research. While women’s bodies are appropriated as part of 

the nationalist agenda, the experiences of these same bodies bear the mark of the 

struggle of such a project. Hence, the first thread explores the female body through 

the anthropological lens of female activism in conflict settings. It presents the 

female protestor as the target of the authoritarian and violent state, which in turn 
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defines women’s territories of resistance and compliance. This thread traces the 

networks and discourses of Egyptian activist understanding of the female protestor 

to illuminate how the female body was an essential part of the utopian dream that 

Tahrir represented, but also a breaker of that same utopia. It also examines the 

historical heritage of women’s bodies as repositories of the social capital of past 

and future feminist movements, and brings forward erstwhile-unexplored forms of 

citizenship and women’s adulthood through friendship and political activism in 

manners that threats state- sanctioned categories of gender compliance.  

A second thread delves into the normalization of sexual violence as a disciplinary 

technique of the state. The starting point for this thread is the use of gender norms 

to regulate the public space and the subsequent attribution of disciplinary roles to 

male and security forces of the state to enable the production of bare life. Bare life, 

thus, is the consequence of disciplinary, ‘invisiblisation’, and co-optation 

techniques that target the female body to re-inscribe it within the contours of the 

beloved female that sustains the nation building project. At the same time everyday 

acts of defiance are restricted into the acceptable and controlled. This means that 

acts of defiance are tolerated only in manners that do not disrupt the notion of 

nation as an imagined woman. This strand in the thesis, thus, makes a clear link 

between sexual violence and other forms of violence, which clearly escape the 

realm of culture that has often been used to justify the prevalence of sexual violence 

in the region. This angle brings forward the political aspect of sexual violence and 

the role of silence and testimony to illuminate political characteristics of gender 

norms. In this sense, the thesis is well positioned to debunk old-fashioned 

stereotypes that attribute gender-based violence to cultural roots, and that tend to 

see female agency in terms of passive recipients. The thread demonstrates that the 
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use of cultural explanations is an intended technique to depoliticize the highly 

controversial arena that the female body represents.  These two threads, thus, bring 

the thesis in conversation with feminist studies of the Middle East; youth studies; 

and neoliberal and postcolonial urban studies. 

Middle Eastern scholar Sorbera (2016) puts forward a brief summary of the consecutive 

events that linked female body politics and legitimacy in the context of the revolution. Along 

similar lines to my argument, she draws a line between authority, accountability, power and 

politics to show how the feminist narrative emerging from Tahrir, and the female body of the 

protestor, challenged the authoritarian narrative of the regime. During the revolution, the 

politicisation of the female protester body came first to be visible with episodes such as 

Samira’s case or of the ‘Blue Bra Girl’, which occurred during the SCAF transitional period. 

The reigning schizophrenia of the army is encapsulated in the video footage that shows how 

the same army officer that seconds before was beating the chest of the protestor, then 

immediately covers her torso back up in a manner that looks almost considerate, the officer 

beats her at the same time that he feels the shame of her nude chest and intense blue bra. How 

to explain this schizophrenia? After the fall of Mubarak, sexual violence against women in 

the public space reached ‘epidemic’ proportions. Activists and researchers used this epithet to 

refer the increase in violence and frequency of sexual attacks on women perpetrated in public 

space; from catcalling and grouping in the streets, female protestors in Tahrir were subjected 

to extreme violent acts of mob-rape and harassment. What does the use of this medical term 

reveal about a social disease? Who or what is sick and why does it revert into the punishment 

of the female body is something this text will try to unpack.  

Certainly the role of the state and the security apparatus cannot scape to the scrutiny of the 

sorrows that the female body suffered. Whether directly implemented by the state or fostered 
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through the legitimisation of the use of violence by ordinary citizens, disciplinary body 

techniques predate the revolution. Invisible to the eyes of many, independent civil society 

movements had been documenting numerous cases of it for years. Writing before the 

revolution, Seif El Dawla (2009) argued that torture was routine in Mubarak’s Egypt. The 

founder of the Al Nadeem Center for the Rehabilitation of Victims of Violence, she has long 

been at the frontline of denouncing the state’s techniques of disciplining male and female 

bodies. In response, the state has made numerous attempts to close down her organisation, 

although it bravely resists every storm. Al Nadeem and partner organisation the New Woman 

Foundation conducted the first survey on domestic violence in 1994, an issue that it took state 

feminism much longer to address. Similarly, both organisations were part of the female 

genital mutilation task force, which first carried out the research that nourishes the 

programmes now led by the government for the abandonment of the practice and were at the 

forefront of the movements that articulate the response to sexual violence attacks occurring in 

the Square. Hence, understanding how the female body emerges in the revolution also helps 

to understand how independent civil society articulate its effort to push for an agenda that 

addresses sexual violence and denounces the role of the state.  

Central to this thesis is its historical contextualisation. Tahrir Square, as a moment in time, 

which I also use as a container concept, represents a radical shift of the social space as 

regulated by the state. It represented the absence of the state’s rules in the spatial practice of 

the square, which gave room for the narrative of Tahrir as a utopian place to take off. The 

utopian narrative was challenging what Lefebvre (1991) terms ‘the abstract space’, a space 

where rulers imagine the world, and from which they descend to organise everyday life. Thus, 

Tahrir Square, understood as a ‘critical event’ (Das 1994), enabled the changes in the social 

space of the uprising, during the specific time that contained it, and in consequence is central 

to illuminate the two threads that run in conversation with each other through the thesis. 
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Modifications in the everyday and changes in the rules that governed the organisation of 

social space were the anomaly, the crisis that the regime had to survive. In its successful 

efforts to survive, the state deployed observable regulatory and disciplinary measures that 

shed new light on the links among gender, citizenship and the nation.  

Before moving to the chapters, there are few concepts that need to be unpacked in order to 

understand the flow of the argument,. First there is the idea of the critical event (drawing 

from Das 1994) that explains the ruptures in the social order; secondly the concept of 

women’s agency has to be placed with in its historical context; and finally I explain a set of 

‘unstable containers’ to enable the reader’s understanding of the often changing and mutable 

environments that I navigated during the research. After introducing the key concepts I will 

elucidate my research methodology. The chapter concludes with a chapter outline.  

 
0.1 Event: the announcement of conflict 

After 18 days of fighting to get to the Square to camp, after lying to families about their 

whereabouts, after pretending at work to be focused on something other than the next tweet 

with news, after listening to President Mubarak’s last speech without knowing it would be his 

last, the people in Tahrir Square felt that the Square was finally honouring the ‘freedom’ that 

its name invokes. The newly-appointed Vice-President Omar Suleiman announced that 

President Mubarak had stepped down, and that the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces 

(SCAF) would be in charge of leading the transition. As the Square broke out in an eruption 

of joy, a ‘critical event’ was inscribed into Egyptian history and whose repercussions were 

about to descend into the ordinary (see Das 1995, 2007). While in English the question of 

whether events constituted a revolution or an uprising was open to debate, in Arabic there 

was no doubt: thawra (revolution) was the popular term in the streets, in the media and at 
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home. I tend, therefore, to use ‘revolution’, albeit somewhat interchangeably with ‘uprising’, 

to refer to the events that began on January 25th, 2011. I, however, do not use the term ‘Arab 

Spring’ popularised in western media. One reason why many scholars argue against the use 

of the term is that it contributes to culturalist readings that have attributed the lack of 

democracy in the Middle East to an ‘Arab inertia’. The insinuation is that people had to be 

‘defrosted’, as El-Mahdi (Abu-Lughod and El-Mahdi 2011, 659) puts it, for this revolution, 

an idea that besides being ridiculous erases all previous historical struggles. Bayat (2017) has 

also questioned whether this revolution actually had revolutionaries, in a reflection that 

unpacks the complexities between leadership and structure, and ordinary acts of resistance. 

From the point of view of the female protester, as this story will show, the situation was 

perhaps the opposite — there were certainly revolutionaries without a revolution, the female 

protestor was defying foundations of the system that however were not seconded by a 

revolution that could consolidate them. The figure of the female protestor and her doings in 

Tahrir Square temporarily transgressed the political, the social and the self as previously 

conceived. They were indeed revolutionaries propelled by the critical event of January 25.  
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FIGURE 1 - FEBRUARY 11TH, 2011, TAHRIR SQUARE AWAITS THE NEWS. PRESIDENT 
HOSNI MUBARAK, IN POWER FOR THIRTY YEARS, IS ABOUT TO STEP DOWN 

Das defines a critical event as ‘an event par excellence because it institute[s] a new modality 

of historical action which was not inscribed in the inventory of that situation’ (Das 1995, 5). 

In this sense, the Egyptian revolution was not only a critical event that changed the path of 

history, it was also a cathartic communal moment that embodied a new performance not yet 

registered in Egyptian history, or at least not in these proportions. Going to the Square, 

chanting and exposing oneself to the brutality of the riot police garnered international and 

national impact, but also individual transformation. In this regard, never had the local, the 

global and the individual seemed so close to each other. A new ‘form of action’ (Das 1995, 6) 

was born that day.2  

It was not long, however, before Egyptians had to catch their breaths and continue their battle. 

While the foundations of state power were shaken, this power was still in the hands of the 

same dominant class. Seeking to reassert their authority, they employed not only the 

                                                                                                                          
2  For  detailed  accounts  of  the  18  days  of  the  uprising,  refer  to  El-‐Ghobashy  (2011)  and  Schielke  (2011)  
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repressive state apparatus (the police, the army and state security forces), but also all the 

possible artillery under the ideological state apparatuses (religion, education, family, media, 

etc.) (see Althusser 1970). This led to the construction of narratives that exercised power at 

the same time as they were being contested, in a dramatic fight with huge implications for the 

futures of those involved. As Das (1995) explains in her account of the Bhopal event, 

different discourses produced by different institutions enter into conflict to determine an 

individual’s future; similar dynamics can be detected in many of the episodes that occurred 

during and after the uprising. This is the battlefield where this research took place. 

The case of Samira Ibrahim is a good example. On the 9th of March, 2011, less than a month 

after Mubarak stepped down, Samira and 16 other women were put in detention after 

participating in a sit-in in Tahrir. They were beaten and tortured with electric shocks, 

videotaped by the soldiers and subjected to virginity tests, which were allegedly carried out to 

protect soldiers from rape accusations. However, it was clearly the intention of the army to 

dishonour and discredit women protestors. Samira brought the case to court, and, in a 

moment in which the SCAF was trying to establish its legitimacy as leaders of the transitional 

period, the army was compelled to issue an apology. The rhetoric that branded female 

protestors, however, as loose, weak in morals and disloyal to the nation was pushed by the 

army whenever they found it advantageous to do so (Al-Ali 2012). Because of this, the 

question of whether justice vindicated Samira or indulged the military is open to debate.  

Samira’s representation thus existed across two realities: as a ‘non-virgin girl’ with no 

entitlements, and as a hero who embarrassed the army and made them apologise for the first 

time. Which of these representations prevails depends on the articulation of narratives and the 
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quest for meaning (see Allam 2013; Mohsen 2012).3 It is a question of power. Laws, loan 

requirements, subsidies, trials, convictions, reputation, honour, policy measures, advocacy 

campaigns and public debates are all regulated according to who win this battle. In this regard, 

Hacking’s question is essential to further exploring people’s performances and narratives: 

What is the role of narrative(s) in ‘making-up people’? He holds that ‘numerous kinds of 

human beings come into being hand in hand with our invention of the categories labelling 

them’ (Hacking 1986, 170). Which new categories emerged within this ‘critical event’?  

The idea of the critical event sheds light on both the new forms of action and the regained 

visibility of oppressed narratives. But the event is also marked by fragmentation, rupture and 

violence. Das (1995) argues that far from stitching events together, ‘fragment[s] mark the 

impossibility of the imagination of a totality’ (1995, 5). After the event, life is recovered 

when the violence of the event descends into the ordinary, in the sense that the event becomes 

ordinary while ordinary life becomes eventful (Das 1995, 8). The state, therefore, is the 

ultimate actor concerned with this regard: the management of life after the event. The state 

was the administration of life itself so ordinary life could resume after the event and with it 

violence descends into the ordinary. What struck me the most in this argument was Das’ idea 

of the vertical sense of the descent of violence from the state into everyday life:  

‘The Vertical sense of the form of life suggest the limits of what and who is 

recognized as human within a social form and provides the conditions of the 

use of the criteria as applied to others. Thus the criteria of pain do not apply 

to that which does not exhibit sign of being a form of life […] these danger 

relate not only disputations over forms but also disputation over what 

constitutes life’ (Das 1995, 15) 

                                                                                                                          
3  See:  https://dailynewsegypt.com/2013/03/11/samira-‐ibrahim-‐and-‐the-‐plaque-‐of-‐courage/  and  
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2012/03/2012316133129201850.html    
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This notion alludes to the event as also part of the constitution of a subject, or as the denial of 

a subject’s status as a ‘form of life’. This denial is essential to understanding not only the 

January 25 Revolution, but more importantly the silence around the massacre of hundreds of 

civilians in one day in the aftermath of the June 30 Revolution. It is also at the heart of all the 

posterior events which signalled the restoration of state power and the annihilation of any of 

the possibilities of change imagined during the 18 days of Utopia, as the first days in Tahrir 

came to be known. In the idea of the 18 days of Utopia, there are two repository concepts that 

emerge: the narrative of Tahrir as a Utopia and the notion of ‘the people’ as the voice of that 

Utopia. Both concepts carry the vicissitudes and controversies embedded in January 25. 

Telmissany (2014) delves into the utopian and dystopian functions of Tahrir, considering the 

18 days as a real space of liberation, in contrast to Foucault’s notion of Utopia, which ‘is no 

real place. They [utopias] are sites that have a general relation of direct or inverted analogy 

with the real space of Society. They present society itself in a perfected form, or else society 

turned upside down, but in any case these utopias are fundamentally unreal spaces’ (Foucault 

1986). Telmissany’s reading of Tahrir as a utopian place nonetheless is viewed today as a site 

of confrontation. Utopia is understood, thus, as the absence of the state’s rules; she draws on 

the idea of ‘nomos’ (understood as an anarchic distribution of space), which proposes the 

dissolution of imposed structures, against the ‘logos’ (representing the lawful structure) (2014, 

38). In this light, one is able to elucidate Tahrir’s dynamics intertwining utopian and 

dystopian narratives as part and parcel of the confrontation, often opposing and cancelling out 

each other. 

I draw on Das, who employs ethnography, to undertake the visceral task of understanding 

how the State creates Homo Sacer, or how the ‘biopolitical state can strip someone to what is 

bare or naked life that produces bodies that are killable with impunity’ (Das 1995, 16). Which 

of the bodies of the revolution are killable? How is life administered in the revolutionary 
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body? What is important is that the nuances and manoeuvres of the descent of the ordinary 

articulation of life into the body are, each of them and on a daily basis, contested, as the battle 

that Telmissany describe between utopian and dystopian functions of Tahrir. And this is what 

this ethnography aims to unpack.  

0.2 Agency: The female protestor 

The meaning of the word ‘women’ has been deeply rooted in all of Egypt’s political battles, 

from the independence movement onwards. The women’s movement was embedded in the 

nationalist cause from the very beginning. Pollard argues that already by 1919 ‘caring for the 

nation as a family had become the sine qua non of modern Egyptian politics’ (Pollard 2005, 

2). As such, progress in the home meant progress for the nation. With this, Pollard explains, 

Egyptians were responding to the British Administration’s assumption that Egypt was not 

ready for self-rule, which was based on the assumption that ‘the inability of the Egyptian 

nation to govern itself stemmed from the domestic and marital habits of the Egyptian 

governing elite’ (2005,2). Thus the private and unseen domestic realm became the site from 

which emancipation started, as a means of demonstrating modernity and capacity for 

autonomy:  ‘the household and its activities, central to which was a kind of materialism 

practiced by both sexes, was the arena where Egyptians created new sexual and social 

relationships’ (2005,3). Studies of women’s movements in the Middle East after the first 

wave of feminist movement have often relegated the question of domesticity to a side issue, 

in favour of a focus on the participation of women on the other side of this coin: the public, 

the social and the political. The female protestor, however, is a figure that I argue necessitates 

a reconsideration of the public/private binary. As AbdElhameed (2015) have argued, the 

private has invaded the public, and questions of domesticity are right back at the centre of the 

discussion (see also AbdElhameed and Zaki 2014) 
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FIGURE 2 - STENCIL GRAFFITI IN THE STREETS OF CAIRO SHOWING THREE WOMEN 
WITH DIFFERENT HEAD COVERS UNDER THE RUBRIC: DO NOT LABEL ME  

The study of women in the Middle East has passed through different stages. Kandiyoti (1996) 

argues that feminist studies in the West and research about women in the Middle East have 

been following similar paths. She highlights three specific waves of feminist studies. The first 

wave could be described as feminism and nationalism, in which women’s interests were to be 

defined by the nationalist discourse, and much of the production revolved around women and 

Islam. The second saw the rise of social science paradigms and developmentalism, 

specifically the emergence of modernist perspectives (challenged later on by the ‘women in 

development’ literature), as well as Marxist paradigms (that opened the way for comparative 

studies). The third wave has been characterised by dialogues within feminism that resulted in 

a ‘selective and uneven incorporation of the various concepts of feminist theory into Middle 

East studies and the emergence of distinctive, local styles of polemic and scholarship’ 

(Kandiyoti 1996, 12). If I translate the third period mentioned by Kandiyoti to the case of 

Egypt, this wave runs in parallel to the ascension of Anwar al Sadat to power and the 

economic period called the infitah, referring to Egypt’s ‘open door’ free-market economic 
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policy (see Ikram 2005). Two fundamental features of that period still have major 

consequences for the women’s question today. The first is the Constitution of 1971, and its 

posterior amendments acknowledging Sharia Law as a source of legislative rules. The second 

is the involvement of First Lady Jihan Sadat and the institutionalisation of the gender 

machinery (Botman 1999), which was perpetuated during Mubarak’s era. The gender 

machinery refers, in the thesis, to the assemblage of state institutions that foster state 

feminism. These are predominantly the council systems and at different moments 

departments inside Ministries and Universities that help to its functioning; this could be for 

instance the anti-sexual harassment unit inside the Ministry of Interior or the same units 

created in different universities.   

With regard to the always-problematic research on ‘Orientalism’ (Said 1991), Abu-Lughod 

(2001) argues that it  has influenced feminist (and women’s) studies in four ways: opening 

the field for further research; providing a strong rationale that contributes to overcoming rigid 

stereotypes of the region; stimulating a historical recovery of feminist studies; and pointing 

out controversies that scholars and feminist activists are facing. On the other hand, Kandiyoti 

(1996) elaborates on three negative impacts: a predominance of analyses of representation, 

disfavouring social analysis; a binary thinking system that diverts the focus to the West, 

shading the graded heterogeneity of the region; and the deflection of attention from the 

manner in which local institutions are implicated in the reproduction of forms of 

subordination. However, recent publications have dramatically influenced anthropological 

research on women in the region, as for instance is the case with Politics of Piety (Mahmood 

2005), which has forced us to reconsider he above mentioned arguments with regard to 

questions of women’s agency in light of the Islamic revival. 
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FIGURE 3 STENCIL GRAFFITI IN CAIRO BY EL ZEFT, SHOWING QUEEN NEFERTITI 
WITH A GAS MASK, SIMILAR TO THE ONES OFTEN USED BY PROTESTERS AS PROTECTION 
AGAINST THE TEAR GAS USED ON THEM BY RIOT POLICE.   

Where does the female protestor fit into this picture? The female protester has something to 

say about the nation, the social paradigms and is certainly in contestation with any possible 

narratives that might be forced upon her. Her politics do not fit into the realms/metonyms of 

segmentation, Islam or the harem proposed by (Abu-Lughod 1989), yet still she talks to all 

these metonyms. The female protestor broke through this critical event with prior conceptions 

about how and what to study about women’s agency. She gained a new and different social 

space.  

Another aspect of the female protestor that needs to be problematised is the perception of her 

as also being young. While the study of women seems to cover all ages, the study of youth 

seems to build on a male imaginary (Comaroff and Comaroff 2005). On the other hand, 

women are often treated as minors, even when legally of adult age, while many young males 

are treated as adults, as is seen in the trying of minors as adults by the judiciary. These 
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representations were contested by the Egyptian Revolution. The female protester, being both 

youth and woman, embodies an overlapping, multi-layered classification that emerged in the 

context of crisis, which is also a context of innovation. This critical event called into question 

the attributions and affiliations traditionally assigned to youth and to women. This 

ethnography explores the formation of the ‘female protestor’ category in a region where 

youth and women’s studies suffer from a rigid research ‘background of highly politicised and 

emotionally charged reflections on key political events’ (Kandiyoti 1996, 8). This is a 

situation that often silences and fragments the voices and daily experiences of the 

marginalised.  

Categorisation as both young and women carries yet another controversy. The enforced 

notion of ‘woman’ aims to be set in stone, unchanging over time as the reified representation 

of the nation. Youth, on the other hand, is always addressed as a mutable, changeable, 

transitory notion, and young people are perceived as citizens ‘in the making’, whose rights 

are yet to be granted. This is in keeping with the international convention of depicting youth 

as ‘agencies in the process of being’ (Ennew 2002). Scholars addressing the question of 

youth have had a hard time trying to generate permanent attributions and associations. The 

fact is that this double labelling of heroes and the opposite, the maker and the breaker, this 

characterisation as people always trapped in the ‘in between’, neglects their involvement as 

both part and consequence of the social and political constitution of a society. Reading the 

brief history of the notion of ‘youth’ elaborated by Comaroff and Comaroff, one comes to 

understand that ‘youth’ has become a problem (2005, 6), and transition to adulthood 

problematic (Bayat and Herrera 2010, 12): ‘the sanguine expectations that once framed 

bourgeois cultures of progress and their civilizing missions abroad – ideals that vouchsafed 

the young future under the sign of ‘development’- are … sorely compromised by growing 

inequalities wrought in the name of neoliberal capitalism’ (Comaroff and Comaroff 2005, 23). 
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This analysis is prescient of the destiny awaiting the young generation that triggered the 

Tahrir occupation in January 2011.  

Key factors affecting the lives of youth are reflected upon elsewhere in the literature. Among 

those discussed by Honwana and de Boeck (2005) and Abbink (2004) are: the demographic 

impact on the transition to adulthood, with the world (and Egypt specifically) currently 

witnessing the biggest cohort of young people in history; the neoliberal agendas of free 

market and the reduced role of the state, which reveals a problematic engagement with 

material modernity; intergenerational tensions which lead to young people often being in 

social and political opposition to the establishment; the emergence of a youth culture with 

intrinsic ties to an electronic and mediated world; and the reproduction of a culture of 

violence integrated into society.  

According to national statistics, the Egyptian population has reached almost 97 million, a 

quarter of whom are between 12 and 22 years old, with another quarter aged 23 to 39 

(UNFPA 2016). These numbers reveal the need to plan and invest in the future of a nation 

where more than half of the population is comprised of children, adolescents and young 

people. The dubious use of public funds by Mubarak’s son, Gamal, alienated public opinion 

and military elites alike. Yet it also represented the tip of the iceberg of neoliberal agendas, 

corruption and liberalisation processes that had taken root in the country and mainstreamed a 

taste for a complex material modernity. This material modernity has also propelled youth to 

have access to and expertise in the electronic mediated world, as the (not uncontroversial) 

epithets ‘revolution 2.0’ and ‘Facebook revolution’ would make clear. The contrast between 

the country’s youthful population base and the state’s strict pyramidal leadership structure, 

dominated by army elites aged over seventy, strongly implies an intergenerational clash, 

which can be seen as the accumulation of all of the above arguments. Violence, in this 
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context, seems the unavoidable consequence, and it has specifically been used a means to 

maintain the status quo that January 25 shook and that June 30 restored.  

Finally, when it comes to the study of youth, two more challenges come to mind. Firstly, how 

to talk about young people without falling back on the depictions of violence, crisis and threat 

implied by the available statistics. Secondly, how to address the gender dimension which, 

while often relegated to a marginal place, is in my opinion highly determinant. ‘In everyday 

reality, youth is a collective noun that has all too often indexed a faceless mass of persons 

who were underclass, unruly, male, challengingly out of place’ (Comaroff and Comaroff 

2005, 24). This thesis challenges this mainstream narrative, which is highly politically 

motivated, to elaborate ethnography that puts young women as a category, in all its 

complexity, at the centre. The thesis is therefore a contribution to the anthropology of youth, 

bringing together Middle East field experience with African literature. The question that 

remains is how to carry out this task.  

Abbink suggests exploring youth on the basis of ‘a fairly universal psychological model of 

personal development (of youth into adults) and on that of the structural opposition, in 

virtually any society, of “not-yet-adults” vis a vis the preceding generation’ (2004, 24). I find 

this framework disturbing for several reasons. First, I believe that a universal framework 

would bring with it similar issues that other universal models have previously suffered from. 

It would, for example, be open to criticism that as it reifies other cultures it perpetuates 

Western Orientalist impositions about the ‘other’, who also happens to be a ‘third world’ 

citizen (see Escobar 1995). Furthermore, ‘personal development’ still implies a transitional 

connotation to the study of young people, as agents who are not yet fully formed. My 

theoretical concern at this point revolves around the discussion of transience as if it were 

exclusively a condition of youth. Does adulthood really guarantee a state of immutability? 
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My understanding is that the shock and changes that critical events provoke in peoples’ lives 

support the argument that it is not only the category of youth that is transient or mutable, but 

rather we all are. In this light the world is conceived as ‘something never finished … always 

in the making’ (Jackson 1996, 4) subjected to events such as the Egyptian revolution which 

certainly changed Egyptian citizens’ lives regardless of their age.  

Tahrir was a liminal space, where the collective reversed roles with the state. Turner  defined 

liminality as ‘moment-in-and-out-of-time (…) out of the social structure, which reveals some 

recognition of a generalized social bond that has ceased to be and has simultaneously yet to 

be fragmented into multiplicity of structural ties’ (1969, 96); Tahrir, thus, represents the 

liminal space that enables the ritual process for political and social change, but also personal 

evolvement and the cultural manifestation of the ‘sentiment of humanity’ (Hume 1983). 

Hence, Tahrir was also a space of creation that shared a lot of commonalities with the 

liminality of young; a cathartic experience where age and space (as a place of belonging) was 

put in suspension alongside many other identity features. It gathered together individuals of 

diverse biological ages in a space impregnated with transition and the possibility of 

‘becoming’. The categories of age and youth, upon the shock of a critical event, were thus 

called into question.  

Despite their contrasting categorisations, women and youth share many common features. 

Both groups are trapped in what seems to be  

‘a class of victim with assigned roles in the cultural fight against anarchy,’ 

however ‘when corporate or state-organized forms of action ranging from 

social destabilisation to terrorism and mass death can appear as the right 

rational choices, we have to call into question any such enabling distinction 

between culture and barbarism’ (Rebel 1989, 118)  
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Youth and particularly young women have been fiercely demonised, disciplined and 

regulated since January 25, providing the grounds to at least argue that these categories and 

their assigned roles are suspicious. The particular stories of the people in the Square offer 

further proof of this. If labelling is ‘a fundamental activity of exercising power’ (Moncrieffe 

and Eyben 2007, 19), the Egyptian Uprising represents a unique contestation event which 

demanded the reorganisation of the assigned roles and attributions of these labels. Bourdieu 

holds that ‘youth is just a word’, a question of power, and the same can be said for women, or 

class. ‘Classification by age (but also sex and of course class…) always means imposing 

limits and producing an order to which each person must keep’ (1993, 94).   

Ahmed referring to the women’s question configuration argues that ‘women’s differentness 

and inferiority within this system are immutable’ (1992, 7), but as we have seen the critical 

event put the young female protester at the centre of the contestation of that immutability. 

Labelled as non-conforming individuals, young men and women posed a threat to the state, 

and it is important to understand why the marginalised, during a particular 18 days in history, 

were so powerful. Butler (1990) proposes exploring the possible political consequences of a 

radical critique of identity categories. The realisation of imagined possibilities is at the heart 

of the story of each of the female protesters who were contesting the state in Tahrir. This 

research has collected fragmented stories of young men and women involved in combating 

sexual violence in Tahrir, in order ‘to explore relationships of power and concrete ways in 

which these are lived’ (Crehan 2002, 100). It is an attempt to bring some order into the 

‘counter-appropriation’ fight (Scott 1990) of young protesters in Cairo, who struggled against 

the perpetuation of an inherited habitus (Bourdieu 1977) that was no longer responding to the 

challenges of their time.   

0.3 Unstable containers  
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Before moving forward, there is a need to refer to the question of fluidity as per its effects on 

container concepts such as ‘the people’, ‘public opinion’ and the security apparatus. In a 

highly contested environment, these notions are grounded on shifting sands. The security 

apparatus also carries its own set of complexities. Being a group of shadowy and obscure 

bodies, its frontline presence and alliances have changed regularly, and are often 

contradictory and manipulative.  

The thesis makes reference to the concept of ‘the people’ as the repository of voices 

representing Tahrir, also used by protestors to describe themselves, in this sense I often use 

‘The Square’ or ‘Tahrir’ not only as a place but also as a metonym of the container ‘the 

people’. The concept carried a sense of unity and citizenship legitimacy, but was far from 

being a stable container. Sabea (2014) has problematized this question and in here I want to 

highlight the multiple alliances that evolved in response to political events affected the 

contents of this repository. For instance, in January 2011, ‘the people’ contained Islamist 

groups. Fast-forward to November 2012, during the demonstrations against Morsi’s rule in 

response to the declaration that granted him powers that superseded the constitution, the 

term’s usage had changed. This same abstract container, representing the same totality of 

Egyptian unity, was turned against the same Islamists that were seen as friendly in the first 

days of Tahrir. The emergence of absolute but inconsistent repositories, in a state of constant 

flux that mirrored social and political changes, was a clear pattern of the revolution, and a lot 

of effort was put into articulating and absorbing these changes into a coherent narrative. 

Thus, the concept ‘the people’ carries a constant struggle to own who was represented by the 

term, sometimes including Islamists or old regime supports, and sometimes excluding them. 

Yet ‘the people’ almost always refers to the people in the streets protesting. After June 30, 

however, when the polarisation between Islamist and old regime supporters grew 

exponentially, the term ‘Third Square’ was used to refer to the secular leftists who first 
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populated the Square at the beginning of the 18 days, and who did not support either pro-

regime and Islamist groups positions after June 30. In this regard they were the residual 

legatees of the 18 days of Utopia. 

These changing repository concepts were part of the experience that emerged in the form of 

life-narratives, which ‘reflected the prevailing theories about “possible lives” that are part of 

one’s culture’ (Bruner 2004, 694). Each phase or account, however, does not disqualify 

others. On the contrary, they represent the effort to maintain the revolutionary argument: 

‘the people want the regime to fall’. Other metonyms used in the text refer to January 25, 

June 30 and August 14 as events that occurred in those dates: January 25th, June 30th and 

August 14th.4   

Counterintuitively, ‘the people’ were often opposed by public opinion. The definition of 

public opinion, and the question of ‘who’ it represented, were also constantly changing. 

Focusing on the importance that place and space have for the understanding of these events, 

I will use ‘public opinion’ to refer to those citizens who were not in the Square. Winegar 

(2012) has made reference to the backstage of the revolution (e.g. the women with 

dependent children or elderly parents that did not come down, families outside Egypt, etc.), 

as an important pillar of the success of the first 18 days. They were not in the Square but 

they were part of the support network. However, there were many others who only visited 

Tahrir out of curiosity, before returning to their houses and pressuring the revolutionaries 

around them to stop the protests. State propaganda, economic damage and the general chaos 

in the streets once Mubarak was ousted became daily subjects of complaint for those who 

wanted to go back or establish a sense of ‘order and security’. This is the segment of public 

                                                                                                                          
4  See  Appendix  One  for  further  details  
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opinion that by June 30th, 2013 was mobilised onto the streets in the second revolution that 

backed up the military’s coup d’état.  

The year of President Morsi’s presidency did indeed see serious problems that disrupted 

daily life to a far greater degree than the revolution had done up to that point. Unexpected 

fuel shortages, which prompted hours of queuing at petrol stations, as well as constant power 

cuts in all neighbourhoods of Cairo, pushed citizens’ patience to the limits. The army’s 

substantial level of control over the power and fuel industries is well known, and 

miraculously after June 30 it was rare that the city suffered from either of these two 

problems. I raise this example to explain how the idea of ‘order and security’ grew in direct 

opposition to the demands of ‘the people’, as life became more complicated public opinion 

exerted pressure on ‘the people’ to go back home at the same time that got mobilized against 

the Muslim Brotherhood’s rule. Those often labelled as ‘foloul’ (the Arabic name for old 

regime supporters) were joined in 2013 by many who had initially supported Tahrir and 

were now playing an important role in legitimising the military takeover of June 30. 

Last, but not least, there is the security apparatus, a set of quite diverse institutions which 

have long held a hegemonic political position. First, there is the army, seen as the ultimate 

guarantor of the nation which belongs to ‘the people’. This perception has been very relevant 

to gaining the endorsement of public opinion on various significant occasions. During the 

Maspero events,5 the public were called upon to ‘protect’ the army which was supposedly 

being attacked. In the lead-up to the events that justified the killing of protestors camping in 

Raba’a in August 20136, the army asked citizens to bestow upon them the mandate to ‘end 

                                                                                                                          
5  On  the  9th  of  October  of  2011,  a  march  was  organised  to  protest  against  the  demolition  of  a  church  
in  Aswan  that  was  apparently  built  without  permits.  A  crowd  of  mainly  (but  not  only)  Copts  were  
marching  towards  the  TV  building,  known  as  Maspero,  when  the  Army  attacked  the  march.  

6  See  Appendix  One  
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violence’, which resulted in the bloodiest day in Egyptian history. On these two occasions, 

the army effectively reversed roles with the citizenship that returns the power deposited in 

the people into the hands of the army. Furthermore, popular support provided the legal basis 

for the military, on separate occasions at the end of Mubarak’s and Morsi’s respective 

presidencies, to set itself in opposition to the sitting president and assume executive power. 

Although the army’s primary role is to protect Egypt’s borders, they are also entitled to 

guarantee public order.  

The Interior Ministry (which, according to Aclimandos (2016), is the biggest employer in 

the country), the state security forces (now dissolved), and the intelligence service were the 

three institutions charged with the surveillance of domestic affairs. The police have also 

gained a reputation for themselves, due to their well-documented direct implication in 

repressive measures, including killing protestors, torture, vendettas and corruption. Although 

these various bodies can in some ways be seen as a unified entity, which represents the deep 

state and protects the nation, internal differences and rivalries between and within 

institutions have often come to the surface, shedding some light onto this quite opaque 

apparatus. Moreover, as alliances between groups of the people in the Square shifted with 

the unfolding of events, public perception of the various security forces also varied.  

The army and police thus held shifting positions on the frontline, and were blamed or praised 

by one another accordingly. The security apparatus is also the niche of internal wars that 

often entangle the ordinary citizen. A case in point was the murder and torture of our Italian 

colleague Giulio Regeni, a PhD candidate at the University of Cambridge. Giulio was 

abducted on the 25th of January 2016, probably by members of one of these state institutions. 

He was tortured, and his dead body was found in a dump on the outskirts of Cairo some days 

later with some indices that pointed towards internal quarrels among security services as the 
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cause of this tragic event. Giulio came to represent the many cases of disappearances and 

torture that had occurred since the issue first emerged in the press in April 2015. Although 

the case has caused international uproar and is still open, Italy and Egypt have now resumed 

diplomatic relationships. There have been several implausible attempts to exonerate the 

security apparatus of the assassination of Giulio, and to blame it instead on criminal gangs, 

despite much evidence to the contrary (see Michaelson and Kirchgaessner 2016). 

0.4 Research setting: The field site and the city 

Among the many reasons behind my interest in this research topic, I was particularly 

concerned with the position of the groups I was studying as connectors between the struggles 

of ordinary citizens (against economic constraints, repression, policing and security 

impositions, and discriminatory social norms) and the social institutions involved in the 

maintenance of power structures. In articulating people’s dissent and social malaise through 

their work, these groups must balance the demands of multiple and often conflicting social 

domains and aspirations.  

As a result of their daily contact with the struggles of the many people that they have assisted 

and collaborated with, activists are also the repositories of the many experiences that their 

work entails - listening to testimonies, witnessing violence, complaints and despair, as well as 

eventually enjoying some happy endings. Furthermore, their position as connectors between 

different institutions implies their will to translate social problems into initiatives and 

advocacy interventions, and, in many cases, to be involved as brokers of knowledge 

production and sharing for concerned audiences. This position in the social web tends to 

make activists become the conduits that channel strategies contesting the top-down logistics 

and technologies of governmentality. However, they also have to manage their own 

expectations and stabilise the controversies that arise as a result of the interaction between 
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their work, personal plans, and family and peer pressures. Thus, there are often collisions 

(and rarely alignment) between the different ethical and moral universes that coexist within 

the multiple actors involved in this complex web. 

This brings us to the question of place: where can this study of surroundings and in-roundings 

take place? Anthropologists have used different framing techniques to ‘locate’ fieldwork, as 

the concerns that this exercise raised for the first anthropologies are quite different to the ones 

in contemporary research. Coleman and Collins (2006) argue that while ‘the process of 

demonstrating the physical connection of researcher and text with place has remained of 

prime importance,’ there is also a sense in which places have disappeared: ‘the boundaries 

around them have become deeply problematized as connections between culture and territory, 

identity and fixed community, are challenged’ (2006, 2). This dichotomy is of particular 

relevance for the case of this research, not only because there was a very defined and strong 

connection between Tahrir, as a physical space, with the research, but moreover because this 

place, as I conceived it in this research, had literally disappeared by the time I began 

fieldwork. Yet the people that made Tahrir a ‘place’ had not vanished. They were propelled, 

scattered, hidden, fragmented across Cairo and across Egypt. It seemed that my new task was 

to find them in the places that the revolution had taken them to, and from there trace the 

remaining connections. Thus, there was a sense of trying to ‘reassemble the social’ place 

(Latour 2007) that Tahrir had once been.  

The relational logic that I saw between social networks and the actors within them triggered 

my interest in Actor-Network Theory (ANT). ANT considers that ‘humans may, but need not 

be, actors; and actors may, but need not be, humans’ (Law and Mol 2007, 277). Following 

this premise, technical instruments were considered to be part of the network and, therefore, 

to be taking part in the mutual signification of its elements. This understanding affected the 
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way that I perceived my field site. Considering the specific involvement of technical 

instruments (such as material conditions, publications, bureaucracy and laws) within varying 

social networks was a helpful means to give visibility to the ‘apparatus [that] organizes social 

relations between disconnected actors through abstract, mediating agents that replace direct 

social connections’ (Law and Mol 2007, 378). To give an example of technical instruments, 

during my fieldwork the National Council for Women had triggered a quite opaque 

consultative process with civil society with the aim of elaborating the National Strategy to 

Combat Sexual Violence. This process ended with the production of a physical report, which 

contained both the pledges that the council would use to put pressure on the government and 

the document that would be used to request international funding, among many other 

connectivities. Examining the development of the strategy offered a good opportunity to 

include material semiotics analysis in the research. One could see who was invited to the 

consultative process (and in what capacity), and who was not. The strategy also set the 

minimum baseline that the government had agreed to, which independent civil society then 

used as a barometer in its ongoing monitoring and denouncing of the many unmet promises. 

The strategy thus organized connectivities, resources, material needs and in tracing them the 

Action Network revolving around become visible.  

Initially, my plan was to trace the paths that research participants follow in their work, in 

order to understand their action-networks. This would be considered something of a mutating 

field site, or, as Olwig and Hastrup describe it, a field site that is defined ‘not primarily in 

terms of locality, but as the field of relations which are of significance to the people involved 

in the study’ (1997, 8). However, my plans swiftly changed as I started fieldwork. 

I had lived in Cairo from 2008 to July 2012 (when I worked for UNFPA). In November 2013 

I undertook a short field visit. I officially started fieldwork in January 2014 and I left Cairo 
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by the end of January 2016, which implies a fieldwork’s duration of twenty-four months. 

During 2016, I undertook two short follow-up field visits. Since then I have returned once a 

year. The environment I encountered at the street level upon my return to Cairo in January 

2014 was very hostile. Security measures had seriously hindered the action-networks that had 

until recently been concentrated in Tahrir. Often, when I tried to formalise my collaboration 

with one of these independent NGOs, my request was politely refused, for my own security 

and theirs. This security concern was a frequently recurring theme, manifesting in various 

forms during my fieldwork. Subsequently I often met people in cafes, at venues where they 

had organised events, seminars or conferences, or in their homes. How to define a field site 

that played a part in creating the action-network that this research focuses on, and that 

therefore should itself be considered as one of the actors in this network? The creation of 

spaces where freedom and critical thinking could exist, for instance, had become essential to 

the revolutionary practice, and these spaces were shrinking every day. Feldman proposes 

characterising this kind of field site as ‘nonlocal ethnography’ (2011, 378). However, he 

projects its spectrum as existing beyond national frontiers, which I was not planning to 

trespass. Therefore, in the absence of a better term, I use the concept of non-local.  I 

conducted research in NGOs, but also in seminars, cafes, trips outside Cairo, private houses, 

conferences, meetings, workshops, and my own house. My field site was wherever my 

action-network brought me, wherever the people involved in the research suggested that I 

could find action. The city of Cairo had thus become my mutating field-site, and the city 

itself was one of the main actors in the network.   

0.5 A consideration on methods  

0.5.1 ORIGINS AND BEGINNINGS  
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How and where does a project begin? Edward Said wrote that ‘the beginning […] is the first 

step in the intentional production of meaning’ (1975, 5). If we are talking about meaning, I 

would trace the beginnings of this project back to 2011, when the revolution started. I 

witnessed this historical event while working as an international civil servant in the Cairo 

office of the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA). However, if I am looking for the 

‘point of origin’, the root from which such a project became a possibility, I could go further 

back.  Perhaps to 1994, when I first participated in a street campaign, or to 2003, when I 

participated in the massive demonstrations against the Iraq invasion, led by the US but also 

involving Spain,7 or to November 2008, when I first moved to Egypt after two years working 

in Tunisia and another two working in Jordan.  

January 25 was not my revolution, yet it raised serious ethical considerations about the work 

that the UN, including myself, was doing in the period of time that preceded the revolution. I 

thus brought my own set of controversies to this project. As a development practitioner in the 

Middle East, I moved into a framework where, for the first time, I was considered as part of 

the West, and therefore perceived as part of a machinery in which Orientalist perceptions of 

the other were deeply rooted.  

Along the years of my professional experience, it became harder and harder to align my 

moral and ethical values with the practice of development. This dichotomy between an 

‘engaged’ (Scheper-Hughes 1995) practice and the professionalisation of the development 

sector , which entailed a depolitisation of the subjects I was involved at work, became even 

more apparent when I let the NGO I was working with in Tunisia to join UNFPA in 2008. 

This experience allowed me to better understand the global context of development and its 

                                                                                                                          
7  Under  the  Government  of  President  Aznar,  Spain  entered  the  US-‐led  coalition  that  invaded  Iraq  in  2003  
without  public  support  or  consultation.  These  actions  resulted  in  mass  protests  that  brought  to  the  streets  

almost  three  million  citizens,  numbers  only  previously  seen  in  demonstrations  against  the  terrorist  group  ETA  
See:  https://elpais.com/internacional/2003/02/15/actualidad/1045263602_850215.html  
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links to the global political and economic agenda that was (and still is) pushing for a 

neoliberal model in the Middle East (see: Armbrust 2012; Elyachar 2005; Hanieh 2011; Gills 

and Rocamora 1992; Mitchell 2002).  

The above explains the origins and beginnings of this project, and in doing so it also sets out 

my particular understanding of the role of the researcher-anthropologist in the research. As 

international researchers and development and human rights practitioners are common 

phenomena in the region, I consider myself part of the study. Another is the fact that Cairo 

had previously been my home for four years, before I returned for fieldwork, which blurs the 

distinction between field and home as two separate sites. Mosse (2005) proposes a ‘multi-

positioned’ perspective to explore this kind of production of knowledge from within the 

framework of, but without being a member of, the studied community. Since the features of 

myself and my background had different weights during the course of the field research, I 

found it necessary to place ‘the anthropologist within this frame, and turn a critical lens onto 

the anthropologist-actor as a member of a transnational community, speaking from within 

and in the first person’ (Mosse 2005, 11). The methodology, and particularly the practice of 

participant observation, took this perspective into account.  

During fieldwork, my particular features brought up questions of trust, access and 

authenticity, as well as a lot of emotional management. I took these issues as being part and 

parcel of deciphering our surroundings. Nehad has been a great advisor in this and other 

troubling situations. I give a full account of her role in the research in Chapter Six, but here I 

want to highlight her advice with regard to access, which was very much related to my 

positionality and the security context. She often said that what I was doing was almost 

impossible in the times that we were living through. The level of mistrust had grown so high 

that people needed a lot of time to overcome their suspicions and open up. I had to bear in 
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mind some serious questions: why would people want to open up to a foreign researcher, 

coming from a renowned British university? How could I prove that I have good intentions? 

How could I get around not only the loaded history that prompted the revolution but also the 

internal quarrels, disappointments and general fatigue that had led many initiatives to 

withdraw, to cocoon? Nehad always advised me that in any encounters, whether they were 

going well or badly, I had to remain present, keep pushing, keep sending information so that 

my interlocutors could see who I was. Explaining what I was doing was not enough; I had to 

enable them to understand.  

Encounters were also marked by the emotions belonging to the specific circumstances of 

downtown Cairo revolutionary dynamics, rivalries and judgements among different groups, 

the various painful episodes that many had gone through prior to my arrival on their doorstep, 

and above all the waves of oppression and fear released by the regime. These things were 

very present throughout the time of my fieldwork. I understood fieldwork as a highly 

sensorial experience, and that ‘sensoriality is fundamental to how we learn about, understand 

and represent other people’s lives’ (Pink 2009, 7).  

Being sensitive to the particular emotional state of the person I met was, therefore, a crucial 

element of the ethnography. I think it is essential to highlight that the appreciation of this 

particular subjectivity is ‘the basis of researchers making a distinctive contribution, one that 

results from the unique configuration of their personal qualities joined to the data they have 

collected’ (Peshkin 1988). However, awareness of this fact did not relieve me from my own 

emotional and very challenging situation. In May 2015, as a consequence of previous medical 

interventions that had also provoked an interruption of my studies during the upgrade period, 

my father was hospitalised, and he passed away in October. During this period, I was 

effectively commuting from the hospital in Spain to the field in Cairo. These dates coincide 
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with a clear intensification of the crackdown on civil society. Enforced disappearances and 

random arrests flooded the news, and this general sense of being defenceless climaxed when 

we got the news of the assassination of Giulio Regeni. I do not have words to express how 

deeply his death affected all of us, Egyptians and foreigners, committed to the values he 

represented. Giulio brought us together in one grieving that was a grieving for all of the 

missing and dead. Hend, of whom I talk in Chapter Three, said: ‘I knew him, he came to talk 

to me; he was one of us.’ Then, as Chapter Six accounts, Nehad lost Noor. It was the third 

death among my intimate circle in just a few months. Everybody around the research was 

somehow entangled in difficult situation, and none of us were in a more powerful position.  

0.5.2 LOCATING THE RESEARCH AND THE RESEARCHER 

From January 2011 until June 2013, Tahrir was the epicentre of the social turmoil that later 

expanded into Libya, Syria and the rest of the Middle East. As such it was also the centre of 

media production. Local news, international outlets, independent and less-independent media, 

citizen journalists, bloggers, independent photojournalists, freelancers and fixers were all 

involved in producing narratives of the revolution. As much as Egyptians were glad to gain 

attention from the rest of the world to give voice to their claims, they were also suspicious of 

ulterior agendas that might misrepresent their voices. As such, it came as no surprise that 

people in the Square grew increasingly conscious of questions of representation. The 

treatment of journalists was a good indicator of this sensitivity — days where they were 

welcomed would be followed by days when holding a microphone, video camera or simple 

notebook on the street could spell real trouble. This hostility could come from either people 

in the street or security forces. In this scenario of political violence, methodology was not 

defined ‘as a rigid or fixed framework for the research but, rather, as an elastic, incorporative, 
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integrative, and malleable practice’ (Kovats-Bernat 2002, 210), a rigid framework would not 

have responded to this volatile environment. 

Researchers hold a strange position in this landscape. We might be seen as journalists, asking 

questions, yet we hang on to the same topic for far too long, and in the whole life of our 

fieldwork we do not produce anything tangible that we can show to our interlocutors. For 

foreign researchers in particular, mistrust can build very quickly, and we can soon be labelled 

as spies, neo-colonialists or simply privileged white people. Giulio Regeni’s murder marked a 

halt in the imaginary line of protection that we thought remained from the colonial period, the 

line that we thought would protect us (westerners) from the violations that our Egyptian 

colleagues endured. To some extent at least, we were wrong. Asad (2007) reflects on how 

colonial structures made possible the access to anthropological study in the safest possible 

manner. Thus, in current times, ‘"extracting" data derives from a misguided professional 

nostalgia for the stability once guaranteed by colonial force’ (Kovats-Bernat 2002, 211). 

Giluio Regeni’s case came to highlight the many changes that this ‘colonial encounter’ had 

witnessed since the times of the British Administration. The requirement to adapt field 

strategies to the new, volatile and violent environment of Cairo therefore involved 

considering the risks that the anthropological method entailed, and its links to ethics and 

security for both researcher and research participants. Along these lines, Kovats-Bernat (2002) 

proposes that we ‘divorce ourselves from our historical assumption of objective immunity 

from the interpersonal implications of field relations and in turn embrace a mutual 

responsibility between anthropologist and informant’ (2002, 217). This perspective was 

prevalent in the research community during my time conducting fieldwork. As a result, 

obtaining a research permit was literally impossible. Pursuing the ‘legal’ chains to obtain a 

research permit would have put my interlocutors and myself in danger. Yet, I constantly 

discussed matters of anonymity and confidentiality with the people involved in this research, 
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and I remained reachable (and I am still) providing my contact details and following up on 

them from time to time. Moreover, after completion of the writing up, and before final 

submission, I have contacted them asking again for their authorization and I have shared the 

thesis for their feedback.   

Most of my fieldwork was dedicated to understanding the action-networks of the young 

women and men protestors involved in gender and human rights practice in post-

revolutionary Egypt. Still, ‘women’, ‘young’ and ‘engaged’ (this last signifying whether an 

individual was an activist) became categories that needed their own deconstruction. Who 

were these young women? Were they activists? Were they young? These questions became 

worthy of attention, as the dissection of these terms would reveal important elements that 

brought existing narratives to life. In Hacking's (1986, 170) view, ‘numerous kinds of human 

beings come into being hand in hand with our invention of the categories labelling them.’ As 

the battle for the dream of the 18 days of revolution continued in the streets, homes, prisons 

and institutions of Egypt, the meanings and narratives of these categories were far from 

settled.  

Women’s rights activists seemed to be my obvious choice to use as container concept, in part 

because this group has a well-established historical background (see Al-Ali 2000). However, 

fieldwork demonstrated that many of my participants were not comfortable with reducing the 

question exclusively to women’s rights, and others were not comfortable with being called 

activists. Feminist civil society organisations were often using the label ’women human rights 

defenders’, but that term excluded the participation of the numerous men who were deeply 

involved in many of the initiatives that I came across. Many people rejected the term 

‘activist’; ‘I am not activist’ is a phrase that came up quite often in conversations. As we can 

see, questions of labelling acquired a very specific twist.  
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I engaged with protestors who were active in Tahrir Square. Some of them were also activists, 

while others refused that label. Some worked for independent civil society organisations, 

international NGOS or the UN. Most of them were also engaged in volunteer activities or had 

their own personal projects that ranged from writing to film and theatre. Some were doctors, 

engineers, lawyers or counsellors. Still, this research cannot not truly represent them, because 

their lives are too diverse and rich, and my fieldwork could only cover so much.  

Finding a container concept that brings together the multiple attributes of my interlocutors is 

in itself the ethnography of this research. They were all protestors, they all held and had 

worked for feminist and human rights ideas, they all had a good educational background, they 

were all working professionals, or recent graduates with experience of working with civil 

society. The majority belonged to a wealthy urban elite, but some others were part of an 

impoverished middle class; yet, they all considered themselves as belonging to the same 

revolutionary community. They were men and women in the age range from 25 to 35, with 

very different marital statuses, love stories and sexual orientations. Some were originally 

from outside Cairo, while others had lived there all their lives. Most of them were fluent in 

English and many had had the opportunity to study abroad, but they were also very interested 

in exploring local dynamics that could take their work outside Cairo into other governorates. 

The participation of dual nationals living abroad at the time the revolution erupted was also 

important. During 2011 many of these dual nationals left their homes and jobs abroad to join 

the revolution and they enjoyed a set of global connections that amplified revolutionary acts. 

For instance in many cases they had better access and better communication skills to reach 

the global media, the diplomacy, etc. and get their stories disseminated –which also triggered 

some grievances from groups that had less connections to –mainly- western audiences. 

Finally, they mostly approached religion as a personal right, and they were all well versed in 

the political agendas behind both the religious question and the women’s question. The 
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bottom line was that they were liberal, urban, middle class and secular. On paper, they would 

probably be the ideal team to carry out the work that many international donors wanted to 

foster. Yet they were also very aware of the politics behind donors’ agendas and they were 

reluctant to engage in partnerships that implied making concessions to the core principles of 

the work, even if at many points they were still debating what needed to be done and what 

their beliefs and visions were. It was a period of intense debate and critical thinking. I came 

to join this mosaic as a mundane researcher and their engagement with me was also a 

consideration of this fact. Whether or not I was considered an equal partner, I was one more 

of the many volatile elements that wandered Cairo during those days.  

I have consciously homogenized how I presented class, religion and educational background 

to introduce the people in this research for several reasons. First, being the backbone of the 

thesis age and gender other intersectional features are brought along when they inform this 

intersection. Second, action network approach entails that the set of problems and 

controversies each of these features unlocks, would have opened the thesis to an 

unmanageable proportion because the idea was to trace the network of actors and materials 

semiotics that age and gender merges in the figure of the female protestor in this specific 

group of people. Thus for instance treating religion in deep would have led to response how 

the state articulates religion as a tool of power, diverting the focus towards minority rights 

(Mahmood 2015), equally  class would have dragged all the controversies embedded in the 

workers movements or on the poverty narratives. Each of these topics deserves a thesis in 

itself and surely is in the viewpoint of my future research. 

This homogenization, also, responds to the features that the groups I was working highlighted. 

There were certainly class and educational differences among my participants but they were 

not sensitive; and there were Muslims and Copts but this difference did not affect their views 
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on the work they were doing with regard to combatting sexual violence. I am aware that the 

interlocutors involved in the research in most cases belonged to a privilege class when 

compared to lower income families, rural areas, etc. But the scope was into their interaction 

with the state and the nationalist project. When differences are substantial, they are discussed. 

This happens in the case of Nehdad in Chapter Six, for instance, which explains some of the 

material conditions attributed to class that help her to tailor her story. Moreover, when class 

or religion emerged to inform the aforementioned relationship with the state, it is then treated. 

Chapter One class it brought up to explain the reaction of male protester to the 8th of march 

episode, equally in Chapter Three, religion is discussed because is a feature that the 

interlocutor considered important. Some initiatives would train their volunteers in how to 

deal with unfounded religious discourses that were affecting their practice. Other initiatives 

argued that it was better not to engage in religious debate. Both approaches, in the end, were 

inclusive of people with different degrees of religious observance. In any case, the personal 

attitudes of the people involved in the activities would not be addressed. At the personal level, 

it is true that over the course of my research I met many women who, as a result of their 

encounter with feminist ideas and the experience of the revolution, were reconsidering the 

links between their moral universe, ethics, body rights and religion. For instance, I came 

across several women who had decided to remove the veil, but this did not mean that they 

had rejected everything in their education and values linked to religious practice. For the 

most part, they described a personal path that did not mean that they had become irreligious, 

but rather that they were dealing with their religion in a new and different manner that was 

not yet very clear to them. Viewed as a personal right it did not interfere with their right-

claims approach to combat sexual violence. Finally, this homogenisation helped to protect 

their identities, because security concerns on how I described them have been a critical issue 
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for the writing of this research. Thus, unless stated otherwise, they were young women and 

men, urban middle class and well educated.   

Additionally, I often locate my interlocutors within the broader coalition of secular leftists. 

While ‘leftist’ refers to the continuation of a long-standing political tradition, ‘secular’ 

deserves a closer look. Karam (1998) frames ‘secular’ in terms of its distinction from Islamic 

movements that were rooted in religious texts and which, therefore, tended to involve people 

who fostered their religious views as part of their activism. This was not the case for any of 

the initiatives and groups that took part in this research. Religion was considered a personal 

right, and as such people involved in the initiatives hold very different degrees of religiosity. 

Some of the people I talked with were atheist, and felt that they had to assert that aspect of 

their identity as part of their political stand in the revolution. Most, however, did not want to 

enter into this debate because they thought that the idea that religion should be separate from 

the state was already well established. This separation was a common denominator for the 

many who believed that religion should be considered a private matter.  

Finally, it is important to note that this thesis does not problematise the epistemology of 

human rights as other academics have done (Allen 2013; Babül 2015). I will not expand 

much on this topic, except to clarify that human rights is a label that people in this research 

used to identify themselves as a community. The values and principles ascribed to it surely 

differed between movements and individuals, yet human rights jargon was the medium to get 

to know each other and what they all used to engage in meaningful discussions that 

contributed to the evolution of what human rights meant in the Egyptian context. Moreover, it 

is important to note that the state vilified this community as Westernised and individualistic, 

enemies of the nation exactly because they openly fostered human rights principles. This 

seems paradoxical when one observes successive Egyptian regimes at international fora 
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pledging their commitment to the international human rights treaties that the government has 

signed, given that these treaties uphold the same rights that are espoused by this community. 

The hypocrisy of the Egyptian regime is obvious.  

After June 30, the polarisation caused by the ‘dispersal’ of the Raba’a camp was acute. The 

street initiatives were either halted or disappearing, and civil society organisations were 

getting ready to respond to a severe crackdown that has lasted to this day.  In such a situation, 

it was important to ask what had happened to the social space that had been held by the street 

initiatives, and to all the people who were once invested in those initiatives. Furthermore, 

what had happened to my own positionality as a result of these changes? I am still uncertain 

about the researcher-activist relationship. I believe that these two potentially convivial 

categories could merge quite well into a militant anthropology (Scheper-Hughes 1995), when 

it came to indigenous researches who were actively engaged in the revolution. However, I felt 

that such a position would be controversial in my case, and I never presented myself as an 

activist or protestor, although I was certainly an actor and an observer.  

Yet neither did I feel the constant need to perform the researcher-anthropologist persona at all 

times. In ‘the crisis of representation’ embedded in the anthropologist-researcher, I tended to 

narrow as much as possible the distance between the ‘ethnographic self’ and the ‘personal 

self’ (Pack 2006). I was neither a local nor an activist, and the disclosure of my interaction 

with the country and my positionality, including my beliefs, was part and parcel of the 

research. In this sense, I concur with Scheper-Hughes that, while not being a militant, one 

should be prepared to act and speak on behalf of ‘something’ if one is to act ethically at all. 

One should thus embrace the ethics emerging from fieldwork, and not just those brought to 

fieldwork. In light of this, I do not shy away from a ‘frontline anthropology ‘that takes as its 

subject what occurs within zones of violent conflict’ (Hoffman 2003) and takes accounts of 
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the nuance and complex dynamics happening in that space. In summary, I was a young 

female Southern European researcher, who had, however, lived in the country for a fairly 

long time. I had had access to the interstices of the state that protestors were fighting in the 

Square, a fact which generated a varied set of responses among my interlocutors, responses 

which I subsequently integrated into my own analysis.  

Another problem was how to address the complex and mutating environment I was 

navigating so I could be fair in my characterisations of the people I talked with and about, an 

issue which comes with its own set of problems and particular stories. Maha8 was one of the 

persons who assisted me with the research. She has been involved in many human rights and 

feminist initiatives since long before the revolution, and was one of the first to explain to me 

her concerns over the use of terms to define people:  

‘I will not introduce myself as an activist, more as a human being, 

genderless, like I am a feminist and everything but I will not introduce 

myself as a feminist because I do not like it, I hated the overuse of the terms 

[feminist and other terms popular at the time] after the revolution … it 

created some barriers between me and other people…’ 

As Maha explains, the word ‘activist’ had come to be very loaded since January 25th, a 

moment when everybody was considered to be one. Similarly, she does not feel comfortable 

with the label ‘feminist’. As events unfolded, there were some considerations that pushed 

people away from using these terms (feminists and activist), especially among those who felt 

the need to withdraw from active engagement at some point. ‘Before I did, before I used to 

feel more like an activist, before the revolution and during 2011, but starting 2012 I felt like I 

                                                                                                                          
8  Names  in  the  thesis  have  been  changed  to  protect  the  identity  of  interlocutors  except  for  the  names  of  people  

whose  cases  are  publicly  known  and/or  who  have  widely  published  their  views  in  local  press,  reports,  and  social  
media.          
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should withdraw, my revolution is to keep silent,’ Maha kept telling me. A second aspect was 

that the term ‘activist’ came to be linked to how radical someone’s views were, and in that 

sense it became interchangeable with the world ‘revolutionary’. As such, people like Dania, 

of whom I talked in Chapter Four, preferred not to use it. ‘I do not know, maybe I am more of 

a reformist,’ she said. To these connotations of ‘activism’, we can add the question of 

confrontation with the state. To a certain degree, all the people in this research are in 

confrontation with the state, but some, particularly those that do not have much of an issue 

with being called ‘activists’, have suffered heavy consequences. For instance, a female 

activist who had recently come out of jail once told me: ‘I think every time I take to the 

streets there is a risk, and if I am not willing to take it then I should not be part of it.’ So the 

way one deals with security risks also affects self-labelling. Over the years, the word ‘activist’ 

also acquired certain negative connotations for some groups in the Square, related to some of 

the hierarchies that were born within certain initiatives. Even in the use of language, people 

from the core founding groups of initiatives will often call other participants ‘volunteers’. 

These volunteers will often be reluctant to use ‘activist’ as a label for themselves, but will be 

more likely to apply the term to the core founding group, sometimes with some animosity.  

I have used ‘activist’ in this research partly because, despite the controversies and 

connotations explained above, it is a term that was vastly popular in my surroundings. 

Furthermore, because defending, practicing and living by feminist and human rights values 

seemed to be something that my participants shared, I finally started to think of them as 

feminist human rights activists.  

0.5.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

As the circumstances surrounding fieldwork changed, I had to rethink the methodology of 

this research in accordance with what was practically possible. I had to reconsider how 
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security affected my fieldwork, the people around me and the potential parameters of the 

research, as well as the amount of time that was available. I soon understood that the rhythm 

of the research was in fact being dictated by the multiple events happening in the city; both 

the silent and the dramatic, the public and the private. As a result of this, I had to learn how to 

be quite reactive. I would frequently reorganise my schedule in response to the new 

information that I was receiving as my network grew bigger. Following the logic of the 

action-network, I then decided to start by talking to the people whom I had read were 

involved in initiatives that were of interest to me. In non-structured interviews, we delved 

into the topics that were at that time in the spotlight. These interviews often led to the 

interviewee suggesting that I go and see another person versed in the subjects that had 

emerged. Through this snowball effect I ended up interviewing a vast network of participants, 

helping me to understand the action-network behind these movements. In that sense, the 

network was very much expertise-based, people contributed with their expertise in a specific 

area, as well as with their motivation to learn more. Interviews also opened doors in terms of 

me being able to establish relationships, explain the research and become informed about 

events around those topics that were happening in the city. On two occasions I also joined 

different groups on their trips outside Cairo, which provided very useful insights, in part 

because on both occasions I visited places that I had previously been to in my capacity as a 

UN official.  

I often conducted more than one interview with the same participant, with the focus of 

discussion developing over the course of separate sessions. The first interview addressed my 

need to enter into contact with someone and be able to present myself in a way that ‘made 

sense’. The security circumstances and the media attention that the revolution had attracted 

made me think that being ‘concrete’ about what I needed and what I was doing would help 

the research. Requesting an interview was therefore a good way to introduce myself and the 
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research, and provided a platform for extending into other research methods. My task was 

facilitated by the fact that Cairo from January 2011 was very much an ‘interview society’ 

(Silverman 2001, 160), where activists, including many of the people in this research, were 

used to interacting with journalists, political missions from other countries, and researchers 

requesting interviews.  

A second or third interview would usually occur after the relationship with the interviewee 

had evolved. This process of getting to know my interlocutor served to enrich these 

subsequent non-structured interviews, which would often turn into ‘conversational interviews’ 

(Rapley 2005); themes would arise and I would discuss them with different interlocutors at 

different times.  In this sense, each interview that I conducted were treated more as a resource 

(where knowledge was produced with the interviewee, and accounting for the context in 

which the interview was carried out) than as covering a particular topic (Montgomery 2012). 

So the angle covered by first interviews was generally related to access, while subsequent 

ones addressed more directly the ‘content’ of the research interest. Yet this division was not 

strict, because first interviews were often already very rich.  

Reasons for this gradual approach were various, but there was one in particular that stood out 

during all fieldwork, namely the presence of violence and traumatic experiences. Violence 

could often be embedded in data (Kovats-Bernat 2002), and my desire to adopt a ‘do no harm’ 

approach informed my thinking on how to prepare for encounters in which I recorded often 

painful experiences. Non-structured interviews, of this conversational modality, I believe 

were more protective of and sensitive to each interviewee’s experiences. Rapley (2005) 

implies that qualitative methods are beneficial in reducing the power imbalance that surfaces 

in interviews. My concern, however, was more related to avoiding making the interviewee 

feel that she/he had to re-narrate an experience of violence. Different strategies were used for 
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the purpose, but I felt that the most relevant one was making very clear to participants that 

this was a conversation and they could switch topic if it were taking a direction that they 

would not feel OK with.  

Silence was also a mechanism I took to indicate that I should be the one changing the 

direction of the interview, as it signalled boundaries and rules (Charmaz 2002). Moreover, 

self-imposed silences existed within the multi-layered context in which interviews were 

produced. I thus inferred their significance partly through the complementation of interviews 

with other anthropological methods, particularly participant observation in situations where 

the interviewee also operated. In parallel, I made use of testimonies that NGOs were 

collecting, and on two occasions, discussed further in Chapter Three, Hend and Yasmine had 

already narrated elsewhere the violent episodes of their sexual assaults, meaning that clear 

data was already available. Asking directly about these episodes did not, in my understanding, 

bring anything new. Yamine and Hend have mastered the complexity of the many different 

narratives that emerge from the different instances where their testimonies were produced. 

Thus the questions of who should be involved in the task of enabling breaking the silence, 

and what it means to do so, remain controversial. In this regard, Das signals that: 

‘It is often considered the task of historiography to break the silence that 

announces zones of taboo. There is even something heroic in the image of 

empowering women to speak and to give voice to the voiceless. I have 

myself found this a very complicated task, for when we use such imagery as 

breaking the silence we may end up using our capacity to unearth hidden 

facts as a weapon’ (Das 2007, 57). 

Whereas I do not see a clear pattern as per when to take up this ‘heroic’ task and when not to, 

I believe it is a reflection that should lead our inquiries when we deal with trauma survivors. 
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Yet with this reflection comes a consideration on how to register silence. During our 

conversations, I never asked Yasmine to narrate her assault, nor did I with Hend. I 

approached them trying to understand the particular moment they were in during the time we 

shared, and how the state (which was my research focus) had interfered with their 

experiences. I hope not to have unearthed hidden weapons. 

One research method that happened to be very relevant was social media ethnography. I 

quickly discovered that many people I encountered who were engaged in feminist and human 

rights practice were also very vocal in the public sphere. Most had in recent years produced 

an assortment of media articles, interviews, blogs and publications. Many had also published 

academic papers, so by the time I had the chance to meet them I had a pretty good idea of 

their views on many of the aspects that my research was concerned with. This data was 

incredibly useful in preparing for the interviews, and proved to also provide good entry 

conversational points, and was a good mirror for considering ambiguities, contradictions and 

changes in thinking. There was a very strong connection between individuals’ intellectual 

production in articles and their social media posts, but there were also a lot of ambiguities, 

mixed with their personal experiences and their ups and downs; social media thus provided a 

unique arena for reflection and debate. In general, I would say that people were flattered that 

I had read their posts, and as we became closer I asked if I could use their social media posts 

for the ethnography. The answer was always positive. Alongside social media, more 

traditional media was also essential to contextualising the news and rumours that were hitting 

the streets. Since my field site had become the city of Cairo, following the mood of the street 

was part of my daily routine. For this purpose, as well as following the local news, I got to 

know a network of people who were better connected to the journalistic milieu and were able 

to fill me in daily.  
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I also counted on the support of the anthropology student Nahla, who helped me with 

transcripts and online research. Her assistance was essential to helping me contextualise 

events and people within the Arabic-language narrative production. Her online research skills 

were far better than mine, so I would provide her with the details of what I needed to look 

into, and she would provide me with links and summaries that I would later study. I have 

already introduced Maha, who helped me to locate and gain access to some of the initiatives 

that she was familiar with. However, most of the time, one contact would naturally lead to 

another, and I was eager to follow these connections because they helped me to trace the 

action-network. 

In addition to this network approach focusing on contacts and interviews, I conducted 

participant observation at events, seminars, etc.… I also organised some working days around 

questions of sexual violence, because this was predominantly the work that most participants 

were focusing on. Two of these were quite successful, and helped me to see the dynamics that 

existed between groups at that given point in time. I also attended two seminars that gathered 

activists from many different fields and countries. These moments provided a great 

opportunity to better understand issues that I was already exploring after encountering them 

in social media, other meetings, or interviews. The seminars also provided me with a clearer 

picture of the milieu that many of my participants were immersed in as part of the generation 

that made Tahrir which I develop in two case studies of a ‘social situation (Gluckman 1971). 

Burawoy proposes a rethought version of Gluckman’s (1971) methodology to address the 

need to extend the locality of micro-studies, by linking them to the broader contexts that 

shape them. It drew from the defined social field ‘all sorts of secondary constructions to 

create a picture of the “global” economy, polity, and culture composed of forces constituted 

beyond our sites (…) felt through mediators that transmit it as their interest or as the 

subjective internalization of values or beliefs’ (2000, 29); thus it informed the radiography of 
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the two seminars, the history of the people and institutions involved in them and the 

controversies that I raised in result of this method.  

Interviews were usually conducted in English, except in few occasions that they were 

conducted in Arabic. Camps (as in Chapter IV) or seminars (as in Chapter V) and other 

meetings, fieldtrips, etc. were in Arabic, concretely in Egyptian dialect. In order to avoid 

possible language misunderstandings I tried to record as much as possible during participant 

observations, which I did always with the agreement of the participants. Nahla and Maha 

have assisted me with transcripts of these recordings and with the transcripts of long 

interviews with difficult jargon (i.e. legal or medical vocabulary) when necessary. 

Finally, during the entire fieldwork I also entertained the network of research participants, 

colleagues and friends that I had built during my years in UNFPA. I ended up conducting a 

great number of interviews with former colleagues that were similar in topic, but very 

different in terms of answers and approaches, to the interviews I conducted with activists 

from independent movements. As this core group generally aligned with the state narrative, 

their construction of the events of the revolution and the approach they had to feminism and 

human rights work was radically different to the people at the centre of this research. The 

information they provided was nonetheless highly valuable for the research, as it showed the 

many points of friction between independent movements and people who were aligned with 

the nationalist project and supportive of President el-Sisi. Despite their claims to defend 

human rights, all their voices made it clear that they would do so only when it did not collide 

with the agenda of the government. 

0.6 Outline of chapters 
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The material of this thesis, reflecting upon the key ideas proposed in this introduction, is 

organised into two parts with three chapters each. Across these six units I address the 

dialectic of discipline and resistance. On one hand, I explore how the state operates at the 

margins to preserve the nation, impose a certain praxis of the nation and reduce the 

possibilities for an individual to imagine themselves as something different to what the state 

prescribes as a legitimate category of citizen, with particular reference to the young female 

citizen. On the other hand, I examine how the citizen/protester/activist contests and 

manoeuvres against the prescriptions of state power in their quest to conquer the ‘abstract 

space’ and so make possible the different social space as imagined during the 18 days.    

In order to enhance the clarity of the thesis, the first three chapters can be read as a unit that 

deals in chronological order with the emergence of the female protestor and the tensions this 

brought to the organisation of the social space, itself based around the nationalist project. In 

this regard, sexual violence is treated as the result of this tension, and as a disciplinary 

technology of the state. Accordingly, sexual violence also informs the struggles and 

resistance of young female protesters against the nationalist project. Chapter Four, Five and 

Six compose the second part of the thesis and deal with the female protestor in relation to the 

practice of citizenship. Hence the focus is on the controversies and ambiguities that anti- 

sexual harassment movements confront in the aftermath of June 30. In order, this part deals 

with their relation with the state; their positionality, ethics and scope of work; and their 

particular expression of citizenship through friendship. Friendship is, thus, analysed as an 

innovative expression of citizenship strengthened in Tahrir and whose potential for social 

changes has rarely been considered.  

Chapter One unveils the background against which the event of the revolution happened. It 

starts by outlining the nation’s immersion in an ‘upgraded authoritarianism’ (Heydemann 
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2007), which has fostered wholesale privatisation, neoliberal agendas and the corruption of 

the elites who are the sole beneficiaries of these ‘economic reforms’. The chapter then goes 

on to introduce narratives on everyday Cairo, as a means to present the consequences that 

economic policies and the authoritarian regime had for ordinary Cairenes. Against this 

background, I discuss the spatialisation of gender (or the engendering of the social space), 

and the kinship relations embedded in the national project that have been established to 

maintain this spatial order. In this context, I also locate the state gender machinery as a key 

player in the maintenance and reproduction of the mainstream narrative that supports such 

codification of gender and citizenship. Furthermore, the chapter announces the problematic 

that the female body will pose to the revolutionary narrative and the nationalist project alike 

by bringing in ethnography on the 8th of March demonstration, held in Tahrir Square a few 

weeks after Mubarak stepped down. 

Chapter Two moves forward into the revolution to present Tahrir as a lived experience and as 

a space of revolutionary practice, accompanied by the emergence of the female protestor. The 

first section starts with the accounts of young women who decided to join Tahrir. Breaking 

through the narratives that portrayed youth as passive and undiligent citizens, it presents their 

stories of gradual engagement in voluntary-based initiatives. It explores how such meaningful 

experiences prompted the proliferation of youth citizenship and support networks. In 

particular, the stories of Amina and Mona are introduced to explain the growing 

consciousness of feminist and human rights concerns that came hand in hand with their 

experiences of the revolution.  The second section of Chapter Two delves into the emergence 

of sexual harassment and sexual assaults targeting female protestors as an experience intrinsic 

to that group’s emergence. Through the story of Yasmine the section expands on the changes 

that the emergence of the female protestor permuted in the spatialisation of gender and 

citizenship, which posed a challenge to the regime and to revolutionaries alike.  
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Chapter Three delves into the complexity of events surrounding the summer of 2013 and the 

production of silence that accompanied the restoration of the army as the unchallenged ruler 

of the country. The chapter starts with the Yasmine’s efforts to assert her rights as a survivor 

of sexual violence. In the articulation of her resistance, her public testimony, broadcast on 

national TV, is analysed as the device whose life points at the intersections between lived 

experience, the social body and the body politic. In contrast, Hend’s story, involving her rape 

by security officers in retaliation to her political activism and her public condemnation of the 

Raba’a massacre, explains the foundations of disciplinary and regulatory techniques of the 

body. The chapter further complements the two previous ones in studying how sexual 

violence originates in and is normalised by the state. This includes the articulation of ‘culture’ 

as a means both to normalise sexual violence when perpetrated by ordinary citizens and to 

underpin the narratives that reinstate the spatialisation of gender.  

Chapter Four presents the case study of a participant observation carried at a Youth 

Innovation Camp organized by UNDP under the auspices of the National Council for Women. 

The three-day camp presents the scenario of a social conflictive situation where the dynamics 

between independent movements and the state are at play. Focusing on the system that gets 

displayed through the actors, techniques and narratives present in the camp, the observation 

of this micro scenario serves to connect ambiguities, controversies and discontinuations to the 

wider context that had prompted them. Hence, through the experiences of the actors involved 

in the organization of the camp, the chapter highlights the techniques of marginalisation and 

co-optation of independent movements’ legacy to reinstall the position of the state, and 

particularly of the gender machinery, to the authoritarian position similar to days predating 

Tahrir. In doing so the chapter inquiries into new forms of citizenship that took force with the 

raise of Tahrir and that were counter attacked with the return of the state to its original 

authoritarian position. 
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Chapter Five turns the focus into the specific circumstances that anti-sexual harassment 

movements face in the aftermath of June 30. Starting from the disaffection that young people 

feel with regard to their relation with the state; the chapter delves into the discussion that 

twelve anti-sexual harassment initiatives had during a working day organized at the premises 

of EIPR, a human rights organisation. The chapter analyses the current state of abeyance 

while considers the potentiality for social change that still exist in these movements due to 

two aspects, the social capital accumulated, and the historical memory that they carry. In this 

regard the chapter reflects on questions of movements’ continuity over history as heirs of 

previous secular leftist movements and as the seed of future ones.  

Chapter Six closes the thesis with an inquiry into the value that friendship acquired during the 

revolution as an alternative form of blood kinship ties. Through the life testimony of Nehad, 

the chapter analyses the role that the social unit composed by the shella – this is one’s 

intimate group of friends- has played in helping Nehad go through three critical life events: 

the divorce of her parents, the revolution and the sudden decease of her sister. Friendship, 

thus, is explained as the minimum unit of structure to organize revolutionary actions, which 

explains how this social institution was key in underpinning the horizontal nature of many of 

the movements; as the social ‘hinge’ facilitating social and behaviour changes that link the 

personal and the political; and as an extension or replacement of kin duties, affection and 

caring into non-blood kin, thus fostering the reconfiguration of social and gender norms. 

These three aspects inform anew classical frameworks to study women’s citizenship in the 

middle east that have not considered the potential of friendship to reclaim different forms of 

citizenship; while reflecting on changes permuted on kinship structures since the advent of 

the revolution and before (as chapter one also reflects).  
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PART I: THE FEMALE PROTESTOR AND THE NATION  

CHAPTER ONE - UNRAVELLING THE EVERYDAY: CAIRO ON THE VERGE OF THE EVENT 

  

‘A revolution takes place when and only when… people can no longer lead their everyday 

lives’ 

(Lefebvre 2014 [1991])  

Back in 2008, when I had just recently landed in Cairo after two years living and working in 

Tunisia, the sense of ‘chaos’ was predominant. The amalgam of a metropolis that did not 

sleep seemed indecipherable to the eyes of a new-comer confronting for the first time the 

jungle of concrete, the traffic, and the sheer number of people constantly manoeuvring 

through a life that seemed full of hardships. Slowly I realised that the city, while bringing 

together all social strata in one congested and dysfunctional space, also maintained a careful 

code that categorised and differentiated individuals into casts that seemed difficult to break 

out of; an idea that to my understanding contradicted its ‘chaotic’ reputation. The everyday 

seemed simply impossible, which retrospectively explains the revolution.  

The chain of events that culminated in the irruption of civil society in Tahrir Square on 

January 25th of 2011 can have their origins in 2005. That year, opposition secular, leftist, 

liberal and feminist platforms managed to establish a visible space that attracted the attention 

of media, politicians and scholars in the region. The Kefaya movement (literally ‘Enough’ in 

Arabic) had since 2004 gathered together twenty-six human rights and civil society 

organisations protesting against the US invasion of Iraq. Their claims, however, went far 

beyond that, and they began to challenge Mubarak’s authoritarian regime, which was, at the 

time, developing its future plans to pass power on to his son Gamal. However, civil society 

pressure, combined with US insistence on democratisation, resulted in slightly more open 
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legislative elections. Despite accusations of state violence, coercion and rigged votes, civil 

society’s activity stirred the mobilisation of many groups, including the Muslim Brotherhood, 

which was able to secure a fifth of the seats in parliament.  

Tahrir Square was already the backdrop of many protests, such as for instance the protests 

against the US invasion of Iraq. Singerman and Amar define this moment as a ‘new kind of 

“cosmopolitan claims-making” that constitutes the daily realities of contemporary Middle 

Eastern megacity’ (2006a, 4). In their definition, ‘cosmopolitanism’ was the embodiment of 

Egyptian citizenship as an emancipatory ‘counter-ethic beyond the limits of nationalism, fear 

and narrow identity politics’ (2006a, 4). Singerman and Amar (2006a) and Singerman (2011a) 

and others gathered around the Cairo School of Urban Studies, which focused on 

ethnographic practice anchored on questions of space to redefine both the relationship of 

citizens with the city and their claims for rights and social justice. Interestingly, their writings 

point towards a possible relation between events in historical concatenation, where past 

events were already pregnant with the seeds of future events. As such, they point to the 

inception of 2011’s events in 2005, which in turn had its roots in three other important events 

(2006a; 2011a). These were the 1992 earthquake; the 1994 International Conference on 

Population and Development; and the series of protests held in Cairo in summer 2002 in 

support of the Palestinian Intifada, and later on to condemn the invasion of Iraq by the US-led 

coalition.  

The emerging concern on questions of place that these three events triggered, sheds new light 

on social and political dynamics of repression and domination, and thus offers insights into 

endemic problematics that were affecting the everyday life of the city’s inhabitants, and that 

were routinely avoided and unacknowledged by national and international politicians, 

diplomatic bodies and the media. Fostering studies from the bottom up, and embracing the 
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subsequent ambivalence derived from studies focused on the everyday of citizens often 

immersed in opaque relations of power, different scholars, such as for instance the Cairo 

School for Urban Studies, set Cairo itself and the theoretical concept of emplacement as the 

starting points to unravel the everyday. In their quest to generate ‘useful meaning, rather than 

successful predictions’ (Singerman and Amar 2006a, 26), they fostered a careful 

consideration of the importance of the embodiment of space. This embodiment came to have 

a determinant impact on the events that lay ahead in the future of the nation. El-Ghobashy 

(2011), Ghannam (2012), or Shokr (2012) –among others- have elaborated on the praxis and 

meaning of space and time during the 18 days that followed the January 25 Day of Anger. In 

this urban literature, the importance of the social space in the circumstances of the revolution 

speaks for itself, and reviewing this literature influenced my own understanding of events. 

This urban trend has not, however, paid particular attention to the engendering of place and 

how this affected everyday life. The engendering of space refers to the gender normative 

framework that reigns in the formation of social space. In this sense it is also interchangeable 

with the concept ‘spatialisation of gender’ which is an essential milestone to understand the 

articulation of body politics in public spaces in the manner that would determine female 

protestors’ experiences during the revolution. Thus two strands run through this chapter: the 

relation between place and event and the engendering of everyday life.  

Along these lines, therefore, I draw attention to the complementarity of the outlining of the 

everyday and the proper problematisation of the event (Das 1995) in its historical and spatial 

context. References to past events that help to articulate an imagined narrative of change are 

always present in the many accounts that try to explain the Egyptian revolution. Moreover, 

the need to locate in space and time the historical forces that prompted a perceived deviation 

from what was happening before demands the setting of a day and time when something 
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happened. Something that lies outside of the everyday: the event. It is only through a 

combination of the two –the place and the time- that we can unravel the many implied 

meanings and the many eventualities of the everyday. This is certainly true for that frame in 

history that set the scene for the repression and resistance witnessed in Tahrir. This dialogue 

between the everyday and the event within a spatial practice can shed light not only onto the 

‘what’ is happening but also into the ‘how’ the social space changed, allowing the erstwhile 

imagined futures to be active and liveable in the present. The event, thus, is essential to 

understanding how the narrative of Tahrir as a utopian place took root; and how the female 

body presented a litmus test for the state and revolutionaries alike. The importance of the 

event similarly applies to the relation of the state with the production of everyday life, which 

illuminates state’s concerns to regulate the presence of women in the public space, even more 

when this expression is clearly political. In the course of the thesis, I focus on particular 

events that relate to female body politics that encapsulate everyday life as contested and 

accommodated by ordinary Egyptians. The event, then, merges the two threads that run 

through the thesis, female activism and state body politics as explained in the introduction.  

In my view, it was Althusser who first made a clear link between the State and ordinary 

citizens’ everyday practice of life. Departing from a Marxist framework, he delineated an 

anatomy of the State that explains state power, seized and carefully maintained by the 

dominant class. The repressive state apparatus and multiple ideological state apparatuses 

(ISA) are its two main foundations. If the former often resorts to repression to regain an 

always-contested order, the latter delicately manoeuvres different ideologies to infiltrate the 

practice of everyday life. This administration of everyday life, in his view, is the necessary 

materiality for the formation of the ideas that protect the reproduction of the means of 

production which, at the bottom line, secures the ongoing survival of state power. Quoting 

Marx, Althusser remarks: ‘every child knows that a social formation which did not reproduce 
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the conditions of production at the same time as it produced would not last a year’ (Marx 

1868 in Althusser 1970). The State in Althusser  is ‘explicitly conceived as a repressive 

apparatus’ (1970, 137), as such it is the only apparatus/form in society entitled and 

legitimated to use and administer violence and punishment. While the repressive state 

apparatus primarily uses violence to achieve its ends, the ISAs only resort to it in a second 

instance, because the rituals embedded in their daily practices are usually enough to secure 

the reproduction of the means of production. Classic examples of ISA are the social 

institutions of religion, education, the family, the legal, the political, the trade union, the 

communications (media), the cultural, etc., that is, institutions that embed rituals that encode 

the everyday life. Althusser’s ideas are useful both for introducing what preceded the event, 

and for exploring the main focus of this research: the participation of young women and men 

involved in feminist and human rights initiatives with independent civil society movements 

and their contact/relation with the apparatuses of the state during the revolution that started in 

January 2011. From their departing point as ordinary citizens, they became protestors, 

activists, practitioners of a revolution, or human rights defenders in constant negotiation with 

the state, the praxis of their work and themselves. 

Consequently this chapter will start by outlining the main political and economic features that 

influenced the roles and status of women under Mubarak’s regime, which undoubtedly 

influenced the mosaic of Cairo in the years prior to January 25th, 2011. Thus departing from 

an overview of the state, I proceed to elaborate on the everyday lives of Cairenes in the years 

predating January 25. To do so, I introduce the narratives surrounding the city to delve into 

the many ambivalences and contradictions that can make Cairo appear to be an uncontained 

chaos. These narratives provide the background to explore the female body as the key unit for 

the configuration of social space, and the emergence of Tahrir as a differentiated social 

practice from the one predominant in the shared social space that constitutes the nation. In 
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developing this theme, I pay particular attention to the meaning of an assumed division of 

public and private practices and its gendered dynamic. To better understand the links that run 

through these topics this chapter delves into the importance of kinship as an organizer of the 

social space. Kin-based rules have an influence into the formation of abstract ideals of the 

nation and on the engendering of the social space. Kinship and gender are well-established 

notions in the literature of region, helping, hence, to understand the changes in the division of 

public and private space as traditionally understood. The first and second section of this 

chapter review literature on political sciences and urban studies, as well as the work of 

anthropologists who have focused on the impact of neoliberal policies. The last sections 

feature a review of the activist and academic literature delving into discussions of gender and 

the nation in Egypt.  

1.1 A moment in history: an overview of the Mubarak era 

President Mubarak had taken office after the assassination of Anwar al-Sadat in 1981. In line 

with his predecessor, he maintained a complex web of elite nepotism that included a careful 

articulation of religion, education, local politics, media, culture and civil society at the same 

that gave continuity to the ‘Open door Policy’ which facilitated the implementation of 

neoliberal agendas in the country benefiting the elite. In the context of economic 

liberalisation and decentralised government (Lindaman and Thurmaier 2002, 918), the 

recipes for democracy promoted by Mubarak’s regime and his international allies, the 

average family became a key factor in the socio-political landscape. This is because such 

families formed the spine of a gradually more impoverished citizenship with increasingly 

fewer entitlements. Structural adjustments and selective corrupt privatisation processes (Gills 

and Rocamora 1992) resulted in what Heydemann (2007) calls an ‘upgraded 

authoritarianism’: 
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‘…selective liberalization reflects the broader dynamics of authoritarian 

upgrading: Arab regimes appropriate and exploit economic policies that are 

often seen as inimical to authoritarianism because they are able to use these 

instruments to reinforce their hold on power ... Regime elites and their allies 

use their political privileges to capture the resources generated by economic 

openings. Incumbents manage access to economic opportunities as a 

political resource, rewarding friends and penalizing adversaries. Selective 

economic reforms generate the essential economic resources upon which 

processes of authoritarian upgrading depend. They also provide the basis for 

expanding the social coalitions that help to stabilize the regimes politically, 

providing incentives that bind private sector actors to elite counterparts in 

government and bureaucracy’ (Heydemann 2007, 15) 

An extensive package of economic reforms facilitated the ‘inroads’ for global capital. This, 

combined with the scarcity of political reforms, resulted in growing inequalities and 

disenfranchised citizens. This led to a generally tense environment, which reached a climax 

with the scandals of Hosni Mubarak’s sons’ financial and business operations, as well as 

Mubarak Sr.’s efforts to install Gamal as his successor (Fahmy 2012; Armbrust 2012).  

Mitchell (2002) and Elyachar (2005), among many others, have written extensively on the 

process of implementation of the neoliberal agenda in Egypt, and the effects that this has had 

in terms of isolating and disenfranchising citizens, particularly in marginal areas. 

International financial institutions since the uprising have kept using the same logic they had 

employed previously. The results of these policies had in fact primarily benefited the elite 

surrounding the Army and the president, and ‘the most important point to note about the aid 

packages promised to Egypt [as per 2011] is that they do not represent a break from the logic 
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encapsulated in previous economic strategies for the region’ (Hanieh 2011, 124). For many 

citizens, ‘Egyptian neoliberalism worked “by the book”’ (Armbrust 2012, 116), meaning that 

the degree to which families suffered from neoliberal policies, corruption and human rights 

violations although varied across sex, age, geographical location and educational or economic 

background, benefited only a few.  

The international community has often perceived Egypt not only as a land of business 

opportunity, but also as a key player in the Middle East’s increasingly conflictual geopolitics. 

With the biggest population bulk of the region (currently over 90 million), the threat of a 

‘Syrianisation’ or ‘Iranisation’ of the country is enough to keep the Western powers in a 

strong alliance with the army that rules the nation. The role of the army during and after 

Mubarak’s rule is critical to understanding the geo-political scenario that confronts Egypt 

nowadays. Cornerstone of political and economic life for the past fifty years, the military 

have been the main beneficiaries of structural reforms through the privatization process. In 

this regard, the youth of the uprising were well aware that, despite the army being entrusted 

to lead the democratic transition, it was not a neutral institution (A. Said 2012). This resulted 

in a tense and suspicious relationship in which at first both sides felt threatened, since the 

army was in the strange position of having its legitimacy seriously challenged for the first 

time since it began running the country (Fahmy 2012; Cole 2012). The youth, on the other 

hand, were already aware of the repressive system that the army could enforce. The army 

ultimately went on to appropriate the revolution, and, since the ousting of President Morsi 

and the ‘dispersal’ of Raba’a, it has become clear that for the army, ‘Mubarak's ouster was 

not the first step in a revolution but a delaying tactic, a necessary sacrifice of the president by 

the generals who wanted to save the system to which they belong’ (Asad 2012, 275).  
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Under neoliberal economic policies, initiated by Sadat and consolidated by Mubarak, the 

Islamist agenda had gained force every year, filling the gaps in a double sense: first by 

offering support and moral inspiration and second by supplanting or complementing the state 

in the areas where the withdrawal of public services has undermined education, health, 

housing and credit systems. Many scholars have located the beginning of Islamist influence 

in the catastrophe of the Six-Day War. ‘In the 1970s, the Islamicist agenda began to find a 

newly receptive public especially among that same educated class that had imbibed the 

imported tonics of liberating socialism or liberal capitalism, only to find them toxic', to the 

extent that ‘Saad Eddin Ibrahim, reviewing trends in the 1980s, has concluded that "religious 

popularism is proving to be the functional equivalent of Nasser's national-socialism"’ 

(Gaffney 1992, 47-48). As a result, jama'iyya (voluntary benevolent societies) proliferated, as 

did non-state-sponsored mosques. The number of declared mosques grew from 28,000 in 

1975 to 120,000 in 1995, and of the 50,000 declared in 1985, only 7,000 were state-

sponsored (Mahmood 2005, 3). Up until today, ‘a politicized Islamic discourse pervades all 

factions of Egyptian politics, even as the regime often tries to outdo the Islamist movement 

by co-opting its symbols and sentiments in a rush to prove its moral and religious credentials’ 

(Singerman 2011, 9). During Mubarak’s rule, while the government invested in the training 

of imams and funded corporate state mosques, the Islamic discourse simultaneously 

infiltrated government ranks, in the process ‘tempering state and feminists’ agendas and 

explicitly public expression of feminism’ (Badran 2009, 144), with this, it was set the pole of 

tension that independent movements navigated: Islamic revival and the state.  

Still, the Islamic revival was not the only trend that Mubarak (and previously Sadat) had to 

contend with. The ’Open-Door Policy’ also exposed Egypt to consumerist culture. Western 

globalisation and influence became articulated under the Camp David agreements that 

secured military and social aid. The fact that the military aid budget has always been 
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markedly bigger than its social counterpart demonstrates that the prioritisation of security 

over development and positions the army as the key player in national decision-making, 

while severely restricting opportunities for social change. On the other hand, the media 

revolution, which took off from the late 1990s and was partly a product of Mubarak’s 

investment in infrastructure and telecommunications, had an enormous effect in terms of 

democratising and customising information, recruiting newcomers every second. For instance, 

between March 2008 and July 2012, Facebook membership in Egypt increased by 372% 

(from 822,560 to 3,581,460 members) (Herrera 2012). The Open-Door Policy not only 

brought about the corruption of elites benefiting from dubious business agreements, but also 

made it easier for citizens through the unregulated expansion of internet to learn about this 

corruption and disseminate, discuss and react to the inequalities they suffered and witnessed 

in their everyday lives.  

The working class, which included women working in the textile industry and men working 

in the factories on the outskirts of Cairo, represented one the biggest cohorts of 

disenfranchised citizens. The working class had traditionally organised under the syndicate 

movement, and it was with the April 6 Movement that they acquired a renewed and strong 

influence. The April 6 Movement was established by local activists to support the strikes 

planned in Mahala el Kubra (an industrial area in the Nile Delta) planned for that day in 2008. 

The group was banned in 2014, and up until then had gained considerable influence using 

citizen journalism and social media to report on strikes, human right violations, etc. 

Indicative of this influence is the fact that soon after January 25, the industrial working class 

became one of the most persecuted groups. The revolutionary potential of a workers’ 

movement with potential links to other sectors of society has constantly triggered the scrutiny 

and paranoia of the state. Yet, they have also always been a force contesting the state’s 

legitimacy (see Beinin 2005, 2011; Gervasio and Teti 2014; Steuer 2017). A question that 
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deserves further enquiry is why the narratives streaming out of Tahrir, despite giving a lot of 

importance to economic and labour rights, did not foster the image of the workers as being at 

the heart of the revolution’s identity-making. In contrast, the identification of the youth with 

the revolution was very clear, but it is worth bearing in mind that most of the workforce is 

also young.  

On the civil society front with regard to the women’s agenda, the foundational events that 

articulated the independent feminist movement were hampered first by Nasser, who despite 

building ‘the state that finally granted women full political rights, withdrew from them the 

freedom to organize politically’ (Badran 2009, 129). Such restrictions were continued by 

Sadat and Mubarak, who imposed a gender machinery that preserved the state-ownership of 

the women’s agenda. A very restrictive NGO law, combined with donor’s funding systems, 

deeply limited and controlled the roles of civil society organisations, reshaping many of them 

into service-oriented associations that supplanted the role of the state in the areas that were 

abandoned under the auspices of the structural adjustment policies in place (which mainly 

refers to the collapse of the health and education system in deprived areas). Many grassroots 

organisations were also involved in expanding the central state’s clientelism networks into 

marginal areas. On the other hand, and at a larger scale, the charitable work carried out by the 

Muslim Brotherhood -with the regime’s agreement- facilitated the expansion of the Muslim 

Brotherhood constituency in areas where the state offered little or no welfare services.  

The state also erected major obstacles which hampered the ability of more independent 

NGOs to operate on a day-to-day basis. NGO registration and project approval had to be 

cleared by the Ministry of Social Solidarity (MoSS), bank transfers had to be checked at the 

Central Bank and deployment in the field had to get the OK from both of these institutions, in 

addition to State Security clearance. As per international funds, the Paris Declaration on Aid 
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Effectiveness was reinterpreted by the Egyptian government as a way to promote funding 

modalities that required all agencies to navigate governmental institutions, avoiding direct 

implementation and severely hampering the options for independent and human rights 

organisations to be funded.  Even if all these barriers were surmounted, international 

organisations were subject to such strict audit regulations that only well-consolidated NGOs 

were able to fulfil the account and audit requirements, which directly ended the participation 

of various small associations. Besides, for semi-independent NGOs,9 heavy bureaucracy and 

constant audit spot-checks from the Ministry of Finance were routine measures that deeply 

impacted their day-to-day work.   

In this context, the state gender machinery crystallised in two institutions, the National 

Council for Women (NCW), located in the same building as Mubarak’s National Democratic 

Party and also hosting the office of UN WOMAN, and the National Council for Childhood 

and Motherhood (NCCM), which was later upgraded to the status of State Ministry of Family 

and Population. Farkhonda Hassan headed the NCW and Moushira Khattab the NCCM, and 

both Councils operated under the patronage of the First Lady Suzanne Mubarak and had close 

ties with the development agencies present in the country. This bizarre scenario of the first 

lady’s involvement nonetheless achieved some good if controversial results. As had 

previously happened with reforms designed to give women stronger legal status under Sadat, 

the specific reforms initiated under ‘Suzanne’s Laws’ prompted a conservative backlash 

(Dawood 2011; Reem 2011). Those reforms touched upon: divorce law under khul, -which 

secured the right of women to initiate divorce procedures so it was no longer a unilateral 

decision from the husband side-; the mothers’ right in divorce cases to retain custody of boys 

until the age 15 and girls until they are married; the right of women married to foreign 

                                                                                                                          
9  I  am  referring  here  to  those  that  were  able  to  receive  foreign  funding  without  heavily  compromising  their  
independence.    
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nationals to pass their nationality on to their children; and electoral quotas for women. Also, 

the NCCM put forward the amendment to the 1996 Child Law that banned female genital 

mutilation, raised the age of marriage to 18, and ratified the first anti-trafficking laws, among 

other changes that integrated a human rights approach (see Institute of Research for 

Development 2010). However, as some of these reforms took the form of Presidential 

Decrees, they were considered ‘weak’ laws by some conservative groups, and were targeted 

as such in the media and the parliament in the aftermath of January 25. The old regime also 

oversaw the ratification, albeit with serious reservations, of the major treaties protecting 

women’s and children’s rights, namely the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) in 1981 and the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child (CRC) in 1990. In conclusion, ‘incrementally, progressive gender policies sought to 

legitimize the Mubarak regime as a supporter of women’s rights and promoted the National 

Council as the official representative of Egyptian women in the international fora’ (Hatem 

2011, 37). 

The gains achieved over this period which undoubtedly were triggered by the efforts of a vast 

network were co-opted and rebranded by the first lady, and have been seriously contested by 

conservatives and revolutionaries alike (see Hatem 2011, 2013; Elsadda 2011) since the 

revolution. After Mubarak’s departure, the Coalition of Women’s Organisation demanded the 

replacement of the NCW with a democratic transparent body (OpenDemocracy 2011), and 

later on many groups supported the idea of an independent body outside of state control 

(Hatem 2011, 38). On the other hand, the Freedom and Justice Party, the political arm of the 

Muslim Brotherhood, proposed   

‘…the abolition of the National Council for Women and the National 

Council for Childhood and Motherhood, which acted as the intelligence arm 
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of the international players in Egypt, and replacing them with a national 

council for the family intent on providing a healthy climate for making good 

balanced families (Freedom and Justice 2011).  

In February 2012, Mervat Tallawy was elected as head of the National Council for Women. 

Al-Talawy was a former Mubarak Minister of Social Affairs who had sponsored Law 153, 

which, according to Human Right Watch, was the law initiating state micro-management of 

NGOs’ operations (Human Rights Watch 2000). With this manoeuvre, the old gender 

machinery that preceded January 25 was renewed, and it persisted during the year that 

President Morsi held office. Once again, in maintaining the council system loyal to the army 

regime elite this women’s machinery was embedded into the national project and found 

continuation when General Abdel Fattah el-Sisi took power after the June 30th 

revolution/coup d’état that cemented the restoration of the old dominant class.  With specific 

regard to the apparatus revolving around the women’s question, Badran (2009) argues that  

‘…throughout the century, women have placed their feminism within the 

nationalist context and within the framework of Islam. Through argument 

and action they have defended the nation against foreign occupation and 

economic, political, and cultural imperialism. However, patriarchy has had 

the temerity to label feminism in Egypt as Western, ipso facto un-Islamic, to 

discredit feminism by undermining its national and cultural-cum-religious 

legitimacy’ (2009, 135).  

I would specify that the nationalist project has also appropriated its gains and has 

manufactured a movement that controls the agenda and represses dissonance. In doing so it 

has refashioned a product adapted to the dominant class’s political interest, with the effect of 

isolating those feminist and human rights organisations that the state gender machinery 
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cannot absorb. January 25 was a nationwide event that was, however, born in Cairo. The 

urban phenomenon linked to January 25 does, in my understanding, offer a clear departing 

point for understanding an event that certainly bypassed this same urban boundaries to reach 

all corners of the country. This is to say that while January 25 emerged in many places in 

Egypt, it had Cairo and Tahrir at its epicentre. It is in this regard that Cairo as the 

emplacement deserves a closer look, which will help to explain the effects of all of the issues 

discussed above on the configuration of daily life of the city.  

1.2 Narratives on everyday Cairo  

Cairo’s citizens have usually been portrayed as politically passive recipients, and the complex 

reality of Cairo, as lived by ordinary men and women, has rarely been at the center of 

analysis. However, this cannot be the case any longer; the ordinary citizen has gained a space 

as a unit of analysis after the multiple popular uprisings –not only in Egypt but across the 

whole region- that made the significance of their daily activities very apparent. Ethnographic 

accounts rooted in the daily lives of Cairenes started to proliferate in the years before the 

revolution, in early recognition of this significance. Bayat was already pointing at the 

possibilities for radical change that could be embedded in the ‘quiet encroachment of the 

ordinary’ (2010, 33) that was triggering unprecedented social movements for change. 

‘[U]rban marginal life’, ‘the feminism of everyday life’ and the ‘reclaim of youthfulness’ 

(2010) are some of the distinct elements that, in his analysis, required closer attention. 

Certainly, these three elements were at the core of the revolution, each of them carrying a 

different set of complexities. The revolution was said to be led by young people; El-Saadawi, 

among others, observed that Tahrir created a different gendered social contract (2011)10; 

established normative frameworks were under scrutiny and with it new gender norms had 

                                                                                                                          
10  See:  https://www.masress.com/en/bikyamasr/26024    
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rooms to emerge, prove of it was that Tahrir was a space were women and men worked side 

by side, and it was described as a harassment-free space, the entitlements men thought to 

have to harass women on the street were no longer valid inside this new space were a 

different gendered social contract was emerging (see Amar 2011a, 300). Although rural areas 

also went through revolutionary moments, the revolution was mainly an urban phenomenon. 

Thus, the “quiet encroachment” describes the prelude to the revolutionary moment, 

characterised by ‘the silent, protracted, but pervasive advancement of the ordinary people on 

the propertied, powerful, or the public in order to survive and improve their lives’ (Bayat 

2010, 46).   

The shift from analysis ‘from the sky’ (Singerman 2011a) to a focus on urban studies based 

on ethnography that accounted for the ordinary citizen’s doings also had the intended 

consequence of challenging long-standing myths about Cairo as an Arab metropolis. These 

stories portrayed the city either as heir to the Pharaonic civilisation and cradle of culture on 

one hand, or under-developed, unruly unready for democracy and stagnant in old traditions 

on the other. Both perspectives served different political agendas and tended to paint 

monolithic and peculiar portraits that fuelled Orientalist discourses. With the new focus on 

urban studies, it became possible to draw on the narratives that constructed and contested 

Cairo in the lead up to the event of January 25th, 2011, narratives that were previously 

neglected because they did not conform to pre-set categories.  

There were three main themes that I found particularly relevant to this research, because they 

portray avenues through which ordinary male citizens’ agency is expressed, oppressed and 

contested in the public space, which in turn also affect female agency’s expression, a question 

that is at the centre of this research. Cairo’s narratives are indeed a representation of its 

inhabitants and as such also represent the constraints on exercising their agency. Bayat (2010) 
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refers to ‘the art of presence’ to define the struggle between everyday life and the set of 

power dynamics that hide or foster selected pieces of that same everyday life to construct a 

narrative that mainly serves the goals of different elites. Three themes sum up this struggle 

over narrative and agency. The first is the Arab street (or Cairo as a ticking time-bomb) 

which refers to the city as a container of an undifferentiated mass of individuals -the poor, the 

marginal, the women and the youth- condemned to a natural condition of chaos and thus 

needing to be disciplined by the state. The second is Cairo as a gem of the world (or Cairo as 

a tomb, metonym of the Pharaonic heritage), which situates Cairo within a cosmopolitanism 

that navigates tourism, consumption patterns, communications, media, and popular culture. 

Finally, there is Cairo as a sense of direction, visible in the quests to attain a better life 

exemplified in securitisation politics that protect the interest of the elites living in gated 

communities, luxury goods that measure social success, and religious revival as a standard of 

public moral performance.    

Referring to the Arab street summons two complementary aspects. The term has come to 

depict a faceless mass that erases any individuality, a mass that it is used whether for 

statistical analysis or to nourish an imaginary of a violent, unruly masculine force, mainly 

young, that is the cause of most security concerns and moral judgement. The lack of visible 

affected individuals participating in the policy-making process, and the lack of state 

accountability, kept fuelling this negative ‘faceless mass’ image of those who were supposed 

to be the beneficiaries of those policy changes. Regional and national politics have played a 

definitive role in assembling this narrative of the ‘Arab street’. Bayat (2010, 227) explains 

how Western narratives in the aftermath of September 11th loaded the term with connotations 

of irrational, violent, uncontrolled and extremist individuals. Amar (2011) refers to the term 

when explaining how the local production of statistics on sexual harassment reifies the 

diversity of performance of masculinities to further ostracise the struggle of ordinary men 
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reclaiming their rights, which means that only one image of the Arab men prevails, 

neglecting the diversity and surely more positive images of the Arab men. Indeed, the 

predominant discourse imposed upon faceless men fosters state and donor interventions in a 

way that erases individual stories and rights violations, as well as the historical processes that 

account for the genesis of current inequalities. Moreover, it dilutes the possibility of 

producing accounts of the subaltern to narrate the impact that neoliberal policies are having 

on their lives, the socio-economic changes that they are undergoing, and their participation on 

the losing side of globalisation. It creates marginal figures who are, nonetheless, 

unidentifiable.  

The event of the revolution was in itself a contestation of the poor picture that statistics had 

drawn of the challenges and problems that the Egyptian people were facing, which makes it 

necessary to consider the power dynamics behind the production of these statistics11. 

Unemployment, lack of access to housing, delays in marriage prospects and lack of economic 

opportunities were issues highlighted by numerous UN and World Bank reports, however the 

narratives constructed around these figures erased any mention of political responsibilities, 

state accountability and rights violations. As an example, Khoury explains how a leaked 

version of the UNDP annual report was blocked by the U.S. because it held regional 

governments directly responsible for ‘lack of human health, education and social and cultural 

development in the region, as well as for an endemic poverty and social exclusion’ (in 

Singerman and Amar 2009, 6). Political pressure to modify the analysis surrounding policy-

making data did not end with this episode. On the contrary, censorship (and also self-

censorship) is still a common phenomenon, and in 2016 the scholars entrusted by UNDP to 

                                                                                                                          
11  In  the  case  of  Egypt,  the  bureau  in  charge  to  produce  and  coordinate  any  statistical  number  related  to  any  
topic  is  the  Central  Agency  for  Public  Mobilisation  and  Statistics  (CAPMAS);  donors,  universities,  research  

centres  or  any  other  kind  of  public  or  private  organization  are  not  allowed  to  collect  data  without  the  approval  
and  often  direct  involvement  of  the  agency.  
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develop the chapter on young women for the Arab Human Development Report (UNDP 2016) 

complained about the manipulation that their draft suffered at the hands of multiple 

representatives of different Arab countries, with the consent of UNDP, forcing them to 

publish the original document in the independent media outlet Jadaliyya (see Al-Ali, Marler, 

and Ali 2016).  

There are other examples that I have elaborated on elsewhere (see Agosti 2015), but here I 

want to make the point that dealing with policy-making data and institutional statistics is a 

delicate matter that despite claiming to be ‘people-centred’ fails to properly delve into the 

complex reality of the Arab street, its historical processes and its links with the state. In the 

later Mubarak years, Ismail's (2006) account shed light on the alienating relationship between 

a low-income neighbourhood and the state. Around the same time, debates on local politics, 

corruption and human rights were instigated by growing civil society movements, such as 

Kefaya in 2004 and April 6 in 2008, and from then on a growing body of literature started 

exploring the everyday life of the state and its disenfranchised citizens (Elyachar 2003, 2005; 

Ghannam 2002; Singerman 1995; Florin 2011; Deboulet 2011). 

The gendered designation of this Arab mass as male distorts the picture of the reality on the 

ground. The fact that 40% of the population live on less than 2 dollars per day, and something 

between 13.4% and 30% of households are headed by women (World Bank 2011; Hatem 

2013), demonstrate how poverty and the struggle for economic opportunities in the city have 

acquired a very different gender dimension. The image that is said to have been the spark of 

the revolution is that of a young female worker calling on Egyptians to go down to the streets 

(Democracy Now 2011), and the strikes carried out from 2006 by women working at the 

textile factory in Mahala were considered a trigger of the 2011 protests in the same factory 

and across the country (Korany and El Mahdi 2012; El Mahdi 2012). Yet the power and 
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significance of women workers was highly mis-valorised and underrepresented in the 

narratives emerging from official statistics during Mubarak’s time. The logic of 

‘hypervisibility’ (Amar 2011a, [b] 2011) that fetishises the figure of the Arab man as the 

dweller of the Arab street then has a double consequence. On one hand it portrays men in a 

manner that fuels reified stereotypes, and on the other hand it ignores women’s daily 

presence and struggles.   

 

FIGURE 4 - ASMAA MAHFOUZ DESCRIBES HER EXPERIENCE ON JANUARY 25TH AND 
MAKES A PUBLIC CALL FOR EGYPTIANS TO COME DOWN TO THE SQUARE. SHE SAID: 
‘TODAY WE LEARNT THAT THE EGYPTIAN PEOPLE ARE NOT CHAOTIC OR DISORDERLY’, 
IN DEFIANCE OF THE MYTH OF THE ARAB STREET AS UNCIVILISED AND UNRULY.  

Another theme presents Cairo as a gem of the world. Radically opposed to the first theme, 

here Cairo is presented as an enchanted city, heir of Pharaohs, world tourist destination and 

cradle of Arab intellectuals that led the region to modernity and transformed state institutions. 

The problematic that arises, however, is that while situating Cairo as a cosmopolitan city than 

enjoys a select position in the global world, this perspective ignores the realities of a 

commoditised society awash with cheap and poor-quality consumer goods that fosters the 

privatisation of public housing and infrastructure while neglecting the needs of a growing 

population. This perspective portrays the city as the best host to welcome the international 

tourist, but hides the statistics of rampant Egyptian emigration in pursuit of economic 
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opportunities and neglects the basic rights of the many waves of refugees that come to the 

city. In the past, Cairo welcomed Palestinians and Armenians in exile; more recently, 

Sudanese and Eritreans have received a very different treatment. Additionally, 123,000 

Syrians are currently registered as refugees, mainly distributed between Cairo and Alexandria. 

Finally, while the modern state may have once induced the necessary reforms to modernise 

the country, by the time of the revolution an ‘upgraded authoritarianism’ (Heydemann 2007) 

was firmly installed in the country. As power was highly centralised in the hands of the few, 

local administrations, city infrastructure and public services were weakened, leaving the city 

drowning in its own ruins. 

If the above presents two opposing meta-narratives of Cairo, ‘the bomb and the tomb’ 

(Singerman and Amar 2006b), the last theme I propose relates to the sense of direction 

pushed by Cairo elites. Thus it presents Cairo as the destination where dreams are realised 

within the walls of luxury gated communities and as the regional and cultural capital, not 

only the niche of key Islamic institutions but also the Mecca of Arab cinema and popular 

culture, represented by figures such as Um Khulthoum or Abdel Halim Hafez. It entrusts 

elites with the authority to brand and portray social success. The reality, however, is that this 

sense of direction holds a problematic relationship with the colonial past intertwined with 

nostalgic cultural projects where elites yearn for better past times.  Yet these elites are 

simultaneously pursuing economic practices, such as bringing in foreign investment and 

undermining labour rights, that are instrumental to the radical changes that society is 

undergoing. Moreover, this ‘sense of direction’ presents a vertical or pyramidal model of 

success, as if there was a coherent social ladder that everyone wished to climb. This, however, 

neglects the realities of Cairo’s diverse mosaic of subaltern cultures. While participating in 

mainstream cultural products (such cinema or music, or religious practices and festivities), 

members of these cultures hold different identities and do not necessarily aspire to join the 
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ranks of the elite families. Those who do aspire to this definition of social success confront 

the reality of a system that contemplates little, if any, social mobility. Copts, Nubians, Upper 

Egypt communities and those living in the ashaw’iyat (informal areas) defy and challenge 

(but also accommodate) this imposed direction. The strongest battle, however, might have 

been with the fronts that composed the Islamic revival. The Islamic revival, and the work of 

the Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamic movements, came not only to fill a moral void but 

also, as discussed above, to provide services where the state had withdrawn (see Ismail 2003, 

2000). As such, under Mubarak’s rule, it proposed a cultural project that transcended class, 

ethnicity, age and gender, and that aspired to be hegemonic.  

Finally, another important aspect of this theme is that it rationalises the necessity of 

quartering and controlling elite’s spaces with walls. As the city becomes more porous and 

impacted by multiple changes and growing inequalities, it gates communities to preserve the 

imaginary barriers that maintain power structures. Thus, on one hand, public spaces and 

meeting points such as parks, cinemas and squares, and places of worship such as mosques 

and mausoleums, become places of contestation. On the other hand, isolated luxury gated 

communities become the bastions that most fear the myth of Cairo as Bomb. The walls keep 

the poor and the marginal out, while those inside appoint themselves as guardians of the 

authentic modern Egyptian culture and foster nationalistic and often xenophobic discourses 

that favour the elites (Armbrust 2006; Colonna 2006; Miller 2006; Smith 2006).  

The myths of Cairo as a bomb or a tomb were used by Singerman and Amar as a way to 

summarise the narratives that guarantee the benefits of a small elite, while blaming the lower 

classes for the city’s mess of poor-quality construction, bad public transport, pollution and 

dirt. ‘[A]s political pundits depend on the bomb myth of Cairo terroristic Arab street, so do 

the multimillion dollar tourist and movie industries depend on the romantic myth of tombs 
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and harems to lure visitors’ (2006, 22). Shifting the focus in order to unravel the complex 

dynamics that sustain these myths entails reconsidering questions of cosmopolitanism and 

marginality, because it seems that reality is challenging well-established assumptions about 

the social portrait of the cosmopolitan and marginal city dweller. Thus, Singerman and Amar 

draw from Rabinow to adhere to a definition of cosmopolitanism that gathers the nuances of 

the struggles perceived through their analysis ‘from the ground’. This is ‘an ethos of macro-

interdependencies, with acute consciousness (often forced upon people) of inescapabilities 

and particularities of places, characters, historical trajectories and fates’  (Rabinow 1986, 258, 

as cited in Singerman and Amar 2006, 30). Thus, the cosmopolitan is not only someone who 

travels and enjoys the bright side of global architecture, but also anyone whose life has 

positively changed due to a globalisation process intimately linked to neoliberal policies. In 

this regard, cosmopolitanism is something that, hand in hand with the state, descends upon 

citizens to redefine processes of marginalisation. 

1.2.1 THE ARAB STREET: A CRISIS OF MASCULINITY  

The two previous sections reveal the two poles of tension between socio-political 

generalisations and the realities of the city as lived on the ground. It is by observing this 

tension that the homogenisation of the Arab street dissolves to reveal the many nuances of the 

struggles of Cairo residents.  

The Arab street, as a male representation, is informative of the weak and marginal position of 

ordinary male citizens that wander the city everyday in search of economic opportunities. As 

repositories of this narrative, their stories often merged with the stories that portray the city, 

and in this regard I believe narratives of the city also represented the ordinary men. Bayat 

(2010b), Elyachar (2003, 2005), Ghannam (2013), Ismail (2006, 2012) and Schielke (2015, 

2017), among others, have recorded the anxieties felt by men (particularly young men) 
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towards police repression, state corruption, job insecurity and live expectations. In such a 

situation, ambivalences, contradictions and constant negotiations in different moral registers 

became a feature of daily life. The narratives surrounding the city are important to explore 

because they affect the possibilities of success of performed masculinities. This thesis 

revolves around the feminine struggle, but I consider it necessary to elaborate on the Arab 

street’s representations as the extension of ordinary Arab men’s anxieties and controversies 

as a point of departure. Doing so provides important background to understanding the female 

struggle, and also introduces the particular context that made the female body, women’s 

rights and non-gender conformative experiences a battleground from day one of the 

revolution.  

Exploring this link reconsiders narratives surrounding the city as a means to understanding 

‘the manipulation of socially embodied emotions, in particular by modulating feelings of 

humiliation and citizens' anxieties’ (Ismail 2012, 438), as experienced by male citizens. This 

is to say that exploring the complex formation of male emotional landscape and its 

relationship with the city sheds light not only onto men’s experiences as male residents and 

disenfranchised citizens, but also onto the social contract with the state and the struggles of 

the everyday. In this regard, the two previous sections have laid out some relevant issues. The 

upgraded authoritarianism, hand in hand with neoliberal policies, has worked from day one to 

preserve the existing system. At the other end of this tension, the three narratives of Cairo 

disclose three aspects of possible male anxieties: marginality linked to the Arab street, class 

and power linked to enjoying the fruits of ‘Cairo as a Gem’, and the complex formation of 

ethics and emotional landscape as a result of the two combined.  

Accordingly, I have drawn the parallels between the Arab street and the ‘crushed’ life 

experience of the Arab men that the narrative of the Arab street clings together. The 
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marginality of the Arab street is indeed informative of the marginality of Arab men. Violence 

was a difficult thing to avoid in Tahrir, especially for female and non-gender conforming 

individuals, and this violence was intrinsically linked to particular practices of sexual 

violence that deserve to be unpacked. Men and women were both trapped in the same social 

space, yet they endured it in different forms. The next section explores this idea by drawing 

connections between space, gender and the body. Haraway has argued that  

‘From the eighteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries, the great historical 

constructions of gender, race and class were embedded in the organically 

marked bodies of woman, the colonized or enslaved, and the worker. Those 

inhabitating these marked bodies have been symbolically other to the 

rational self of universal, and so unmarked, species man, a coherent subject’ 

(1993, 210).  

With the male being the neutral, the unmarked body (see also Butler 1990), the female Arab 

Muslim is defined in consequence. Who embodies this ideal type, what meaning does it carry, 

and which debates arise according to different representations? These were all issues over 

which the battles of the revolution took place. Tahrir Square was a space of resistance that 

had its origin, I argue, in the body, because the body is the first container of experience.  

1.3 The controversy: the female body  

Certain episodes that occurred during the first organised Women’s March in the aftermath of 

January 25 clearly demonstrated the controversies surrounding questions of embodied 

representation. On the 8th of March, less than a month after the ousting of President Mubarak, 

women’s movements organised the march in celebration of International Women’s Day (see 

Agosti 2015). The day ended in a fiasco as harassment by a mixture of baltagyya (thugs in 
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Arabic) and angry men led to the dispersal of demonstrators. The march went down in the 

history of the revolution as a moment that encapsulated many of the controversies 

surrounding the women’s question in Egypt. I attended the march along with three friends, a 

Copt brought up outside Egypt, a French friend who was the daughter of an Egyptian Jew 

who had left Egypt under Nasser, and a young Muslim male colleague who had long been 

involved in youth and sexual/reproductive rights activism. On our arrival, we mingled and 

engaged in conversations with different groups of men and women. The demonstration was 

taking place on the southern side of Tahrir Square.  

The march was attended by quite a broad range of constituencies, independent movements, 

national institutions and foreign women living in Cairo, mingling with citizens with a modern 

Western look alongside more conservative veiled women. However, virtually almost all 

present were upper or middle class. 20 days after Mubarak’s ousting, there was a national 

debate about the constitution taking place, and some groups were already paying attention to 

the wording of current constitutional articles. Specific attention was given to the clause 

stipulating that the President of the Nation should marry no one other than an Egyptian 

woman, thus implying the impossibility of having a female president. This article was 

subsequently amended after the referendum that took place a few weeks later. At the 

Women’s March, the issue of whether or not a woman could be president became a matter of 

hot debate between the men and women taking part and the bystanders that slowly started to 

appear.  

During those days, the Square was almost always filled with people who camped out there to 

raise specific claims or who had made Tahrir a meeting point. There was also a semi-

permanent presence of national and international media. In addition to this, street vendors, 

street children, street wanderers, people driving through the square, and the usual staff of the 
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stores complete the picture of a place in constant vibration. As such it wasn’t a surprise that 

the women’s demonstration attracted attention and gradually groups of men gathered in front 

of the demonstrators. Many women engaged in agitated arguments with the male bystanders 

who had come out of curiosity, providing an image that seemed new in the repertoire of 

protests. Mainly well-educated women were debating, explaining and vigorously arguing 

with groups of predominantly lower-class men about gender issues. In the aftermath of the 

victory against 40 years of tyranny, these ordinary men, with the newly acquired prominence, 

were not ready to be ‘lectured’ by women about the future of the country. Notably, as my 

Coptic male friend engaged in these conversations, promoting the idea that a woman could 

legitimately be president, he was asked a series of questions: are you Egyptian? Are you 

Christian or Muslim? Do you agree that if a woman became President that she would/ could 

represent the Army? Clearly these were questions that addressed the main pillars of the nation 

as known until that day.  

 
 

FIGURE 5 - A GROUP OF 
EGYPTIAN MEN REACT 
NEGATIVELY TO THE IDEA THAT 
A WOMAN COULD BE PRESIDENT 
OF THE COUNTRY  

 

FIGURE 6 - A WOMAN AT THE WOMEN'S MARCH ARGUING WITH MEN ABOUT THE ROLE 
OF WOMEN IN SOCIETY 
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FIGURE 7 - A WOMAN ARGUES IN FRONT OF THE CAMERAS WITH EGYPTIAN MEN ABOUT 
THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN SOCIETY 

Tensions grew exponentially, and groups of men started confronting the women. There were 

two clear groups facing off against each other, soon participants in the march raised the alarm 

and help to conduct women out of the square. The march was dispersed and some attendees 

were harassed on their way out. The confrontation, however, did not only cover a gender 

divide of males against females, it reflected the complexity involved in questions of 

representation by putting into play class, ethnicity, religion, nationality, culture and tradition. 

High and middle class women felt in position of power to engage in a public debate that was, 

nonetheless, received as a subversion of tradition and culture directed towards lower class 

men present in the square. Sally, a young Egyptian citizen, an activist present at the march, 

commented: ‘I remember very well, there was this woman in complete veil that they were 

carrying on their shoulders, and they were saying “this is an Egyptian woman, you are not 

Egyptian woman”. They were against the demands as much as they were against the image’ 

(in Agosti 2015, 59) in reference to the clash among these intersections.  
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FIGURE 8 AN EGYPTIAN WOMAN ATTENDING THE MARCH DISPLAYS A PLACARD  

After the march, journalists and scholars initiated a long debate questioning the legitimacy 

and genuineness of both the women’s movement and the state institutions related to the 

national gender machinery (see Hafez 2014b; Lindsey 2014). It was to be only the first of 

many episodes that highlighted the troubled nature of women’s bodies and women’s 

representation as a contested field. ‘Neither subjects nor objects but rather the ground of the 

discourse’ (Shandilya 2015, 466), women’s bodies came to define the territory of the nation. 

Appropriating them was thus an act of appropriating the nation (see Das 1996). This idea of 

women’s bodies as the site of contested politics and ideology has already been widely 

covered by the literature on the women’s question in Egypt (Badran 2009, 168; Hafez 2014a, 

2014b). 

In terms of social space, while the nation is in some ways defined by the attributes it 

considers feminine, Cairo itself upholds a male counterpart of this idea, with particular and 

differentiated consequences for male and female city dwellers. It is in the terrain of the 

everyday life of the city and its inhabitants that these abstract ideas are embodied to be 

variously assimilated, accommodated, resisted and contested. Feminist scholars have 

explained the controversy that arose out of the women march by reflecting on the assigned 

roles that Egyptian society assigns to the private and public realms. Thus they have argued 

that it is the domestication of the public space, and the increased presence of women in it, 

which have prompted the waves of sexual violence to which the state has been largely 

indifferent. While this perspective offers a necessary and important departing point, I would 

argue that it does not fully integrate well-established knowledge that could shed light on the 

problematic. This is the knowledge that we can draw from the vast literature on the country 

delving into both kinship and women’s relationship with the nation (see Baron 1997, 2005; 
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Badran 1995; Botman 1999; Hatem 2000; Ahmed 1992; Kandiyoti 2003; Pollard 2005; 

Joseph 2000; among others).  

1.3.1 THE KINSHIP OF CAIRO: POWER AND MASCULINITY  

The historical reality of Cairo as an enclave at the crossroads of Africa, the Middle East and 

the Mediterranean endows the city with a mosaic of cultures that is a testament to its diversity. 

A mention of the Pharaonic heritage preludes many of the grandiose sentences that position 

Egypt as the greatest of nations, one that ‘will always be a beacon of civilization supporting 

cohesion of the region, and Egyptians will never hesitate in assuming their role to that effect’ 

(President el-Sisi in his speech to the UN General Assembly, UN - GA 2014)12. Abdelrahman, 

however, argues that while the sense of national identity emanates from different sources, 

‘including ancient Egyptian history and the uniqueness of Egypt’s Pharaonic heritage, there is 

no doubt that the main base of national identity is Arab nationalism’ (2007, 287).  

In light of the many studies that have linked Arab nationalism and patriarchy structures, the 

idea of a parallelism of kinship structures between the Arab family and the nation is well 

established. Of particular importance is the framework Joseph has developed to theorise the 

study of women and citizenship. In it, she elaborates on the formation of citizens based on 

‘the production of selves with fluid boundaries organized for gendered and aged domination 

in a culture valorizing kin structures, morality, and idioms’, or what she terms ‘patriarchal 

connectivities’ (2000, 12). It is in this manner that she links private and public realms with 

each of the historical particularities of the region. Sawaf (2013), in her reading of January 25, 

also picks up on this kinship analogy to reflect on its importance in explaining the events that 

prompted the revolution. In particular, she focuses on the relationship between kinship and 

youth to better explain intergenerational differences and to critically react against the label of 
                                                                                                                          
12  See:  http://www.un.org/en/ga/69/meetings/gadebate/24sep/egypt    
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the revolution as purely a ‘youth’ question. Her analysis, however, stops short of explaining 

how kinship is also connected to the emergence of sexual assaults at demonstrations, or how 

this is linked to the presence of women in the public sphere. My interest revolves particularly 

around the embodiment of traditional kinship structures as part of the performance of 

citizenship, and how this played a role in the division and control of public space in Cairo at 

the time of the revolution.  

The state has proactively nourished the narrative portraying the Egyptian people as unique 

citizens of the world entrusted to preserve the gift of the origins of civilisation. Elements of 

the country’s modern history, and especially President Gamal Abdel Nasser’s position as the 

leading figure in the post-colonial Pan-Arab movement, continued fostering the idea that 

Egypt had a unique role to play in leading the destiny of the region. It is in this context that 

Egypt is often referred to as ‘Um el Dunya’, the mother of the world. The nation, in this line 

of thought and well founded by researchers, emerged as an abstract female figure.  

Evolving from this idea, President el-Sisi, as other presidents before have done, often 

presented himself as father of the Nation, confined in the power of centralised Cairo, yet son 

(not husband) of the abstract idea of Um el Dunya: ‘I stand before you today as one of the 

sons of Egypt’ (UN - GA 2014), was President el–Sisi’s introduction to the General 

Assembly of the United Nations. These analogies are important because they establish 

abstract ideas that help us understand the protection vs. respect narrative that state power 

imposes upon its citizens, leaving no space to consider a different social contract. President 

el-Sisi naming himself the son of Egypt does not mean he places himself as equal to ‘ordinary’ 

Egyptians. On the contrary, he upholds a convention established by previous presidents that 

positions the figure of the president as the father of the Egyptians citizens. ‘I am addressing 
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you all from the heart, a father's dialogue with his sons and daughters’ (BBC 2011)13 was 

how President Mubarak chose to address the protesters in Tahrir in his last speech on 

February 10th, 2011. In this narratives, ex-President Mubarak, as well as President el-Sisi 

impersonate a powerful ideal male type. 

Pollard (2005) and Baron (1997) have explored the political iconography depicting the nation 

as a woman that underpinned the birth of the nation and emancipation from colonial rule.  

This iconography was essential to articulate the narrative of the nation as a family that, 

according to Pollard, was the ‘“political acumen” sine qua non of modern Egyptian politics 

by the time before 1919 revolution erupted’ (2005, 2). In response of British accusations of 

Egypt’s lack of readiness to become a modern nation due to its awkward and barbaric family 

and sexual customs, Egyptian emancipatory movements brought the reform of domestic 

customs to the front of the independence movement. It was based on abstract family-nation 

ideals that modernity was addressed through the particularities of domestic life. It was from 

domesticity questions, that placed the women’s question at the very centre, that Egypt 

developed the ‘Egyptian-ness’ needed to repel colonial rule, and in particular to resist British 

notions of Egypt’s backwardness. Pollard (2005) thus attributes to this historical moment the 

creation of the imagined feminine territory of Egypt. For her, this foundation of a larger 

national project, whose subject was to remake women and men alike, has clear repercussions 

for the subsequent framing of the women’s question. In this she differs from historians such 

as Ahmed (1992), who places the awakening of women as a result, rather than a prerequisite, 

of modernising reforms.  

While Ahmed was perhaps the first to elaborate on the historical context surrounding the 

emergence of the women’s question, she leaves ‘unclear in her text [what] the historical 

                                                                                                                          
13  See:  http://www.bbc.com/news/world-‐middle-‐east-‐12427091    
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processes [are] that led to a vocabulary of reform in which domesticity came to be 

responsible for the sins of the past and the potential of the future’ (Pollard 2005, 6).  In line 

with Pollard, Kandiyoti (2003) stresses how the nation was depicted as a woman, not only 

because of its necessity to be protected and policed, both morally and sexually, but also 

because ‘“women” and the virtues attributed to them and their domestic activities embodied 

the nation, gave birth to it, and guaranteed its success’ (in Pollard 2005, 14). It is in this 

moment that the complex paradox of ‘the cult of domesticity’ arises. Both Badran (1995) and 

Baron (2005) agree that women were ‘compelled’ to defend nationalist ideas within the 

articulation of their activism, present at the national level through their writing in the media. 

The paradox was, however, “that just as the pioneers of the women’s press were transcending 

the confines of domesticity and laying claim to a new occupation, they employed their pens 

to exalt the very domesticity they were escaping” (Badran 1995, 61). 

This contextualisation demonstrates the linking of narratives, place and time into a very 

particular architecture that, as we have seen, has consequences up to the present day. The 

imbalance caused by women in the public sphere under the role to reclaim their domesticity 

continued until Tahrir. Moreover, the gendered notions of Egypt and Cairo, their embodiment 

in figures that feed a national imaginary, and the subsequent division of highly gendered 

‘private’ and ‘public’ spatial practices all felt like significant contributing factors when Tahrir 

Square became the venue for indiscriminate sexual attacks on women, committed by security 

forces and ordinary citizens alike. AbdElhameed (2015) has traced the historical context of 

the private-public imbalance that brought us to 2011, arguing that it has been accepted by 

society and promoted by the state. She highlights as a key moment of state intervention the 

introduction of the 1971 Constitution, in which ‘Article 11 stressed the State’s responsibility 

to advance women’s role in public life in a manner that would allow them to keep a balance 

between their public engagement and domestic responsibilities’ (2015, 30). Thus, from the 
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very early stages of the revolution, the regime was able to classify licit and illicit, legible and 

illegible bodies, in alignment with their division of the private and the public space and the 

subsequent ‘ability’ to preserve the family-nation. There were some ‘good daughters’ who 

stayed at home and needed protection, and some ‘bad daughters’ who camped in the Square 

and needed discipline.  

AbdElhameed (2015) also links the increase in sexual violence to Ismail's (2006) idea of the 

failure of an hegemonic masculinity, what she terms ‘injured masculinity’. However neither 

author makes a clear link with how the state manipulates the male-state contract as a mean of 

controlling potential subversion of men and women. But it is precisely for this reason that we 

ought to link the crisis of masculinity to the ideal kinship structure that the ideal type 

embodied in the president espouses. This connection sheds light on the tension that runs 

between male anxieties as collected in the repository of the Arab street and the ideal type 

represented by the father of the nation. Thus, what I would call ‘fictional power’ represents 

the trap that entertains male aspirations of power. The state upholds and validates a private 

arena in which men can exercise power over women they consider under their jurisdiction, 

while at the same time stripping men of that power and humiliating them when they make 

claims for better life conditions outside of the designated private realm, where nonetheless 

they act as head of the family –this is in a similar kinship position to the designated in the 

abstract family-nation. 

Analysis that draws on the traumatic kinship relations of the members of the family-nation 

tends to utilise psychoanalytical theories to unpack conflictive histories (see Navaro-Yashin 

2002; Mittermaier 2011; Hansen 1999). However, my interest here revolves more precisely 

on the embodiment of these abstract ideals of the family-nation to produce an imaginary of 

the normative-type (see Butler 1990). The president is presented to the ‘ordinary’ Arab 
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Muslim man (with his own racial and age particularities), as the embodiment of the ‘ought-

to-be’ male, and this hierarchises citizens accordingly. Class, ethnicity, age, gender and 

manhood are, therefore, stratified, in a way that makes very clear what is normative and what 

is deviant. It is in the embodiment of this abstract ideal that conflict arises, as it is this same 

body that is confronted with the realities of the everyday. How does this abstract ideal type 

deal with the heterogeneity of a population that includes religious minorities, ethnic, class, 

age and gender differences, and on what terms does the state understand deviation to be non-

conformative and therefore subject to being disciplined? The episode of the 8th of March was 

only a prelude to the many conflicts that arose during protests embedded in these questions. 

The female body became the minimum expression of the social space that needs to be 

conquered and controlled. When women on the 8th of March took to the podium to ‘lecture’ 

the men in the street, the problem was not only the presence of women in the public space but 

also the subversion of the kinship structure. This indication of the vulnerability of Arab men, 

and of the vacuum left by a president who had failed to fulfil his family obligations, fuelled 

the chaos that day on the Square. Hafez (2014a) also relies on this idea, explaining that Hosni 

Mubarak was viewed as a father who neglected his patriarchal obligations. Zaki Ahmad 

(2015, 15) also expands on this analogy to argue that the public space is masculine because of 

a logic fostered by society and unquestioned by the state. Moreover, the subversion of the 

kinship rules was happening at a point when, for once, the marginalised and disenfranchised 

men had gained leverage as a result of the events of Tahrir.  

1.3.2 THE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE: KINSHIP AND THE EPIDEMIC OF SEXUAL 

VIOLENCE  

The 8th of March episode demands a thoughtful consideration of the debate surrounding the 

gendered division of public and private social space. As the protests in Tahrir progressed, and 
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reported episodes of sexual violence against women protestors gained the epithet of 

‘epidemic’, activists and local academics started looking for the underlying social norm that 

could have led to the emergence of such brutal practices. Moreover, the challenge was to 

reach an understanding of a phenomenon that involved many different forms of violence. 

How to explain the mob sexual assaults systematically being perpetrated in demonstrations in 

a manner that could also help to elucidate the disgusting behaviour of the many ordinary men 

who harassed women in the streets on a daily basis? How do we understand this epidemic? 

Activists then argued ‘that the new sexual violence is simply the normalization of a 

longstanding culture of sexual violence’ (AbdElhameed and Zaki 2014)14. How this 

normalisation occurred, and what mechanisms were in place that made it possible, have been 

addressed by many of the movements that work on sexual violence. AbdElhameed and Zaki 

understood that a key element was ‘the domestication of the public sphere’ (Kumar and 

Makarova 2008; Scott and Keates 2004). Accordingly, they claim that:  

‘The dominant patterns of relationships in the private sphere are transferred 

to the public sphere by turning the latter into a sort of very large home 

occupied by an extended family, not all of whose members know each other. 

This dynamic prevails in states where the social structure and power 

relationships are largely impervious to state penetration and influence. As a 

result, a public sphere arises that reflects the social, class, and gender 

relations that prevail in the domestic sphere’ (AbdElhameed and Zaki 2014).  

As much as I agree with the domestication argument put forward by AbdElhameed and Zaki, 

I stress the role of the state in the formation of notions of kinship and kinship entitlements as 

they emerge in families to produce the very specific governmentality technique (Foucault 

                                                                                                                          
14See:  http://www.jadaliyya.com/pages/index/18455/women-‐as-‐fair-‐game-‐in-‐the-‐public-‐sphere_a-‐critical    
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1991) that allowed men to discipline women in public sphere. By allowing the domestication 

of the public space the state allowed ideal kinship principles to run public spaces, thus 

leaving the power in the hands of men to decide to what degree of closeness they relate to 

women present in a public space. This kin-relation could fluctuate from a consideration of 

such women as their own kin – and thus in need of protection- up to considered them no part 

of their kin, hence mere disposable bodies. When the state, thus, allowed men to discipline 

women publicly at the same time that condoned gender based violence, it transferred the 

state’s capacity to produce and administer a form of bare life. Men were entitled to decide to 

what degree a non-gender conforming individual present in the public sphere would be 

subjected to disciplinary body measures and regulatory forms of control, from verbal 

harassment to corporeal punishment including rape. The state normalised the capacity of men 

to inflict violence on women’s bodies in order to expand state’s techniques to control the 

population.  

The invasion of the private into the public real had several consequences. First, it placed 

women under the protection vs. respect scheme of the male present in that public place at that 

precise moment. Second, the state dealt with any trouble arising from this enforced and 

extended kinship contract in the same way that it dealt with any private matter relating to 

women in the family context: rather than exerting punitive measure to protect women, it 

relied on male household heads to apply controlling measures. I used notions of kinship and 

its links to the family –nation to explain why men felt entitled to appropriate and conquer the 

abstract space represented by women and to discipline women they considered to step out of 

licit behaviour or licit space. Applying kinship rules to govern public space had, on the one 

hand, the result of fostering and reinforcing what is normative and what is deviant. On the 
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other hand, it treated the correction of non-conforming females as a private matter to be dealt 

with inside the family15.   

In this assumed division of roles in the social space, extended kinship entitlements in public 

spaces, thus, inverts the relationship with the state; kinship entitlements deployed by men are 

use to maintain order, an capacity that erstwhile was solely in the hands of state security. It is 

in this point where I see the origin of the disease that prompted the invocation of an 

‘epidemic of sexual violence’ by activists. The use of medical jargon to describe a social 

malaise points to a dysfunctional or abnormal social equilibrium that has been disrupted. Yet, 

I believe a deeper consideration of what (or who) the disease referred to and what how this 

epidemic came into being requires closer analytical engagement, as I expand below.  

Prior to 2011, women subjected to sexual harassment were accused of indecent clothing or 

indecent behaviour, because they were already bodies ‘out-of-place’, that is, in the streets. 

Victim-blaming discourses, then, were part and parcel of the normalisation of sexual violence, 

while there was no questioning of the entitlement of men to harass women in the streets. The 

state, media and wider public tended to employ victim-blaming narratives in an attempt to 

‘correct’ women’s out-of-placeness and return them to the private realm, thus re-establishing 

the gender-normative framework. In this logic, sexual harassment is partially a response to 

the increase of the presence of women in public spheres16. As the public space became 

‘domesticated’, the state allowed the corrective measures traditionally assigned to the male 

                                                                                                                          
15  Anti  sexual  harassment  movements,  in  order  to  inflict  change  into  this  division  that  relegates  gender  based  
violence  as  a  private  matter,  started  to  tailor  interventions  that  addressed  bystanders.  The  objective  of  these  
campaigns  was  to  break  this  binary  by  mobilising  witnesses  to  protect  survivors.      
16  The  root  of  this  greater  visibility  of  women  in  the  public  sphere  could  be  economic  (in  the  last  decade  female-‐
headed  households  have  dramatically  increased  which  explains  the  need  of  women  to  navigate  the  city  in  
search  of  economic  opportunities)  or  socio-‐cultural,  for  instance  as  a  result  of  more  access  to  education  at  the  
university  level  for  women  or  a  youth  culture  that  has  encouraged  women’s  participation  in  the  city.      
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kin to be exerted outside the house to an extended kinship17. In addition, a sense of boredom, 

a normalisation of a culture of violence against women also present in the private sphere, lack 

of punishment by the law and lack of condemnation from society made sexual harassment 

acceptable social behaviour. At the root of this normalisation was the widespread acceptance 

that  men could decide which females would be protected and which would be punished in 

the public sphere.  

It is important to note that this power may only be ‘fictional’ because men disciplining 

women in the public sphere were doing nothing more than reproducing the same humiliation 

that they themselves were subject to in their claims for better jobs, health, education and so 

on. Nonetheless, this transfer of entitlements was indeed controversial because as sexual 

attacks increased in frequency and violence, it expanded male power to create forms of bare 

life. It represented a threat to the monopoly in the use of violence that the state wishes to 

maintain. Men, in the first place, extended the arms of the state by exercising power to 

discipline women present in public space; yet they later on became a threat by replacing the 

state’s capacity to produce and apply such disciplinary measures. It is important to note that 

the state is not concerned with the fate of women but rather with losing its monopoly on the 

use of violence. In this logic, in the eyes of the state, the increased number of women in the 

public sphere is the epidemic, while the exerted recipe for its cure that allowed men to 

discipline/protect them evolved into an ‘autoimmune’ (Derrida 2003) social disease that 

threatened state power.  

This argument underpins the analysis of the domesticity question and its links to governance. 

Derrida’s (2003) writings on auto-immunity aggression and suicidal autoimmunity help us to 

                                                                                                                          
17  Reasons  behind  this  domestication  would  deserve  a  separate  section,  but  certainly  neoliberal  policies  that  
have  increased  economic  grievances  and  the  state  inability  to  provide  basic  services  to  citizens  (from  garbage  
collection  to  school  and  health  facilities)  aligned  with  the  authoritarian  rule  have  fostered  very  a  weak  rights  
scheme  that  efficiently  protects  the  most  vulnerable.        
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reach the conclusion that an overdeveloped and atrophied security apparatus that cleanses its 

own people ultimately undermines its own principles of existence and seeks to justify an 

eternal state of exception. For Derrida, this is the determined outcome of the modern state, 

and I would argue that it is certainly the case for the Egyptian apparatus. The Egyptian state 

constantly justifies the need for more aggressive repression and new techniques, such as the 

one explained in here, to regain control over the population and to discipline individual 

bodies. In Derrida’s words:  

‘The autoimmune topology always dictates that democracy be sent off 

[renvoyer] elsewhere, that it be excluded or rejected, expelled under the 

pretext of protecting it on the inside by expelling, rejecting, or sending off 

to the outside the domestic enemies of democracy’ (in Campbell 2008, 9). 

In brief, the Egyptian state allowed the domestication of public space based on kinship rules 

in reaction to the growing tensions that emerged with socio-economic inequalities to re-

regulate the signs of social unrest that predated the revolution. This explains why state 

officials and media and national gender machineries did not initially react against a 

phenomenon that by 2011 was rampant. AbdElhameed and Zaki  affirm that ‘the state let it 

be known that there was a kind of immunity from prosecution for perpetrators of sexual 

violence and that the public sphere was not safe for women’ (2014). My argument is that we 

reconsider the logic of immunity using the same logic that enters into jurisdiction when 

dealing with aspects related to the family. Thus, immunity, as AbdElhameed and Zaki Ahmad 

argue, is not an act of absence of the state, but very much part of the scheme of entitlements 

that men have inside the family realm, absorbed and adopted as part of the formation of the 

state and used to correct deviations from the abstract normative type. In other words, it seems 
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impossible to overturn perpetrators’ immunity when in the eyes of the state there is no 

crime.18  

When the social space is seen as a set of interconnected organs (to continue with the medical 

jargon to explain this ‘epidemic’), such observations support the idea that sexual violence in 

the public sphere is an autoimmune pathology of the state. Sexual violence is the antidote to 

the epidemic of women in the public sphere. Women are thus the disease that threats the 

stability of the nation, because it threatens a foundational pillar of the social contract: the 

gender contract.  

In the second phase, however, when sexual attacks increased in violence and frequency, often 

at random uncontrolled moments (such as the attacks that occurred during Eid festivities in 

2006), and when the general public became horrified by the treatment of women by male 

citizens and security agents of the state, the transmission of kinship entitlements into the 

public space became problematic. Violence moved from being a technology administered by 

the state and used to discipline the individual body to becoming a resource of the individual 

male body to inflict harm upon a collective, unidentified female mass. Sex-mob attacks 

became more frequent and more violent, as well as more widely reported to a public that was 

increasingly scandalized by the moral decay of its perpetrators. This judgement, then, 

extended to the state, as public opinion began questioning the power of the state to control 

this situation. Different constituencies of society then attacked the state that was not 

intervening to protect women; notions of shame with regards to the nation were mobilised to 

trigger the reaction of the state. In this moment, the apparatus of the state deployed all 
                                                                                                                          
18  Local  advocacy,  however,  and  multiple  campaigns  running  since  2005  have  made  some  progress  on  this  front.  
The  sexual  harassment  law  was  passed  and  the  government  developed  for  the  first  time  a  strategy  to  combat  

gender-‐based  violence.  However,  weak  implementation  of  the  strategy,  the  use  of  the  sexual  harassment  law  as  
exemplary  measure  to  discipline  young  males,  ambiguities  in  the  system  that  allow  the  coexistence  and  survival  

of  the  same  practices  that  these  advancements  are  suppose  to  amend  or  regulate,  yet,  point  at  maneuvers  of  
the  system  to  apply  cosmetic  changes  rather  than  an  actual  political  will  to  amend  the  problem.      
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mechanisms to re-regulate an imbalance that it had initially allowed. Sate media, 

governmental institutions dealing with gender, and sectors of the security apparatus were 

ordered to intervene to protect women. Controversially, the state also began to foster 

discourses blaming male citizens for their ‘barbaric behaviour’ at the same time as using state 

security apparatus to sexually target female protestors.  

In conclusion, while in the eyes of activists there was an epidemic of sexual violence, in the 

eyes of the state there was an epidemic of women in the public sphere. This ‘epidemic’ went 

through different phases. In the first place, as statistics on domestic violence reveal, violence 

against women inside the family and in the domestic sphere was normalised and legitimised 

as part of the system that secures reproduction of the means of power. In the second phase, 

the extension of this administration of violence by male-kin into the public sphere was first 

welcomed as by the state. However, as the ‘epidemic’ grew in frequency and intensity, it 

came to pose a threat to the state, especially when it started to be rejected by the public that 

had at first legitimated it. When this shift in public mood happened, as we will see in the 

following chapters, the normalisation of discipline of female bodies by men in public ceased 

to be in the interests of the state. It was therefore suppressed, and the government began 

prosecuting and punishing crimes of sexual violence. As Amar (2011a) noted, having once 

tacitly awarded young men the fictional power to discipline women, the state now turned 

against them to punish and discipline these same acts. It goes without saying that this is not 

an argument to exonerate harassers and assailants from facing legal consequences for their 

behaviour. It tries, however, to shed light on the political angle of sexual violence, while 

rebutting arguments that have explained this phenomenon as an intrinsic part of ‘Arab nature’.  

The immunity/entitlement paradox and the reconsideration of the apparent division of the 

private and the public and kinship rules also elucidates the common root that other forms of 
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violence against women usually relegated to the private (such as female genital mutilation, 

domestic violence, marital rape, etc.) share with sexual violence perpetrated in the public 

space. These issues also underline the resistance of the state to acknowledging any of these 

forms of violence as human rights violations. In this line of thought, men are seen almost as 

agents of the state in the private realm, while at the same time being undermined, oppressed 

and disenfranchised by this same state when trying to perform masculinity outside the private 

sphere. This is because under the scrutinised hierarchy of the public sphere it is they who fail 

to live up to the imposed normative type, and are thus marginalised due to the everyday 

poverty, lack of educational and economic opportunities, and human right violations that they 

face. These men are therefore in a very vulnerable position in society. They seek to restore 

their relationship with the family-nation through the power given to them as masters of the 

private and guardians of the family honour. Extending state power into the private, they feel 

empowered articulating oppression upon their female peers and this restore a certain 

masculinity, that nonetheless will be injured again the next day in the public sphere.  

Economic hardship and socio-political constraints, underpinned by a nationalistic narrative 

that camouflages the preservation of the system as the supposed protection of tradition and 

culture, ensure that many of the men stepping out into the street every morning to decently 

earn their families’ bread will come back home with a sense of failure and frustration. This is 

not to be mistaken for an Orientalist Western narrative that has often attributed the oppression 

of women and more particularly the emergence of sexual harassment to a ‘sexual’ frustration, 

which is an idea that has fuelled narratives that neglect the political dimension by depicting 

Arab culture as oppressive and abusive to women, and thus in need of civilisation (see Abu-

Lughod 2002). Men, in their quest for recognition, reproduce the same oppression they 

endure in the everyday, entering into an (un)willing complicity with the state. This in turn has 

very specific consequences as per how male moral registers are formed and shaped by the 
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avenues created by the state, making moral ambivalences and contradictions a feature of 

everyday experience (see Schielke 2017).  

My understanding is that the analytical framework that I am proposing, this is the link 

between the family nation, the spatialisation of gender and the extension of kinship rules into 

the public sphere can help to situate questions of masculinity already recorded in different 

ethnographies to elucidate common threads. Moreover, this framework enables an 

exploration of the origin of the ‘epidemic’ as an autoimmune disorder generated by the state. 

The framework can also be linked to questions of both the emergence of the female protestor 

within the event of the revolution and sexual violence against women in the public sphere.  
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CHAPTER TWO - THE EMERGENCE OF THE FEMALE PROTESTOR 

  

 ‘The nation is an identity that must be continually remade’ 

(Mitchell 2002, 13)  

Identifying the final straw on the camel’s back that led to January 25 could be close to an 

unsolvable conundrum. A sense of the unsustainability of the everyday had grown over the 

preceding years, and in this light January 25 could be seen as part of a logical succession of 

events. But the feeling that the everyday is somehow impossible has only increased since the 

June 30 coup d’état/revolution, yet nowadays the prospect of future revolutions or uprisings, 

particularly peaceful ones, seems improbable. The clarity of hindsight, however, elucidates 

some of the historical factors that were needed to bundle together the forces found in Tahrir 

and build a revolutionary generation born of this particular time and place.  

The tension between individuals’ subjectivities and the state’s discourse, as seen across many 

street battles and media discussions, stood ‘for the terrors of the present, the errors of the past, 

and the prospect of a future’ (Comaroff and Comaroff 2005, 20) that made this generation, 

but that also unmade it. Honwana and de Boeck (2005, 2) have asked, ‘how can we 

understand … youth as both makers and breakers of a society, while they are simultaneously 

being made and broken by that society?’ In this chapter I focus on the emergence of the 

young female protestor as the maker and breaker of the revolutionary narrative. The female 

protestor embodied the tension between the state and female, and non-gender conforming 

individuals more broadly, in her specific historical and epistemological context. The chapter 

explores female activism during protests. On the one hand, it accounts for the body-

experiences of female protestors and the eruption of sexual violence in manners that 

elucidates the shortfalls of the national building project as envisioned by the state. On the 
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other hand, it illuminates forms of young female activism that inform female citizenship in 

manners that differ from state’s conventions reflected in the constitution. Departing from the 

notions of the family-nation discussed in Chapter One, I ask: what is the meaning of a young 

woman -as a category- in the street in the historical moment of the revolution? What are the 

particularities of her battle? How do these particularities confront the Egyptian nationalist 

project? And was the female protestor a litmus test of the revolutionary narrative?  

The disruption of time and the everyday is the departing point for considering answers to 

these questions, because ‘in exploring the temporal depth in which such originary moments 

of violence are lived through, everyday life reveals itself to be both a quest and an inquest’ 

(Das 2007, 78). More and more young people went down to Tahrir Square in the days 

following January 25. The majority of people, however, stayed home and followed the events 

on TV, the internet and their mobile phones. Then, on the third day, the mobile network and 

internet were cut and with it the sense of time changed in the city. Protesters defied the 

government-imposed curfew every afternoon, but many others rushed from work to the stores 

to buy groceries, credit their phones and withdraw money. Violence spread and citizen-run 

checkpoints were set up on street corners; police vans were stopped by residents and asked 

for their identification and the purpose of their visit to the area. The world was turned upside–

down. Space had also changed in the city, and the street that you had walked down to work 

every day didn't seem the same street at all. The routine of the everyday disappeared and the 

day became full of events whose meaning was still difficult to understand.  

Three years later, all of my interlocutors affirmed that it was not easy to come back to those 

memories; days become mix up with each other, and it is often painful. Everybody, however, 

remembered perfectly the moment they first entered Tahrir Square. They referred to these 

days as the 18 days of Utopia, because of the radically different life that could briefly be 
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breathed, but they also said those days were gone. Afterwards, it was everyday life that 

became eventful, and remained as hazardous as before, with the narrative of the potential 

falling of the Nation into chaos slowly starting to gain ground. The Egyptian revolution, for 

the sake of clarity, can be divided into three periods: the 18 days of Utopia followed by the 

SCAF administration until the presidential elections (January 2011 to June 2012); Muslim 

Brotherhood rule from June 2012 to June 2013; and the June 30th revolution/coup d’état, 

followed by an interim transition with Adly Mansour as the acting President of Egypt from 

July 2013 to June 2014. 

General el-Sisi, formerly President Morsi’s Minister of Defence, was the true power behind 

the throne after the summer of 2013, and it was el-Sisi who went on to win the presidential 

elections in June 2014. Under the interim government, pro-Morsi demonstrators camping at 

al-Nahda Square and Raba’a al-Adawiya Square were brutally dispersed on the 14th of 

August, 2013, with a death toll estimated at between 850 and 1150 by different human rights 

organisations, making it arguably the biggest loss of life in a single day in the modern history 

of Egypt (HRW 2014). After gaining his electoral mandate, President el-Sisi inaugurated a 

massive crackdown on both the Muslim Brotherhood and wider civil society. Human Rights 

Watch has estimated that ‘since the 2013 military coup, Egyptian authorities have arrested or 

charged probably at least 60,000 people, forcibly disappeared hundreds for months at a time, 

handed down preliminary death sentence to hundreds more, tried thousands of civilians in 

military courts, and created at least 19 new prisons or jails to hold this influx’ (HRW 2017). 

The intricacy of the concatenation of these events, the rapidity with which they unfolded 

between January 2011 and January 2016 (the period that the thesis covers), and the many 

actors involved across the nation, all explain the complexity in understanding what Tahrir 

actually was, and what it meant. Tahrir had an impact on every citizen, yet Tahrir, beyond its 
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physical space, was a multi-layered and constantly changing experience. Against the 

background of political changes, Tahrir emerged as a symbolic space, in constant discussion, 

brought alive by the people who lived it on the ground but also through the narratives in the 

media, social media, and public opinion, and through the many people who did not go to 

Tahrir but lived its consequences.  

In the literature, Tahrir has been recorded through the poetry, music and graffiti that were 

embedded in the social movement (see Colla 2012; El-Khoury 2014; Wahdan 2014), as well 

as the many blogs and pieces of citizen journalism that bloomed in response to what was, in 

the first instance, a stand against police brutality.  Tuesday, the 25th of January was Police 

Day. A day to commemorate the work of the police for its citizens; for this reason the 

Facebook collective ‘We are all Khaled Said’ had called for protests to condemn the killing 

of the Alexandrian citizen Khaled Said at the hands of the police, falsely accused of drug 

dealing. The echoes of the Tunisian fellow Mohamed Bouazizi who set himself on fire after a 

police officer confiscated his wares further added fuel to this initiative, which were said to be 

one of the sparks of the revolution. The Facebook page ‘We are all Khaled Said’ had 

gathered in the days prior to the Police Day hundreds of thousands of followers, yet nobody 

believed that the call for that day’s demonstration could be the trigger of the revolution. The 

Tunisian uprising was being closely followed on our screens, which made the government 

uneasy; accordingly, it deployed a massive presence of riot police in the streets that day. That 

was the first acknowledgment that the state was taking potential protestors seriously, and 

protestors took up the offer to confront the state in the same proportion: it was the people 

against the police (Ismail 2012). From that day, Tahrir became a place of civicness (Tawil-

Souri 2012), where a collective identity was being forged. Years later Toma (2015) remained 

her many followers to preserve the identity that was born that day because Tahrir as a lived 

experience had the unique condition of making one join a social movement with one identity 
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and come out with a different one, thus turning the disorder and heterogeneity into a 

communal practice for unity.  

Asad (2012) argued that three political fears made their appearances, each of them conquered 

by the protestors who in this manner kept growing in numbers: the fear to desire to break 

with the Mubarak regime; the fear to desire to establish a secular democracy, and the fear to 

desire to overcome religious intolerance. In addition, feminist scholars paid attention to the 

new gender contract, the unique opportunity that Tahrir offered, while also highlighting the 

many contradictions that soon started to arise. In contrasts to the safe and participative space 

where women worked side by side with men (Al-Ali 2012; Elsadda 2011; Sorbera 2013), 

there also evolved a male hypervisibility (Amar 2011a) that presaged the many troubles that 

Tahrir was yet to witness. These scholars argued, as other feminist writers had before the 

revolution, for the centrality of gender in the quest of the revolutionary narrative to change 

the regime (Hatem 2011, 2013). With this, the importance of the female body as the 

battleground of the revolution also came to represent what Tahrir was and meant (Hafez 

2014a, 2014b). Other scholars, such as Winegar (2012), initially presented the 18 days of 

Tahrir as a continuum running between people present in the Square and people staying at 

home, which in my view denied the complexity and contradictions involved in Tahrir as a 

lived experience. However, I believe that it is only with retrospection that one is able to 

unpack these complexities; at the time civic movements were articulated in response to the 

counterrevolutionary attacks deployed by the state ( Cole 2012; El-Ghobashy 2011; El-Mahdi 

2012; Langohr 2016; Shahine 2011; Shehata 2012). 

The concept of ‘the people’ (el-sha’ab) emerged with the slogan ‘the people want the regime 

to fall’, which was an overarching and unifying chant heard in Tahrir along with ‘bread, 

justice and dignity’. ‘The people’ then became the metonym of the voice of Tahrir, but was 
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by no means a stable concept exempt from controversy or violence. Thus, while ‘the people’ 

represents the power of unity, after June 30, observes are compelled to reconsider the concept, 

because writing about ‘the people’ requires a consideration of the role of that this same 

people (including oneself), had as witness or supporter of the massacre of Raba’a (Sabea 

2014). Hence the concept of ‘the people’ originally represents the struggle on the ground for 

radical change, but its reality is a constant fragmentation that responds to the tragic unfolding 

of political and social events. Political players including the old regime and the Muslim 

Brotherhood tried since day one of the revolution, with selective and temporary success, to 

colonise ‘the people’ and the physical space of Tahrir. To do so, they used not only the 

machinery of the ‘state and its organs, but also the structures and social categories (such as 

gender, religion, ownership, market, communal, neighbourhood) that constitute the very 

realm of the social’ (Sabea 2014, 68), with this Sabea aligns with (Althusser 1970) in 

identifying the role of the repressive apparatus and the ideological apparatuses in 

manufacturing the counter-attack that effectively silenced and erased Tahrir.  

It is in this context that the emergence of the female protestor unleashed a set of tensions that 

informed the broader crisis that the country was going through. Women endorsed movements 

and initiatives with very different purposes: citizen journalism, the ‘No to military trials’ 

movement, youth coalitions and so on. I focus, however, on the movements that articulated 

the response against sexual assaults, and the testimonies of female protesters that survived 

these assaults, because it is in these movements that I found the contestation and continuation 

of previous feminist waves. I will explore events chronologically, to contextualise the 

tensions and changes that arose as the presence and participation of the female protester 

emerged, was articulated, changed and was repressed, and to explore the parallels between 

these developments and the fate of January 25.  
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This chapter starts by framing the meaning of the act of presence of female protesters in 

Tahrir. Noting how the first day in Tahrir was a defiance of family and state order, I link their 

presence with notions of citizenship in the Egyptian context. I also explore the manner in 

which participation in Tahrir prompted a path of learning and consciousness that politicised 

protesters, as their experience of Tahrir evolved with the unfolding of the events. I will then 

explore the tensions that arose between the female protestor and the state, which crystallised 

in the counter-revolutionary attempts to undermine their presence in the Square. The state 

developed a narrative focussing on purity and protection, branding female protestors as 

daughters of Egypt. Protestors countered this with their own narrative based on emancipation 

and rights. The next section will discuss the emergence of this human rights paradigm as a 

key feature of the generation that was born in Tahrir, which in turn brought to the surface 

some intergenerational tensions. The second part of the chapter focuses on the reactions of 

peer revolutionaries to the emergence of the female protestor and her particular set of 

complexities, particularly the experience of sexual violence as a technology present in the 

Square to deter women’s participation. Thus, the presence of female bodies was at times 

rejected because they were seen as sites of dystopia that disrupted the revolutionary narrative, 

and through this process the same paradigms fostered by the state were reproduced by peer 

revolutionaries. In this way, the female body was a litmus test for the revolutionary narrative 

that aimed at maintaining the unity once found during the 18 days. The female body was, thus, 

a maker and breaker of the revolutionary narrative.  

2.1 The act of presence and the disruption of the gender discourse   

Mona had a tour to the Pyramids with Australian and British tourists on January 25TH back to 

the bus they were told to stay in their hotels. She did not know what was going on, then the 

phone signal went off and she decided to go to Tahrir by herself. Mona says: 
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‘I was very confused for the first days and then I decided to go to the Square 

by myself and check what was going on. I wanted to go with a friend that I 

had managed to reach, but we could not find each other, so I just went 

around, with no political background, just wandering and seeing what was 

going and starting talking to people.’ 

This narration of the first day in Tahrir was quite common among my interlocutors. I met 

Mona during a workshop organised by UNDP and the National Council for Women. I had 

heard of her before, I knew we moved in similar circles and we had mutual friends. She came 

to be part of this research because, as a result of this first day that she came to Tahrir, she 

later joined a leading feminist human rights organisation that I was also interested in. This 

conversation took place while we were sitting in a café in Gardens City. She knew I was 

recording experiences like hers because I had been visiting her office and conducting 

interviews for a while. I did not record all our conversations, but, from time to time, I invited 

people in the research to sit together and reflect on a range of topics that were arising from 

conversations, events, media and so on. These episodes were recorded under anonymity and 

they represented a moment where we also talked about personal things. During these and 

other chats I got to know a lot about her personal life, as happened with other participants, 

however it was not that aspect which informed my research. Participants’ private and public 

lives were surely intertwined, but I always approached them from the standpoint of their 

professional and public life, and it was through this entry point that we mutually shared our 

private lives.  

Mona is a well-educated middle class young Cairene woman, she is not married and I do not 

think that marriage is a topic she pays much attention to. She could be framed under secular 

leftist trends, although we never really had a discussion about her relationship with religion. 
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When the topic surfaced in our conversations, it was often discussed under the rubric of the 

use of religion to politically manipulate people, another trend that I noticed in many of her 

peers. It is in this sense that many of the people in this research understood religion vs. 

secularism. Each of them had a different approach to their values and a different relationship 

with God, and for each of them coming to Tahrir meant initiating a long path of learning and 

revolutionary acts, that started that very first day, often alone, talking to strangers. 

Amina also remembers her first day in Tahrir quite precisely:  

‘On the 28th of January my father was sick in the hospital, … I was 

spending nights doing shifts [looking after him] with my sister. I remember 

when there was this outbreak of violence, I was in the hospital and the 

nurses and the staff they went out and were trying to protect the hospital 

from anyone trying to come in … I was really scared that someone would 

come. And after I decided to go down [to Tahrir] … I was not active at all 

before the revolution, I did not belong to this world, I was very preoccupied 

with my personal life but then I decided to go one of the nights that my 

sister was exchanging with me at the hospital. I was informed and active 

from a charity perspective, but not politically. I hated politics. But I said 

why don’t I go by myself instead of believing all that is being said in the 

media? I remember walking up to the Square, being searched in a very 

respectable manner, and people apologising to me and then going in and 

[hearing] the people chanting. Even if there were a lot of people in the 

Square [usually big crowds were avoided because of previous episodes of 

sexual harassment], it was very warm; it was very welcoming, hopeful. I 
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then decided to take my sister and the kids and we were very careful to be 

back home before the curfew, because my mom did not know.’ 

Mona and Amina met in the Square, they both volunteered at the gates, answering the call 

for female volunteers at the entrance checkpoints to search other women who wanted to 

enter Tahrir, and they both joined the ‘Front to Defend Egyptian Protestors’. They were also 

part of Operation Anti Sexual Harassment (OpAntiSH), which was established to protect 

women in demonstrations from mob sexual assaults. This is a path that they set out on years 

before I interviewed them, and that brought them to continue working together at the 

feminist NGO Nazra for Feminist Studies. Amina was one of the first people to show 

interest in this thesis. A friend had put us in contact because I wanted to interview the 

director of the NGO she was working for. When Amina replied I started explaining my 

research to her, and slowly we became friends. I would pay her visits at her office to chat 

over a cup of coffee and a cigarette, and while we discussed the latest news, and when I 

perceived that we had time enough to engage in a meaningful conversation I would ask her if 

I could record. 

I had initially wanted to conduct ‘participant observation’ in her organisation, which we both 

soon understood would not be possible. Back to 2104, the crackdown on NGOs had started, 

and they were expecting that the government would sooner or later raid their offices. Nazra, 

like many other organisations, downsized its operations, and realigned according to the new 

security environment and the scarce access to funding. Also, to protect employees at times of 

high alert, many people worked from home. In these circumstances, having a foreigner 

wandering around was not the smartest idea, but luckily I developed a good relationship with 

many Nazra employees, who gave me access to visit and interview them, attend their events 

and be informed of the latest developments with regard to the issues I was interested in. 
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NGO’s activity post-June 30 was radically different to the intensity of work in the post-

January 25 period, and in light of this I also had to realign my own research. I could not do 

what I had expected to, because the social space that was holding the social change fostered 

by January 25 was slowly disappearing, and it seemed that my new task was to record these 

changes.   

Amina recalls her firsts volunteer steps in the Square as follows:  

‘I started writing about the Square and the people, and what I had 

experienced, bringing supplies, documenting. I kept going by myself or with 

friends, and then in the July sit-in I read about the need for female 

volunteers to search the women in the Square at the Qasr Nile entrance. I 

went and I took the night shift and then I would sleep at work, go to the 

hospital and back to the Square. It was crazy. I met a group of activists there 

and I joined the initiative “Front to Defend Egypt Protesters”.’ 

The stories of Amina and Mona conjure a striking image of young people running in and out 

Tahrir, to bring supplies, go to work, come back for a meeting, volunteer at the gates, then 

go back home, shower, take care of domestic tasks, make phone calls, write updates on 

social media and record their experiences. Such a depiction runs in opposition to the 

narrative of apathetic and careless youth that had informed ‘youth working groups’ in 

development agencies and national institutions alike before January 25. On the other hand, 

the narrative of ‘youth in waithood’, also present in these circles, addressed the negligence 

of these same institutions in planning and investing resources for the demographically huge 

youth population. Their abandonment was notorious. Singerman (2007) coined the term 

‘waithood’ as part of her argument for youth’s rights, asserting that economic hardships 
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were delaying prospects of marriage. As such, youth were left as half-made adults, not yet 

able to enjoy a full life, but rather stuck in the waiting room.  

As much as this narrative is well grounded, it denies the possibility of a transition to 

adulthood that does not consider marriage as the award ceremony required to fully enjoy the 

rights of living as an adult. Yet, as the events of January 25 unfolded, young revolutionaries 

set out a different path. They decided to prioritise the revolution and an active and 

meaningful participation in society over marriage. They did this while nonetheless living as 

full adults, making their own choices often not in line with parental expectations. A closer 

look into the questions of ‘apathy’ and ‘waithood’ also reveals some of the paths of 

politicisation that young people in Tahrir followed. The underlying idea is that assuring a 

transition from adolescence to adulthood through marriage, while minimising opportunities 

to act differently in society, keeps youth away from politics. Young people wishing to fully 

participate in society without having to struggle to provide for the economic needs of a 

family represent a threat that the state constantly tries to control. For the youth themselves, 

this situation represents an opportunity to foster social change.  

According to the narratives I was told of people joining Tahrir, their politicisation came 

hand in hand with their meaningful participation in protests. Many people did not manage to 

be integrated in solid and fruitful initiatives or in roles that accommodated their expectations, 

whereas Mona, Amina and many others involved in this research certainly did. The 

experience of volunteering in several meaningful initiatives at once, and the feeling that their 

ideas were contributing to a collective cause, rather than following the premises of a leader, 

fostered the principles that first made their participation meaningful, it was thus the path that 

led to the articulation of their political thinking. Following the private-public binary 

explained in Chapter One, by engaging in an active use of the public space to demand their 
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rights and abandoning the state-prescribed path of prioritising the private sphere, women 

were engaging in their first act of defiance against the family-nation. They were participating 

in society outside the prescribed traditional paths as fully accomplished adults, and in doing 

so they also became political agents. Two factors that will be developed in Chapter Four and 

Five were essential to sustain these acts of defiance. First, there is the civil society 

substratum that predated Tahrir. January 25 has often been labelled as a youth revolution or 

revolution 2.0. This can only be partially true, because the reality is that many initiatives that 

took root in Tahrir owed a great deal to the social capital accumulated through already 

existing organisations that predated the revolution but that nonetheless responded both to the 

realities on the ground and the historical conditions that gave birth to them. With regard to 

the human rights and feminist fields, The Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights (EIPR) and 

Nazra for Feminist Studies are two cases in point. Older independent leftist organisations 

such as the Al Nadeem Center for the Rehabilitation of Victims of Violence, New Woman 

Foundation (NWF), Women and Memory Forum (WMF) and the Center for Egyptian 

Women’s Legal Assistance (CEWLA) were also at the core of articulating the human rights-

feminist discourse that arose from Tahrir. The particularities of these networks and their day-

to-day work as feminists and women’s human rights defenders are addressed in Chapter 

Four and Five. The second factor that I wish to explore is the formation and strengthening of 

existing and new shella (the term used to describe one’s closest group of friends) as 

fundamental pillar that sustain personal revolutionary acts with regards to the revolution but 

also to protesters intimate lives. This theme is elaborated upon in Chapter Six.  

For each of my interlocutors, a certain level of secrecy and a great exercise of individuality 

and determination were key to overcoming the barriers that blocked their participation in 

Tahrir. Curiosity could be said to have been the first trigger that prompted the engagement of 

many young people in the revolution, but with it came a sense of ownership of one’s fate. 
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This, along with the narratives that attributed to young people the ‘success’ of the first days 

of the revolution, gave many for the first time the sense of power to change their society and 

to consciously engage in a national dialogue in which they had gained a space of 

participation that young people had not had previously. If some narratives tried initially to 

insinuate that women’s presence was not visible enough, this insinuation soon had to be 

dropped as numbers grew bigger and women took leading roles in chants, protests, graffiti, 

writing, blogging, tweeting, etc. Breaking the binary segmentation of the social space 

tailored for them, women were at the front of the creation of a revolutionary space, changing 

many of the patterns expected for their transition to adulthood. In the coming months, the 

open confrontation against the state became obvious during the sit-ins, protests, marches, 

and street battles. ‘Breaking the Fear’ is how this moment have often been described; young 

female protestors had joined their voices to the claim for ‘bread, freedom and social justice’. 

With this, the massive presence of women in the protest posed a test also for male 

revolutionaries, who had to accommodate a new paradigm of interaction with their peers. 

Hence, my argument is that through the revolution the spatialisation of gender came to 

change on many levels: the family who saw their daughter leaving to attend a protest, the 

male revolutionary who had to discuss or argue with his female comrades, and the security 

officers and army who by turns protected or attacked the Square. 

2.1.1 THE FEMALE PROTESTOR AND THE STATE  

As outlined in the introduction, the case of Samira Ibrahim became the concern of a vast 

network of religious and secular feminist groups, human rights activists, lawyers, public 

personalities and the revolutionary movement as a whole, attracting international attention. 

At a moment when the SCAF was trying to establish the legitimacy of its transitional rule, 

the case compelled the army to issue an apology, and under a court order of December 2011, 
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to stop the practice of ‘virginity tests’. However, in March 2012, a military court exonerated 

the military doctor involved of charges laid against him in connection with the tests. By 

maliciously casting doubt on the honour and respectability of protestors, the army planted 

the seed that would gradually win over public opinion against the protestors. A general who 

was interviewed by CNN in connection with the case, and whose statements have been 

widely noted by scholars, media and human right defenders, said:   

‘We will discipline those kids of Tahrir… We thought we were protecting a 

revolution, but it turns out that we are protecting nothing but a bunch of non-virgin 

girls and homosexual kids’ (Abdel Latif 2012 in Bayat 2013: 424). 

The same General was also quoted as follows in a news outlet:  

‘The girls who were detained were not like your daughter or mine … These 

were girls who had camped out in tents with male protesters in Tahrir 

Square, and we found in the tents Molotov cocktails and [drugs] … We 

didn't want them to say we had sexually assaulted or raped them, so we 

wanted to prove that they weren't virgins in the first place … None of them 

were [virgins]’ (Amin 2011).19  

It was not yet a month on from the ousting of President Mubarak when Mona, Amina and 

many other female protesters had to started coping with statements of this kind, which 

exposed their personal choices and particular stories to (often misinformed) public scrutiny. 

Mona noted in our encounters how questions of gender and sexuality became increasingly 

relevant at the personal level as the revolution evolved. This influenced her choice to deepen 

her involvement in feminist initiatives, first as part of OpAntiSH and later through joining 

                                                                                                                          
19  See:  http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/meast/05/30/egypt.virginity.tests/index.html    
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the ranks of Nazra: ‘I started to realise things that were there in my mind before. Also as I 

started working at Nazra. Nazra is very personal’, which refers to how her professional work 

was part and parcel of the personal inquiries she started unpacking along with her 

involvement in Tahrir.   

The case of Samira Ibrahim, along with the active participation of women like Mona and 

Amina, refutes the counter-revolutionary narrative of female protestors’ impurity, which was 

used by the state to delegitimise women‘s participation. The massive presence of young 

women actively engaging with the street inevitably disrupted the gender discursive narrative 

of the state, which in turn tried to reset women’s presence within the parameters of the pre-

established public-private dichotomy. To a certain extent, it is inaccurate to say that women 

abandoned the realm of the private to join the public space, because this implies that women 

prior to the revolution were respecting the binary model propagated by the state. I prefer to 

follow Bayat (2010) in asserting that women were ‘accommodating innovation’, thus 

adapting according to the hazards of life and a changing environment, within the framework 

provided by the state. Leftist feminist scholars have often summed up the complex 

contradictions of this model by referencing the aforementioned Article 11 of the 1971 

Constitution, which has survived in the subsequent 2012 and 2014 constitutions: 

‘The State shall guarantee harmonization between the duties of woman 

towards the family and her work in the society, ensuring her equality status 

with man in the fields of political, social, cultural and economic life without 

the violation of the rules of Islamic jurisprudence’ (Arab Republic of Egypt 

1971 in Zaki Ahmad 2015, 44).  

The practical terms of the social contract thus open the doors for women’s public 

participation ‘as long as’ duties and responsibilities towards the family are fulfilled. In times 
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of increasing economic hardship and increased conservatism, it comes as no surprise that 

only certain elites had the time, energy and material means to actively engage in the public 

sphere while simultaneously fulfilling the ideal model of the Egyptian woman. Those elite 

women who could achieve this, however, were largely spared public criticism. The social 

contract, but also cultural norms and the lack of economic prospects and job security, had 

sustained a model where women first ‘establish themselves’ in the traditional manner before 

potentially later engaging in public affairs. Thus, the vast majority of young women move on 

from their adolescence by accomplishing the main achievement that society expects from 

them: marriage. The Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) has seen very little variations 

in determinants surrounding marriage and first child in women. 93% of women aged 30 or 

older are married or have been married, the average age at first marriage is 20.8 years and 45% 

of married women have had their first child by the age of 22. Furthermore, only 15% of 

married women work, or had worked in the twelve months preceding the data collection for 

the survey (DHS 2014). Barsoum (2010) points out that women who do work prefer state 

jobs because they enjoy benefits and provide a more decent and secure work environment. 

Statistics show sizeable variations between rural and urban (and Upper and Lower) 

governorates, but overall reflect the universal norm of marriage that that the Egyptian 

government has been fostering since the times of modernisation. 

As mentioned above, statistics can have the effect of building a credible narrative about what 

‘most of the population’ is doing. However, in doing so they often erase the individualities 

and subjectivities of those who do not fit into the scheme, or those who may fit but 

nonetheless find their dreams and realities drowning in the numbers that are supposed to 

grasp their lives and expectations. Moreover, the above-mentioned statistics can be used to 

support the narrative fostered by the state that those women who do not fit this picture fall 

outside of the moral codes of the Egyptian feminity. Writing before the revolution and 
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arguing against this reification, Bayat  asserted that ‘unconventional forms of agency and 

activism have emerged in the region, that do not get adequate attention, because they do not 

fit into our prevailing categories and conceptual imaginations’ (2010, 4). Then, in 2011, such 

forms of agency did start receiving attention, via the images emanating from the Square of 

young women asserting a multiplicity of individual subjectivities, making their voices heard, 

disrupting the imposed order of life as they prioritised protesting over marriage. All of this 

was amplified by the presence of local and international media and social media, and it 

demanded an urgent response from the sources that had traditionally tailored the mainstream 

discourse that organises the social space.  

It is in this context that we can explain the vilification of the female protestor and the 

subsequent appliance of a set of governmentality technologies, mainly related to body 

discipline through sexual violence, that the state normalised and perpetrated to resist the 

proliferation of young women protestors in the street. The defiant act of presence that 

women made in Tahrir prompted the SCAF to enact a counter-revolutionary strategy. The 

SCAF demonised female protestors through the counter-narrative of impure behaviour, 

spreading this message through state media, and disciplining the female body through direct 

humiliation (e.g. the virginity tests). A third technique involved the harassment and sexual 

assault of targeted female protestors by groups of thugs, whom activists and survivors 

believed were paid by the security apparatus to directly discipline women in the Square. 

Female protestors reacted against these practices and broke the taboo of publicly denouncing 

sexual violence with their testimonies, publicising sexually-based rights violations 

perpetrated by the state. In doing so, they were challenging the gender status quo, not only 

by participating in the streets, but also by bringing the domestic battle over their personal 

rights into that same public space, where the private had expanded its realm. They fought 
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back against the state and built their offensive through talking to strangers, finding friends, 

engaging in voluntary activities and articulating their collective and personal thinking.  

Tahrir, then, was a rupture with the social norms that reigned over the family and over public 

morality. The transparency that we could witness in the testimonies of young female 

protestors, as they were posted and shared on Facebook and Twitter, account for the blurring 

–if not destruction- of the once-solid boundaries between the private and the public, as well 

as the weakening of the power dynamic enforcing that separation. The sensitive increase of 

testimonies of sexual assaults that soon started to flood social media were a sign that women 

were taking into their own hands the airing of the country’s dirty laundry, in a manner that 

was simultaneously public and private. Standing against the state, they started to confront its 

specific meaning as related to the social category assigned to them: young women.  

Because marriage is part and parcel of what forms this category in Egypt, I sustain that age 

is here an important determinant because it links the reproductive life of a woman with the 

‘impurity narrative’, (since an old woman is rarely impure) that the SCAF fostered. Age is, 

however, also a slippery term. Most of the young female and male protestors who 

participated in my fieldwork research were at the time unmarried or recently divorced, with 

a few exceptions who were married, out of whom only one couple had any children. Their 

ages varied from 20 to 32 years old at the time the revolution started. There were certainly a 

lot of ‘mothers’ in the Square, but the presence that attracted the condemnation of the 

General was that of ‘daughters’, by which in my understanding he was referring to 

unmarried and younger women, which also points towards their status of semi-adults. The 

state’s response to the unsubmissiveness and emancipation of women refusing to go back 

home was branded as ‘protection of our daughters’, in part to underplay the representation of 

mothers and grandmothers in the Square. ‘Mothers’, as a conceptual group, were less 
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vulnerable to the state’s rhetorical attacks, although, in the logic of this symmetry, they also 

had less power to disrupt the state20. Also it make clear that women cannot be an 

independent category by itself, but rather agents conflated with their social function as core 

to the foundation of the family. This is to say that women subjected to sexual violence were 

often categorised as ‘young’ so they would become what the social fabric needs of them 

(women have to be daughters, sisters, wives or mothers and not just and simply women). 

This branding had no real correlation to their biological age or their marital status (note that 

marital status is not something that can be noticed through physical appearance), but 

nonetheless fit with the protection paradigm. One testimony of a survivor of a sexual assault, 

published by the Nazra, narrates how, after she begged one of her assailants and told him 

that she was a mother, he started protecting her21:  

‘I implored him, told him that I was a mother-which is true- that he was a 

brave and valiant man that he chose to protect me. I begged him to make 

way so that I can escape to the field hospital. I do not really know what 

drove this harasser to save me after I begged him... and I do not know how 

he suddenly raised his belt, beating everyone around him, frantically 

screaming, “I will protect her... I will protect her”’ (in Nazra, Al Nadeem, 

and New Woman Foundation 2013, 24). 

It is difficult to claim that this behaviour was part of a pattern, or to understand the weight 

that the news that the survivor was a young mother had for the assailant. Another testimony, 

a rare example of one given by an older woman, recounts how the survivor was offered 

water by a man she recognised to be one of her assailants (in Nazra, Al Nadeem, and New 

                                                                                                                          
20  It  is  important  to  know,  that  Mothers,  as  a  conceptual  group,  would  have  a  lot  of  leverage  at  some  point  
during  the  revolution  as  part  of  the  social  fabric  not  in  an  standing  alone  position  but  as  mothers  of  martyrs  of  
the  revolution.    
21  Note  that  there  were  other  cases  that  showed  a  similar  pattern  although  not  documented  by  NGOs  
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Woman Foundation 2013, 32). Her assault was framed in the context of a march in which 

several women were isolated, and reading her narration it appears that the assault was 

comparatively brief and took place without the use of knives or sharp objects, which could 

support the idea that ‘appearing young’ was a determinant that worsened the violence of an 

assault. Hafez concurs with this idea to say that ‘when women wearing the face of the 

mother of the nation were those protesting, however, violence was not readily available as an 

option for SCAF to end disorder during the ongoing revolution’ (2014b, 27). In addition to 

the two above cases, numerous other testimonies reported assailants changing sides and 

trying to stop the assault. This, plus selective targeting and the emergence of certain 

‘hotspots’ where assaults were common, led many activists to believe that attacks were 

orchestrated. Piquemal (2015) has elaborated on the almost impossible research environment 

that could lead to understanding these cases, hence I recognise that there are many silences 

as per the details surrounding them. A BBC programme in December 2012 broadcasted two 

men who acknowledged having been paid to sexually harass girls (Langohr 2016), yet the 

fact that groups of often more than 100 men could surround one woman suggests that 

assaults were not carried out solely by paid thugs. However, what is clear from the available 

data, and from the observations garnered by researchers and activists alike, is that the 

protection paradigm (in tension with the rights and emancipation paradigm fostered by 

protestors) was fostered by the SCAF to undermine the revolutionary narrative. Both the 

impurity and the protection narratives had their own repercussions inside the revolutionary 

front, as will be explained in what follows.  

The key point, ultimately, is that the regulation of females of reproductive age, and hence of 

female (and particularly young female) sexuality, is where the necessary fragmentation that 

the state needs to establish ‘order’ begins. Foucault, in The History of Sexuality, draws on 

the ‘right to life’ that supplanted the administration of death in pre-modern times, as being in 
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continuous tension with the manner in which power nowadays deals with ‘the administration 

of bodies and the calculated management of life’ (1990, 140). This implies that the 

‘subtraction of life’ is in symmetry with the pre-modern power of assigning death, which 

marks the beginning of the era of biopower: arrangements for what qualifies as ‘life’. It is 

against this background that he places sex as a political issue. Bodies had to be controlled 

and inserted into the machinery of production, and the ‘phenomena of population’ adjusted 

to the economic process (Foucault 1990, 141). It is against this background that the presence 

of female protestors raised the questions: does she have the right to live? Or in Foucault’s 

terms: how is life administered and subtracted from her body? To answer this question, 

Foucault argues that sexuality should be conceptualised  

‘…on the basis of the techniques of power that are contemporary to it .… 

far from the body having to be effaced, what is needed is to make it visible 

through an analysis in which the biological and the historical are not 

consecutive to one another … but are bound together in an increasingly 

complex fashion in accordance with the modern technologies of power that 

take life as their objective’ (Foucault 1990, 150-152).  

The body, as argued above, is then the departing point from which to understand the 

configuration of the social space and the governmentality techniques deployed to control it 

and maintain it. What I propose is that the ‘epidemic’ of sexual violence should be 

considered within this framework, and that gender should thus be seen as an articulated 

technology that efficiently regulates –but also contests- the biological and historical female 

body. It is by putting the female body at the centre that the techniques of the state to regain 

control over the revolutionaries are rendered visible.  

2.1.2 THE HUMAN RIGHTS PARADIGM: THE RISE OF PERSONAL AND BODILY RIGHTS  
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In recent years a great proliferation of gender-related terms have appeared in gender theory 

and queer theory that have revolutionised understanding of the pre-established categories of 

men and women, female and male, and other identity features. Interestingly, many of these 

terms come from collectives that do not abide by gender binaries and have been popularised 

through YouTube channels, social media, or festivals that give visibility to and articulate a 

lot of what is broadly termed as queer. Being originally the parcours of LGBTQ 

communities, the term has shed some light on the complexities of identities that are trans, 

gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer or simply not wanting to be assigned to any gender. Gender and 

sexuality are at the core of this labelling, but it also transcends traditional categorisation and 

enables us to rethink the necessity of rigid identity features in favour of more fluid ones. It is 

in this context that the concepts of gender non-conformity or gender variance are used to 

refer to people behaving and appearing in ways that are considered atypical of their gender.  

The aforementioned army general’s statement, which accused protestors of being non-

virgins and homosexuals, implied that they were thus unworthy of protection, we can see 

that a special gender differentiation was being made. Both sexes were being accused of 

being immorally and unlawfully sexually active, but while men were accused of doing so 

with the ‘wrong’ sex, women were accused of doing so out of place: outside of marriage, 

thus the statement: ‘[they] are not like your daughter or mine … these were girls who had 

camped out in tents with male protesters in Tahrir Square’. Being ‘out of place’ was without 

doubt a feature of gender non-conforming, regardless of sexual desires, marriage status and 

the veracity of whether sexual relations were acted out in the Square or not. Body and place 

become, thus, a particular combination subjected to the regulation of life itself, with the 

intended consequence of rendering female bodies illegitimate. While intersectionality 

approaches to the study of gender have addressed mainly gender, class and race, the question 

of place (with the historical processes the configured it) has often been left unattended. 
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However, the contribution that the study of Tahrir makes to this literature is that the 

spatialisation of gender could be as determinant as race and class.  

The question of LGBTQ people involved in the revolution deserves a thesis in itself, which I 

am in no position to develop. However, it is worth noting that during the research I came 

across many people who in their private lives were part of this community. LGBTQ-specific 

rights violations were a feature of the revolution, as they had been previously. The case of 

the Queen Boat is the most famous such incident, and was one of the foundational events 

that influenced the creation of the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights. On May 11th, 2001, 

fifty-two men were arrested while attending a party in a floating nightclub on the Nile called 

Queen Boat. The episode caused international uproar when the men were accused of 

"habitual debauchery" and "obscene behaviour".  Their full names were disclosed in the 

local media and they were vilified as enemies of the state. Twenty-one men were handed 

three-year jail sentences and twenty-nine were acquitted, in the regime’s first direct attack on 

the LGBTQ community (see L. Scott 2017).While I will not enter into the discussion 

revolving around whether or not there is a politicised LGBTQ community in Egypt, what 

interests me are two observations that became clear during fieldwork. Firstly, LGBTQ 

people were found in the front ranks of many initiatives of multiple and diverse purposes, 

and while many did not campaign publicly for LGBTQ rights, they did not live in secrecy. 

Secondly, the defence of personal rights was working as an umbrella to push for all 

individuals’ sexual rights, alongside the rights of religious and ethnic minorities and more 

broadly the defence of human rights, as the only overarching rule that could truly respect the 

diversity found in Egyptian society.  

The articulation of diversity (sexual, gender, religion, etc.) and personal rights, against both 

the reified and totalitarian ideal types imposed by the state and the moral types promoted by 
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Islamic movements, was a defining feature of the ‘Third Square’ that young secular 

protestors wanted to defend. The transfeminist queer activist Leil-Zahra Mortada was one of 

the few to speak openly on this subject in national and international forums. Leil, who 

formed part of the collective Mosireen22 and was also a founder of OpAntiSH, had decided 

to come to Egypt when a photo album depicting women in the Square that he had posted on 

a Lebanese feminist website went viral. This first effort developed into ‘Words of Women of 

the Egyptian Revolution’ (Mortada 2012), a project that reacted to the mainstream 

representation of the Square, which was giving the spotlight to men. More specifically, it 

was a response to the annoying bombardment of Western media, which was constantly and 

uncritically asking: where are the women of this revolution? The project built an archive of 

interviews with many different women talking about their experience of the revolution. At a 

conference in 2015, Leil explained the participation of the LGBTQ community as follows:  

‘My dream is one day to talk about the participation of the queer people or the 

gay, lesbian and trans people in the Egyptian revolution, who were there in 

Tahrir Square but they did not declare their identity due to a lot of social 

considerations, like repression from the State, and from Society. Their story is 

a very big thing’ (Mortada 2015)23.  

Personal/sexual rights in the framework of the defence of human rights is thus a clear source 

of motivation for this new generation, brought to light by the revolution and only intensified 

by the increase in sexual assaults. Sally, also working with Amina and Mona, considers that 

the Queen Boat incident was a landmark that triggered awareness and concerns. Through 

different volunteering initiatives during her college years, she entered into contact with older 

                                                                                                                          
22  See  Appendix  Two  
23  See:  http://citizenmediaseries.org/series-‐events/globalising-‐dissent-‐cairo-‐2015/globalising-‐dissent-‐video-‐
resources/    
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generations of feminists, some of whom, along with many of her professors, she considers 

mentors. Still, in her opinion, second wave feminists, that is the generation preceding her 

own, were very conservative on this front: 

‘Talking about personal freedoms and sexual rights was a big no-no or a big 

taboo, many of them had this Nasserist political ideology, so they were 

more conservative … when I say access to contraception is an issue, when I 

say access to abortion is an issue, and limiting women’s sexual liberty is an 

issue in itself, or women who do not see marriage as a goal in itself, or who 

stayed unmarried willingly and practice their sexual liberty then, for them it 

became someone not to be defended.  When I was bringing these issues it 

felt totally off, it did not suit their social constructions … some of them 

were genuinely against the right to abortion or access to contraception… 

like it was promoting promiscuity. They wanted to promote women’s rights 

within the paradigms already established in our society. Second wave 

feminists were concerned with remaining in the society, impacting policies 

and engaging with international mechanisms, but LGBTQ was not visible at 

that time, Queen Boat opened the issue.’  

Differences with, along with appreciation for, preceding generations are part of the 

intergenerational succession. Al-Ali cites how this second wave that Sally refers to also 

received the criticism of the generation that preceded them. First-wave feminists at the time 

considered that younger generations were passive and showed high levels of careerism, 

whereas they themselves were more engaged in voluntary work and political militancy24 

(2000, 110). Conversely, the second generation thought the first generation was too moderate 

                                                                                                                          
24  Although  as  I  have  already  mentioned  this  political  militancy  was  aligned  with  the  nation-‐building  project  after  
the  independence,  which  was  a  point  of  friction  with  the  following  generation.      
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and non-confrontational, in close collaboration with the regime (Al-Ali 2000, 105). My 

understanding is that each of the waves responded to the issues and challenges of their time 

within the avenues for contestation available. Thus the ‘high level of careerism’ of the second 

wave may have been a response to the increased funding available for women’s rights, as a 

result of major international summits in Beijing and Cairo and the expansion of transnational 

NGOs and international cooperation agencies, all of which contributed to the NGO-isation 

(Jad 2004) of women’s rights. But what I find remarkable is Sally’s idea that this generation 

wanted to remain ‘within society’, that they worked within its ‘social constructions’. The 

pertinent questions, thus, are: what was the particular understanding of ‘society’ in Sally’s 

statement that implies a consideration of her own movement/herself as being ‘out-of-society’? 

And what are its necessary ‘social constructions’? Intergenerational tensions are common in 

the different waves of movements. (Abouelnaga 2015) aligns with Sally’s quote in 

acknowledging that the generation that preceded Tahrir was trapped in a ‘rhizomatic 

structure’, alluding to Deleuze and Guttari notion that the rhizome ‘ceaselessly establishes 

connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and circumstances relative to 

the arts, sciences and social struggles’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1988). Hence Tahrir, drawing 

on Habermas (2002) represented the avant-garde who, being outside society is conquering 

new territories. Yet, it can be argued that this generation after the critical event of June 30 

also got trapped in the same rizhomatic structure that Abuelnaga claims for the previous 

generation, which explains this condition not as a feature of a generation but as the 

possibilities over time to resist the system and to maintain the place from which the 

construction of a differentiated social practice that articulates waves of thinking is 

constructed.  

In this line, the utopian and dystopian narratives of Tahrir emerge as theoretically opposed, 

although coexisting hand-in-hand in real life. A salient aspect of Tahrir, however, that marks 
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the difference between ‘inside society’ and ‘outside society’ and other generations is that 

while Tahrir was a nationwide event that affected everybody, second-wave feminists did not 

emerge from a comparable nationwide critical event with its origins in a utopian model 

(albeit a dystopian reality). The student movement was for the preceding generation the 

‘ghetto-like’ safe space (Al-Ali 2000, 107) that recreated the necessary conditions to 

articulate the feminist and young secular leftist resistance of the time. For the present 

generation, Tahrir was the place and voice to construct and protect their own social 

paradigms of participation. With it came the particular inherited historical tensions that broke 

down as this critical event of the revolution unfolded, and which propelled this generation 

into the world as makers and breakers of the society that was absorbing and expelling them.  

The aforementioned ‘18 days of Utopia’ represent the enactment of that space as a crucial 

part of the critical event of the revolution, and with this there arose a tension that reveals 

much of the battle that took place in the following years. On one hand, Mona and Amina’s 

mundane act of going to Tahrir, driven by fear and curiosity, which encapsulated the 

everyday frustrations of the past years, was ‘the inevitable starting point for the realization of 

the possible’ (Lefebvre 2002 [1968], 14). It is in such moments that Lefebvre sees the 

potential of the everyday as the glimpses that could transform the world. The everyday thus 

contains the imagined and real possibility of change. On the other hand, the disruptive force 

of the critical event came with the appearance of violence, whose legitimate administrator –

the state- enforced itself upon that same everyday to restabilise its discursive narrative. Thus 

violence descends into the everyday to reconquer life by reconquering its mundane moments.  

Lefebvre saw in the Paris Commune, as protestors saw in Tahrir Square, an ‘everyday 

utopianism’, possessing the concrete creative praxis necessary to install the dream for a 

different city, and with it different possibilities of the self that could be ascribed to ‘life’. Das, 
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however, reminds us that this is exactly the reason why regaining the articulation of that 

everyday and its praxis becomes the battleground. It is in this context that we can understand 

the coexistence of dreams and violence, as the traces defining the 18 days of Utopia and its 

dystopia. Aboulenaga (2015) goes as far as to delimit the boundaries of Utopia as within the 

space inside Tahrir, while outside these borders there is the realm of dystopia (2015, 89). In 

my understanding, if etymologically the word ‘Utopia’ refers to absence of space, 

ethnographically it refers to the ‘desire for an imagined space’. It is also in this context that I 

read Sally’s comment about second-wave feminists who wanted to ‘remain in the society’ - 

her own generation perceived itself as already expelled into the outcast world, while being at 

the centre of imagining a different one.   

At the center of this imaginary there was the human rights and personal rights’ paradigm as 

an agglutinating principle. Focusing on the assertion of personal rights thus helps to analyse 

the struggle located within the body that emerged with Tahrir. It does this by bringing 

together the body’s condition as ‘bios’, that is life, with the particular historicity that frames 

the struggle. Because ‘life’ is never totally integrated into the techniques that govern and 

administer it, ‘it constantly escapes them’ (Foucault 1990, 143). This drive to escape found 

temporary shelter in Tahrir. Finally, the rise of the personal rights paradigm within this 

context of human rights has shed light on the contribution that this latest wave of feminists 

emerging from Tahrir makes to the history of the feminist movement in Egypt. Individual and 

bodily rights are part of the agenda of current (old and new) feminist movements because 

female protesters in Tahrir fought for these rights and endured the violence that came with it. 

In this regard, their experience is also unique, because they are part and parcel of the issues 

they defend. They do not represent other women, they represent themselves, and from that 

departing point their agendas aim to expand to cover the many inequalities they witness.  
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2.2 Dystopias in Tahrir Square: body inscriptions and resistance  

The first section has accounted for the emergence of the female protestor alongside the 

emergence of the Square. In what follows, I attempt to address how the state, which had 

initially been unable to penetrate the Square, retaliated to enter, divide and conquer the 

physical and imagined space of Tahrir, and how peer revolutionaries played a role in this 

process. Women’s bodies, as political subjects, proved to be the litmus test of the 

revolutionary narrative. Inside the Square during the 18 days, there was peace. The 

checkpoints filtered entrance to the Square, and protestors were able to repel police attacks 

effectively. Entering the space was dangerous, but once inside, it was safe. Keeping the 

Square full of people was important. Numbers mattered. These days are remembered as a 

place of harmonious conviviality, pure, full of joy and hope. The absence of the state in all 

its forms (repressive and ideological apparatuses) was a relief, and people were breathing. 

Yasmine El Baramawy, a young musician and composer, describes it as follows:   

‘All kind of people were smiling and helping, it was organized without 

organizing it was very spontaneous, there was no chance for anyone to put 

hatred, very pure, it shows you how Egypt can be. Everybody can live 

together. That is the best part of the 18 days and I can’t forget until now, 

and I can’t leave this hope, because I touched and I lived it. I am still 

gaining energy from it’ (El Baramawy 2013)25.  

As Mona and Amina had done, Yasmine went by herself to Tahrir, with no particular 

political motives. ‘When I think about something, I just do it. I am not under an umbrella 

and I try not to label what I do’, she explains. Once there, she found out that a lot of her 

                                                                                                                          
25  See:  https://cairobymicrophone.wordpress.com/2013/05/18/i-‐felt-‐betrayed-‐by-‐the-‐revolution-‐itself-‐yasmine-‐
el-‐baramawy-‐about-‐sexual-‐terrorism-‐and-‐revolutionary-‐inadequacies/    
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friends were also in the Square. On the 18th day, Yasmine received with ambivalence the 

news that the President had stepped down. She celebrated as much as her comrades, but the 

questioning remained: the SCAF was now in charge of the country, for her that meant that 

things were much the same as before. ‘Why did we do all this then?’ she asked, while at the 

same time retaining confidence in ‘the people’ and in the spirit of the 18 days.  

The roles of the army and ‘the people’ as separate repositories of authority/legitimacy, and 

as metonyms for the nation and the general population respectively, are significant. The 

relationship that the two of them had with public opinion was a barometer to test the 

progress of a revolution that the Muslim Brotherhood, and other Islamists groups, had also 

joined. This was the triad that conducted the dialogue of the nation: the old regime, mainly 

represented by the Army and pro-regime business elites, the Muslim Brotherhood and its 

allies, and ‘the people’ who represented the secular leftism of the ‘Third Square’, whom 

Yasmine and many others relied on to continue the revolution.  

Yet, as the introduction has explained, ‘the people’ was not a stable concept; what it 

represented varied at different moments of the revolution, as did its relationship with the 

security apparatus and public opinion. To simplify a question that is closely intertwined with 

the chronology of the revolution, it is sufficient to say that, during the 18 days of Utopia and 

the months that followed, ‘the people’ of the Square represented neither pro-regime forces 

nor Islamists. During the 18 days, public opinion had grown increasingly in favour of 

ousting President Mubarak, but the limits of a potential revolution that could shake the 

foundations of the country were soon tested. Yasmine’s concerns over the rule of the 

Supreme Council of the Armed Forces that took over after the ousting of Mubarak were well 

founded. Years later, many activists consider that abandoning the Square that day was the 

beginning of returning control to the army without changing the regime.  
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The power rivalries between the army and the Muslim Brotherhood suffocated Tahrir; 

growing polarisation often resulted in complicated networks of support that changed rapidly 

as events developed. Different state security agencies, often in competition with each other, 

were constantly shifting their position and visibility towards the Square and this played a key 

role in the reigning schizophrenia, as the next chapter will unpack. ‘The people’, as still the 

container for those who wanted to pursuit the dream of the 18 days of Tahrir, hence found 

public opinion shifting against them, accusing them of provoking chaos and economic harm, 

and of wanting to break the nation. While defending the street as the means of defending the 

revolution itself, they at times also had to share the Square with those espousing the 

polarised alternatives of military dictatorship and Islamic theocracy.  

The 18 days of Utopia became a highly traumatic memory: those chanting hand in hand one 

day could be found months later separated along the lines of the oppressor and oppressed, 

harasser and victim. Abouelnaga narrates the case of Ola Shahba to illustrate this point: ‘the 

Islamists who were slapping and torturing her were her comrades in the Square during the 18 

days. Politics then, was another factor in Shahba’s trauma. When she testified to the fact that 

her kidnappers dealt with her as a left-wing enemy, the dominant story of Tahrir utopia fell 

apart’ (2016, 124). During 2011, there was a growing opposition to the SCAF, thus during 

those days one could find Muslim Brotherhood members and ‘the people’ protesting 

together in the Square, but from July 2012 this changed as public opinion and protestors 

turned against the Brotherhood, who were now in charge. ‘The people’ could then be found 

chanting alongside their original opponents: supporters of the old regime who mobilised in 

fear of the Brotherhood’s theocratic tendencies. This mobilisation culminated in the second 

revolution/coup d’état, which took place with majority public support in June/July 2013. 

During the Raba’a bloodbath that followed it, state security forces shed the blood that finally 

brought silence to the city. The streets went quiet. This was yet another critical event that 
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unfolded, whose violence descended upon ordinary life to call citizens back to order (Das 

1995). The chain of events that led to this is long and twisted. Here, I would like to focus 

specifically on those links in the chain that had gender and the body at their epicentre.  

2.2.1 DYSTOPIAN BODIES  

As protests in Tahrir continued month after month, feminist human rights groups 

increasingly paid attention to two emerging concerns: one was the representation and 

political participation of women in the revolution, another was the sexual violence that was 

reaching ‘epidemic’ levels. This violence was defined as a pathology, one that did not 

distinguish much between who was in power: the Army or the Muslim Brotherhood. 

Episodes of sexual violence were increasing from the very first day President Mubarak was 

ousted. 26 While Tahrir had been free of harassment during the 18 days, this ended on the day 

of the ousting of President Mubarak, when CBS correspondent Lara Logan was brutally 

assaulted and raped in Tahrir. The public sexual violence that emerged from then onwards 

reflects the challenge that female protestors posed to the nationalist project and 

revolutionaries alike. 

Yasmine went to Tahrir on November 22nd, 2012 to protest against President Morsi’s 

constitutional decree.27 In her words, the ‘constitutional declaration made all kind of 

Egyptians people again together against the Muslim Brotherhood and the Salafists’ (El 

Baramawy 2013). That day, Yasmine was brutally assaulted and raped with knives for more 

than an hour, amidst violent clashes. At one point her assailants drove her away on top of a 

                                                                                                                          
26  Social  media  was  particularly  important  in  documenting  this  increase  -‐  survivor’s  testimonies  grew  in  number  

and  frequency,  and  sexual  violence  soon  became  a  daily  topic  on  the  internet.      
27  President  Morsi  had  issued  a  decree  in  which  he  granted  himself  powers  to  override  any  court  decision,  

among  other  measures,  provoking  the  reaction  of  the  constituent  assembly  and  protesters  alike  (for  details  see  
Kirkpatrick  and  Sheikh  2012).      
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car, while pushing people away and saying that she had a bomb attached to her stomach (see 

Langohr 2016). She believed her attack was organised:  

‘I don't know by who… Tantawi [SCAF], Morsi… but it was orchestrated 

for sure, maybe from the regime [army] or the religious regime and I didn't 

care, because it was happening in the same scenario every time. During 

clashes, with tear gas where nobody will think to do it for fun, and it 

happened with knives, nobody would do that for fun... sexual harassment 

happens everyday in Egypt for fun, in an obvious way, disrespecting women. 

They want to feel that they are men; they want to feel authority, they want 

to feel strong, whatever explanation you want, but it never happened in 

dangerous times and with weapons and also there is the escalation of [the 

number of cases], it happened very fast to everybody: me and my female 

friends we were always in the Square since the revolution started but 

suddenly all of us were attacked, that it is not normal... you can’t prove it. 

For me it happened in front of the security forces and they did nothing.’ 

Yasmine spent two months trying to make her voice be heard by her comrades who were 

dissuading her from making public her account of what had happened. The revolution was 

more important. She was told: ‘you are not injured, you are not dead, so it is OK’ (El 

Baramawy 2013). Yasmine recovered from her physical injures but felt betrayed by the 

revolution, by ‘the people’. She felt that she did not have any value, and that she did not 

belong to the revolution anymore:  

‘I know nobody will get his rights back, …But I was just asking about 

demanding for this right and not ignore it … I was urging [my peer-

protestors] to ask for this right, not to get it for me, … but just admit it. … 
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How come are you looking to the other side and saying: “it is OK, it is OK”! 

Why, because of Tahrir Square reputation? If the people knew, then why 

they won’t come? OK, you want them to come to get violated like what 

happened to me? You don't care; you just want your interest. Ok… why are 

we revolting?  Let’s remember 2011, we were chanting asking for dignity 

and freedom and bread and social justice and and and and … and you are 

now asking me to stop asking for dignity in order to gain my dignity? … 

How come? This is the end of the revolution, when you accept that you get 

insulted, and keep silence, and you live broken… how I dare to chant again 

when I ignored something like this? We are asking for dignity by applying it, 

not by chanting, chanting … and when someone tries to take it from you, 

you give it to him? And keep chanting “dignity, dignity”? [She laughs while 

saying this as a sign that it is ridiculous]’ (El Baramawy 2013) 

Yasmine’s account of her assault points at two layers of danger. She is clear that hired thugs 

were behind the assault, which relates directly to the security apparatus because, in her 

words: ‘they had to be thugs paid by the army or by Muslim Brotherhood, it is all the same.’ 

But there is another fact she cannot forget, which is how men present in the square joined in 

her attack. She still remembers how some people had gained elevated positions so they could 

better ‘enjoy’ the scene, and the mass of men surrounding her clearly exceeded the possible 

number of thugs paid to commit sexual assaults. How could one explain such depravity? We 

could frame her assault as the consequence of the use of gender and female sexuality as part 

of the disciplinary techniques of the state. The female body, as an ‘out-of-place’ object, was 

disrupting the regulation of life as prescribed by the authority. The presence of the female 

body active in the public sphere was tearing down the division of the social space necessary 

to sustain the power of both the Muslim Brotherhood and the army. This explains the direct 
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implication of the security apparatus - the army had, of course, already engaged in such 

disciplinary measures by conducting virginity tests to besmirch female protestors’ honour. 

But we need to delve deeper to understand why other male protestors present in the Square 

joined the assault or why other revolutionaries told Yasmine to be quiet when she tried to 

raise her case. Yasmine expressed how her peers’ response profoundly changed her 

relationship with the revolution. Her story shows the disruption that the female body brought 

to the revolutionary narrative, and the alienation that female protestors experienced as a 

result: 

‘I felt I was stupid from the last two years, I was fighting nonsense… I was 

accused like of saying “I am hero’, or that “I was tortured more than you” 

and that “I am a hero more than you...” stuff like that. I was insulted, a guy 

told me it is not a problem that you were raped, there were people that were 

killed, that lost their sight. … I don't know if it is patriarchy or if they are 

afraid of sex… Because if there were a man that was raped they would do 

the same… the issue is sex. The guy who attacked me, [Yasmine went 

through a second episode, a ‘friend’ tried to rape her] he was saying, “it is 

ok, you are a female, and you are created to be penetrated. It is a problem if 

it is a man, because men are not created to be penetrated.” […] the part of 

patriarchy that I found in the activists was when they fought for the ‘blue 

bra girl’, they did so because she was stripped by the Army, or the virginity 

tests, same, because it happened by the army … not because of human 

rights. But if we attack our women it is OK, the mob attacks happened from 

civilians ... so there is not need to feel angry…’ 
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Protestors’ reactions to specific women’s rights claims and violations had been ambivalent 

since the beginning of the revolution. The 8th of March, 2011 demonstration intensified a 

debate about the links between the women’s question and the old regime- as shown in 

Chapter One-, which cast doubts on the legitimacy and authority of their claims. The 

virginity tests, in contrast, had caused the outrage of the general public and protestors alike, 

but it was not until the ‘blue bra girl’ (sitt al-banat) episode that this anger crystallised. On 

December 18th, 2011, the brutal beating of a female protestor by army officers during 

demonstrations prompted waves of national and international solidarity. The episode was 

filmed (RT 2011)28 and widely shared on media, and was so-named because as officers were 

beating her chest, her black abaya was pulled up, revealing an intense blue bra in contrast 

with her white skin . The brutality of the episode triggered the first ‘millionilla’ –the name 

used to refer to demonstrations that aimed to gather the numbers seen during the 18 days- 

that had at its centre a female body. The girl remains anonymous to this day. The episode, 

and the march organised the following day, highlighted the issue of victim-blaming. While 

video footage left no room to not condemn the army’s brutality, the intense blue bra seemed 

suspicious to some audiences, bringing into the debate questions of parameters of modesty 

and respectful comportment (see Abu-Lughod 2005).  

Pushing the subject a bit further, it is worth mentioning here that nudity and personal rights 

related to it had already provoked serious criticisms. Two months prior to this episode, 

blogger Aliaa Magda Elmahdy had posted a picture of her naked, which caused the outrage 

of all groups both inside the Square and outside it. El Said (2015) and Al-Najjar and 

Abusalim (2015) have elaborated on nudity and women’s body codification in relation to 

this event, but what their analysis misses is the disgust it provoked in almost all spheres of 

society. Her defiant and sensual ‘reversed’ gaze, her pubic hair, and her puerile but confident 

                                                                                                                          
28  See:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qma0xg_TLCI  
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nudity with red shoes and hair accessories did not fit with any possible codification of the 

revolution. While personal body rights discourse as articulated in other instances could have 

been put forward in her defence, the general disgust was sufficient to effectively ostracise 

the blogger, who in consequence took asylum in Sweden, and also joined the controversial 

Femen movement.  

The ‘blue bra girl’, on the other hand, could be seen as a ‘codifiable body’, and was thus 

able to trigger sentiments of ‘property’ and protection that were not subversive of the well-

internalised normative gender discourse. Her body could be invoked to denounce the army’s 

brutality; her agency, however, remains silent, because we never heard her talking. It is in 

the silence of the blue bra girl that revolutionaries found comfort to absorb her nudity and 

defend her against army brutality, while it was in the indecent emancipating reverse gaze of 

Alia’s nude that revolutionaries found the grounds to ostracise her. What remains important 

is that in both cases the revolutionary narratives replicated the purity–impurity paradigm 

previously fostered by the army.  

The march that followed the blue bra girl incident took place under the slogan ‘the daughters 

of Egypt are a red line’, and was well received and perceived. However, the deployment of a 

male cordon to ‘protect’ the women in the march gave rise to heated critiques from feminist 

groups and individuals, who saw in it a continuation of the logic that incited the sexual 

assaults in the first place. Here again, the revolutionary narrative was replicating the 

protection paradigm once fostered by army generals. The anonymity of the blue bra girl, I 

believe, largely determined the widespread support for this march. The blue bra girl does not 

talk, does not respond, does not claim her rights, and one cannot see her pain because we 

never saw her again. This condition enabled people to conflate one girl with ‘all the 

daughters of Egypt’, turning her into a representation of the ‘collective’ female body able to 
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conform to gender normativity. Yasmine’s peers, however, did not assess that her case could 

be considered as part of the collective pain suffered by ‘the people’, thus it had to remain 

private.  

 

FIGURE 9 - GRAFFITI IN THE STREETS OF CAIRO REPRESENTING THE EPISODE OF THE 
BLUE BRA GIRL BEING BEATEN BY THE ARMY 
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FIGURE 10 - BLOGGER ALIA ELMAHDY POSING NAKED IN A PICTURE PUBLISHED ON 
HER BLOG 

2.2.2 AFFECTIVE ECONOMIES AND THE REVOLUTIONARY NARRATIVE 

Yasmine’s anger was well founded then - where was she and where was her body in this 

battle? Protestors, while claiming to defy the state, underestimated the power of disruption 

that the female protestors’ presence in the Square had and many male protestors were 

uncomfortable with this disruption. Women’s experiences of sexual violence were thus 

assessed as less terrible than the suffering of mothers of martyrs, or of other injured 

protestors, such as those who had been purposefully blinded by the police.29 The revolution 

had become an object in itself, to be protected, and women’s attempts to demand specific 

rights were seen as fragmentary or even obscene if they could not be absorbed into the 

revolutionary discourse. However, it was in fact this resistance on the part of revolutionaries 

that led to fragmentation. The failure to inscribe female protestors’ experience of violence 

into the overarching narrative of the revolution’s contestation of the state’s nationalist 

project was key to rearticulating the private-public segregation, itself the cornerstone of that 

same nationalist project that protestors sought to change.  

Yasmine’s assault revealed the limitations of the Square in acknowledging her pain, and this 

reinforced the injury to her body that the perpetrators had first committed. What was at stake, 

however, was not the honour and reputation of the Square, but life itself, because ‘the 

criteria of pain do not apply to that which does not exhibit signs of being a form of life’ (Das 

2007, 16). In rejecting Yasmine’s voice, ‘the people’ were disputing what qualified as pain, 

emulating how biopower administers life. Disguised as shame and honour, the violence of 

                                                                                                                          
29  By  the  end  of  the  first  year  of  revolution,  it  was  clear  that  security  agencies  were  selectively  targeting  the  eyes  
of  protesters.  More  than  eighty  cases  where  protesters  partially  or  totally  lost  their  sight  were  reported.  As  far  

as  I  am  aware,  all  cases  were  male  protestors  on  the  front  lines  of  battles  like  Mohamed  Mahmoud  (see  Tomlin  
2011).    
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the state found an angle to proliferate among the protestors and fragment the unity once 

found in the 18 days. Only certain demonstrations of pain were allowed in the public sphere 

of the Square, whereas the rest had to be confined to the private self. In denying the political 

aspect of the affects involved in the shame, honour and disgust that surrounded violence 

against women, protestors were undermining their own potential for change. The female 

body was, in this regard, not only the battleground of contesting hegemonic narratives, but 

also the limit of the revolution itself, which few dared to trespass. The plight and tribulations 

of women’s bodily emancipation hence exposes the tension between the unity and the 

fragmentation of Tahrir and the revolutionary narrative, and affective economies are crucial 

to understanding how this is so. Sorbera observed that the trends of utopian conviviality and 

violence in Tahrir might not be mutually exclusive:  

‘…one could question the representation of the revolution as inclusive and 

women-friendly, and whether it relates to the reality on the field. However, 

this does not seem to be a relevant issue. These multiple narratives do not 

appear to be mutually exclusive, but respond to different needs and to 

different moments. It can be argued that the aim of the utopian narrative was 

not necessary to mirror actual reality, not even that of the 18 days: it was 

rather a conscious revolutionary act, aimed at shaping the new future. This 

narrative was genuinely optimistic, spontaneous and enthusiastic: it was also 

strategic, and it became a source of legitimacy for the revolution’ (Sorbera 

2016, 9). 

As much as I agree with the assessment of the need for a positive representation of women 

in the revolution as a revolutionary act, I would argue, on the contrary, that the accuracy of 

this representation is a very relevant issue. Analysing the situation on the ground enables us 
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to assess who ‘won’ regarding the representation of each event, the overarching narrative 

and the tension between who is in or out of the represented unity of Tahrir. In the micro-

context of the 18 days, violence and Utopia could coexist together. In retrospect to the 

events of the summer of 2013, however, questions of violence and representation can shed 

light on subsequent power dynamics. These dynamics have led to the absence of any 

mention of the January 25 revolution in key objects of memory and meaning, such as school 

textbooks and the constitution. ‘25th January has been erased or vilified by the state media 

and military violence has openly claimed authority by invoking its own version of 

“revolutionary tradition”’ (Asad 2014). The violence of the first days was therefore 

indicative of the fragmentation yet to come.  

To finish this chapter, I would like to reflect on the links that exist between shame and 

disgust, as both shed light on the processes that legitimated the rejection of Elmahdy and 

Yasmine (the latter only initially, because her subsequent public testimony on TV changed 

everything). The link between the emotions that were provoked by Elmahdy’s picture and 

the reactions that underpinned the discourse of her marginalisation may seem clearer than 

the same logic as applied in the case of Yasmine. Elmahdy produced an image that in a 

different context –e.g. art- could have been absorbed and defended, but in the political 

context of the revolution generated repulsion. Livingston  explains that: 

‘…disgust helps us to think about how individuals work out tensions 

between different registers of sociality, and the role of space in mediating 

emotional life … disgust can be embodied in a relational sense as well. It 

often emerges in one person in response to the bodily aesthetics of another’ 

(2008, 290). 
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It is this relational aspect that brings together disgust and shame to explain how affective 

economies played a key role in Yasmine’s isolation, which itself had determinant effects on 

her disenchantment with the revolution and her own healing process. I will continue 

discussing Yasmine’s public testimony later in next chapter, but here I want to stress one 

aspect. After her testimony on TV, Yasmine explained that many women in the Square, 

when they saw her, would come up to hug her and thank her, saying that with her act she 

was protecting other women’s dignity, and this was an aspect she had not foreseen. On the 

other hand, she received specific threats on several occasions precisely because she was a 

woman who had been raped. It seems that, while her testimony helped to safeguard the 

dignity of the women of the Square, it also meant that she herself was no longer a repository 

of male honour and purity, and was thus more vulnerable to sexual threats. In her narration, 

after explaining how she was received in the Square after the public testimony, Yasmine 

remarked ‘but we all know that a raped woman is shame so how come you say this is 

dignity?’  

It is in this specific kind of shame, which combines the reaction to and mediation of others’ 

perceptions of shame with dark objects of desire, where I find the link with disgust, because 

it is precisely the sexual connotations of Elmahdy’s picture that triggered the revulsion to it. 

It refers to:  

‘a moral sentiment of extraordinary inclusiveness and does more than 

register a simple aversion towards the object of it focus. It degrades them in 

a moral way […] when it wars against the intrusively annoying, or the 

deformed and the ugly it may clash with other moral sentiments, like guilt 

and benevolence [and I may add desire], that push us in another direction’ 

(Miller in Livingston 2008, 21).  
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Thus Livingston’s reflections on disgust are also applicable to shame. Through Yasmine’s 

account, we understand that shame and dignity do not coexist in the current – to build on 

Ahmed’s (2004) terminology – affective economy, and that both these affects can 

nonetheless legitimate actions of abuse and rejection. Hence mobilising the ‘affective 

economy’ behind shame and disgust, ‘emotions do things, and they align individuals with 

communities—or bodily space with social space—through the very intensity of their 

attachments’ (S. Ahmed 2004, 119), which creates inclusion and belonging, or in the case of 

Alia exclusion and disaffection. 

There is yet another link between shame and disgust, which can be found in the notion of 

‘cringe’. By definition it has two acceptations: to suddenly move away from someone 

because you are frightened, or to feel very embarrassed at the sight of something. Cringe 

moves away from other angles of shame that bring it closer to guilt, instead giving 

predominance to its relational aspect. In this way, both disgust and embarrassment can 

efficiently work to neglect other people’s experiences. I believe that it was this kind of 

shame that was at work behind the ‘structures of feeling’ (Williams 1977) of some of 

Yasmine’s peers when they did not support her in asserting her rights or acknowledging her 

pain. The affective economy behind the industry of dignity linked to honour was still 

stronger in the revolutionaries than the affective economy of dignity linked to social justice 

that had started to take root in the imagined and utopian space of Tahrir. It could be claimed 

that the inability to debunk the affective economies behind the gendered experiences of 

shame and disgust was linked to the fear of losing one’s identity as crafted by and for the 

nation.  

Butler suggests that one is a woman (or a man) in response to a normative framework, ‘to 

the extent that it functions as one within the dominant heterosexual frame and to call the 
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frame into question is perhaps to lose something of one’s sense of place in gender’ (1990: xi). 

It is in this frame where honour and nation become subjects intimately woven together, to 

secure the subsistence of the gender-normative30 frame needed to secure the nation. The 

nation is able to provoke the fear that questioning its affective economies could lead to 

losing one’s place. Thus Yasmine’s peers treated gender norms as if they were a private 

matter to deal with out of the reach of the revolution, as if no revolution was needed in that 

field. Revolutionaries were fighting nationalism outside their skins, they were working 

themselves into the ground, while it was rooting again inside their bodies. Never has it 

seemed so clear that the state reproduces itself in the margins. In this sense, my contribution 

to other analyses that delve into the relationship between nation-building and the margins 

(see Das and Poole 2004; Navaro-Yashin 2002) is the particular role that affective 

economies play in maintaining substantial divisions that guarantee the continuation of the 

existing order.  

Protestors’ failure to see the links of affective economies to the nationalistic project that they 

were trying to tear down was the weak point that allowed the state to penetrate the Square. 

Even during revolutionary times, women’s rights provided ‘a conduit for […] government 

involvement in ordering the daily lives of both the middle classes and those at the margins’ 

(Abu-Lughod 2010). While protestors contested the state on the frontlines of Mohamed 

Mahmoud Street, the state, by ripping out women’s bodies, was able to fragment Tahrir’s 

wholeness and reproduce itself inside the Square. This was only possible because 

revolutionaries perceived the female body as a dystopia of the narrative of the revolution. In 

this fragmentation, I concur with Das that, while retaining the sense of loss and 

impoverishment, fragments also mark the impossibility of imagining the whole. The world 

as ‘perceived, conceived and lived’ during the 18 days was once again changing:  

                                                                                                                          
30  Butler  uses  the  term  ‘normative’  to  mean:  “pertaining  to  the  norms  that  govern  gender”  (1990,  xxi)  
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‘My sense is to think of the fragment as different from a part or various 

parts that may be assembled together to make a picture of totality. Unlike a 

sketch that may be executed on a different scale from the final pictures one 

draws, or that may lack all the details of the picture but still contains the 

imagination of the whole, the fragment marks the impossibility of such 

imagination. Instead fragments allude to a particular way of inhabiting the 

world’ (Das 2007, 5).  

Yasmine’s anger, pain and frustration had only grown since the assault. She had tried to 

raise the cause without saying that it related to her personally, and often explaining her case 

without explicitly saying it happened to her, but even people that knew her first-hand, and 

that she trusted tried to bury the issue by claiming that all they had heard were rumours. 

Yasmine did not cease in her attempt to make her case ‘real’, which ultimately prompted an 

unforeseen move on her part when she decided to give her testimony in front of the cameras 

on a national TV programme. Only days before the broadcast, she finally told her family 

what had happened, and they also tried to dissuade her from speaking about it so publicly.  

Yasmine’s intervention in the programme Akher el Nahar (YouTube Clip 2013) filled a gap 

in public opinion’s imaginary. Until that day the word taharros  (harassment) had led to a 

moral judgement where women usually lost support. But this was not the case anymore. 

Yasmine presented herself as a decent young woman. Combed and straightened hair, with a 

scarf around her neck and dark clothes, she spoke very calmly for more than six 

uninterrupted minutes explaining her assault. Using clear descriptive language, avoiding 

controversial terms, she narrated to impressive details her assault. She used the term i’tedā’ 

(assault) which is not sexual. She narrated that she had come to the square with a girl friend 

who was also assaulted. She brought her torn trousers and the tore shirt of her friend, and she 
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explained how her trousers were tighten to her skin because there made in lycra which is 

more resistant; thus more difficult to tear apart than the ones of her friend that were loose 

and that she lost during the attack. She explained how her assailants tried to dissuade people 

from helping her yelling that she had a bomb in her belt at the same time that she was being 

loaded on a top of a car that was taking her away of Tahrir; at this same time she could hear 

men plotting to ‘rape her for real’. It is only at this moment that she uses the term ightessab 

(rape) to refer to the sentences using much vulgar expressions that she overheard. She 

narrated how she tried to remain on the floor, holding her knees looking to protect herself. 

While talking, one could hear in the background of the TV stage other women uttering: Oh 

my God (Ya Rab’), which acknowledged that it was time to support women victims of 

sexual abuse in the square.  

Yasmine’s intervention in the media helped her to melt the ‘ball of fire’, as she explained it 

to me, so she could start calming down. Yasmine with her presence in the stage 

demonstrated to the audience that she was a well-behaved and educated young woman, and 

in doing so she addressed many of the misconceptions usually pulled to blame women on 

their assault. 

As she prepared for the TV testimony, she expected to be ostracised. First person she had to 

confront was her father who had offered to help her move to Dubai and start a new life in an 

attempt to avoid family dishonour. However, to her surprise, public opinion reacted in her 

favour, and thus Yasmine El Baramawy became an icon both for the right of women to be in 

the Square and against sexual assaults, and her pain was finally acknowledged. As Asad 

reminds us, ‘the power of the modern sovereign state resides not only in what it promotes 

but also—and especially—in what it disables when it joins with a particular economy 
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(capitalism) and a particular metaphysic (nationalism)’ (2017).31 If it is against the state that 

resistance is articulated, it is through one’s understanding of the state’s manoeuvres to 

disable oneself that lie the avenues to overcome its power. In this sense, female bodies were 

a failed test for revolutionaries, because they could not accept that the affective economy 

mobilizing cultural values was being used to destabilize the revolutionary narrative. 

Das emphasises the need to be aware of both intended and unintended consequences of 

violence: ‘[…] in the regions of the imaginary, violence creates divisions and connections 

that point to the tremendous dangers that human beings pose to each other’ (2007, 14). The 

connections assembled anew through the violence in the Square matured in the response that 

articulated feminist and human rights discourse against sexual violence in new ways that 

differed from previous historical understanding. ‘It was in the Square where I found that 

there was something called feminism, I did not know before’ Yasmine says. Her testimony 

was another event that marked another beginning.  

 

FIGURE 11 - FLYER CALLING FOR A PROTEST AGAINST SEXUAL VIOLENCE, USING A 
STENCIL OF YASMINE EL BARAMAWY 

                                                                                                                          
31  See:  http://criticalinquiry.uchicago.edu/thinking_about_tradition_religion_and_politics_in_egypt_today/    
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The efforts to articulate initiatives against sexual violence in the Square finally took root 

after January 2013, around the same time that Yasmine made her public testimony. Langohr 

(2016) has elaborated on the emergent activism that grew from Tahrir to support and defend 

female protestors in the Square. By July 2011, stories of attacks on women were undeniable, 

some activists had tried to raise the issue in November 2011 but without much success. As 

mentioned above, the first mass public condemnation only came with the episode of the blue 

bra girl in December 2011. After that event, it took yet another year for street initiatives 

fighting sexual harassment to become fully operational in the Square. In December 2012, 

Yasmine attended the first meeting of a group of feminist friends who wanted to respond to 

what was happening. In a second meeting in January, after Yasmine’s public testimony, they 

made a call for volunteers that elicited a wide response, and in this manner Operation Anti 

Sexual Harassment was born. Tahrir Bodyguard also started operating right after OpAntiSH, 

using Twitter to recruit volunteers. The Basma movement, which was focused on patrolling 

the streets during national celebrations, had been operating since July 2012. All these groups 

found that their work received wider endorsement as a result of Yasmine’s public testimony 

and the shift in public opinion, which had until recently been fostering victim-blaming 

discourses.  

This chapter has shown how Tahrir evolved as a lived experience that intertwined protestors’ 

participation with the consciousness of what it meant to fire back against the multiple tactics 

that the state deployed to regain control over everyday life. In this process, the tensions that 

arose around the female protester made and unmade her, in the continuing battle to assert her 

agency beyond the casts crafted for her by state recipes. Having deconstructed protestors’ 

reactions to Yasmine’s assault, we still need to understand the complicated amalgamation of 

social forces that made that episode possible, as well as the interactions between public 

opinion and individual testimony that prompted the public endorsement of Yasmine’s 
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testimony after her revolutionary peers had rejected it. Still, Yasmine’s public testimony 

came to be inserted in a multi-layered context, from which it became a device whose 

meaning was different to the one she had intended. It contributed to the state finally starting 

to prosecute sexual assaults, but this happened in the aftermath of the Raba’a, which 

delimited the possibilities of seeking justice and healing for survivors. Taking as its point of 

departure two foundational events that preluded the sexual assaults in the Square, ‘Black 

Wednesday’ in 2005 and the assaults during the Eid celebrations of 2006, the next chapter 

will delve into the silences and testimonies around sexual assaults in the aftermath of Raba’a.  
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CHAPTER THREE – THE SILENCES OF THE RESTORATION  

  

“Friday is the day we, the army, the people and the police, will unite.”32 

Yasmine’s sexual assault in Tahrir and subsequent public testimony on TV raised questions 

that remain important for independent human rights and feminist civil society groups engaged 

in articulating a response against sexual violence. Details behind sexual attacks are opaque, 

research among harassers and assailants is yet to be produced, and access to security 

apparatus sources is almost impossible. Attempts to shed light on this question must therefore 

be based on the observable behaviours that women encounter in the streets, as well as 

survivors’ accounts of their experiences. We can also draw on the narratives of public 

opinion, ‘the people’ and the state to understand how the issue has been treated and perceived, 

from the earliest records until the present day. Yet sexual assaults targeting women protestors 

in the Square should not be taken as an isolated form of sexual violence manifested in 

Egyptian society. On the contrary, by paying attention to this question, deeper debates 

revolving around other forms of sexual violence and links with the configuration of the 

nationalist project emerge.  

The first two chapters of this thesis, and this third one, demonstrate how sexual violence 

emerged, evolved and was framed over the course of the revolution, as part of the system of 

oppression used to regulate the street, each chapter renders visible different aspects of sexual 

violence closely linked to the formation and stability of the nation as conceived by the regime 

(nizãm), the same regime that protestors were trying to overthrow. As such it gives an 

account of female body politics as sustained by the regime and the subsequent acts of 

resistance as experience by the female protestor. Chapter One has set the baselines that 

                                                                                                                          
32  General  el-‐Sisi  in  a  speech  to  the  nation,  24  July  2013,  cited  by  AFP:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N47XVJU075Y  
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produced gender-normative discourses and performances as per the division of private and 

public realms of the social space, and the differentiated entitlements for women and men that 

came with it. In doing so I introduce the origins that prompted sexual violence to be labelled 

as an epidemic, thus referring to a social disease that stems from the state security apparatus. 

Chapter Two shows the disruption of this organisation as a new social revolutionary practice 

emerges, and how alongside this, it emerged a set of tensions around the refusal of female 

protesters to go back home.  

This chapter deals with the restoration of the army as the visible rulers of the country in the 

summer of 2013 and the subsequent implications to body-politics regulations and survivors’ 

acts of resistance. It establishes the relation between history, narrative and the body. In 

particular it looks into the political context surrounding the production of silence and voice of 

those who have been assaulted. The repression of the Muslim Brotherhood and civil society, 

led by Field Marshal el-Sisi, eradicated any mention of January 25 and street politics. In this 

context, sexual violence was codified in society in a single state-imposed narrative that 

exonerated the state from all rights violations. Thus, sexual violence’s codification became a 

source of conflict between the state and survivors in manners that determined possible 

avenues of restoration and healing.  

This chapter informs the two threads that run trough the thesis focusing on the use of sexual 

violence as a regulatory norm and a body disciplinary measure, which set the context that 

survivors have to circumvent to re-appropriate the sense of self as owners of their stories of 

assault. In this complex exchange, silence and the cultural implications of denouncing sexual 

violence resurface to demonstrate that the codification of sexual violence in society is also 

highly gendered. While attacks on male are registered as political, attacks on females, rather 

join the ranks of the social and the cultural. My argument is that paying attention to different 
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forms of silences and testimonies that result of sexual violence operating as a regulatory norm, 

and the subsequent reactions from the state and public opinion, reveals the interactions 

between social and gender norms and the narrative that establishes them. Such an inquiry also 

highlights the links of gender norms with broader principles of governmentality as secured by 

the regime, which reflects on the tensions between power and resistance, and the self and the 

collective. 

An increase in sexual harassment (as street harassment from whistling to groping was termed 

prior to 2011) had been reported since 2005. From 2011, sexual violence perpetrated in the 

public sphere became so severe that the term ‘sexual harassment’ fell far short of describing 

what was actually happening in the streets. Activists in the field had long discussions as per 

how to characterise these attacks, and for a while they used the terms ‘mob sexual assaults’ or 

‘gang rape’. However, some considered these terms controversial, and many of the initiatives 

that were born during these days continued to present themselves as movements fighting 

sexual harassment. None of these terms really reflected the complex range of forms of sexual 

violence that were being perpetrated, for example by the army in the case of virginity tests. 

For clarity, this thesis refers to sexual violence as an overarching term to cover all of these 

forms of violence. ‘Sexual harassment’ is used as the term that was conceived in pre-2011 

times, whereas ‘sexual assault’ refers to attacks on female protesters, with further 

specification of whether this included mob assault or rape.  

As per the term ‘rape’, human rights activists have advocated for a reform of the law, since 

Article 267 of the Egyptian Penal Code limits the definition of rape to penile penetration of 

the vagina, whereas for these groups ‘rape is any action that results in the penetration or 

forced penetration, whether by sexual organs or other objects, into the vagina or anus, or the 

penetration of a sexual organ orally, regardless of the level of penetration, against the 
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survivor, whether the survivor is a male or female, without consent’ (Nazra 2014a).33 This 

definition covers the experiences that women have suffered in Tahrir or through virginity 

tests, as well as those of men subjected to anal tests and rape by security officials. 

Terminology was thus a key aspect in determining the scale of the many rights violations and 

acts of sexual violence at the hands of the state. However, despite clear evidence of direct 

security apparatus involvement in documented attacks, the primary narrative emerging was 

one of Arab men’s frustration, including sexual frustration, often interpreted from a Western 

or ‘Westernised’34 perspective. However, activists on the ground, in light of all the sexual 

assault cases documented since 2011, could not fail to see a unique system of oppression that 

underpinned the manifestations of sexual violence in many different forms. For the sake of 

clarity, I arrange these myriad forms into three groups: those in the public sphere, including 

sexual assaults in Tahrir and daily harassment in the streets, those in the private realm, such 

as domestic violence and female genital mutilation, and state instances, such as virginity tests 

and rapes committed directly by agents of the law.  

To a certain extent, it can be said that 2011 brought to light the prevalence of an epidemic 

that infiltrated many layers of society. Fighting it became a central cause for independent 

feminist and human rights movements, who resolutely took the issue into their own hands. By 

the beginning of 2013, more than twenty independent groups, all volunteering in different 

areas (social media, personal training, advocacy, intervention teams on the ground, therapy, 

legal assistance, etc.), had started coordinating to combat sexual harassment in the streets and 

sexual assaults at demonstrations. In response to this, there was public endorsement, media 

coverage and the social capital accumulated by pre-existing organisations with long-

                                                                                                                          
33  See:  http://nazra.org/en/en/2014/02/concept-‐paper-‐different-‐practices-‐sexual-‐violence-‐against-‐women    
34  A  particularly  controversial  example  of  this  was  an  article  published  in  Foreign  Policy  by  the  New-‐York  based  
American-‐Egyptian  commentator  Mona  Eltahawy  entitled  ‘Why  do  they  hate  us?’  (  2012)  in  which  she  fuels  pro-‐
Western  narratives  of  oppressed  women  and  Arab  male  frustrations.            
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established records in the field. The potential was enormous, their noise in the streets was 

deafening, but then the dispersal of the pro-Morsi sit-in in August 2013 was a point of no 

return that established the fear that currently reigns over the city. After more than two years 

of the security apparatus trying to intimidate protestors, the streets finally fell silent. 

Everybody went home, and the few that defied the anti-protest law soon found themselves in 

prison. The impact that the summer of 2013 had on Egyptian society is yet to be fully 

understood but was undeniably profound.35   

It is 2017, and I am sitting on Dania’s terrace. She is a feminist activist, co-founder of 

OpAntiSH, and the gender officer at a leading human rights organisation. Her writings are 

widely disseminated, standing half in academia and half in human rights’ advocacy, her 

analyses are often nuanced and have a clarity that reaches audiences outside the feminist 

arena. She comes from a family of secular leftists who were quite involved in the revolution. 

Nonetheless, she still believes that reforms, and not only revolutionary acts, are necessary to 

amend the many sorrows of the country. We are of the same age, we have the same interests, 

neither of us have children, and we both got divorced during the revolution, so I believe it 

was very natural that we became close during my research. She has been a precious colleague 

and source for this research. We have organised working sessions together, and since I 

arrived to do fieldwork she has involved me in elements of her work that were of interest to 

me. Our conversation jumps from the personal to the professional, we talk a bit about the past 

while trying to decipher the future. Then thoughts turn to the summer of 2013. ‘It is time to 

talk about Raba’a,’ she says. ‘In Raba’a we lost the narrative…’ I stop to unpack the meaning 

of what she has said.  

                                                                                                                          
35  The  Egyptian  protest  law  was  passed  on  November  24th,  2013  by  interim  President  Adly  Mansour,  introducing  

strict  regulations  and  severe  penalties  for  protestors  who  did  not  comply  with  these  regulations.  In  reality  it  
meant  the  total  eradication  of  protests  and  street  politics.      
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The grand scheme of the revolution (see Schielke 2017) involved offering a moral alternative 

to the intricate old system, with its interweaving of Islamist conservative discourses, elite 

corruption and international alliances that fostered short-term benefits while provoking 

rampant inequalities. Yet, the moral force of this alternative could not remake itself after the 

summer of 2013, it went silent. Attacks to undermine the people in the Square, and the new 

social practice and new narratives that they were fostering, had never ceased since January 

25th. Yet human rights defenders had nonetheless been expanding their constituency, and 

with the endorsement of public opinion their message was disseminated through TV 

programmes, radio broadcasts and print media, and reached places far beyond Cairo.  

After summer 2013, however, there were no more spaces that could hold an alternative vision 

to the one manufactured by the state. The Muslim Brotherhood was labelled a terrorist 

organisation, and as such the dispersal of the pro-Morsi sit-ins was presented as a military 

operation necessary for the safety of the country, which met with the endorsement of the 

many citizens who openly supported the massacre. General el-Sisi, dressed in military 

uniform, addressed the country with a single demand: ‘I ask you Egyptians one thing, just 

one thing, next Friday all honourable Egyptians must take to the streets to give me a mandate 

and command to end terrorism and violence’ (AFP 2013).36 And so they did; the 

demonstrations against the Muslim Brotherhood in support of future President el-Sisi were 

said to be bigger than those of January 25. Supporters of the old regime and ‘the people’ of 

the 18 days marched hand in hand, giving the military their mandate to end ‘terrorism and 

violence’. In between the people in support of Marshal el-Sisi and protestors camping in two 

main sites in the city, El Nahda square and Raba’a al Adawiya Square in support of 

imprisoned President Morsi, there was silence. Independent civil society groups that, while 

                                                                                                                          
36  General  el-‐Sisi  in  a  speech  to  the  nation,  24  July  2013,  cited  by  AFP:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N47XVJU075Y  
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opposing Morsi’s rule, did not approve the unprecedented undemocratic move of the Army, 

which in their view was a coup d’état were repressed, ostracised and isolated. Another 

Egyptian friend, at that time the director of a human rights organisation based in the country, 

described in an interview in 2015 how she personally lived this shift: 

‘I lost friends through Raba’a in a sense that I do not really want to interact 

with anyone that thinks that Raba’a was a good thing. My community still 

feels very isolated. It has become difficult to socialise partially because I 

am tired. In 2012, there was a time when I was nominated for [a human 

rights award] and I was on TV a lot, so I would go to places in Cairo, to a 

bar and people would come and talk to me… I felt like a star, and it felt 

like a human rights person could become a star! And people that didn’t 

give a shit about politics would see us in a positive light and that shifted 

like 180 degrees to you being either hiding what you do or having people 

coming to you and telling you things, wanting to rant at you. If you want 

to stay you hide, you cocoon. Of course some people left.’ 

This chapter attempts to unravel the controversies around the shift provoked by the events of 

summer 2013, with specific regard to female protestors engaged in independent feminist and 

human rights movements and the nationalist project whose convergences are part and parcel 

of the manifestation of sexual violence. In this scenario, certainly there is the resistance and 

opposition of the Muslim Brotherhood’s base to the coup d’état. They were the first victims 

of June 30 and the posterior retaliation of the state that chased and imprisoned Morsi’ 

supporters, banned the organisation and declared them terrorists. This thesis does not deal 

with Morsi supporters’ experiences of June 30 and Raba’a massacre, but it is important to 

bring it here because it explains the fragmentation that the repository concept of ‘the people’, 
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as overarching unifying different revolutionary agencies, suffered. The two poles of army 

supporters and Morsi supporters in the street are indeed ‘the people’ yet the concept ceases at 

this moment to be the unifying term that represented Tahrir, while the Army wins over the 

Muslim Brotherhood to became the sole source to produce legitimate forms of representation.       

Three ideas arising from this introduction are used as starting points. First, that the 

revolutionary power represented by ‘the people’ in Tahrir was lent back to the army. Second, 

that the people who did not agree to return this power to the army were sent back to the 

margins of the social space. Third, that as the atrocities and repression worsened, silence 

gained currency and placed itself as an unavoidable theoretical unit of analysis affecting all 

layers of society. In this regard, this chapter addresses Sabea's questions: how can one write 

about the place of silence ‘in the shift from emancipatory imagination and struggle to the 

regulatory apparatus’? And how can we reevaluate the power and meaning of ‘the people’, 

‘having been witness (and one cannot help but feel an accomplice) to the [publicly supported] 

murder of hundreds of people’ (2014, 68)? It is from this angle that I address the ‘silences of 

restoration’, and the effects of these silences on both the lived experience of the female 

protestor and the epidemic of sexual violence.  

Yasmine’s testimony is then framed as an act of defiance to the rule of silence, but silence 

itself may take many forms and also imply forms of resistance. It is in this scope that I 

introduce the story of Hend (not her real name), who was raped by security forces in an alley, 

in retaliation for her political activism. Her silence, in contrast to the silence of fear, is of a 

type that Lazreg (1994) has termed circumstantial, in that she did not trust the state to defend 

her rights. It was also dictated by the historically determined structure in which her assault 

took place, which included elements such as political repression and the cultural codification 

of sexual violence. From the stories of Yasmine and Hend, this chapter delves into the roles 
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of the regime and the security apparatus in the emergence of sexual assaults, how sexual 

violence was structured in society and the ways in which survivors articulated their resistance 

and sought justice and reparation.  

3.1 The production of silence  

To understand ‘the shift from emancipatory imagination and struggle to the regulatory 

apparatus’, one should start with the polarisation of society that climaxed in summer 2013, 

and the reigning paranoia that followed the moral panic triggered by the rule of the Muslim 

Brotherhood. Close attention to this moment, which for the first time brought rumblings of a 

possible civil war, reveals the complicated affective economy mobilised to secure the silence 

necessary for the army to carry out the reforms and imprisonments that would restore it to an 

unchallenged abstract space. Yasir Anwar argues that:  

‘[…] heated debates across radically different traditions seem endless and 

fruitless because appropriate sensibilities and the exercise of imagination 

are both lacking. Certainly mutual distrust and hostility have been major 

features of political life in Egypt ever since January 2011. Especially in 

times of political upheaval, fear, suspicion, and misattributions of intention 

render trust—and therefore friendship—extremely fragile’ (cited in Asad 

2014).  

I would like to reverse this argument to highlight that it was the potential formation of 

radical friendships which turned the state machinery against the people. On the grounds of 

fear and complicity, the state rebuilt the necessary imaginary walls that had come down 

during the 18 days, to reestablish the defense of the necessary abstract space that holds the 

Egyptian Army as the sole possible guarantor of an Egyptian nation. It is in this context that 
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the affect mobilised to defeat friendship was not only fear as the prelude to terror, but also 

fear as the prelude to loss: ‘love’. Love for a country in need of sacrifices was the emotion 

that the army appealed to in summoning the country’s support, not only for Raba’a but also 

for all of the subsequent repressive measures. How can ‘fear’ mean ‘love’, though? In light 

of the exhaustive methods of repression and surveillance exerted by the state, fear is often 

considered to be the key affective economy mobilised to support the state’s ‘conspiracy of 

silence’ (Zerubavel 2010). Eskandar (2015) has argued that fear makes everything possible, 

as a means of explaining how Egyptians who had recently protested human rights violations 

in the Square were now almost applauding similar atrocities.  

‘Breaking the fear’ was the phrase used to describe the overwhelming emotion that brought 

people together in Tahrir. Fear was then the positive sign of an intelligent and courageous 

moral stand, but it was also what security forces wanted to instil in women in the Square 

(Hafez 2014a).  Asad (2012) has argued that fear is already of modern law, which could 

work against the desires brought up by the revolution to end with Mubarak, to pursue 

democracy, and to overcome religious intolerance (2012, 272), but fear was also Mubarak’s 

‘driving force that compelled citizens to avoid head-on confrontation and to be complicit 

with the system even if they hated it’ (Schielke 2017, 209). Fear, thus, had also mutated and 

come to mean different things over these past years. It is within its contours that we find 

some answers that shed light on the construction of silence. Fear, in the form of the 

perceived threat to the nation, was the grounds to mobilise people onto the streets on June 30, 

but did that mobilisation’s imaginary go as far as imagining the revenge and atrocities of 

August 14, when the protest camps were violently dispersed on the bloodiest day in modern 

Egyptian history? Asad argued that: 
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‘to understand how the “democratic promise” of the past appears in the 

present, how the authority of the 2011 uprising was aborted and replaced by 

another, one needs to attend not only to connections between the power of 

the state and popular resistance to it, but also to the constitution of subjects 

who adjust fully to modern sovereignty—as well as of those whose 

conditions of existence are incompatible with it’ (2014).37 

It is within the constitution of these opposed subjects that I find the two poles of fear as they 

appeared in post-June 30 Egypt. Revolutionaries, activists and human rights defenders who 

condemned Raba’a translated their own fear into a political reading of the regime, into 

horror, which set new boundaries of what the regime was capable of in terms of disciplinary 

measures: rape, enforced disappearances, prison, military trials. All grew exponentially, 

reflecting the ‘incompatibility of existence’ with the new regime. But this was the condition 

of a minority. For a great majority, fear was translated into a ‘patriotic declaration of love’ 

(Ahmed 2004, 129), which delimited the collective that fully adjusted to the new sovereignty, 

hiding the ‘uncomfortable truths’ of a violent past and bonding community together in denial.  

‘[A]nd indeed, the foremost public form of denial is silence. Silence is more 

than simply absence of sound … It actually has a rather clear sound. In fact, 

as our conventional images of “thick,” “heavy,” “deafening,” or 

“resounding” silence seem to imply, it often speaks louder than words’ 

(Zerubavel 2010, 33).  

This patriotic, unconditional love did not go unnoticed by feminist human rights activists 

who engaged in dismantling the constructed perception of the massive support of a ‘unified 

category of Egyptian women’ for the Egyptian Military. Zaki Ahmed argues that the myth of 

                                                                                                                          
37  See:  http://criticalinquiry.uchicago.edu/thinking_about_tradition_religion_and_politics_in_egypt_today/    
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‘el-Sisi’s women’ is inscribed in the attempt to construct a new (and disturbing) gender 

discursive form of state feminism, whose aim was to construct its narrative in opposition to 

that of the Muslim Brotherhood. Hand in hand with this narrative, ‘support to President El-

Sisi seems to hinge on the revival of the protective role of the state in relation to women’ 

(2015, 49). While Zaki Ahmed’s analysis reflects on the effects of this emerging gender 

discourse within the boundaries of state feminism, my interest is to extend it into the reading 

of the constructed silence in the aftermath of June 30. Hend has said that June 30 was a coup 

against January 25. She has also said that the security apparatus uses different tactics to 

exploit the perceived vulnerabilities of each person it targets, ‘this is to break you and 

convince you that you deserve it, break to be obedient and to love them,’ making a clear 

connection between sexual violence and sovereignty. The summer of 2013 broke many 

Egyptians, -and certainly broke the revolutionaries of the third square-, some went on to be 

terrified and others bent to love their ‘breaker’. The administration of violence was a 

foundational element of the sovereignty of the state, and its regulation was thus essential to 

the state’s subsistence. Asad  has delved into these tensions to argue that:  

‘A paradox of the modern nation-state, including Egypt, is that on the one 

hand it minimizes the existence of significant internal differences in order to 

assert national homogeneity, and on the other hand it emphasizes difference 

as significant in order to exercise the violence that is “necessary” to its 

sovereignty’ (2014).  

In light of Asad’s reflection, fear was the necessary element to regulate a population that had 

to be broken and differentiated in order to produce a national obedient homogeneity that 

abided by the offered social contract: love in exchange for protection. It divided those to be 

punished from those to be protected in exchange for silence. As long as this pact goes 
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unquestioned, the narrative that ignores the human rights violations of August 2013 remains 

dominant. Thus silence was part and parcel of the imposed social contract that was co-

authored by the people that went onto the streets on June 30 to bestow General El-Sisi with 

his mandate. This is how the state manufactured silence, yet this was not the only form and 

meaning of silence in the experience of female protestors. Yasmine constantly confronts 

being silenced by her peers, and by the state that has forgotten her court case. Hend 

intimately and selectively narrates her attack, but, while being publicly vocal in many other 

subjects, she does not consider the idea of going public. On that front she keeps silent, yet 

her silence is very palpable. Both of their accounts run counter to the idea that survivors’ 

silence is solely a symptom of the ‘unspeakability of a traumatic past’ (Kidron 2009, 5). I 

concur with Kidron in her account of silence as a form of knowledge transmission sustained 

by the matrix of the episode that generated the traumatic experience (in her case on the 

Holocaust). In this regard, the revolutionary matrix can work to ‘sustain a “lived memory” of 

the past and transmit tacit knowledge within the everyday private social milieu’ (Kidron 

2009, 5), and thus silence can be very telling.  

3.2 The female body and the question of silence  

At the core of the problem of sexual violence there is the female body. The body has emerged 

so far in this thesis as the place of contestation, and as the subtext of the revolution. But it is 

also an organic body, a body as felt (Stoller 1997), the container of pain in tension with the 

technology that shapes it. Rather than trying to define the boundaries between these different 

angles, I propose to look at the combination of all of them, so as to address the different 

challenges that have emerged as Yasmine and Hend navigate their own stories. Haraway, in 

The Biopolitics of Postmodern Bodies, argued that ‘there is no ground for ontologically 
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opposing the organic38, the textual and the technical. Their convergences are more important 

than their residual oppositions’ (1993, 208). This starting point of inquiry looks onto the fluid 

and unstable margins between the social, the technical and the narrative in the formation of 

subjects, whose ‘boundaries materialize in social interactions: objects like bodies do not pre-

exists as such’ (Haraway 1993, 208). It is precisely in this context that inquiring about the 

‘epidemic of sexual violence’ might reveal the convergence between the text as the place of 

inscription, the technology as applied by governmentality techniques, and the organic as the 

material body of the self and carrier of voice and pain. It is in this ‘disease’ aspect that I see 

the reconciliation of different forms of sexual violence in one point of origin:  

‘The body is conceived as a strategic system, highly militarized in key 

arenas of imaginary and practice. Sex, sexuality, and reproduction are 

theorized in terms of local investment strategies, the body ceases to be a 

stable spatial map of normalized functions and instead emerges as a highly 

mobile field of strategic differences… Disease is a subspecies of 

information malfunction or communications pathology; disease is a process 

of misrecognition or transgression of the boundaries of a strategic 

assemblage called self’ (Haraway 1993, 211). 

My understanding is that when the body trespasses the boundaries of the self, in 

consequence of the applied technologies that militarize it, the disease interferes as a 

communication, it provides information. Focusing on the ‘disease’, one can appreciate the 

anomalies in the technologies of power that the state apparatus deploys to maintain order and 

allow biopower to work. The pathology of a state under high alert interrogates the disease, to 

prevent and suppress growing threats. Two poles emerge under this idea, first as mentioned 

                                                                                                                          
38  Organic  in  this  context  refers  to  the  materiality  of  the  body  
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in Chapter One there is the link Derrida does of autoimmune disease with governmentality, 

and second how the body reflects the different dimensions that affect its capacities to heal 

from the traumatic experience of sexual violence as highlighted by Scheper-Hughes and 

Lock (1987), whose studies bring three interconnected dimension: the body politic; the 

social, the cultural and the nature, and the lived-experience. Thus, the question would be 

how does sexual violence operate during an epidemic of an increasing number of young 

women circulating in the streets, operating in an ‘unusual’ –so to say political- manner? 

Existing cultural frames often either legitimate the behaviour of male youth perpetrators 

through victim-blaming strategies, or demonise it as part of a justification to impose stricter 

rules and surveillance of citizens. To move beyond these frames, I propose to look at such 

behaviour from the point of view of the tension between the individual and collective bodies 

that circulate in society. 

To develop this argument, one should bear in mind dynamics between the self and the 

collective as anchored in the body, in which regulation between these two poles is the norm. 

In Society Must Be Defended, Foucault  sees the body as the juncture of the disciplinary and 

the regulatory, and the norm as the element that circulates between the two. These represent 

the two flows that diffuse power and resistance in a society, as follows:  

‘One technique is disciplinary; it centers on the body, produces 

individualizing effects, and manipulates the body as a source of forces that 

have to be rendered both useful and docile. … We also have a second 

technology which is centered not upon the body but upon life: a 

technology which brings together the mass effects characteristic of a 

population, which tries to control the series of random events that can 

occur in a living mass’ (2003, 249).  
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The norm is ‘something that can be applied to both: a body one wishes to discipline and a 

population one wishes to regularize’ (2003, 253). The first and last aim of the norm is thus, 

to control and maintain the system within which life is administered. This norm is 

institutionalized in society through law, through other highly gendered and hierarchised 

techniques touching upon the cultural and the social (techniques could refer to cultural codes 

for honour and shame, public opinion narratives of stigmatization, normalized violence 

against victims, in victims seeking treatment or justice, etc.), and through the use of direct 

corrective and punitive measures, as administered by the security apparatus, such as prison, 

torture or virginity tests. Sexual violence, hence, emerges as a regulatory norm to ‘cure’ the 

disease of the political expression of women agency in public spaces. It domesticates the 

body at the same time that regulates the constituency that poses a threat. It is in between 

these narratives, technologies and their own lived experiences that Yasmine and Hend had to 

triangulate between the people in the Square, public opinion and the state, in order to move 

on with their lives. Yasmine’s rape and testimony both took place during the year of Muslim 

Brotherhood rule, whereas Hend was raped a few months after the violent dispersal of 

Raba’a. Yasmine, with her testimony, inscribed her memory into the experience of the 

revolution, facilitating the work of people on the ground who were exerting great effort into 

articulating a response. Yet she was also inscribing that same experience into the political 

context of the growing animosity towards the Muslim Brotherhood’s rule. Her testimony 

says something about the new connections that violence was creating, but it also interrogates 

what the state was forced to do when this event was acknowledged by the public opinion.  

What was the underlying principle that made Yasmine’s public testimony possible and 

Hend’s impossible? How were the lives of testimony and silence modulated by political 

events?  Hend’s silence is also an act of presence; in retaining her pain, she continued living. 

Hend had said, “I would rather go down as a traitor to the country than as a whore, because 
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this way they would kill me socially.” How was her silence produced, and how can 

resistance be articulated around it? What are the possible transactions of pain that articulate 

oppression and resistance in these two cases? What is the space that silence, as opposed to 

giving testimony, can hold?  

It is widely agreed that most incidents of sexual violence remain untold. Whether they are 

victims of domestic violence in the private realm, sexual harassment and assaults in the 

streets, or legitimised cultural practices such as female genital mutilation, survivors resorting 

to silence is almost the norm. Lack of accountability in the law, lack of medical services or 

referral for legal and psychosocial support, and lack of support from families and 

communities are all factors that can contribute to these stories of silence. That silence, then, 

is often not protest or dissent, by which I mean the silence of a woman who knows she can 

testify but that still opts to remain silent. It is in this context that Abouelnaga (2016), 

referring to Kaplan (1990), acknowledges that silence may be a sign of resistance, but, in the 

cultural context of Egypt, women most often adopt it as chastity. We have to question, then, 

how silence is constructed and gendered? And what are the avenues that silence takes for 

survivors, both men and women? Abouelnaga has argued that:  

‘[B]ody discipline, as means of sociopolitical control, became a systematic 

practice against women protesters, and then against any woman. While 

physical abuse and torture of men was interpreted as political, all forms of 

abuse practiced on women’s bodies were taken to be culturally specific and, 

thus, tolerated’ (Abouelnaga 2016, 87).  

Two structures, articulating the individual and the collective, that expand over a network that 

covers from the local but to the global, seem to be deployed differently around the same 

question: sexual violence. Recall Yasmine saying in the previous chapter: ‘the issue is sex, 
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because if it happens to a man they would do the same,’ referring to the denial that 

communities would employ to just bury the issue. While denial is a common frame between 

genders, when the matter does surface it does so in a highly gendered manner. Sexual 

violence against women is framed as cultural and spelled out in terms of the shame of 

survivors, who often struggle to leave the episode behind. Yasmine, years after her assault, 

still argues: ‘Definitely I could confront rape and get back at the society who condemns the 

victim… I can't get rid of it and I can't get used to it although I managed to transform it into 

something useful, but it is always there eating my soul.’39 On the other hand, sexual violence 

against men is framed as political, and hidden under the theme of resistance, thus facilitating 

or hindering other meanings and healing paths. In this way, silence as resistance develops a 

male mark.  

What makes sexual violence against women cultural is a question deserving of deeper 

inquiry, because in this articulation we find that the culturisation of sexual violence is 

certainly political. Abu-Lughod (1991), writing against the anthropological device of 

‘culture’, has argued that the concept ‘operates in anthropological discourse to enforce 

separations that inevitably carry a sense of hierarchy’ (1991, 468). What seems to have also 

occurred is that cultural jargon has conquered political and development language to operate 

as the explanation for anything that governments would like to exert power over without 

accountability. Thus, efforts to start working on taboo subjects (such as female genital 

mutilation in the 1990s and sexual harassment in 2006) were hindered because such 

practices had been accommodated into the realm of culture. Referencing roots, authenticity 

and tradition, the cultural hides its political origins, which, while not being the entire story, 

are a fundamental part of it. It is only by looking at the personal and the particular in the 
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context of how stories are born that we enter into ‘the delicate task of repairing the spider 

web … the engagement with suffering and healing that ordinary life reveals’ (Das 2007, 15).  

In our quest to inscribe the life of the invisible into the history, voice is the medium through 

which one exists. This means that the question of how to inscribe silence requires 

consideration, yet both registers – voice and silence- pose a number of challenges. It is 

through narration that listeners are turned into witnesses, and therein lies the potential of 

accountability and the inscription of pain into the repertoire of memories. However, it is also 

through narration that testimony becomes trapped in the net of culture. Feminists and human 

rights activists have invested a lot of effort in encouraging survivors to testify. However, 

women’s testimonies often fall under the rubric of sexual violence, while those of men come 

under the rubric of torture. Imbued in the political, the economic, and the cultural, 

organisations and activists struggle to bypass this conceptualisation, and while they 

encourage and support women to talk, they have been less able to develop structures for 

male survivors to do the same. It is from this structure that the perception arises that silence 

in women is chastity, while silence in men is resistance. Nonetheless, January 25 is full of 

narrations of women who had been sexually assaulted who resorted to silence as a means of 

resistance. The foundational episodes that illuminate the origins of sexual harassment in 

Egypt, point to this intended separation between the social and the political, as if there was 

no interrelation between the two.  

3.2.1 FOUNDATIONAL EPISODES OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN EGYPT 

The ‘foundational event’ that is often cited in elaborations on the root causes of sexual 

harassment was problematic because it refers to two different episodes. Nonetheless, both 

episodes help to explain the shape taken by, and the limitations of, the network of 

collaborations that emerged to tackle the issue in the following years. The Egyptian Center 
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for Women’s Rights (ECWR) and HarassMap locate the first episode of mass sexual assault 

in the events that occurred during the Eid al-Fitr of 2006. ECWR had started the first 

programme to fight sexual harassment under the title: ‘Safe streets for all’. The programme 

was funded by the United Nations Population Fund and was originally established in 

response to the concerns of two volunteers: Rebecca Ciao and Ingy Gozlan, who had 

previously initiated some activities inside the organisation on a voluntary basis. These two 

young women, upon disagreements with the senior management of ECWR, left and founded 

HarassMap, which would become widely known as the first civil society organization (CSO) 

to fully dedicate its efforts to community mobilisation against sexual harassment. They 

decided to start a reporting map where women would be able to log and pin the place where 

they had been harassed. The first documented case of sexual harassment, however, known as 

the ‘Attabah Girl’ incident, dates back to 1993 (see Abouelnaga 2015, 39), but it was only in 

2005 that the subject started to be articulated by civil society organisations. Yet, HarassMap 

locates their foundational event as in response of the attack occurred during the Eid al-Fitr in 

2006 carried by enraged young males in downtown Cairo.40  

A year earlier however, on May 25th, 2005, a day that came to be known as ‘Black 

Wednesday’, four female journalists were present at an opposition demonstration organised 

by Kefaya at the Journalists’ Syndicate, held to protest constitutional amendments 

introduced by Mubarak. In plain view of police officers, hired thugs sexually assaulted the 

four journalists, along with other female protesters, while warning them not to participate in 

similar political gatherings (Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights [EIPR] 2013). Journalist 

Nawal Ali went public about her assault. In response, the media conducted a fierce smear 

campaign against her, she was subjected to public vilification, the complaint simply 

disappeared from the court, and all Nawal gained from the episode was a divorce (see 

                                                                                                                          
40  See:  (SandMonkey	  2006)  http://www.sandmonkey.org/2006/10/30/the-‐eid-‐sexual-‐harassment-‐incident/  
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Abouelnaga 2015). Only independent civil society pursued the case and put pressure on 

officials; the EIPR denounced the state’s facilitation of sexual violence to the African 

Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, which ‘found that the state of Egypt failed to 

protect four women journalists from violence.’ This was a milestone for advocacy efforts to 

makes states accountable: ‘in an environment where sexual violence continues to go 

unpunished in most member states of the African Union, this decision makes a valuable 

contribution ensuring states are held to account when they fail to protect women from 

violence’ (EIPR 2013).   

Both incidents involved similar behaviour, but while the assault at the Journalists’ Syndicate 

clearly highlights the direct political targeting of protestors, with the connivance of the 

officers present in the area, the Eid assault frames the problem as a social and behavioural 

disorder. If the latter places the roots of sexual harassment as a social disease linked to 

violent youth, the former clearly suggests state-led repression. Yasmine’s assault was an 

unfortunate fusion of both of these ‘foundational’ episodes. Denouncing regime forces’ 

implication in cases of sexual assault as a deterrent to political activism was a crucial 

milestone for independent organisations. It helped them to deconstruct the implications of 

relying solely on cultural and social explanations to understand the phenomenon of sexual 

harassment and sexual violence more broadly (see Nazra 2013; FIDH 2014).41 Civil society 

organisations like HarassMap and ECWR often omit reference to ‘Black Wednesday’ 

because is politically controversial. Abdelmonem (2015), in the highly political context of 

2015, has suggested that the depoliticisation of CSOs’ advocacy activities should be 

reconsidered. However, in light of the current crackdown on civil society, soft advocacy 

strategies can also be considered survival strategies. As much as I understand the practical 

                                                                                                                          
41  See:  http://nazra.org/en/en/2013/02/position-‐paper-‐sexual-‐violence-‐against-‐women-‐and-‐increasing-‐
frequency-‐gang-‐rape-‐tahrir  and  https://www.fidh.org/IMG/pdf/egypt_women_final_english.pdf    
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necessity of this depoliticisation, it is nonetheless crucial to examine its consequences and 

the opportunities that it has provided for the state to impose its impose its own narrative.  

The question that these two ’foundational’ incidents raise is whether each has a separate 

social and political root, or whether, on the contrary, they share a common structure that 

facilitates the appearance of sexual violence as a social phenomenon in both of these forms. 

Bearing in mind the sexual attacks that occurred during the revolution, for example the case 

of Yasmine, intuitive knowledge leads one to think that they are both part and parcel of the 

same system of oppression. To begin analysis of this question, I will make two initial points. 

The first point is that the sexually violent behaviour of male youth is at least partly the 

consequence of a state that substantially relies on the repressive apparatus to control the 

multiple inequalities that it produces. This repression is underpinned by the cultural and 

gendered social space that this same apparatus maintains in order to secure its means of 

reproduction. By 2011, such behaviour was considered to be an epidemic, and public 

opinion and the people in the Square were reacting to it as if it were a disease alien to 

Egyptian society that needed to be treated. A second point of understanding is that the Black 

Wednesday episode relates to the direct involvement of the state apparatus in dissuading 

participation and silencing the spaces of dissonance. Yasmine’s and Hend’s narrations 

unpack the many layers that unfold between the specific political and social circumstances 

when their assaults occurred, their interaction with the state and the re-appropriation of their 

agency.  

3.3 Yasmine  

After her assault in November 2012, Yasmine first spoke of her assault to certain friends, 

who received the news with ambivalence. She felt that telling her family was out of the 

question. After a few days, she wrote a Facebook post about her assault, using the profile of 
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a friend. Later on, she called on friends and friends of friends who had access to media to try 

to encourage them to write about her case, albeit while keeping her identity anonymous. 

Among these friends were bloggers, comic artists, activists and journalists. Their responses 

to her requests were, however, very vague, and some dismissed her out of hand. Yasmine 

was meticulously observing and monitoring people’s reactions, constantly seeking 

information on sexual assaults, perpetrators, and survivors from both inside and outside 

Egypt, and calculating the risk she might incur as a result of her next move. She opened a 

second Facebook profile under an assumed name, and started posting her testimony and 

sharing news related to sexual violence. She engaged in conversations with people who 

commented on her posts, and also left posts on other people’s Facebook walls. She was 

looking for a logical explanation to why she was assaulted, and information was ‘feeding her 

soul’.  

Two months later, after little progress in making her claim heard, she decided to go public, 

and gave her testimony on a national TV channel. She was expecting to be ostracised. She 

informed her parents before going on TV, and they asked her not to use her family name, so 

they would not have to face the shame. From the day of her assault, she had received a lot of 

pressure to drop the case, but she persevered and endured. To her surprise, public opinion 

reacted to her testimony with horror and responded positively to her as the victim. Yasmine 

then became a public figure, regularly interviewed in Arabic and international media. 

Although she slowly withdrew from Arab media, which she considered too sensationalistic, 

she was at one point doing two to three interviews per day with different media outlets, and 

two TV crews were present at the first and only hearing of her court case. She had filed a 

case ‘against the government itself’, to formally accuse the Ministry of Interior and the 

police officers present in the Square who did nothing to protect her. There had already been 

testimonies of sexual assaults before, often as cruel as the one endured by Yasmine. These 
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accounts, however, had gone unnoticed and unheard. The question, thus, would be what was 

the underlying condition that made her testimony hearable? What turned her listeners into 

witnesses? And what were the possibilities that arose in that acknowledgment? 

Yasmine’s pain particularly reveals the everyday quest and inquest of her testimony, which 

navigate the ‘she’ as a subject, owner of that pain and the ‘she’ as the object of that pain in 

transaction with a society that is being called upon to resume life.42 Women’s bodies as the 

subtext of the nation are in confrontation with self-narrations at the moment that inscriptions 

of events are taking place. Key to understanding this question are the transactions that occur 

when one individual’s pain is recognised by the collective, which establishes a correlation 

between pain/suffering and the potential for fulfilling both one’s own rights and social 

justice more broadly.  

Recall Yasmine’s quote from the previous chapter: ‘I know nobody will get his rights 

back … I know until today that I will not going to take my right. But I was just asking about 

demanding for this right and not ignore it.’ Yasmine has described what happened to her 

many times, but she did not pretend that with this telling she would be understood. Her 

testimony was rather a call to respect the relational aspect between narrator and listener that 

links oneself with humanity. Yet her careful handling of her testimony denotes her 

awareness of the potential lives and unintended consequences that the object she had 

produced could have as it was expelled or absorbed by listeners. Once the narration was out, 

it was subjected to co-optation and manipulation by the many different agents that it would 

encounter, each of these encounters being what Das refers to as ‘transactions in the 

construction of pain’ (2007, 38). It is in these transactions that we can find her pain located 

                                                                                                                          
42  State  propaganda,  economic  losses,  and  the  general  chaos  in  the  streets  once  Mubarak  was  ousted  became  a  

daily  subject  of  complaint  for  those  who  wanted  to  resume  ‘life’.  The  idea  of  ‘resuming  life’  thus  gained  ground,  
and  was  in  direct  opposition  with  the  demands  of  protesters.  
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somewhere else. Yasmine needs her pain to be acknowledged by others, in order for her to 

be the owner of her own pain.  

Das, in her analysis of the riots that occurred during the partition of India, which focused on 

the figure of the abducted and raped women, cites Wittgenstein to ask: how may my pain 

reside in another body? She then builds on Cavel’s thought to argue that ‘I am necessarily 

the owner of my pain, yet the fact that it is always located in my body is not necessary’ (Das 

2007, 41). This conception may at first seem overcomplicated, because pain is pain and as 

such in this condition of suffering it does ‘exist’. Yet Das is right to inquire what the criteria 

is for a pain to ‘be’, because if a pain ‘is’, then it grammatically demands a place to reside. It 

is in this manner that she moves away from frames typically attributed to trauma studies to 

examine the location of pain between the individual, the collective and the event that 

produced it. Yasmine’s act of testimony reflects the different technologies that affect the 

transactions in the construction of pain, as Das makes clear: 

‘The sentence “I am in pain” becomes the conduit through which I may 

move out of the inexpressible privacy and suffocation of pain. This does not 

mean that I am understood … Pain in this rendering is not that inexpressible 

something that destroys communication or marks an exit from one’s 

existence in language. Instead, it makes a claim on the other –asking for 

acknowledgement that may be given or denied’ (2007, 40).  

It is within the possibilities of acknowledgement or denial that the transactions of Yasmine’s 

pain unfold. Along similar lines to Das, Felman and Laub state that ‘the specific task of the 

literary testimony is … to open up in that belated witness, which the reader now historically 

becomes, the imaginative capability of perceiving history - what is happening to others - in 
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one’s own body’ (2013: 108). Thus, the listener who acknowledges turns into the witness 

who is in the position to legitimate history, demand accountability and create memory.  

3.4 Hend 

‘Hend (not her real name), an outspoken political activist, is used to being watched and 

threatened’ (Carr 2014).43 This is the first line of the anonymous testimony Mada Masr 

published eight months after Egyptian security officers raped Hend. She also anonymously 

reported her case to Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International. After it happened, she 

initially went silent, for six months nobody knew. Slowly after that she resurfaced, and while 

keeping a low profile she resumed life. She slowly and carefully narrated her assault to few 

colleagues and her partner, the bad news leaked to her entourage, but many remained 

ignorant. She was reluctant to speak about it because she was well aware of the ramifications 

that being identified as a rape survivor would have for her life.  

Back to December 2013. The anniversary of the Mohamed Mahmoud Street clashes (see 

Mosireen Collective 2011b)44 was approaching, and a march was being organised to 

commemorate the martyrs. Hend remembers her feelings of hope after the original 2012 

battle, ‘Mohamed Mahmoud [December 2012] was tough but then is when Kazeboon45 was 

born, that is my baby, so it gave me another push.’ At that time, public support had still been 

on their side, so activists could establish new initiatives to publicly and internationally 

denounce human rights abuses and still feel protected. A year later, the reality was different. 

In December, Hend received a call informing her that if she went out on that march she 

would be arrested under the anti-protest law.  

                                                                                                                          
43  See:  http://www.madamasr.com/sections/politics/sexual-‐assault-‐and-‐state-‐history-‐violence    
44  See:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyG3fRHYYQo    
45  See  Appendix  Two  
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‘That is what they say, and I say ok, fuck you; I told my comrades that I will 

be arrested. Then two days before, the mother of a martyr … came on 

television and said this was no longer an activists’ march, this is a march of 

families of martyrs and families of martyrs do not need a permit. So the MoI 

[Ministry of Interior] came on air and said this march will pass, and that it is 

why I was not arrested. So I got off the hook, and a week later is when I was 

assaulted, and I can’t go public on this.’ 

Hend had been threatened many times before, she was told that her private life would be 

exposed – and it was. Her phone was tapped, her e-mails and Facebook messages were 

monitored, she received threatening calls, a fake video was disseminated to damage her 

reputation, and fake messages were sent to her partner. Through all this she had continued 

with her activism, until she was assaulted. She couldn’t continue this time. She couldn’t 

attend therapy. She felt she couldn’t trust anybody. Hend was punished and tortured because 

of her public condemnation of Raba’a. At the time of our encounters in 2015, she has made 

much progress, but she stills feels very alienated.  

‘They will choose a different technique with each of us. How can we break 

her? She comes from a conservative background; she is not married, so we 

can easily target, what? Sex. They can’t do the same with Rula [name has 

been changed], she comes from a very open-minded family, that will not 

break the family. So what do they do? Prison. Look at Ala’a;46 he is the only 

one that is not allowed to read in prison. That is particular against him. This 

                                                                                                                          
46  Ala’a  is  currently  serving  a  five-‐year  sentence  for  organising  illegal  protests.  Son  of  the  human  rights  attorney  

Ahmed  Seif  El-‐Islam  (who  founded  the  Hisham  Mubarak  Law  Center)  and  Laila  Soueif,  Ala’a  comes  from  a  family  
deeply  involved  in  activism,  which  has  opposed  successive  regimes  since  the  rule  of  Anwar  al-‐Sadat.  
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is to break you and convince you that you deserve it. Break to be obedient 

and to love them.’  

Sexual assault had been a weapon used to instil fear since the beginning of the revolution. 

Arrests, intimidation, and enforced disappearances would soon enter the landscape. Public 

opinion had, not that long ago, felt outraged by the cases of Samira and the blue bra girl, so 

what had made Hend assess that she would never gain that same support?  

Das argues than in critical events there is ‘a mutual absorption of the violent and the 

ordinary, so I end up thinking of the events as always attached to the ordinary as if there 

were tentacles that reach out from the everyday and anchor the event to it in some specific 

ways’  (2007, 7). It is in this relationship between the ordered ordinary life, as known pre-

January 25, and the eventful ordinary life of the revolutionary period that the particular 

significance of violence gains meaning. Violence became ordinary, normal and accepted as 

part of live. In the aftermath of the Raba’a, Hend could not go public, because the 

revolutionary social space of Tahrir that could hold her claims and claim that ordinary 

violence was not ‘normal’ had disappeared. Hend has said that ‘June 30 was a coup against 

January 25’, and this can be seen in this context of the suffocation of a social space that the 

original revolution had opened up.  

Raba’a marked the return of the acceptance of the police state by el-sha’ab (the people). The 

massacres at Raba’a and other pro-Morsi camps did not resonate sufficiently to trigger a 

strong international reaction, and the army had already started to deploy their own strategies 

to save face on the global stage. Although the international community was increasingly 

astonished by events, it had its own difficulties in finding empathy with the Muslim 

Brotherhood, and was not willing to compromise the stability of a country essential to the 

stability of a region reeling from open wars in Syria, Iraq, Libya and Yemen. However, the 
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military-backed interim government had nonetheless overthrown a democratically-elected 

government, and still needed to gain legitimacy in the eyes of the wider world. The 

authorities approached Hend because, as a young revolutionary public figure, her 

endorsement could have helped the new regime gain international backing.  

‘After Raba’a the Ministry of Foreign Affairs asked me to join the MFA 

delegation to the UN about human rights, and I refused and wrote a public 

statement saying that I refuse to be part of the coup … [my statement] was 

very vocal against the MFA. This happened in September 2013, and in 

October Nabil Fahmy [the Foreign Minister] called me to speak about this 

and why I went public, and he said that the army is not my issue and they 

are not my enemy and that Sisi wants to be in peace with the revolution and 

we can work together and the problem is state security [she differentiates 

here between the police (MoI) and the military], not anyone else. So I told 

him that state security is part of this thing anyway. They were trying to 

seduce me.’  

Hend was one of the very few public figures who publicly denounced the human rights 

abuses, and killing of civilians of the violent dispersal of Raba’a Square, and as soon as she 

spoke out the threats started again, ultimately culminating in her assault towards the end of 

2013. She knew that there would be retaliation, and that this time public support was not on 

her side.    

‘I believe Raba’a to be a state security thing [not a presidential decision]. It 

was retaliation, it went against everybody, not anyone, and no politicians 

knew about it, they [state security, meaning the police] just took the matter 

into their own hands and early in the morning they went and finished people 
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that way…. Even Sisi did not appear for four days, by the way, no one came 

out from the military to talk.’ 

For witnesses to that day, Raba’a is the most difficult silence to explain. The days leading up 

to June 30 were confusing, how not to be co-opted by one of the sides: regime or Muslim 

Brotherhood? In between there was nothing. The dispersal of the Raba’a al-Adawiya sit-in by 

armed forces and police early on the morning of 14th of August resulted in the deaths of 627 

protestors, according to official state figures, although Human Rights Watch documented 817 

deaths across the five different pro-Morsi camps (HRW 2014). Since then, there has been 

very little room for liberal activists and human rights defenders, ‘the people of the third 

square', to defend their presence in the streets, denounce the security forces’ human rights 

violations or reclaim the democratic process. They felt equally alienated by both of the sides 

in a war that left no space for their voice.  

3.5 Transactions in silences and testimonies 

3.5.1 FROM JANUARY 2013 TO JUNE 2014: YASMINE AND THE TRANSITION FROM 

MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD RULE TO PRESIDENT EL-SISI 

Yasmine’s testimony built on a series of episodes, such as the virginity tests and the ‘blue bra 

girl’, that had already eroded gender normativity as it was conceived in the Mubarak era. 

Society had witnessed and acknowledged sexual violence perpetrated by the army, and now 

they were receiving multiple accounts and images of brutal sexual assaults taking place in the 

Square, while the security forces stood by immutable, neglecting their duties to protect 

citizens and implement the law. On the top of the increased frequency and intensified 

violence, changes in the social space and the gender normativity framework could explain the 

public acceptance of her testimony. The concrete reasons for this could include the ongoing 
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campaigns since 2005, the viral images of violence against women since January 25, or 

simply women being fed up with a problem that was an often-horrific part of their daily 

experience in the street. What is clear is that by 2011 Tahrir had reconfigured the social space, 

making the streets the place that young female protestors could call ‘home’. Tahrir was no 

longer a public space, but a most intimate place were the state was airing its dirty laundry. 

The public and the private were united in one without boundaries to separate them; it is in 

this renovated sense that ‘the personal was Political’ (Hanisch 1969) once again in history.  

Yasmine’s testimony was inextricably tied up in the social and political momentum of 

growing animosity towards the rule of President Morsi. While many have pointed at his 

arrogance and incompetence as the main factors behind this hostility, I find it more relevant 

to pay attention to the manner in which Muslim Brotherhood rule endangered the lifestyles of 

old-regime supporters and leftist revolutionaries alike. Khawaga argues that it was the spread 

of a moral panic, ‘in the sense [that] what was sacred to the nation was being undermined by 

what was sacred to religion’ (in Asad 2014), which mobilised the action of those who felt 

threatened by Muslim Brotherhood rule. It is in this context that public opinion played a key 

role in acknowledging Yasmine’s pain as a collective pain. The acknowledgment of her 

testimony produced witnesses who could bear memory, make history and produce meaning. 

When public opinion endorsed Yasmine, her peers and other activists and revolutionaries 

were forced, as a result, to reconsider their positionality, but so too was the state. It is in this 

sequence that I see the transaction between silence and testimony in the construction of 

Yasmine’s pain. Yasmine had gained her name with her testimony, and was thus bestowed by 

public opinion with a set of rights that the state had to fulfil. Her testimony represented also a 

point of inflection in how public opinion dealt with sexual violence, which opened the door 

for reflections on the links between the social and the political. It came to mark a rupture in 

the narrative that maintained the political targeting of activists as distinct from the mob 
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assaults perpetrated by ‘normal’ citizens. It highlighted the changes in the construction of 

social space that had occurred since 2011, and the shift in the social norm. The fissure that 

was opened made it possible to challenge the traditional understanding that sexual violence 

was a cultural matter. A new perspective emerged that still acknowledged the cultural 

elements of sexual violence, but also emphasised the underlying political causes, specifically 

the way that such violence was used as a tool of the state. 

From January to June 2013, the dissemination of reports of sexual assaults had a significant 

impact on civil society, which was no longer denying the issue. Yet the reaction from state-

led institutions, particularly the National Council for Women, was non-existent. According to 

my fieldwork, some street initiatives were contacted by the Ministry of Interior, which 

claimed that it wanted to cooperate with them. Activists who were carrying out direct 

interventions to rescue women from assaults at demonstrations, found such a suggestion 

ironic, to say the least. The same institution that had been fighting them since January 2011 

was now asking to coordinate. This same set of complexities arose in the lead-up to June 30. 

As the so-called second revolution was building momentum, street initiatives had to 

reconsider their role and capacities in addressing a phenomenon that kept growing in 

unmanageable proportions. Yet, amidst the general sense of chaos, sexual assaults were 

increasingly held by public opinion to fall under the rubric of the Muslim Brotherhood’s 

manoeuvres to control the street. In such circumstances, the National Council for Women, led 

by Mervat Tallawy (who was appointed prior to the Muslim Brotherhood presidency and was 

a supporter of the old regime), kept silent while trying to survive the attacks from the elected 

party that was promoting the reorganization or elimination of the council system. Yasmine, as 

quoted in the previous chapter, did not distinguish between the Muslim Brotherhood or the 

security apparatus; she was certain that both had reasons to be behind the orchestration of 

these attacks, which was also the view of independent organisations working on the ground.  
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In June 2014, a year after the overthrow of President Morsi and just before the election of 

President el–Sisi, interim President Adly Mansour issued Decree No. 50 to combat crimes 

of sexual harassment. This was the first definition of sexual harassment ever included in the 

Egyptian Penal Code. A few days later, during the street celebrations that took place after el-

Sisi was proclaimed president, several mob sexual attacks were documented. The video of a 

semi-naked woman, bleeding with her clothes torn apart while she tries to escape the violent 

crowd raping her, went viral, and this time there was no Muslim Brotherhood to blame.  

Taking this attack as an offense directly against himself, the newly-elected president visited 

the survivor in the hospital, and stated that "[o]ur honour is being assaulted in the streets. 

This is unacceptable and we can't allow one more incident like this to happen" (President el-

Sisi in Kingsley 2014b).47  

This was the first time that we saw the embodiment of the state and a survivor in the same 

image. Seven of the women’s assailants were rapidly tried under the new law and sentenced 

to life in prison. They were convicted of the additional charges of attempted murder and 

torture, whose sentences exceeded those contemplated by the harassment law, in order to set 

a punitive example. Independent organisations welcomed the step, but also responded by 

stating that the ‘First Verdict in Cases of Mob-Sexual Assault and Gang Rape in Tahrir 

Square Is No End to the Story’ (Nazra 2014b).48 The remaining 500 cases documented since 

2012 are still awaiting justice, and Yasmine’s case was among those that simply disappeared 

from the judicial system.  

When the President visited the survivor in hospital, a complex set of transactions was taking 

place. The state was absorbing the voice of the survivor, so as to insert it into the coherent 

mainstream narrative of the state. From the survivor, we just have one sentence recorded by 

                                                                                                                          
47  See:  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jun/11/egypt-‐president-‐sisi-‐tackle-‐sexual-‐violence    
48  See:  http://nazra.org/en/node/342    
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the media. ‘Tahrir has cameras, and there is a video shot of me, and my daughter watches it 

every day and breaks down — it’s on YouTube’ (in Kirkpatrick 2014),49 she said, in a request 

to have the clip removed from the internet. President el-Sisi took it as a personal matter to 

delegitimise all the sexual assaults that had occurred since the ousting of President Mubarak. 

He apologised to all women, and called on the state, the police, the army, the media and 

Egyptian men to honour their responsibility to never let these incidents happen again.  

However, this action from the state came hand in hand with a new round of smear campaigns 

that labelled certain civil society organisations as enemies of the state, accusing them of 

receiving illegal funding, being US and Israeli spies, and undermining the nation. 

Independent civil society, had, as they usually do, followed the case of the hospitalised 

survivor. Some members had come to the hospital to make sure that the survivor’s rights, 

particularly access to treatment, legal advice and protection of confidential data, were secured. 

As time went on, the survivor’s family expressed their will not to be associated with these 

organisations, ‘because they don’t know where their money comes from’; this is how one of 

my interlocutors from these organisations explained to me. They instead sought support from 

the National Council for Women, which had also appeared on the scene after the president’s 

visit gave the green light. The state machinery was finally taking action, but the direct 

immediate consequence was not coordination with the street activists who for more than a 

year had been risking their lives rescue women, but rather their isolation and demonisation. It 

was this outcome that led historically independent civil society organisations to accuse the 

state-led women machinery of co-opting their efforts.  

There is one more observation to make about the transaction triggered by the president’s visit 

to the hospital. President el-Sisi’s apology based on his honour not only moves away for the 

                                                                                                                          
49  See:  https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/12/world/middleeast/president-‐sisi-‐of-‐egypt-‐apologizes-‐to-‐victim-‐
of-‐mass-‐sexual-‐assaults.html    
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rights paradigm that Yasmine tried to reclaim, but actually cancels it. The same can be said of 

the survivor’s sole reported remark, which emphasises her position as a mother and her desire 

for the protection of her daughter from the media impact. Both statements replace the rights 

paradigm with the honour and protection paradigm, the main source of which is the family-

nation. It is in this regard that this transaction represents a restoration of the old patterns 

discussed in Chapter One. 

To conclude, the resistance of individuals like Yasmine epitomises the power of the self-

narrative in which the individual voice gives birth to ‘persons defined by their roles and 

responsibilities in a society, for which they get [or should get] rights in return’ (Rorty 1976 in 

(Bruner 2004), 698). However, the state failed to live up to the implicit promises it made 

when it asked Egyptian citizens for their endowment of the authority to govern their lives, 

because the rights of Yasmine and so many other survivors of sexual violence are yet to be 

fulfilled. Nonetheless, it is in this last transaction occurring in the hospital that the state 

restored the administration of violence to its original source and shrank the mandate of the 

norm that first enabled male citizens to apply violence outside the family realm. It did so in 

order to stop the potentially self-destructive effects of an epidemic that had eroded the 

divisions necessary for the perpetuation of the regime.  

Yasmine eventually found another niche of resistance to pursue her claims for the state’s 

accountability. In 2017 she filed a case against the Egyptian government at the African Court 

on Human and Peoples’ Rights, as had been done 12 years ago by Journalist Nawal Ali in the 

aftermath of the ‘Black Wednesday’ sexual assaults. With this, she reclaims again the rights 

paradigm and reinstates the circle of resistance to the state. Returning to the ‘epidemic’ 

analysis, these transactions between survivors and the state informed the status of a disease 

generated by the same state that was now swearing to terminate it. Labelling the disease of 
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sexual violence reflected the gravity, frequency and violence of the sexual assaults, but also 

reflected the alarm of the public opinion that demanded an intervention. In this regard, the 

disease sent information about the multiple agents that first prompted the disease so as to 

facilitate the regime to restore their delicate balance of oppression. Moreover, in doing so the 

state found a new means to punish and demonise the male youth who had, with the state’s 

initial tacit blessing, engaged in the crime of sexual harassment. Whether they had been paid 

by state security or tolerated by the virtue of the mandate given to them as guardians of the 

private, men were in complicity with the state in these attacks, yet they were also humiliated, 

dehumanised and ultimately punished by the same logic that had briefly empowered them. 

3.5.2 FROM DECEMBER 2013: HEND IN CONTESTATION WITH THE SUMMER 2013 

NARRATIVE.   

Hend’s silence is inscribed in the marginality of the post-June 30 era, which had banished 

secular human rights activists to the darkest corners. January 25 had been a call from the 

people to the people, and was thus given the epithets ‘organic50’, ‘horizontal’ and 

‘unorganised’. June 30, however, was a response to General el-Sisi’s call to the people to 

bestow him with the authority to represent them - he proposed a clear mandate. In his speech 

to the nation on the 25th of July, 2013, after days of opposition demonstrations and clashes 

following the June 30 revolution/coup d’état, el-Sisi made an appeal to Egyptian citizens to 

publicly show their support for a crackdown on protests, ‘Friday is the day we, the army, the 

                                                                                                                          
50  Organic  in  this  context  is  understood  as  horizontal,  leaderless  or  lacking  structure.  It  refers  to  spontaneous  
and  non-‐hierarchical  organization  of  movements  that  because  of  their  lack  of  structure  were  seen  as  fluid  or  
‘organic’.      
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people and the police, will unite.’51 A key element of this complicity would be public silence 

over the violations committed by the state in realising the mandate given by ‘the people’.  

Remarkably, this was the second time since the start of the revolution that the army had used 

a public appeal for support as cover for its own extreme violence. During the Maspero 

protests of October 2011, state media (Channel 1, Nile News, and Radio Misr) turned events 

upside-down and called on the ‘good people of Egypt to come down and protect their army’, 

which it said was being killed by violent protestors. In reality, protestors were run over by 

armoured personnel carriers, shot at with live ammunition and beaten by soldiers. At least 28 

protestors died that night, and thirty-one protestors were referred to military courts and 

condemned to prison. However, despite clear video documentation of the massacre, not a 

single soldier or officer has been charged with any offences relating to Maspero (Thabet 

2015; The Mosireen Collective 2011).52 

A second aspect that reinforced the marginality of activists around June 30, in contrast to 

January 25, was that, while the 18 days contained uncertain moments, there was a sense of 

moral right and the certainty of one’s true values, that represented ‘the hope invested in the 

possibility of living a morally sound, good, and God-fearing life’ (Schielke 2015). Since the 

ousting of Mubarak, however, the intensification of unstable rumours replacing knowledge 

and concrete facts was predominant. There was a sense that the truth was many-faced and 

unattainable, a conception that was ultimately replaced by the truth of silence after August 

14. In the aftermath of Raba’a, nobody was safe. The divisions between the various human 

rights initiatives and other groups that had been working together since January 25 grew 

exponentially. This tense atmosphere of back-and-forth accusations between people who 

                                                                                                                          
51  General  el-‐Sisi  in  a  speech  to  the  nation,  24  July  2013,  cited  by  AFP:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N47XVJU075Y    
52  See:  https://www.madamasr.com/en/2015/10/09/opinion/u/maspero-‐the-‐absence-‐of-‐justice/  and  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00t-‐0NEwc3E  (warning  contains  violent  images)  
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were supposedly fighting for the same principles mirrored what was happening on the street. 

News of people being arrested upon being accused of defaming the country by a fellow 

citizen became quite familiar. A mixture of patriotism and complete disregard for the 

investigation of facts had meant that much public space and attention were given to various 

conspiracy and miraculous theories that kept fuelling the fear of the nation’s destruction, as 

well as informing recipes for its salvation. In this scenario, any testimony or story opposed 

to the mainstream narrative of the state had no place, and this greatly reduced the chances 

that particular and holistic rights claims would be successful.  

In Chapter Two, we saw how people’s experience of meaningful participation in the 

revolution often led to a merging of their personal and professional lives. In the words of 

Mona: ‘my work is very personal’. In this light, their personal experiences mirror their 

choices of how and where to engage with the revolution. In this sense, I would argue that the 

multiple expressions of their agencies (political, social, etc.) all became tightly intertwined, 

making it difficult to separate one from another. Hend had been publicly labelled ‘enemy of 

the nation’ by both state figures and their supporters and prevented from appearing on TV 

shows, as presenters said they could not guarantee her safety anymore. This public 

condemnation caused her ostracisation, and she also grew estranged her from her family, with 

whom she maintains little contact. Yet one of the reasons that she did not speak out publicly 

about her rape was that she feared that doing so would ‘kill her socially’. However, one could 

argue that she had already been socially killed: as an enemy of the state and through the 

repercussions that her activism had toward her relationship with her family.  

Hend and I had met through mutual friends in 2015, during this year I did some research 

commissioned by the organisation that she worked for, so along with informal gatherings I 

also had the opportunity to collaborate with her and be part of her work environment. Later 
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on we sat together in a non-structured interview which I recorded. I first came to be interested 

in her story because of the impact that her recruitment had had on the organisation, which I 

prefer to keep anonymous for security reasons. Upon the arrival of the new director, with 

whom I was very close, changes in the team were needed, and there was one position which 

Hend had applied for that perfectly fitted her qualifications. This was the first time that Hend 

had gone back to her professional work, outside the activism of the revolutionary times, and 

she was not universally welcomed into her new workplace. 

As soon as Hend was announced in the vacant position, three staff members resigned from 

their positions, alleging security reasons. It was not ‘safe’, they said, to work with her. The 

issue did not stop there, and one of these employees reported to the Ministry of Interior that 

this ‘enemy of the state’ had been hired by the organisation. This triggered a number of 

inspections and general harassment of the organisation by various ministries. The situation 

lasted a few months, after which, as officials could not find any justifications to further hassle 

the organisation, business went back to ‘normal’. Additionally, the director was obliged to 

sign a letter she could barely had the chance to read, in which she agreed to stop the 

violations the organisation had supposedly committed. These included things like promoting 

prostitution, hiring ‘bad people’, hosting unauthorised visitors to the country, sharing 

information with outlawed groups, and other random incongruences. These accusations 

served as a clear warning of further possible reprisals in the future.  

This story illustrates the extent to which Egyptian society was divided, living under the 

paranoia of possible state repression, but it also illustrates the difficulty in separating the 

social, the political and other forms of agencies. It is in this context that I read Hend’s 

statement that going public ‘would kill me socially’. It means that it would kill her capacity 

to be who she socially was, which, as we could see in the story of her recruitment, was 
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already very political and controversial. As with Yasmine, Hend considered her actions 

carefully so as to preserve what was most important to her. Abu-Lughod's (2010) argument 

on the Palestinian case could be expanded here: struggling for women’s rights, dealing with 

generalisations about patriarchy and culture, often erases particular political claims. Thus, we 

could read Hend’s silence around her assault as her strategy to not relinquish her political 

demands, and to thus overcome the hierarchisation that culture would have imposed on her 

testimony (see also Abu-Lughod 1991). In this manner she preserves her political activism, 

which she considers her social being. Recall Hend’s comment: ‘they will choose a different 

technique with each of us. How can we break her? She comes from a conservative 

background; she is not married, so we can easily target, what? Sex.’ In this statement, I 

believe that Hend has realised that, according to the reigning logic that classifies sexual 

violence, her public testimony would, in the best-case scenario, have been compartmentalised 

under the rubric of sexual violence, instead of as political violence or torture. Thus, if she 

went public, she would in a sense be bending to the technology applied to her body to break 

her.  

Prioritizing her political over her personal claims is a position that Hend has deployed on 

other occasions and which reflects her agency, principles and understanding of life. It was 

also part of the arguments that revolutionaries had in those days, when there was an agitated 

debate about whether particular struggles such as minority rights or women’s rights should be 

differentiated, or whether such claims would debilitate revolutionary demands. Securing a 

unified approach, which contained all people’s demands in a holistic manner, was the vision 

Hend had tried to foster from the beginning, and which had also directed her actions during 

previous episodes. Prior to her attack, Hend had lost a comrade during the Maspero 
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demonstration in 2011.53 As the tragedy unfolded, many activists joined Maspero and 

recorded and documented human rights violations at the hands of the state. Although Hend is 

Coptic, she said she was there as an activist, on the loss of her friend, and not as a Copt 

specifically:  

‘We never wanted to work with the Coptic movement, on the contrary we 

always said we do not want this, we want a whole holistic approach to 

things, and it was sad he died in a moment of Coptic targeting. It was tough. 

We were beaten and called ‘kafa’ [infidel], that was the word they used, so 

the army, your army! was calling you infidel, as if the army is the army of 

the Muslims, not the army of the country. It was very strange.’   

Along similar lines, Hend was being consistent with her revolutionary ideals when she 

decided not to give public testimony. In this act of silence, she was exercising resistance to 

maintain both the space of her agency and the space of the revolution. Moreover, in holding 

to the narrative that condemned Raba’a, Hend was giving priority to an issue that needed to 

be confronted if the revolution was to continue. This was the need to interrogate the idea, that 

the Army was fostering, that the people who took the streets on June 30 were as united as 

they had been on January 25; which was denying the agency of all the pro-Morsi supporters 

camping in the squares and many secular leftist that took the streets with the fear of what was 

coming ahead or stayed at home. In this regard, Hend’s story highlights the links between her 

silence and Egyptians’ silence over the atrocities committed at Raba’a.  

3.6 History, narrative and lived experience 

                                                                                                                          
53  See  appendix  one  for  details    
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This chapter has explored the relation between history, narrative and the body. It is in 

between these three angles that ‘memory’ is disputed and becomes controversial. 

Abouelnaga, citing Halbwachs (1992), argues that ‘every collective memory requires the 

support of a group delimited in time and space’  (2016, 122), and as the group of January 25 

group was never delimited in either time or space,  their memory was inconsistent. That was 

until June 30, which can be seen as a coup against the dissonances, imposing a single 

hegemonic reading of past events. Public opinion’s fears, deep state proganda, international 

presure, the wars in Libya and Syria, and the Muslim Brotherhood’s agenda for the country 

collectively composed the amalgam that led the country to the strongest polarisation ever 

seen. The rise of the Muslim Brotherhood was perceived as a threat to modernity itself, 

which prompted otherwise impossible alliances between revolutionaries and the old regime 

against Islamist groups.  

The argument that surfaces through the stories of Yasmine and Hend is that it is precisely the 

involvement of the narrative as a tool of biopower which dissociates the actual lived 

experiences from the narrative constructed, thus impeding the ‘special, historically 

conditioned, metaphysical condition needed to bring autobiography into existence as a 

literary form’ (Bruner 2004, 709). More precisely, this modulation happened over time and it 

was supported by other governmental techniques, such as the security restrictions, state 

media’s narrative fuelling fear, the use of the of threat terrorism as a danger able to destroy 

the country, etc. that built on the existing political momentum. Inconsistences and 

ambiguities are recollected in the structuring of the sub-universe of experiences – where 

each one ‘has its special and separate style of existence’, what Schutz called the ‘finite 

provinces of meaning’ (Schutz 1945, 549). However, it is important to recall that:  
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‘The antimonies, contradictions and conflicts embedded in these models of 

experience must … point to something fundamental about the structure of 

experience itself. A structure that encompasses the indeterminate, the fluid, 

the incoherent, the internal, the disjunctive, the fragmentary, the coherent, 

the intersubjective, the determinate, the rigid, the external, the cohesive, the 

conjunctive and the unitary’ (Throop 2003, 227).  

Revolutionaries were able –until June 30 – to rebuild the argument that would maintain the 

‘fundamental structure of experience’, and in doing so they preserved the social space in 

which the necessary changes could take place. It was with the event of June 30, and the 

subsequent dispersal of Brotherhood sit-ins, that ‘the people’, the army and the police united 

as one. More importantly, these events silenced all the previous ambiguties as lived and 

narrated in the previous years. June 30 imposed a fabricated narrative with some bad guys 

that paid for the sins of many. For revolutioneries, this meant abandoning the grand scheme 

(see Schielke 2015) of January 25, to come back to the realm of accomodating a daliy life of 

continuous negotiation with moral ambiguties. Back to the terrace of Dania, where this 

chapter started, we can now understand that ‘losing the narrative’, as she expressed it, meant 

losing the capacity of structuring their experience, without which maintaining their 

revolutionary space became impossible. 

As has been demonstrated, historical events and the political environment are part and parcel 

of the emergence of sexual violence and the ability of survivors to seek justice, healing and 

restoration. This research has not elaborated on the healing paths that Yasmine and Hend are 

undergoing, first because the scope was their interaction with the state, but also because I 

believe that events are too fresh to be able to draw many conclusions. They both have ups 

and downs, they are both functional human beings in the sense that they perform in society 
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as expected, they both love and are loved, and they both struggle to leave their sexual 

assaults behind, or, as Yasmine said: ’to make something positive out of it’. What is clear is 

that their two different standing points with regard to public testimony do not give a clear-

cut picture of which path offers a faster or better healing process. Back to Kidron, Hend’s 

process can be seen in terms of an investigation into whether if silence could be a conduit for 

‘non-pathological transmission of difficult pasts’ (2009, 6). Or, to put it differently, in the 

selection of their battles and carefully manoeuvring of their testimonies and silences, it will 

be the strength both of these women have shown that will pass into the collective memory, 

and not their traumatic experiences. Thus this chapter shows that we should not neglect the 

phenomenon of silence as a ‘medium of expression, communication and transmission of 

knowledge’ (Kidron 2009, 7). This is not to ignore the reality of traumatic experience or 

political repression, but rather to acknowledge the many forms that resistance takes in its 

interaction with the state. I seek to move away from the problematic stand of ‘the 

documentation of the voices of the traumatized as a form of moral and political mission’ 

(Kidron 2009, 8), because it has been demonstrated that Hend and Yasmine perfectly master 

their voices, and how they reach and when. Moreover, it should be asked whether, in their 

strategies, Hend and Yasmine have temporarily escaped the casting as victims that both long 

to leave behind. To the extent that they and others have been able to do so, a space for new 

forms of interaction has emerged, which opens the door for a radically different approach to 

the study of a region whose silences have often been pushed forward to reify the human 

experience into Orientalist casts. Western interpretations of silence, particularly the silence 

of women, has often been codified as submission and consent; from there, it has been 

inferred women’s inability to express what women see and do, and to testify and defend 

themselves (Abu-Lughod 2002). Yet the stories of Hend and Yasmine deconstruct this 
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reading, shedding light into another technique of ‘othering’ part of orientalist readings that 

knit the complexities of the spider web that women navigate to reclaim their voice and rights.   

Referring back to Haraway’s thinking as elaborated at the beginning of this chapter, the 

stories of Hend and Yasmine unpack the many layers and connections between narratives, 

technologies to discipline and regulate the body, and the organic existence of pain and its 

relation to rights claims and protection schemes. While unfolding their experiences, one can 

also observe their avenues of resistance: the historical and circumstantial time has provided 

the particularities of their struggle and their options for seeking justice. In turn, these 

accounts have forced a reconsideration of the value of public testimony versus silence, and 

of the role of culture as a technology deployed to articulate a norm that in Foucault’s terms 

serves both to discipline a body (as the direct punishment of Hend shows) and to regulate a 

population (as the lives of Yasmine’s testimony shows). It is by exploring how these three 

angles interact with each other that the underlying system is rendered less opaque, allowing 

light to be shed on the aforementioned epidemic aspect. Doing so renders visible the 

schizophrenia of a system that enables sexual violence as a regulatory mechanism but suffers 

from its own deformation, creating an epidemic that was ultimately inimical to its purpose of 

administering life. It is this last aspect which send us back to Derrida’s reading on 

autoimmune disorders, in his conclusion which aims at explaining how the system saves the 

apparatus, ‘democracy is to be sent off elsewhere’ (in Campbell 2008, 9). The above thus 

links the narratives and transactions in the construction of pain with the events as 

constructed by resistance movements in challenging sovereignty principles. It also 

demonstrates how, on the basis of disciplinary and regulatory measures to maintain the 

system of oppression, the state is part and parcel of the origin of the disease; its 

normalization and its posterior control after an epidemic has set the alarms that have 

informed the need for an intervention.  
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PART II: THE FEMALE PROTESTOR AND CITIZENSHIP  

CHAPTER FOUR – ANTI-SEXUAL HARASSMENT MOVEMENTS AND THE GENDER 

MACHINERY 

 

‘I was a citizen for 18 days’54  

By the time I returned to Cairo, all the revolutionary dynamism that I had witnessed in 2011 

and 2012 had been heavily suppressed. The street activism that had flourished after January 

25 was heavily squashed. The anti-protest law55 and the amendment to the civil society law, 

the fierce application of pre-existing regulatory norms,56 and the crackdown on individuals 

and CSOs by the security apparatus57 all combined to erase all signs of otherwise a vibrant 

street life. From 2011 until summer 2013, street activists had been highly visible in the street, 

now that protests were banned and protestors were persecuted, most of the initiatives had 

ceased, or had gone under the radar while awaiting new developments. The state was back to 

its predominant and authoritarian position. Retrospectively, the period from January 25, 2011 

to June 30, 2013 represents a parenthesis between two periods of strict regime regulation. In 

this impasse, however, the avenues of participation in and with the city, this is citizenship, 

had radically changed. This anomalous period prompted social movements and initiatives that 

contributed to the foundation of the autonomous collective identity (Fominaya 2015) 
                                                                                                                          
54  Anonymous  Tweet  
55  Full  version  of  the  law  in  English,  see  AhramOnline  (2013):  http://english.ahram.org.eg/News/87375.aspx      
56  On  31st  of  August,  2014,  the  Ministry  of  Social  Solidarity  (MoSS)  announced  an  ultimatum  giving  any  entity  
operating  as  an  NGO  40  days  to  register  under  Law  153  of  1999.  Failure  to  register  under  the  MoSS  as  an  NGO  

could  be  interpreted  as  engagement  in  illicit  activities  undermining  the  country.  On  the  23rd  of  September,  the  
day  before  addressing  the  United  Nation  General  Assembly  for  the  first  time,  President  el-‐Sisi  signed  an  

amendment  to  the  penal  code.  ‘It  stipulate[d]  that  an  individual  requesting  or  receiving  transferred  or  liquid  
money  or  arms  or  equipment  from  a  foreign  country  or  a  foreign  or  local  private  organization,  with  the  aim  of  

pursuing  acts  harmful  to  national  interests  or  destabilizing  to  general  peace  or  the  country’s  independence  and  
its  unity,  shall  be  penalized  with  a  life  sentence  and  a  fine  of  no  less  than  LE500,000’  (Mada  Masr  2013).      
57  Human  rights  organisations  have  stated  that  since  August  2013,  at  least  60.000  people  have  been  arrested,  
hundreds  forcibly  disappeared  and  thousands  more  tried  in  military  courts  (Human  Rights  Watch  2017).          
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preserved in the memory of Tahrir. Tahrir identity existed in opposition to the state, and the 

beginning of the restoration phase in the summer of 2013 highlighted the many points of 

friction between these two conflicting forces. While the recipe for post-June 30’s status quo 

was being formulated by the state, resistance and accommodation tactics were articulated in 

response to it. In this process, the differences among activists, protesters and citizens 

engaging in human rights and feminist practice broadened. The shifting rules of the social 

space altered as different periods of the revolution unfolded; self- perceptions related to 

participation and resistance also changed. While during the period following the 18 days, 

many labelled themselves as activists or ‘revolutionaries’, such nomenclature was used more 

sparingly as the conditions of participation harshened and the consequences became more 

severe. The citizenship embodied in Tahrir and fostered by its ideals was gone, but what had 

happened to it, and to all of the social capital accumulated? Perhaps the once-foolish question, 

about where the women, young, feminists and human rights defenders of this revolution were, 

now actually made sense.  

As disciplinary measures increasingly targeted individuals, people participating in anti-sexual 

harassment movements were confronted on a daily basis with difficult questions: what do I 

do? How far I am able to contest a system that may imprison or torture me? Movements had 

to reconsider how they could work and where they would be able to keep effecting some 

change. Thus both resistance and strategic compliance are central to understanding changes 

in civil society since June 30. I draw here on the influence that Wolf (1982) has had on 

current anthropology to give priority to historical processes that are the result of economic 

and political agendas modulated through ideology. The focus, however, is not the big 

schemes in themselves, but the ‘open-ended, unpredictable, interaction sphere, whose very 

fluidity among competing, and often contradictory, forces enlarges the possibilities for 

empowerment from below’ (Schneider 1995, 5). The history of Tahrir that political and 
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economic processes are slowly burying is that of local social fields ‘enmeshed in “webs” or 

“nets” of relations that connect their actors to a wider context’ (Schneider 1995, 7). The 

hidden histories thus reveal more about the broader scheme and its interstices than studies 

that have those elements at their centre. Moreover, such a focus could shed new light on 

existing conceptualisations of resistance and accommodation emerging from specific 

localities but speaking to global problems. For instance, Bayat has elaborated on the agency 

of ordinary people and how mundane acts can be framed as resistance techniques. In the 

context of Cairo, he describes such acts as ‘accommodating innovation’ (2010, 112), to 

explain the puzzling and sometimes close to miraculous ability of Egyptians to survive the 

city. It is when locating this ‘innovation’ within the history that links it to a broader context 

that one can see the configuration of the system, its paradigmatic changes and the doings and 

un-doings of the actors embedded in it.  

The historical event that Tahrir Square epitomizes assembled anew forms of youth citizenship 

participation, particularly to young women radically different from the ones allowed prior to 

2011. Yet, this same event unleashed the forces of the state to control again the order in the 

everyday life. Starting from the collective experiences of feminist human rights activists, this 

chapter explores the links between local urban studies, historical processes and the 

configuration of the system that tailors the possibilities of accommodating innovation or 

subversive resistance. If previous chapters have dealt with individual experiences to sexual 

violence attacks; here I delve into the system’s configuration that runs the two threads of the 

thesis; being these the female activism and the female body politics that normalises sexual 

violence. It pays attention to co-optation techniques deployed by institutions of the state at 

the same time that accounts for the ethical considerations and manoeuvres of streets 

movements to continue their work. 
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The participant observation that I carried out at a UNDP-NCW camp on sexual violence 

captures these dynamics, embedded in hidden histories that slowly confronted the movements 

working in sexual violence with the possibilities lying ahead. These dynamics contextualise 

people’s decisions to opt out, migrate or adapt to the new scenario.  Moreover, these 

dynamics also inform existing theory on citizenship because movements were confronting to 

challenges related to how to keep meaningful participation for the people involved in the 

street initiatives and for the impact of the initiatives in society. As their activities 

concentrated on combating sexual harassment in public spaces, they also speak in particular 

to women’s citizenship and female body politics.   

4.1 Women and citizenship 

Hafez (2013) follows two trajectories exploring the question of women and citizenship in the 

Arab world to delve into the mutualistic relationship between concepts of ideal womanhood 

and citizenship. One trajectory builds on the authentic and the maternal, idealising women as 

guardians of honour and tradition (Badran 1995; Baron 2005). Another, based on the Islamist 

tradition, employs similar dynamics ‘as means to forge identities and challenge the state 

control over cultural production’ (Hafez 2013, 85). This is a question also explored by 

academics such as Abu-Lughod (1998), Cheriet (1997), Hijab (1998), and Kandiyoti (1991). 

Hafez argues that, between these two trajectories, the practice of citizenship has selectively 

excluded at least half of the population, because women have selectively accessed it. 

Women’s citizenship has been articulated around class, age, ethnicity, but also subjected to 

different alliances in different periods of history (see Hatem 2000). There have been 

inconsistent alliances and connections between the women industrial workers and the Muslim 

Brotherhood (Beinin 2012), yet these alliances have proved to be problematic as the workers 

are also in constant bargaining with the state (Hatem 1998). It is in this context that various 
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scholars have placed the practice of citizenship during the revolution. They argue that while 

women were, shortly after the 18 days, excluded from political participation, but the on- 

going revolution challenged this practice and presented an opportunity to change the 

configuration of these two traditions in which women’s citizenship was entangled (Al-Ali 

2012; Hafez 2012; Hatem 2011). While ‘over the course of the twentieth century citizenship 

rights for Egyptian women ha[d] reflected the economic and ideological interest of the 

regime in power’ (Botman 1999, 111), the revolution redefined the possibilities of a new 

configuration. Hence, the pertinent question that emerged is: what is the contribution that 

‘Tahrir citizenship’ has made to the understanding of women and citizenship in Egypt and the 

Middle East?  

Joseph (2000) highlights the difference between the practice of citizenship and juridical 

citizenship to emphasise that the latter is a highly gendered enterprise. In her view, to which I 

concur, classical thinking has approached the subject as neutral, whereas de facto and de jure 

discriminations clearly imply that the ‘neutral’ subject is a homogenised male. Furthermore, 

the concept of neutral citizenship cannot account for nor adapt to the diversity of the Middle 

East, where regional coherence is unfounded and theoretically problematic. Legacies of 

colonialism, forces of absorption and rejection, and different globalisation processes support 

this idea.  

From this base, Joseph proposes seven different departure points to study the question of 

women and citizenship in the Middle East. The first refers to the symbolic connection 

between women and the nation, which has defined women’s membership in the national 

community. Secondly, there is the state, which has a critical role in defining the tensions 

around the continuation of citizenship, because it delineates roles and responsibilities in three 

domains: state (governmental), civil society (non-governmental) and domestic (kinship). 
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Thirdly, there is religion; while religious groups form sub-communities, having a religious 

identity is compulsory if one is to belong to the nation, a fact that reinforces links with kin 

and patriarchy. Joseph’s next unit of analysis is the family as an imaginative construct of 

power relations, one that is situated as the core social institution, representing the minimum 

social unit and also central to citizens’ political identities. There is also the matter of family 

law, which is anchored in religious law in most Middle Eastern countries. Another element is 

‘the self and citizenship’, in which a ‘person’s boundaries are relatively fluid so that person 

feel they are part of a significant other’; the person is nested in the relations of kinship and 

community in such a way that ‘citizens have to embed themselves into family and other 

subnational communities to gain access to the rights and privileges of citizenship’ (Joseph 

2000, 24-25). This brings us to a last related, point of departure: boundaries, binaries between 

public and private, and intersections between class, race, religion and gender are porous, 

elastic and sensitive.  

I consider Jospeh’s analytical framework to provide the canvas upon which the diverse forms 

of citizenship emerging in Tahrir can be displayed. As the critical event of the revolution 

unfolded, new forms of action emerged, and with them the connections between these seven 

departure points were modified, while others were created anew. If the protestor challenged 

the state, the active civic live surrounding Tahrir called for a meaningful participation in the 

life of the city and in the decisions that govern citizens’ lives. This new angle bypassed the 

links between the state and the organisation of domestic life, which had previously been the 

predominant element of women’s citizenship in Egypt. It thus becomes necessary to consider 

new forms of gendered citizenship that take into account women’s demands for self-

governance and urban life.  
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While the previous chapters have focused on the female protestor and the challenge she posed 

to the nationalist project, in chronological order from the days prior to Mubarak’s departure 

until the coup d’état of June 30, the remaining three chapters focus on the practice of 

citizenship during and after the revolution, and particularly on the practice of feminist human 

right movements and the frictions that arose as the regime proceeded to erase all traces of 

January 25. To do so, this chapter starts by analysing the points of friction that arose as the 

state entered the ‘game’ of combatting sexual violence. After President el-Sisi’s visit to the 

survivor of the attack that occurred during the celebration of his inauguration, the gender 

machinery of the state –mainly the National Council for Women (NCW)- took a leading role 

in elaborating a national strategy to combat sexual violence. As part of this, they clearly 

found it necessary to integrate or isolate independent movements that had been working on 

the issue since 2011 (or earlier), and that to some extent had replaced the state when the latter 

was absent, neglecting its duties to protect women during protests. These movements had 

created awareness, mobilised public opinion, sought justice through court cases, and much 

more. According to my sources, the consultative process to elaborate the new national 

strategy was quite opaque; of all the independent movements that I entered in contact with 

during the research only HarassMap was invited to engage in the process. There were other 

moments in which the friction in the interactions between these movements and the state 

became quite clear. As an example of these, I include here the ethnographic case study of a 

three-day ‘camp’, organised by UNDP and the NCW with the objective of enhancing the 

reporting of violence against women.  

4.2 Frictions, ruptures and discontinuities at the UNDP-National Council for Women camp 

It is the 1st of February, 2015, early in the morning; I head towards the old downtown 

location of the American University in Cairo. The various buildings that used to be at the 
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heart of students’ lives, prior to their move to New Cairo, are scattered between the famous 

Mohamed Mahmoud and Talab Harb Streets. Now they have been converted into a 

technology and innovation park with co-working spaces, much of the intellectual life that 

used to surround the place has been replaced by millennials’ start-ups. Entering through 

Talab Harb Street, leaving behind the mess of cars, street vendors and busy people, I come to 

the peaceful, clean, organised main courtyard. An event titled ‘Youth Innovation Camp: 

Reporting on Violence Against Women’ (from now on ‘the camp’) will take place in the 

main hall over the next three days. A few days before, I had been interviewing the gender 

advisor at UNDP’s Regional Office. We had worked together when I was working for 

UNFPA, and I wanted to catch up on the latest developments. During the interview, she 

announced that the National Council for Women was about to conduct a camp with the 

support of the UNDP Country Office’s innovation team. She would have the role of gender 

advisor, and the camp would be sponsored by Vodafone, with the prize of an iPad to be 

awarded to each member of the ‘winning team’ that came up with the best solution to report 

and monitor violence against women. The camp would apparently feature a lot of young, 

motivated, energetic people. I was welcomed to attend if I thought it would be interesting to 

participate as an observer for my research. 

As I enter the room, I see TV cameras being set up, ready to cover the launch. I gaze around 

and I see my ex-colleague, ready to give her presentation, as well as a few familiar faces from 

the UN family and a very minimal presence of the NCW. Walking slowly towards the 

entrance, I see Mona (whom has been introduced in Chapter One) through the glass door. She 

runs the helpline of Nazra, an independent NGO, which has been doing a lot of work on 

sexual violence in public spaces since before the revolution. State institutions have often 

dismissed Nazra’s work, and the organisation has suffered a lot from the smear campaigns 

that state media has orchestrated on several occasions. Nazra, on its part, has issued many 
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statements clearly asserting the responsibility of the state to prosecute perpetrators of sexual 

assaults.58 Moreover, it has accused the state itself of perpetrating, and standing aside while 

others were perpetrating, sexual assaults in Tahrir Square. Given this context, I am surprised 

to find Mona here, but I take it as good sign.  

I keep scanning the space for more familiar faces, and I see Karim with another colleague 

from HarassMap. Karim (not his real name) is a very friendly young man, who joined 

HarassMap in 2012 as training officer for young people. His role was to tailor and implement 

the capacity-building programme, which aimed to expand and train HarassMap’s volunteer 

base and to position sexual harassment as a form of sexual violence, which was not a widely 

accepted perspective at the time that the NGO started working. His other main concern was to 

train volunteers on gender, so that fundamental aspects in the construction of initiatives to 

target sexual violence are also consistent with fighting gender inequalities, 

heteronormativities and patriarchy. Before joining HarassMap, Karim had collaborated 

extensively with the EU and the Council of Europe on projects outside Egypt.  

Since the foundation of HarassMap in 2010, the organisation has grown to be the biggest 

volunteer-based CSO specialised in combatting sexual harassment, with presence in 23 out of 

27 governorates and more than 1500 volunteers, according to Karim. Their model, based on 

an interactive map to report assaults, has been replicated at least 19 times in different 

countries. The initiative has collaborated with independent and state institutions to provide 

capacity building, and has conducted numerous pieces of research that have often being used 

for policy and advocacy. Since their presence in local and international media is also well 

established, it can be said that HarassMap is clearly a success story that has gained leverage 

over the years.  

                                                                                                                          
58  See  Nazra,  2013:  http://nazra.org/en/en/2013/02/position-‐paper-‐sexual-‐violence-‐against-‐women-‐and-‐
increasing-‐frequency-‐gang-‐rape-‐tahrir    
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Back in the room, I see the Vodafone presenter ready to kick off the innovation camp. There 

are around forty participants in the room, and after a group photo they are divided into four 

groups: one all-female, one all-male, and two mixed groups. Each team has to answer the 

same question: how can we encourage people to report cases of violence against women? 

Although the question refers to violence against women, there is a clear reductionism and 

sanitisation happening from the very moment the camp starts. The main focus is sexual 

harassment in its less aggressive forms: from whistling and catcalling to groping and physical 

touching.  

The groups are asked to discuss a story about an experience of violence against women, and 

to analyse the different points of view that the story brings up among the group. They explore 

what could have been different, and specifically the factors that encouraged (or discouraged) 

reporting. The age range of participants is mostly between 20 and 30 years old. There are two 

main groups, half are university students and the other half are young (or in a few cases older) 

people who are already working. According to the list of attendees that the UNDP team 

shared with me, participants’ educational and occupational backgrounds are also very diverse, 

and quite random if we take into account the subject of the camp. There are students of fine 

arts, commerce, veterinary medicine, etc. Since the innovation team is conducting the camp, 

there is also some representation from information and technology faculties. However, I can 

see little or no representation from the disciplines that have traditionally nourished the 

women’s rights movement; there was only one student of political science, one of law and 

one of community psychology. Similarly, among the young professionals attending, the 

selection gathers people from quite random professional backgrounds not really related to the 

subject, with few exceptions. It seems that the organisers decided which applicants were 

invited to attend the camp based on their answers to the following questions: What is the 

definition of violence against women, in your opinion, in two sentences? Why do you want to 
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join the camp? What are your expectations? Surprisingly, there were no questions regarding 

applicants’ involvement in initiatives to combat violence against women, or on whether they 

had previously attended any trainings or workshops on the subject. 

Besides Mona and the two people from HarassMap, there is no participation from any of the 

numerous groups that have populated the streets since 2011 to combat sexual violence. Mona 

is attending as a participant, whereas Karim and his colleague came in response to UNDP’s 

request for ‘a couple of facilitators’. As the day finishes, I see Mona looking clearly annoyed. 

The following day she does not show up, so I call her to discuss the matter. As she has 

dropped out, she will not be given an evaluation form, so her opinion will not be recorded in 

the final report. I think it is important, though, to document her feedback for my research:   

‘I thought there will be people involved from civil society and that work in 

this field. It was not very well organised, too random. They said there will 

be survivors, but there weren’t any; although that was why we decided to 

come, we thought it would be important. They do not have experience in the 

field and obviously they did not do any research… then there was this 

Vodafone presence. It was a big turn off, many people were there because 

of it… and there was also the TV and the cameras... it was more like a kind 

of propaganda than a real workshop that will come out with any solution… I 

felt like they had money but they do not know what to do with it.... it was 

not professional. I felt I am wasting my time. I have shit-tons of things to do 

in the office and I am here… I was called to be a participant, then I see that 

HarrassMap is coming as facilitator…. That maybe would have made 

sense… but participants? Why did they invite us? […] I kept going through 

the day with this group and one of the facilitators from the UN did not know 
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the terms for sexual violence, or what is the difference between harassment 

and sexual assault, like that word was not in the dictionary...I stayed the day 

because I wanted to see what would happen. We were divided into groups, I 

was with a group where there were some girls and a man, and I had to say 

that rape happens inside the family, and talk about sexual assaults, not only 

harassment, and they were all shocked... Then, there was one activity where 

we had to draw a woman to tell her story of sexual violence, one girl came 

out to draw a woman with a perfect body, and blond hair, make up and 

lipstick, so then the facilitator said that this is a 'moza' [cute girl] so of 

course she will be subjected to sexual harassment - and that was for me the 

end... it was a joke... but he did not have the minimum awareness that we do 

not make a joke of it.’  

As we go for lunch on the second day Karim tells me that he is leaving too, he shares Mona’s 

disappointment. He feels very alienated and morally challenged by the workshop: 

‘This is not for me… I do not want to play this game. I am sorry to leave the 

organizers, that are very nice, like this, but I can’t do this. It is a waste of 

money, and resources and these ideas will be abandoned. How was the filter 

done? Look at Mona, why was she asked to come? She is holding two 

helplines and she is asked to come here and sit with these students that think 

that marital rape does not exist, so it is OK to go back home and rape their 

wives? And they are talking about all these state institutions [as a 

mechanism to solve the question], like they rely on them to solve anything! 

And who will be accountable? Nobody.’ 
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Karim is particularly annoyed by the explicit request of the organisers to not to bring up 

political questions that touch upon the roles that the National Council for Women and the 

Ministry of Interior should be playing in the prevention of the sexual harassment epidemic. 

He is clearly upset. The second HarassMap facilitator decides to stay. ‘She wants a UN job,’ 

Karim tells me. As Karim also leaves before the evaluation forms are given out, I doubt his 

feedback will be gathered either. Before leaving, he shares his discomfort with the junior 

organiser who asked HarassMap to act as facilitators, but I am not sure how much of this 

backlash will be relayed to the senior staff, the brains behind the camp. Karim shares with me 

the conversation he had with the innovation team as he announced he was leaving: ‘they said 

this is mainly for awareness… not for the innovation, like saying that this will not be 

implemented… I leave with the heart broken, because my team was doing a good job, but I 

know I am doing the right thing.’   

When I talk to a junior staff member on the UNDP innovation team, she cannot tell me how 

the outcomes will be shared with the National Council for Women, the institution that is 

supposed to implement the winning idea. As far as she knows, these are simply a series of 

workshops that the UNDP gender team wants to run in collaboration with her unit, the 

innovation team. At the end of the third day, she hands out the evaluation form to participants 

(only). Two other facilitators that I have met during the camp tell me that they will convey 

their own views later on in a separate meeting with junior staff, however neither of them has 

previous experience or training in the field of sexual violence. Both also confirm to me that 

they are facilitating the workshop on a voluntary basis. The camp ends with a final activity, in 

which each team presents its innovative idea to encourage reporting of violence against 

women, and the iPads are awarded to the all-female group. The participants themselves have 

no vote.  
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All the ideas are more or less the same as projects, and innovations already under 

development by independent groups. By the time of the camp, many of those groups have 

been working on sexual violence for four years, but none have received support from the 

NCW. Furthermore, out of the 12 independent initiatives I interviewed, only one had received 

funding from any UN body. Clearly, the NCW could not or would not reach survivors or 

attract their participation, yet independent movements were able to do these things. During a 

break, I ask my UNDP ex- colleague what she thinks of the workshop: ‘I am impressed by 

some of the ideas; some technical people will not come up with such fresh ideas. This is 

because they have a history, they come from the ground’ (field notes); her remark is, most of 

all, a clear example of how co-opting tactics work, she is replacing the actual movements that 

carried initiatives on the ground, which are composed by people of whom we know their 

names and histories, by an unidentifiable mass of citizens whose involvement in combatting 

sexual harassment is sporadic and ungrounded. She is praising the youth in a malleable 

abstract idea while silencing the actual youth, with names and voices that carried out 

significant social changes. 

Back to the two persons who left the camp early, it is worth relaying that Mona and Karim 

know each other. They have shared many moments in the Square and worked together, 

mainly in OpAntiSH, the independent street initiative that co-ordinated the efforts of many 

volunteers to intervene in sexual assaults taking place in the Square. Through this work, both 

have first-hand knowledge of what it means to suffer from violence, to try to help a survivor, 

to follow up on their needs, and to fight for their rights. Mona and Karim have good field 

experience very relevant for this camp, they both were part been part of the intervention 

teams, rescuing women from the ‘circles of hell’ in demonstrations,59 but their expertise, as 

                                                                                                                          
59  ‘Circle  of  hell’  is  the  term  activists  used  to  refer  to  the  mob  of  assailants  that  would  surround  and  assault  a  
victim  during  demonstrations.  Intervention  teams  had  to  penetrate  these  circles  and  reach  the  survivor,  with  at  
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the events show, is not what the organisers are looking for. Karim explains to me that UNDP 

called asking for facilitators, but did not involve him in either workshop design or the 

selection of participants for the camp. They both feel their experience was not wanted or 

valued, and in their eyes the camp is a phony and a failure that does not address any of the 

problems they have encountered in the past four years of work. Young and with strong 

opinions, they both refused to be part of what they considered a charade.  

4.3 Focusing on the nizãm (system): independence and continuity at the margins of the state 

The camp can be seen as an example of a conflictive social situation whose origins date back 

to 2000, when the National Councils started taking a leading role in the implementation of 

development projects, setting up the system that to this day articulates the avenues of 

participation on the ‘women’s question’. To understand how civil society (and who in civil 

society) was involved in changing the status quo that sustained this machinery Gervasio and 

Teti propose a focus on:  

‘…the nizãm’s (system) configuration, the role of different categories of 

actors within it, and on how the boundaries between formal and informal 

help organize both the regime’s power and resistance against it. This 

approach helps understand not only that a specific part of Egypt’s civil 

society helped pave the way for change, but also the analytical significance 

and practical political implications of how this was done’ (2014, 56).  

The camp provided the social picture that reflected this system, highlighting the frictions 

between independent civil society and the institutions of the state. The independence, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
least  one  woman  among  them  to  give  the  survivor  some  sense  of  security.  Survivors  often  declared  not  being  

able  to  identify  who  was  trying  to  recuse  them  and  who  was  trying  to  attack  them,  thus  women’s  involvement  in  
the  intervention  teams  could  provide  essential  reassurance  (Amnesty  International  2015b).    
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resistance and positionality of civil society hence depends on how individuals have responded 

to the challenges that have faced women’s rights activism in recent years, and that have only 

worsened since June 30. In this regard, the camp also captures the changes that young 

activists had to confront after June 30, when most of their operational modalities had become 

illegal or obsolete due to the ban on protests and the security restrictions preventing them 

from freely operating in the streets. Harsh penalties and mistrust in the legal system had 

created a very hostile environment with a strong sense of randomness and volatility. The 

camp captures this scenario, which has also been elaborated upon in recent studies (see 

Tadros 2016). Prior to June 30, independent movements had access to funds, media and were 

well positioned to influence public opinion and to work with communities, they were active, 

visible and vocal; after June 30 they were relegated to the position that the state agenda had 

envisioned which implied cutting access to all the means said before (media, funding and 

access to communities) and using the presence of independent movements to project an 

image of inclusiveness of young people and civil society.  

Previous works addressing women’s activism have emphasised the political and historical 

conditions surrounding the nation as being crucial to the subject, but have paid little attention 

to the epistemological ecology and on-the-ground circumstances in which movements and 

initiatives were produced. Thus, starting with Karam (1998), there has been a clear effort to 

contextualise and create typologies of women’s rights activism that address genealogical 

studies as approached by historians and political scientists (see Ahmed 1992; Badran 1995, 

2009; Baron 1997, 2005; Botman 1999; Hatem 2000).  Such studies have explored the 

ruptures and continuities since the independence movement, beginning with the 

establishment of the Egyptian Feminist Union in 1923. They have also tended to 

contextualise the women’s question with a predominant focus on the state (specifically the 

legal framework and the constitution) and Islam.  
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Contemporaneously to Karam, Al-Ali 's (2000) study focuses on secular activism and the 

state, in the particular context of an increased awareness that the state, despite being a secular 

organ, was nonetheless sustained by its power to divide and differentiate through the 

systematic manipulation of ethnic and religious identity politics  (see also Asad 2003; 

Mahmood 2015). However, Al-Ali does not engage with the question of how gender is used 

to not only deepen these divisions, but also to reinforce the state’s mechanisms of repression. 

Nor does she explore the subtle nuances that affect the independence of the women’s 

movement and the positionality of its members. Although she presents different interlocutors 

that reflect the diversity of backgrounds, values and parcours among women’s activists, the 

frictions and concessions of survival, resistance and independence are not clearly defined. I 

attribute this oversight to the specific historical moment of collaboration that her fieldwork 

captures. It took placed during the work of the FGM –task force, considered to be one of the 

few success stories of collaboration between the state and independent civil society. A further 

significant factor was the absence in this scenario of the National Councils, which emerged as 

key players shortly after Al-Ali’s research was completed, and clearly redefined the rules of 

the game. (Tadros 2016) in her recent publication conducts a review that covers Al-Ali’s 

research period to expand until the aftermath of June 30th 2013. Yet, while her research 

tackles women’s mobilization on these periods, she does not address the system’s 

configuration that enables gender discrimination and she does not link the emergence of 

Tahrir’s women’s mobilisation with broader claims under the paradigm of human rights. As 

such, she fails to address the impact of Raba’a massacre on independent civil society 

movements, since the episode is not recorded once in her research; on the contrary she argues 

that ‘although scholars of democratization and the Middle East celebrated the emancipatory 

power of the 2011 uprisings, they have struggled to speak similarly of the overthrown of the 

Muslim Brotherhood-led regime in June 2013’ (2016, 26), thus one is to ask how would it be 
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possible to address gender justice (as she tries to do) without a consideration of the power 

dynamics that normalized the massacre of 884 civilians.  

Back to the Council system’s configuration, which has been restored with substantial 

modifications since June 30, it explains the set of frictions that arose in the camp. In what 

follows, I will elaborate on: a) the institutional configuration; b) the changes in the sexual 

harassment agenda that arose in Tahrir; and c) the rebranding dynamics hidden in the camp’s 

assignation of categories (such as youth, 2.0, leaderless and non-hierarchical) to describe the 

social mobilisation that was occurring in the country. 

The three-day camp highlights the interactions between different actors who, despite sharing 

the goal of eliminating violence against women, have relationships marked by tensions and 

differences. At the same time, the camp also worked to obscure and ostracised interactions 

with the civil society specialised on the issue. The camp offered a picture of a social 

conflictive situation (Gluckman 1971) in which power dynamics were at play. Young people 

were involved in different positions: the UNDP innovation team, the volunteer facilitators, 

the participants, and finally Mona and Karim, who were the only ones with experience of 

direct intervention to protect survivors of sexual violence, or of street-based movements 

combatting sexual violence in a broader sense.  

4.3.1 THE STATE’S INSTITUTIONAL CONFIGURATION  

From day one of the revolution, as the 8th of March episode narrated in Chapter One makes 

clear, the role of the independent women’s movements, its support base and its motivations, 

came under close scrutiny. Partially, the scrutiny and critiques were due to the backlash that 

the Council system underwent as result of the historical patronage of the first ladies for 

women issues that was now vanished. The question of a strong and independent women’s 
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movement, thus, became a critical issue. With this crisis of independence came also a critical 

inquiry into the convergences and divergences between feminism and human rights. If the 

divisions between state feminists and independent feminists had been exponentially widening 

since the disbanding of the FGM task force by the end of the 90’s, in the post-June 30 

scenario these differences had become irreconcilable, raising critical questions of 

representation and alliances. It is also in this moment that independent socialist movements 

came to see themselves, with good reason, as the sole repository of human rights remaining 

in the country. Could one be a feminist and not condemn the multiple and daily human rights 

violations perpetrated and perpetuated by President el-Sisi’s regime?  

Egypt’s Council system revolves around four institutions with different mandates: the 

National Council for Women, the National Council for Childhood and Motherhood, the 

National Council for Human Rights and the National Population Council, that are the result 

of the institutionalization of the world summits of the 90s (being the most relevant for our 

case the Fourth Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995 and the ICPD in Cairo in 1994) 

that paved the road to impulse the inclusion of civil society in governance and policy making. 

Ideally, these Councils would have served as the mechanisms to involve civil society and 

expert groups in policy making. The reality is that they are primarily sustained by foreign 

funding, and in a strategic position to enter into dialogue with ministers and foreign donors, 

who allow them to influence and channel their agenda while also selecting which local actors 

gain access to funding. These are mainly local Community Development Associations (CDAs) 

aligned with the state. These CDAs are selected through service contracts, thus their 

involvement is on a contractual basis, rather than a partnership basis (for a discussion of 

CDAs, see Abdelrahman 2004).  
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As for the efforts of civil society to combat violence against women, the struggle against 

female genital mutilation is a case in point. Independent civil society had carried out studies 

on domestic violence and child abuse since the 1990s, but these had little resonance with or 

influence on either public opinion or the regime. However, the government was shamed into 

action by the international media at the time of the opening of the 1994 International 

Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) in Cairo. The American channel CNN 

aired a segment denouncing female circumcision in Egypt, prompting the government to 

finally acknowledge the efforts that civil society had being carrying out since the 1970s, and 

more recurrently since the early 1990s. This event ultimately impelled the creation of the 

FGM task force composed of researchers, lawyers and other actors form civil society, and 

whose goal was to set the framework to create interventions for the abandonment of this 

practice that is widespread in Egypt.  

The story of independent civil society’s efforts to combat female genital mutilation has been 

extensively documented (see Tadros 2016). Starting with Dr. Nawal el Saadawi, this cause 

has had many champions, and at its peak concentrated the efforts of many organisations and 

activists at the time of the ICPD. The FGM task force was ‘one of the earliest and most 

successful cases of collaborative actors that emerged during Mubarak’s reign’ (Tadros 2016, 

94). Under the leadership of Marie Assad, it established much of what we know about FGM 

in Egypt today. The task force, established in 1994, existed under the umbrella of the 

National Commission of Population and Development. Well-known independent feminist 

researchers and activists carried out many of its activities. Among them were Aida Seif el 

Dawla, later founder of Al Nadeem, Amal Abdelhady, later founder of the New Woman 

Foundation (NWF), and Azza Soliman, later founder of Centre for Egyptian Women’s Legal 

Assistance (CEWLA).  
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All of the activists mentioned above would later become very vocal opponents of both the 

Mubarak and el-Sisi regimes. Interestingly, by the time that I took up my duties as 

coordinator of the Anti-FGM UNICEF-UNFPA Trust in Egypt in 2010, none of these figures 

were remotely close to the national programme for the abandonment of FGM. This 

programme was now under the umbrella of the National Council for Childhood and 

Motherhood (NCCM), a state institution. The programme, funded by UNDP, was probably 

one of the best-funded women’s rights project in Egyptian history, and certainly the best-

funded project combatting violence against women. NCCM head Moushira Khattab later 

became Minister of Family and Population, partially in recognition of her leading role in this 

and other women’s and children’s issues. She resigned this position during the first days of 

the revolution, only to re-emerge recently to run for the UNESCO Secretary-General post. 

After Khattab left the NCCM, the FGM national programme went through a crisis, coming 

under attack from conservative voices such as the Muslim Brotherhood. The programme 

survived and was reallocated to the National Population Council, whose premises are located 

in the same building as the NCCM.  

When the FGM programme was institutionalised inside the NCCM, independent voices 

critical to the regime were slowly marginalised from the programme. Vivian Fouad is a 

current senior manager for the national programme, who has worked on FGM both under the 

task force and since the move to the Council system. She explained to me that this 

institutionalisation was possible, despite all the criticism and opposition that they received 

from the government (which still viewed FGM as a taboo and controversial question), 

because the people involved in the team ‘were not controversial voices’ (field notes).  

In this regard, the shift in the politics around sexual harassment when the NCW took the 

leading role represented a déjà vu. The main figures and movements that had raised public 
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and media awareness of the problem of sexual harassment, and highlighted the links with 

other forms of sexual violence, have slowly been ostracised and subjected to smear 

campaigns. The ones that have remained are not ‘controversial voices’. Recently, 

Abdelmonem (2015) has elaborated on the case of HarassMap and their strategy to de-

politicise their advocacy as a mean of survival. They have thus adapted to the new 

environment by taking a ‘less’ (or perhaps not at all) controversial stand. Yet these changes 

did not come without their own set of internal adjustments and filtering, as next chapter will 

show. This new direction also affected Karim, who at the end of 2015 left the organisation. 

Hence, HarassMap went through a staff turn-over which might respond to the changes needed 

to depoliticise their advocacy activities; a question, however, that I do not explore further in 

this thesis.  

The idea of finding ‘appropriate voices’ touches upon many of the layers that configure the 

system. For example, two key positions relating to women’s issues are currently held by 

former UNDP senior staff. Ghada Waly, the current Minister of Social Solidarity was 

formerly the UNDP Assistant Country Representative and head of the poverty reduction team. 

Maya Morsi, the current head of the National Council for Women (NCW), previously worked 

as the UNDP Regional Gender Advisor, and before that as the UNWoman Country Director. 

Globally, the UN system gains its legitimacy from the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights. However, at the country level, its friendliness with President El-Sisi’s regime, which 

systematically violates human rights, casts serious doubts on the ability of local UN 

personnel to act as guarantors of human rights when dealing with controversial subjects. This 

has produced a crisis, in that independent movements of all kinds are orphaned from the 

protective umbrella that international human rights could provide. The result is a 

jeopardisation of potential alliances that could help to foster collective efforts.  Nonetheless, 

local UN staff enjoys a widely positive reputation, are considered highly performative 
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professionals and speak the jargon of Western donors, which facilitates the channelling of 

foreign aid.  

This thesis will not explore this question further, but I wanted to highlight here the 

importance of these key figures, because their positionality is highly controversial. This also 

applies to the collaboration and sponsorship of UNPD to organize the camp, which deserves 

separate research and is not covered here. Without funding from international donors, the 

Council system would only have the budget to pay building running costs and the salaries of 

unqualified state employees. Technical people, managers, projects, etc. are fully funded, with 

donors’ support often nurturing a network of influences, because the competitive salaries 

offered are unavailable in other sectors. This explains the regular exchange of staff between 

UN programmes and government-led, donor-funded projects. This ‘revolving door’ in turn 

cements alliances between the UN programmes and the Councils, and can also negatively 

impact the guiding principles of staff that work on sensitive topics that are not in alignment 

with the state’s agenda. The Councils, hence, hold an ambiguous position within the system. 

While in the past they have served as the platform to advance some significant legal 

amendments, they have also alienated civil society because their mandates and implementing 

capacities are modulated by the regime and by donors’ agendas. Thus, while the original idea 

was to represent civil society within the system, the reality is that the Council system has 

often served a buffer to contain, rebrand and co-opt civil society’s efforts.  

Since the revolution, the National Council for Childhood and Motherhood has lost most of 

the leverage it once had, having been accused of a lack of leadership. Meanwhile, the 

National Council for Women has effectively regained its position as the strongest National 

Council, first under the leadership of Mervat Tallawy and more recently under Maya Morsi. 

Independent movements are both in opposition to and in litigation against the state gender 
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machinery, while also complementing and often supplanting state services (as also were 

charity services provided by the Muslim Brotherhood). During the January 25 Revolution, the 

Council system, and particularly the NCCM and the NCW, were severely attacked, as they 

were perceived as a legacy of the Mubarak regime. The direct involvement of First Lady 

Suzanne Mubarak in their mandate resulted in a backlash, and feminist human rights activists 

and Islamists were both, for different reasons, calling the legitimacy of the Councils into 

question. The NCW was headquartered in the same building as Mubarak’s National 

Democratic Party, and its offices were destroyed when the building was set on fire in the days 

following Mubarak’s ousting. Against this background, independent groups called for the 

abandonment of the Council system, arguing that it could not recover from the bad reputation 

left as the legacy of a structure that relied heavily on the patronage of first ladies to influence 

policy making. Hatem (2011, 2013) recalls the vain efforts of these independent movements 

to bring about this change (see Nazra 2011; OpenDemocracy 2011)60. Elsadda (2011) openly 

criticises the effects of first ladies’ influence, arguing that it detached the movement’s 

struggle from its constituencies, thus framing the women’s movement as existing in 

opposition to the women that it ought to represent.61  

 

                                                                                                                          
60  See:  http://nazra.org/en/2011/02/call-‐rapid-‐dissolution-‐national-‐council-‐women  and  
http://www.opendemocracy.net/statement-‐from-‐coalition-‐of-‐womens-‐ngos-‐in-‐egypt    
61  In  February  2012,  Mervat  Tallawy  was  elected  as  head  of  the  National  Council  for  Women.  She  was  Mubarak’s  
former  Minister  of  Social  Affairs,  who  had  sponsored  Law  153,  that,  according  to  Human  Right  Watch,  was  the  

law  initiating  the  micro-‐management  of  NGOs’  operations  (Human  Rights  Watch  2000).  With  her  new  
appointment,  the  old  gender  machinery  from  Mubarak’s  time  was  effectively  reinstated,  and  persisted  during  

the  year  that  President  Morsi  held  office.    As  the  agenda  of  the  Muslim  Brotherhood  revealed  itself  to  be  
opposed  to  many  of  the  gains  of  the  women’s  rights  movement,  many  independent  women’s  rights  NGOs  

united  under  the  leadership  of  the  NCW,  with  the  common  objective  of  resisting  the  Brotherhood.  In  the  eyes  of  
state-‐aligned  NGOs,  this  proved  the  necessity  of  having  such  an  institution.    
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FIGURE 12 - VIEW FROM A FRIEND'S BALCONY: THE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
BUILDING BURNS DURING THE DAYS FOLLOWING MUBARAK'S OUSTING. THE BUILDING 
ALSO HOUSED THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR WOMEN AND THE NATIONAL COUNCIL 
FOR HUMAN RIGHTS 

In this context, the camp can be seen as an element in the dynamic of restoration that the 

regime is undergoing. This includes the necessary changes to preserve the delicate position of 

President el-Sisi, who, aside from the iron fist he has used to terrify and control protestors, is 

yet to prove that he can meet the needs of his people. The camp forms part of the soft 

techniques that promote a positive vision of the future, without allowing the questioning of 

the foundations and root causes that make sexual violence a social disease.   

The last aspect the configuration of the system that remains to be addressed is the religious 

question, which is surely an important element affecting participation. Throughout my 

research I had no contact with religiously-affiliated organisations, all the people involved in 

this research instead addressed religious beliefs as part of the set of practices that personal 

rights should protect. They were very aware, however, of the political context that has 
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surrounded religion as part of the politics of identity. In the lead-up to January 25, ‘a 

politicized Islamic discourse pervade[d] all factions of Egyptian politics, even as the regime 

often trie[d] to outdo the Islamist movement by co-opting its symbols and sentiments in a 

rush to prove its moral and religious credentials’ (Singerman 2006, 9), and to prevent falling 

into this debates, these groups often avoided entering into discussions that would reproduce 

the same logic as inherited from Mubarak’s time over symbols, morals, etc.  

Moreover, at the local level, the coordination of religious charities with state social and 

security services was a win-win deal, known, accepted and promoted by Mubarak’s regime. 

Provided that they agreed not to seek further political gains, religious movements –mainly the 

Muslim Brotherhood- were permitted to operate in urban slum areas and poor rural villages, 

to provide the social services that the state had abandoned or neglected. 62  The main services 

these groups provided were access to credit, housing repairs, education, childcare and 

healthcare. The political aspects of religious life, in the form of the penetration of Islamic 

narratives into the state feminist discourse and the ‘informal pact’ to provide services, explain 

some of the problematics that surrounded independent women’s movements, because they 

delimited these movements’ available space of existence.  

The regime’s institutions pushed back against independent feminist movements from above, 

accusing them of fostering traitorous Westernised ideologies and thus undermining their 

legitimacy. Meanwhile, efforts to expand their constituency at the grass-roots level collided 

with the agendas of Islamic charities that were stronger in means and in alliance with the 
                                                                                                                          
62  Gervasio  and  Teti    explain  the  roots  of  this  unusual  conviviality:  ‘The  history  of  repression  under  Nasser  
induced  the  Muslim  Brotherhood  to  shift  towards  a  more  conservative,  or  ‘”quietist”,  strategy,  focusing  on  

da‘wa  and  attempting  to  “Islamize  from  below”  rather  than  seriously  challenge  the  regime  in  formal  political  
arenas.  This  strategy,  the  first  ”axis”  of  its  relationship  with  the  regime,  was  the  direct  result  of  a  de  facto  

compromise  between  the  infitah  regime  under  Sadat,  who  used  the  Brotherhood  to  counterbalance  Nasserists  
and  allowed  them  a  greater  role  in  the  social  life  of  the  country,  despite  being  officially  proscribed,  precisely  on  

condition  that  they  did  not  seek  to  challenge  political  power’  (2014,  60)  This  approach,  I  will  add,  found  
continuation  under  Mubarak.    
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regime. The combined effect of these forces was a crisis of representation, in which feminist 

movements were often accused of being made up of urban elites detached from ‘real’ 

problems, and thus non-authentic. The activism against sexual violence that gained visibility 

with the revolution grew in opposition and contestation to this assemblage of conservative, 

Islamist-tinged forces, which had been imposing a passive, resilient agency upon young 

people. However, these groups were able, particularly after January 25, to gradually expand 

their constituency to new audiences.  

By June 30, this activism was in a good position to debunk the inherited problematics of 

legitimacy and representation. Initiatives ranging from online counselling, litigation and 

psychosocial services to sport activities, theatre, and art and story-telling workshops had 

made links that connected local platforms in Cairo and other governorates with regional 

independent platforms where participants could set their own agenda, led by the non-

hierarchical spirit once seen in Tahrir. As movements were able to expand their constituency, 

attacks over their legitimacy and representation became increasingly implausible. But the 

scenario that followed June 30 once again changed this configuration. While the feminist 

agenda was previously tempered by the influence of religious discourses, the crackdown on 

the Muslim Brotherhood meant that such narratives (and initiatives) no longer legitimately set 

the boundaries of independent secular activism. However, the retreat of Islamist discourses 

and state social services did not mean that feminist groups had an opportunity to expand their 

constituency. The expansion and strengthening of the security apparatus not only stopped 

such groups from growing, but actually shrank their possibilities to the levels of asphyxia. 

Thus, while the regime institutions refashioned the politics of sexual violence, the security 

apparatus strictly controlled access to different constituencies and geographical fields. On top 

of this, legal reforms provided the grounds for a ‘legalised authoritarianism’ (Hamzawy 

2017). 
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In this scenario the National Council fro Women found the ground and the green light from 

the president to resume its activities and monopolize the scene and tailor the agenda 

according to the government interest. There has not been a comprehensive review of the 

achievements and positionality of the National Council for Women. However, Stacher  has 

elaborated on the National Council for Human Rights’ rhetoric to argue that that Council is a 

‘soft technique to adapt to a changing domestic environment’ (2016)63. I believe that the 

same applies to the other National Councils, whose modus operandi is based on the cyclical 

‘compression’ and ‘decompression’ dynamics of authoritarian politics described by 

Hinnebusch (1990) and Kienle (2001). Gervasio and Teti (2014) argue that these cycles, 

which aim to ease socio-political pressures and discourage mobilisation, are a crucial aspect 

of political participation in Egypt and other authoritarian regimes. These scholars analyse the 

genealogy of the competition between regime and diverse opposition activists to highlight 

three core determinant questions:  

‘First, the brute coercive force of internal security systems; second, laws 

making free access to formal politics impossible (e.g. establishing parties or 

trade unions) or easily repressible (e.g. use of military trials against 

opposition activists), whilst simultaneously rendering legislation self-

servingly arbitrary; third, relieving political pressure through tactical 

liberalizations (e.g. the 2005 ‘Cairo Spring’), thus tempting ‘progressive’ 

groups to work with the regime to facilitate their co-option’ (Gervasio and 

Teti 2014, 56).  

The regulation of street activity backed up by the legal system, the power exerted by the 

security apparatus, and the flexibility of the Council system to adapt to domestic emerging 

                                                                                                                          
63  See:  http://www.merip.org/mer/mer235/rhetorical-‐acrobatics-‐reputations    
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issues are thus key elements that configure the system that modulates compressions and 

decompressions of the women’s question. As a result, independent movements currently see 

in the state’s gender machinery a continuation of the system of oppression, backed up by the 

UN system at the country level.64 The techniques used by the Council system to achieve its 

flexibility are numerous and diverse, here I will elaborate on the two main aspects that arose 

from my participant observation in the UNDP camp. First there is the appropriation of the 

sexual harassment agenda, and second there is the branding of the camp itself, which 

presented it as being in keeping –as a continuation- with the domestic environment inspired 

by Tahrir.  

4.3.2 RESHAPING THE AGENDA  

As I have already explained, the first efforts to articulate a response to combat sexual 

harassment were initiated by two volunteers working for the Egyptian Center for Women 

Rights, who left this organisation to found HarassMap in 2010. This success story surely 

influenced the other volunteer–based initiatives that also soon started to operate, and that 

were catapulted into the public consciousness by January 25. This is the necessary departing 

point to reflect on the ownership of sexual harassment initiatives; contrary to the accusations 

of elitism, these movements were in fact well grounded, because they were founded by 

women who had directly suffered from the problem and were the first to take action against it. 

Moreover, as the next chapter will explore, their work and their direct contact with sexual 

violence resulted in a deeper understanding of sexual harassment and its links not only with 

other forms of violence, but also with gender discrimination and body rights. By the time the 

camp took place, these groups had developed a clear vision and well-grounded 

                                                                                                                          
64  At  the  regional  level,  however,  there  were  some  mechanisms  that  were  useful  for  protecting  independent  

NGOs  from  the  state’s  crackdown.  The  Universal  Periodic  Review  of  the  Human  Rights  Council  in  2014,  for  
instance,  has  helped  to  slow  the  pace  of  this  crackdown  (see  HRC  2014;  Human  Rights  Watch  2015)  
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problematisation of the many cases they had treated, and were expanding the scope of their 

initiatives. At the bottom line, they were building a robust agenda to combat sexual 

harassment and other forms of sexual violence.  

In the post-January 25 era, engaging with independent and creative actors demanded 

accepting and integrating the agency that came with it, which, as the camp experience shows, 

was not something the state was open to accepting. State officials and civil society aligned 

with the state have often criticised young people, variously arguing that they are opinionated, 

stubborn, unruly, rude or inexpert. This raises an important paradox. ’Positive deviants’65 like 

Karim and Mona foster a repository of practices that have induced aspects of social change 

which the regime sometimes supports. Yet because of their condition of ‘difference’ and 

‘being in opposition’ they are subject to co-optation techniques and marginalisation. The 

interference of state institutions meant that their agenda had to be re-adjusted to align with 

the priorities of the regime, thus maintaining the regime’s foundations, while at the same time 

needing to remain appealing to their own constituency. Karim and Mona were wanted to the 

extent that they could be modulated, and in this process they felt their agencies alienated.  

In the example of the camp, modulation techniques took many forms: a) the selection process: 

HarassMap is perceived as a non-conflictive organization, unlike Nazra; thus Karim was a 

facilitator whereas Mona was invited only as a participant; b) reductionism and 

compartmentalisation of the topic: although the overarching theme was violence against 

                                                                                                                          
65  I  choose  the  term  ‘positive  deviants’  because  it  is  the  jargon  used  in  the  development  arena  to  refer  to  

‘champions  of  change’.  These  are  the  individuals  thinking  and  acting  ‘outside  the  box’,  whom  development  
programme  theories  rely  on.  While  the  idea  is  well  established,  it  often  ignores  the  political  circumstances  that  

make  these  people  deviants,  hence  the  paradox.  The  ‘positive  deviant’  approach  has  been  particularly  used  in  
programmes  to  combat  female  genital  mutilation.  However,  the  female  protestor  was  never  perceived  as  a  

positive  deviant  and  development  agencies  with  a  long  presence  in  the  country  had  difficulties  in  engaging  with  
these  actors,  mainly  for  political  reasons.  Developmental  approaches  were  thus  judged  as  insufficient  and  

biased  by  many  activists,  because  they  neglected  the  political  circumstances  that  hamper  the  participation  of  
positive  deviants  in  the  development  process  
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women, from the beginning of the camp there was a clear reductionism to narrow the scope 

of topics to be discussed; a focus on sexual harassment in the streets was thus used to omit 

reference to more controversial forms of violence, such as marital rape, which both Mona and 

Karim raised to the consternation of others present; c) controlled participation: the 

participants and most of the facilitators were not versed in the topic, thus content was treated 

in a very flat and shallow manner; furthermore, the lack of participation of survivors could 

have been because organisers did not have access to them or because there was an intention 

to omit them to avoid trouble; d) direct censorship: facilitators were clearly told not to give 

room to either critiques of the National Council for Women and the Ministry of Interior or 

political questions, as a result none of the creative ideas proposed by the participants 

questioned institutional accountability; e) lack of access to managerial and content-based 

positions: while Mona and Karim had vastly greater expertise than the innovation team, this 

was wasted – in order to maintain the hierarchy imposed by senior staff, they were assigned 

only limited and marginal roles; f) fitting into the ‘young’ and ‘2.0’ narratives of the 

revolution: the title, the selection of the start-up park as a venue, Vodafone’s presence 

(including the iPad gift for the winning team), and the TV cameras refer back to January 25 

as a youth-based and technologically savvy revolution that led to social change; although 

superficially the camp could seem a continuation of that spirit, there was no sign of the non-

hierarchical safe space promoting free speech that Tahrir once was. Karim and Mona, though, 

were representatives of that spirit, who felt that they had been co-opted in this camp.  

Senior staff, aligned to or directly representing state authority, were present in the room, but 

the contact that they had with participants and facilitators was limited, hierarchical and 

controlled. The tension felt by Mona and Karim demonstrated the position of independent 

civil society, and particularly young feminist and human rights practitioners, within the 

system. The ethical conflict ultimately prompted Karim and Mona to leave the camp; while 
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they were willing to contribute, they felt they where betraying their ethics supporting a state-

led camp that did not fulfilled the promises it made when they were called to participate. The 

camp was supposedly designed to ‘raise awareness’, but Karim and Mona found that it was 

executed in a way that simply reinforced state propaganda promoting the regime’s newly 

acquired concern about sexual violence. This led them back to another of the questions they 

had been trying to answer: what is our new role and position in society after June 30?  

For this reasons, the statement of the senior UNDP colleague was highly controversial; she 

said, ‘I am impressed by some of the ideas; some technical people will not come up with such 

fresh ideas. This is because they have a history, they come from the ground.’ Was she not 

aware of all the initiatives that civil society were carrying out, or did she not believe in their 

value? Was she ignorant of the fact that independent young initiatives were already engaged 

in developing reporting maps, hotlines, mobile apps, safe communities, awareness packages, 

comics, theatre pieces, storytelling workshops and more? What this statement reveals, and 

was confirmed in interviews with this person and other colleagues in similar positions, is that 

despite the evidence of January 25, they did not believe that an articulated civil society 

should be a key player. They did, however, believe that collaboration with such groups could 

play an important role in justifying and supporting their own agenda, building a good image, 

and gaining access to resources, survivors and ideas that they themselves could not develop.  

4.3.3 FITTING INTO THE NARRATIVE  

The social mobilisation that undoubtedly accompanied the revolution was framed as 

spontaneous, leaderless, 2.0, non-hierarchical and led by the youth, whereas the level of 

participation of women was underplayed in Western media. A closer analysis and a proper 

contextualisation of these questions explain some of the dynamics between social movements 

and state institutions, as well as shedding light on pre-existing power structures that survived 
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the challenge of the Utopia days. The exercise is also necessary to locate independent 

feminist and human rights activism’s ‘starting position’ in 2011. If one is to engage with 

youth and women as analytical categories to unravel the leadership and know-how involved 

in Tahrir, it is necessary to question the reasons for the prevalence of established concepts 

that seemed immutable at the time.  

In this regard, the characterisation of the revolution as youth-led was controversial from the 

very beginning, because it both hindered and downplayed the very essential participation of 

many other groups fighting specific historical struggles. Perhaps the most important example 

is the continuous demands and activism stemming from the workers’ movement. This 

movement long predated the revolution, and its influence on Tahrir is widely recognised. 

Beinin argues that workers’s struggle represented the roots of contemporary opposition in 

Egypt, with 3,300 registered protests from 1998 to 2009 (2011, 181). Steuer (2017) argues 

that while new features –such as non-hierarchical and horizontal organising- were added to 

the ‘modularity of the revolutionary repertoire during this decade, those acts were not totally 

new once they were historically contextualised’ (2017). Relatedly, Simone (2004, 2014) has 

studied the collaborative practice, with no apparent governance, that emerges from the ruins 

of  ‘worlding’ cities under the increasingly immiserating conditions brought about by 

neoliberal schemes. Such a reading resonates deeply with the precarious existences lived 

around Cairo in the lead-up to January 25. Thus, the angle that let us see ‘people as 

infrastructure’ says more about the condition that made Tahrir leaderless and non-hierarchical 

than explanations that put the emphasis on a spark of spontaneity intrinsic to this young 

generation. Simone defines ‘people as infrastructure’ as: ‘this process of conjunction, which 

is capable of generating social compositions across a range of singular capacities and needs 

(both enacted and virtual) and which attempts to derive maximal outcomes from a minimal 

set of elements’ (2004, 410). This is to say that under scarce resources and limiting regulation, 
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people are able to multiply their capacities to address erstwhile issues that should be 

addressed by state and social institutions, which matches the experience of many activists that 

were involved in an incredible number of revolutionary acts: protesting, preparing actions 

and sit-ins, writing, filming, etc. on the top of domestic revolutionary tasks: taking care of 

family and friends, obtaining resources, etc. 

Moreover, the labels ‘Facebook revolution’ and ‘revolution 2.0’ overemphasise the use of 

one of the revolutionary repertoire’s tools over others that were key to maintaining the Square. 

In particular, such characterisations overlook the importance of more ‘traditional’ resistance 

tools, such as the use of check-points and barricades or the violent clashes to repel police 

assaults on the Square.  

Different authors, and particularly the scholar Rabab El-Mahdi, have raised their voices 

against this representation of the revolution, specifically with regard to the ‘women’s 

question’. They have argued that the obsession of Western media with portraying women as 

passive has been key to the portrayal of the revolution as being led by young urban middle-

class males. El-Mahdi, however, acknowledges, as for many other scholars, the importance 

that the April 6 Movement, and particularly the strikes held by women workers in Mahalla, 

had to spark the revolution. In the view of El-Mahdi and others which I concur, the portrayal 

that relegates to a secondary role workers struggles in pro of a savvy youth representation fits 

well with neoliberal forms of representation, and neglects historical battles (Abu-Lughod and 

El-Mahdi 2011; El Mahdi 2012; Korany and El Mahdi 2012). Also it paves the way to 

contemporary economic recipes that further infringe workers’ rights in pro of an 

uberatization of the labour market, as the start-up venue chosen for the camp shows. Implicit 

in such a view is a narrow understanding of feminism and a single model of the ‘authentic’ 

Egyptian woman, because in underplaying the workers’ movement, the female workers’ 
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movement, and the diversity of women it represents, gets also ‘invisibilised’, as they also do 

class struggles.  

Another controversy of the portrayal of the revolution as youth-led, is that the so-called 

‘young’ of the revolution were of a wide range of ages and backgrounds, and often 

collaborated and participated in several initiatives and movements at once. Their dynamic, 

multi-faceted involvement problematises interpretations of youth as in ‘waithood’, passive 

and irresponsible, unable to lead or be accountable for social change, more breakers than 

makers of society and thus outside of the scope of entitlements of an ‘adult’ citizen (see 

Abbink 2004; Bayat and Herrera 2010; Bordonaro and Payne 2012; Comaroff and Comaroff, 

Jean 2005; Honwana and Boeck 2005; Osman 2012). Rights claims and citizenship are issues 

crosscutting this revolution.  

At the bottom line, there was not and there is not an inertia, yet the labels and readings 

imposed on the revolution fragment the voices of Tahrir to emphasise some aspects while 

obscuring others. Giving priority to the representation of Tahrir as youthful and 

technologically astute renders invisible historical struggles that nonetheless remain active. 

For instance, Elsadda points out that ‘in the first half of 2014, the Mahrousa Center for 

Socioeconomic Development counted 1651 labor protests. In 2015, the Democracy Meter 

documented 1117 labor protests’ (in (Fernández-Savater and Fominaya 2017). While 

neoliberal agendas pushed for forms of representation that allude to the urban middle-class 

male, marginalising women’s struggles, alternative readings of the revolution can better 

explain the horizontal foundation of the movements emerging from Tahrir. Whereas 

neoliberal models promote the autonomy and responsibility of each individual for their own 

destiny, collaborative forms of collective resistance are born out of collective needs. 

Nonetheless, the spotlight that this neoliberal logic gives to young people as makers and 
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breakers of change represents an opportunity for young people to capitalise on this same 

collective effort. Youth movements have used the attention they attracted to create their own 

initiatives, get access to media and funding and work at the community level. However, this 

focus is also something the state harnesses to find legitimacy and foster a positive and 

modern vision of its own agenda.  

The ’Youth Innovation Camp’ discussed in this chapter carefully played with these categories 

to brand their activities as being in line with the domestic changes and the emerging voices 

recognised since January 25. Hence the choice of the innovation team in UNDP to organise 

the workshop — this team represented the youth cohort in the UNDP office, and the tech-

savvy aspect made it appealing to young audiences, thus enabling the event to fit into the 

narrative of January 25 as young and 2.0. The participants, however, were not given the 

opportunity or the tools to engage in meaningful discussions grounded in the vast field 

experience that civil society had in combatting sexual violence. In a way, they were present 

but disarticulated, a position which eventually leads to the inertia that Egyptian youth had 

been criticised for in the past. From January 25th, 2011, any worthwhile initiative that called 

for volunteers found a wide response. Young people were joining and creating civil initiatives 

every day, and their success was linked to their potential to provide meaningful participation. 

As disarticulation techniques took hold and phony initiatives devoid of action and content 

replaced the horizontal developments of Tahrir, it was obvious that participation decreased. 

Furthermore, just as the spotlight was given to narrow aspects of sexual harassment, avoiding 

its links to other problematics, other issues and historical struggles were also sidelined, such 

as the conditions of women workers that first triggered January 25.   

To conclude, the camp highlighted the institutional environment, the soft techniques and the 

propagandistic branding used by the state to absorb and modulate the synergies that 
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independent civil society had created during, as the anonymous tweeter at the start of this 

chapter puts it, the eighteen days that they were citizens. In this light, the points of departure 

proposed by Joseph (2000) help us to elucidate the new avenues that the expression of Tahrir 

citizenship has opened. Whereas the connectivities and relatedness of the citizen-self remain 

crucial, the roles of the nation, the state and the family are less predominant, giving room to 

other expressions that channel participation through direct intervention and collective 

decision-making. Yet, as the chapter shows, these new expressions were soon redressed after 

June 30. The question that follows is how independent movements were coping with this 

scenario, which I will deal with in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE – ANTI SEXUAL HARASSMENT INDEPENDENT MOVEMENTS IN ABEYANCE 

 

In this chapter I continue to unpack the frictions that emerged from the Youth Innovation 

Camp discussed in Chapter Four, focusing on voices from the independent movements 

working on sexual violence that emerged from Tahrir (as well as some pre-existing voices 

that nonetheless formed part of this network during the revolution). It continues to explore 

the thread that looks into independent movements’ resilience to governmental tactics to 

disarticulate streets politics and their collective action. It also considers the social capital 

accumulated through past feminists movements in manners that may illuminate future ones. 

Thus, this chapter considers the question of movements in abeyance to delve into the current 

status of former street initiatives. Towards this purpose, this chapter relays on my participant 

observation of a workshop that took place at EIRP in 2015, bringing together fifteen people 

from twelve initiatives to reflect on the past four years of activism. This ethnography is 

complemented by interviews with these groups, and with other NGOs and individuals that, 

although not present that day, were also involved in anti-sexual violence campaigns. Through 

analysis of this fieldwork, I explore what can be said about the leverage of this informal 

network, and the social capital that it had accumulated in the past four years.  What are the 

ambiguities that underline its work? How can we understand continuity in the post-June 30 

environment?  My argument is that these movements, while in a current state of abeyance, 

still represent a nexus between past feminist movements and the genesis of future ones. I thus 

pay attention to questions of continuations rather than ruptures of social movements. 

Fominaya considers that ‘autonomous movements can be understood as movements 

organized in horizontal networks, underlain by principles of self-organization, 

direct/participatory democracy, autonomy, diversity and direct action’ (2015, 145). Collective 

identity processes are essential to sustain such movements, as they lack formal organisational 
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and institutional infrastructure; collective identity is the means to foster internal coherence 

(Fominaya 2015, 146). Anti-sexual harassment movements had gained leverage and visibility 

during 2012 and 2013. Their efforts had certainly contributed to inscribing the condemnation 

and rejection of sexual violence in many different forms (virginity tests, army and police 

brutality, sexual assaults in protests, sexual harassment, etc.) into the collective identity. But 

from 2014, these movements were confronted with a scenario in which their agency was 

increasingly opposed by the state, forcing them to navigate a terrain full of ambivalences. An 

Operation Anti Sexual Harassment (OpAntiSH) participant, speaking in the workshop 

aforementioned, summarised this history as follows:   

‘Over the past four years, we have been through two stages; before and after 

June 30… Before June 30, we had more space to work on the ground. We 

did not really care about the police. They were not around, and we did not 

really mind that. We knew we could not work on legislation back then, 

since the state was non-existent to start with… Back then, the state would 

mostly deny [the existence of sexual violence] vehemently … If not, it 

would accuse anyone else “Muslim Brothers…Political parties…” anyone 

else. After June 30, it seems to me that many people do not know how to 

work anymore. First of all, the work of many groups is voluntary-based… 

They work on awareness raising and things of the sort, but face problems 

with authorisations. Sometimes, they ask for authorisations but do not 

manage to… Some people prefer not to face all the hassle of authorisations, 

so they just stop working... As for civil society organisations, there is the 

question about “would you collaborate with a state that wants all the credit 

for itself?” The state is like “we do everything… we have changed laws… 

we have done everything. You are useless! Like it or not, this is the way it 
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is!” Not only does the state want all the credit, but it also has ethical 

problems. It has committed crimes… Would you collaborate with 

institutions involved in crimes that went unpunished? Would we just go on 

or not? At the same time, one wonders what would we do then? This is an 

eternal problem.’ 

In this statement, we can see how the critical events of summer of 2013 restored the state to 

the hierarchical dominance it had held pre-January 25, and how, in consequence, the 

horizontal movements that had operated in the street had to accommodate the reorganisation 

of the social space that the state imposed. The concept of ‘nomos’ ‘proposes the dissolution 

of the imposed structures of logos as lawful structure, and the creation of smooth space in 

which encounters outside of the ordered conception of existence can become possible’ (Parr 

2010 in Telmissany 2014, 39). Telmissany (2014) adopts the term to describe the social space 

that arranged the articulation of civil society in Tahrir, which grew in opposition to the 

organisation imposed by the state (operating under the concepts of polis and logos). In this 

sense, June 30 represents a return to the structure of logos and polis as the dominant model. 

The OpAntiSH participant was reflecting on these changes in his discussion of the challenges 

that movements had to accommodate, confront, and resist. Independent movements practice 

what Abdelrahman (2013) refer to as the ‘politics of disaffection’ towards the state, which 

she traces back to the beginning of the second Palestinian Intifada. Around this idea was 

articulated the ‘autonomous collective identity’ (Fominaya 2015) that formed and expanded 

the constituency of Tahrir, in which the agency of independent movements working to 

combat sexual violence was inscribed.66 What happened to them after June 30?  

5.1 A reflection on four years of activism against sexual violence 

                                                                                                                          
66  In  this  precise  context,  I  use  the  terms  ‘independent’  and  ‘autonomous’  interchangeably.  
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It is May 2015, three months after the UNDP-NCW Youth Innovation Camp took place. A 

group of fifteen people from independent initiatives that had been working on sexual violence 

since 2011, as well as two researchers, have come together to discuss the last four years of 

work. We are sitting in the common room of EIPR, sharing coffee, sweets and salty nuggets. 

Some days before this meeting, Dania (who had been working as a gender and women’s 

rights officer in a leading Human Rights organization), another researcher and myself were 

discussing all the changes that had affected the once-vibrant direct intervention and 

participation since January 25, only to realise that there had been few opportunities to have a 

collective reflection on the matter. Dania is as interested as we are in putting together a 

discussion that helps to articulate common concerns. The room is filled with representatives 

from different initiatives that range from well-established civil society organisations, like Al 

Nadeem, to movements with little structure that carry out street interventions or have a 

mainly online presence. There will be four sessions, each involving an introduction by a 

different person followed by an open discussion. The four areas are: techniques used in direct 

and indirect intervention; terminology used to deliver messages and frame movements’ 

thinking; testimonies: how to collect them and why are they important; and dealing with state 

institutions, which delves into the difficulties surrounding the institutional environment.   

5.1.1 PRESENCES AND ABSENCES  

The places in the room are filled by participants from the following movements: Girls’ 

Revolution, Harass the Harassers, Anti-Harassment Movement, Al Nadeem, Women and 

Memory Forum, HarassMap, Basma - Imprint Movement , OpAntiSH, The Bussy Project, 

‘The Uprising of Women in the Arab World’, EIPR and Nazra (represented by Hend). There 

are four absences. The Center for Egyptian Women’s Legal Assistance (CEWLA) and New 

Woman Foundation (NWF) were very interested but had to excuse themselves from the 
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working day, however outcomes will be shared informally. ‘I Saw Harassment’ was not 

invited, because it is undergoing an important investigation by an NGO committee, due to 

accusations that harassment has taken place at the organisation itself. One of the main figures 

in ‘I Saw Harassment’ was accused of harassment and pressuring volunteers into activities of 

a dubious nature. A committee of well-established NGOs formed to consider the accusation, 

and as a result all contact with the organisation was put on hold until the situation was 

clarified. The committee, in its own words, ‘was formed due to its belief in the important role 

civil society organizations play in ensuring the rights for everyone in general and those who 

work in them or intersect with them in particular, especially that the concerned initiative 

works on a very important and pivotal issue, namely combating sexual harassment’ 

(committee’s report). Finally, Tahrir Bodyguard is no longer operative and was not invited. 

At this time, OpAntiSH is no longer active either, having disappeared along with the protests. 

However, it is present at the working day, partly because its members still maintain informal 

communications and often discuss opportunities to articulate new collective actions. 

OpAntiSH is also a ‘reference’ initiative, having gathered volunteers from many of the 

initiatives present in the room. It is widely recognised that the social capital it accumulated 

greatly helped to articulate much of the discourse around combatting sexual violence in 

protests, gaining national and international attention. 

The eventual participants of this working day form a list of names that came out of a 

brainstorming session and dissemination through our networks. Their age range varies from 

22 to 35. There are only two men in the room, but all groups present involve men as well as 

women. They are people that, with few exceptions, know each other, have collaborated 

together and share similar educational and economic backgrounds. They are Muslims and 

Copts. Nazra, although represented on the day, was not invited through the same channels, 

because of personal differences between one of the organisers and one of Nazra’s senior 
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people. EIPR and Nazra have, however, enjoyed a high level of collaboration in the past, 

which resulted in numerous events, joint statements and important collective actions like 

OpAntiSH.  

Nazra, founded in 2007, took a leading role soon after the revolution in denouncing sexual 

violence in the public sphere. It thus complemented the niche already covered by pre-existing 

NGOs like CEWLA, NWF and El Nadeem, which had long worked on sexual violence. 

There difference between NGOS and CSOs is based on their formal structure. While CSO 

applies to any type of organisation or movement engage in civil society actions including 

NGOS; NGOs solely applies to the organizations that by the end of the 90’s beginning of the 

2000s’ had managed to register under the Minister of Social Solidarity (MoSS), which enable 

them to possess the structure and capacities to grow, receive foreign funding and absorb the 

boom caused by the huge wave of people wanting to engage with civil society initiatives. 

Along with the formal structure of the NGO, these organisations had often registered as firms, 

clinics, or non-profits under the Ministry of Trade in order to partially avoid the 

regularisation of the MoSS and expand their capacities to carry on activities. The term CSOs 

then, includes all the diversity of formal and informal structures that civil society used to 

articulate their activities; while NGOs are included in the term, it refers to those organisations 

that deployed this double structure registered at the MoSS and at the Minister of Trade. This 

is to say that Nazra was able to grew sensitively during the revolution, becoming a hub where 

many volunteers and young professionals gained experience. Yet its own success sometimes 

proved to be problematic; while some people believed in and promoted ‘Nazra’s culture’, 

some ex-Nazra collaborators strongly criticised that same culture. I will not dig deeper into 

the specifics of Nazra, the important thing to highlight here is that grievances between people 

and organisations were often rooted in episodes that were linked to the violence of the 
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revolution. These disputes could get very fierce, to the extent that some individuals could 

refuse to work with a certain group, or even set foot in their premises.  

Of a slightly different nature was the publicly-documented quarrel between OpAntiSH and 

Tahrir Bodyguard. Members of OpAntiSH had public arguments, mainly through Twitter, 

with founders of Tahrir Bodyguard, concerning the latter’s lack of awareness with regard to 

feminist ideology and human rights defence. According to OpAntiSH, Tahrir Bodyguard was 

replicating patriarchal models and sidelining the role of women, who were not part of the 

intervention teams, thus promoting the hypermasculine rescue/protection schemes that 

OpAntiSH were trying to denounce. These different standards and the fact that the initiative 

was built largely around the personality of one of its founders, led many to believe that Tahrir 

Bodyguard did not ascribe to the predominant values in feminist movements present in Tahrir. 

Despite these arguments, frictions were worked out for a period, and the groups managed to 

collaborate on the ground during demonstrations that took place around June 30. Perhaps if 

the working day had taken place back in 2013, there would have been an effort to reach out to 

them to participate, but in the current situation doing so was not taken into consideration. It 

was clear during the working day that the group was not considered part of what those 

present shared together.  

The controversies between and within groups could get very tense, but in such convulsive 

times harsh quarrels were considered part and parcel of the dialogue that accompanied the 

situations lived on the ground. Leil, one of the founders of OpAntiSH whom I introduced in 

Chapter Two, explained his position as follows, in an interview I conducted with him in 2015: 

‘The people that joined OpAntish were marvellous as per their gender 

awareness. OpAntiSH was a collective response. Recently I reflected about 

the open assemblies that we held because I had this concern that they were 
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never really open. For instance, take the case of the intervention teams 

where women participated. This was a very conflictive issue, and often 

people in the assemblies wanted to open the subject. But for us that was not 

a point for debate. Your opinion does not matter. If you are a woman and 

you do not want to participate, we respect that. But we do not want to close 

that space for women. It was such a basic thing that it was not open to 

change. It is not about the intervention team, it is about the principle behind. 

They are true the critiques that we received about OpAntish. There was a 

certain hierarchy established between the core group and volunteers that 

participated almost every day. The arguments were very strong. But I take 

them now to reflect, as learning. Also bear in mind that we were five crazy 

women plus the Lebanese marica67 parachuted there from Barcelona, 

fighting with everybody since a year ago. Then, we come and say: “hey, 

there is sexual harassment in the Square and we need to do something”. But 

they did not want to. So we had to fight very hard, which clearly affected 

the way we dealt with things later on. Also, there was no time. We had to 

get organised NOW to be able to come down the next day and be able to 

intervene in 80 cases of mob sexual assaults… so yes, the dialogue was very 

aggressive. This also prevented collaborations with other organisations. 

With Tahrir Bodyguards I almost end up kicking them out of the room!! 

That is completely contrary to what we are doing! I can’t waste my time. 

But I would not change anything. We have spent centuries running 

workshops, and people do not understand, so better to continue within your 

political line. I agree, though, that the hierarchy could be changed in future 

                                                                                                                          
67  This  interview  was  conducted  in  Spanish.  Marica  use  to  be  a  derogatory  word  to  signal  gay  men  that  has  been  
re-‐appropriated  by  the  gay  community  to  refer  to  themselves  in  a  sometimes-‐humorous  way.  
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interventions. There was like a sacred core group of founders with a gender 

discourse very elaborated, constructed and radical that did not want to be 

open because for many of us that was a safe haven to talk our minds, 

emotions, cry, laugh… I left Egypt because of the experience with 

OpAntiSH. It left me completely destroyed because of the work and because 

of the emotional tax. Still up until today it is the project I loved the most in 

all my activist life. It has been the most challenging and avant-garde work in 

theory and practice that I have done.’ 

In this quote Leil is pointing at fundamental questions that underpinned the formation of 

autonomous collective identities. While OpAntiSH managed to gather the efforts of many 

volunteers into collective action, it also fought to preserve the values that brought together 

the first group of friends that triggered the initiative, which often implied avoiding certain 

debates and maintaining a sort of hierarchy in the movement. This is the reason Leil, years 

later, reflects upon the controversies that the assemblies they carried on to organize their 

work brought up. Leil’s quote showcases how the group was aware that they were fighting 

many fronts at once. A key question again was the participation of women in the rescue team, 

which prompted the group not to open to discuss that subject. The identity of OpAntiSH was 

that women were leading and they decided where and when to participate.   OpAntiSH had a 

radical approach, which they believed was necessary to preserve the ideals behind resistance 

to the dominant structure of power that facilitated the appearance of sexual violence in the 

first place. It was a political stand and an ethical understanding of the problem designed to 

preserve the voice and presence of the people for whom this subjected mattered the most. 

Thus, it came as no surprise that they clashed with Tahrir Bodyguard when the latter 

announced that women would not be part of its teams on the ground. According to Soyara 

Bahgat, one of its founders, Tahrir Bodyguard was founded by a group of women mainly 
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rooted in the business world, and this is reflected in the approach they fostered. Also, in her 

case the experience gained through the initiative did not lead to a feminist human rights 

awareness. In conversations we had, she rejected the feminist label and preferred to frame the 

group’s work in terms of women’s rights. Most of the groups involved understood that the 

deeply rooted protection narrative embedded in most participants’ minds was something that 

would change with practice. However, OpAntiSH opposed compromising with such views 

from the very beginning, at the risk of losing volunteers, while Tahrir Bodyguard had no 

problem in reproducing this narrative. The middle ground that most of the initiatives shared is 

expressed as follows by a participant in the working day:  

‘We have had the experience with volunteers who joined patrols… patrols 

attract a great number of young men who say, “I have come to protect her! I 

have come for protection! She is weak, so I have to protect her!” Some of 

them decided to join us permanently, and those are the ones who began to 

see that “No, I am not here to protect her. I am here because she has the 

right to be on the street too.” They change. For instance, I see myself as a 

feminist, i.e. I believe that everyone has rights, the right to live, basic 

rights… I am against race, nationality and sexual orientation-based 

discrimination. All right? I found that the members of my group do not 

consider themselves as feminists, or do not consider the group as a feminist 

one. They consider it a social movement. I cannot say, “No, only feminists 

are allowed to join, and no one else!” This would not work. They believe in 

change and want to work, so be it! Labels are secondary for us as a group. 

They are not a major issue.’ 
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The important detail here is that while such non-feminist views were considered acceptable in 

volunteers when they first joined initiatives, they were criticised when espoused by founders 

of movements or members with sustained activity. It is in this sense that ethical and 

ideological stands were creating a collective identity and culture. These arguments were 

bringing coherence to the minimum basic principles that they shared. This also explains why 

no effort was made to invite Tahrir Bodyguard to the working session. Disagreements, 

scandals, quarrels and disputes were part of the making and unmaking of the common goal 

that brought them together in the first place. Thus, the extreme emotional bonding when 

people came together during January 25, which I will deal with in the final chapter, was 

followed by a time of fragmentation that was discouraging and intensely painful for most of 

the people I met through the research. Despite the extreme experiences that they had faced, 

formal and informal links between the various groups still existed, but they were not as strong 

and unified towards a single goal as before.  The divisions exposed by the events of June 30 

further reinforced the idea that the political and the emotional were intimately linked. 

5.1.2 TECHNIQUES, TESTIMONIES, TERMINOLOGY AND INSTITUTIONS 

The workshop starts with an acknowledgement that working on sexual violence is not the 

same as it was four years ago, due to all the political changes that have taken place. The 

return of the state to the streets has forced a shift in the techniques once used to mobilise 

communities, raise awareness, reach survivors and refer them to legal and psychosocial 

support. Additionally, the smear campaigns against human rights and feminist activists have 

also turned public opinion against them, which has inevitably affected all the constituency-

building work that has taken place since the revolution. 

The first session addresses various techniques employed by different initiatives while 

working on sexual violence: theatre and performative tools; direct intervention during public 
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festivities and protests; mobile teams to raise awareness in the streets; a quality programme 

that helps establishments to become  ‘harassment-free’ places (which citizens can recognize 

because with the programme they gain a sticker that announces customers that this is a free 

space); legal and medical referrals; follow-up at police stations and hospitals; payment of fees 

for medical and legal care; chasing harassers and spraying them with paint to mark their 

shame; workshops for university students; rehabilitation services; documentation; research; 

social media mobilisation; cultural and sport initiatives to break gender taboos; interactive 

reporting maps; and litigation were all techniques reported during the working day. A key 

issue is the use of violence, sometimes employed to rescue survivors. Some groups are 

extremely opposed to this, while others see it as an inherent condition of working in such 

circumstances. However, perhaps the most pressing current concern is that most initiatives 

have either frozen their activities or lowered their profile as a result of the police and Ministry 

of Interior (MoI) regulations, which are a direct constraint.  

At the same time, these initiatives are very aware of the limited capacities of the state in 

providing the services needed to assist survivors, mainly in terms of the referral system to 

psychosocial services, legal protection and medical assistance, which opens a debate on 

initiatives’ own role in providing these services. Support networks, awareness activities and 

advocacy have become the main area of their work, due in large part to the constraints 

imposed by the MoI. The collective effort of the groups present in the room towards these 

aims covers five areas of work: social media and communications technology; rights and 

litigation; psychosocial; education and community mobilisation; and influencing 

policymaking. The frequency, coverage, sustainability and quality of each of these activities 

has varied over the months and years since January 25. While some organisations are strong 

and big enough to have activities tackling each of these areas, the majority are focused on one 

or two aspects. Still, the combination of all of them sustains a network, and they benefit from 
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informal ad-hoc collaborations, referrals, and the dissemination of information on a daily 

basis. By the time of the working day, most of them have already developed contacts and 

explored activities in different places outside of Cairo, and have travelled abroad to share 

their experiences.  

The next session acknowledges and explores the difficulties in gathering and publishing 

testimonies. While on one hand, testimonies are the most important tool to break the taboo 

and the denial of the community; they are also a very heavy task for both female and male 

survivors. Testimonies are often anonymous, which for some participants implies that they 

have a limited impact. Moreover, because of the different sources and modes of collecting 

them, sometimes information is not consistent. While some features emerge repeatedly, 

certain gaps persist. For example, participants say that they have not been able to collect 

much information about survivors’ treatment in hospitals, although they are aware that the 

medical community has been involved in many patients’ right violations and acts of 

discrimination. In addition, participants highlight that testimonies have their own lives, 

sometimes resulting in inconsistencies between the different testimonies that the same 

survivor has to produce in different instances (such as police, hospital, media, family, friends, 

community and therapist). These accounts may contradict each other in some details, causing 

further harm to the survivors. Testimonies also force survivors to confront the bias of the 

community, which can be very harsh on them, because they often follow the reactions that 

their testimony has provoked online (as we saw in the case of Yasmine in Chapter Three). 

One participant gives the following example:  

‘I recall we received a testimony from a survivor of SGBV [sexual and 

gender-based violence] who was raped continuously by her father for 10 

years and when we published that story the people’s reactions were like 
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“why do you publish such a story? You teach people to do so” and “why did 

that girl keep silent for 10 years; did she want that to continue?”’ 

The session on testimonies thus exposes the limitations civil society faces when it does not 

exist in an enabling environment that facilitates the collaborative effort of other social 

institutions, mainly the judiciary and the health system. Confronting the legal and medical 

systems, the media or the police to defend themselves and denounce their attacks required a 

coherent and strategised narrative, which is something that not all survivors were in a 

position to do. The initiatives present in the room acknowledged that testimonies surfacing on 

the Internet and reaching a mainstream audience had led to many taboos being broken and the 

issue being broadly discussed. However, participants also addressed the many nuances that 

testifying implies, and through this they were able to reflect back on their own positionalities 

and thus consider how to organise their work in a manner that balanced advocacy and 

fighting the system with addressing the needs of survivors. 

The session on terminology brings up the issue of varying feminist awareness, and in a 

broader sense the personal convictions of many of the participants, which often clash and the 

difficulties in labelling what was happening in the street. Street initiatives first labelled 

themselves as fighting sexual harassment, but soon realised that the scope of the attacks went 

way beyond any definition of sexual harassment. They hence engaged in multiple debates to 

agree on terminology, and then started to describe incidents of sexual violence occurring in 

Tahrir as mob sexual assaults and gang rapes. Some groups and individuals proudly declare 

that they are feminist, others refuse to be labelled, or refuse that specific label. The 

movements agree that it was often through practice that people came to adopt a label that they 

at first resisted, and that was often imposed on them by others as a derogatory term. 
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Feminism as a category is something that grew in opposition to public opinion. As two 

participants in the working day note:  

‘Feminist or not… When I first started working, I did not consider myself as 

a feminist or anything like that. A while later, I realised that I was heading 

in that direction.’  

Because of] the cultural patrimony we are dealing with all the time… [there 

is] the impression that “feminist” is an insult.’ 

The overarching theme of human rights enabled a gradual abandoning of the protection 

narrative in favour of movements led by women concerned by the issue. Along this process, 

self-identification with the label of feminism usually happened, fostering a different 

articulation of embodied masculinities among movements’ male members. As one male 

participant of the working day puts it:  

‘In my opinion, the ones who have spent some time with any of these 

groups learned something … Those who spend some time (take me or 

Ahmed [not a real name) receive support from the ones around them, 

because if they feel like crying, at the end of the day, no one would say to 

him “Boys don’t cry!” As for the others, it is somewhat more difficult.’ 

Of course, this self-identification with feminism is not applicable to all movement members, 

but it is identified as an underlying trend among those whose participation was sustained over 

a long period of time. As Karim (introduced in Chapter Four) put it to me, some people were 

ready to go out on the streets and take action, but were not that prepared to challenge the 

gender inequalities underpinning behaviours that they were fighting against. In consequence, 

when he started his training programme for HarassMap, he introduced sessions on gender, 
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which also implied selecting volunteers that he considered more open to taking a more 

feminist stance. However, I was told that when Basma started doing similar training, they lost 

a big chunk of their volunteers. Certain topics –such as LGBT questions– were clearly 

particularly difficult to introduce.  

Another layer emerged when trying to influence government employees, particularly the 

main body of the administration. When HarassMap and Basma were asked to give training to 

state institutions, mainly in the framework of collaboration with the Ministry of Youth, they 

both considered the resulting sessions a total failure and an extremely morally and 

emotionally draining activity. As facilitators they were faced with an audience that did not 

share their values, dismissed their knowledge and constantly focus on reinstating their power 

as members of the state. The collaboration with state institutions also reflects the shift from a 

very open space to the closing down of the streets. Where movements had previously found 

opportunities to speak freely, reflect on their materials and adapt them to the learning process, 

they now found that the principles of Tahrir were being erased. When the measures to 

regulate and eliminate spaces of participation intensified, erstwhile energetic movements 

were rendered paralysed and less able to organise activities, which as a result decreased in 

number. Furthermore, censorship increased to ridiculous levels. A HarassMap participant 

narrates this example:   

‘Last semester, when the principal of a school told us “So you want to 

organise a talk on sexual harassment. Good! But I have conditions; you 

cannot use the term sexual harassment!” I said “But I work for Harassmap! 

What should I tell them about myself? That I am a passer-by? I must say…” 

Then she said, “Okay, but you cannot talk about different types of 

harassment!” … We received calls from The Ministry of Interior. Probably 
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many other organisations did too… “We want to collaborate with you. 

Come over. Let us talk…” I actually went and talked to them. Of course, in 

the end we did not do anything, because what they wanted was ridiculous. 

They did not want anything valuable, but something that could make the 

news within a week; they wanted headings that said: “Civil society 

organisations collaborate with the state.” All we could do is look for 

opportunities the state offers and use them.’ 

In the final session, dedicated to collaboration with institutions, the participants discuss how 

security, bureaucracy and co-optation exerted by different institutions within the state have 

been causing major problems for all of their initiatives. The Ministry of Interior is the main 

orchestrator of an apparatus that has raided and closed offices. People have been arrested, and 

travel bans and asset freezes have been issued. Additionally, initiatives are required to obtain 

clearance for every single activity they carry out, including using the money in their bank 

accounts, booking hotels, or running street activities. Under these difficult circumstances, 

some initiatives have established collaborations with universities, which has helped to ease 

the restrictions on them.  

Others have started to cooperate with the Anti-Harassment Unit created inside the MoI, 

which could facilitate the continuation of their ongoing campaigns. This collaboration came, 

however, with a set of compromises that generated a lot of discomfort among the participants. 

One of the founders of Basma, for instance, narrates that they have established good relations 

with this Anti-Harassment Unit, and use this to inform local police stations of their 

awareness-raising activities in a given area. Still, one day the coordination between the Anti-

Harassment Unit and the police station failed, and the volunteers were arrested and charged 

under the anti-protest law. It took intense labour and drawing on a lot of connections to get 
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them out on the same day and have the charges dropped. As this example reveals, not only 

was coordinating with the state controversial, but even when coordinating the chances of 

getting in trouble were very high, and guaranteeing the security of volunteers was very 

difficult. As the social space that tailored the possibilities of participation mutated post-June 

30, mobilisation decreased, except for certain events that could found an umbrella to be 

articulated without defying the new anti-protest law. Participants in the working day describe 

the issue as follows:  

‘Yes, authorisations are the major problem in our country… authorisations 

everywhere! Wherever you go, routine makes you feel like “Ugh! That’s it, 

I don’t want to work!” It is totally off-putting. When it comes to public 

universities, authorisations are a problem. Even when we obtain the 

authorisation, they would be like, “What are you going to say exactly?” … 

They start stifling us a lot.’ 

‘All year long we have more girls [participating in activities], but during 

Eids and upon intervention boys’ percentage always goes up dramatically. It 

is not sustainable though. When we first started it were 70 boys to 30 girls. 

However, when demonstrations became less frequent, so did the 

interventions, since then numbers dropped dramatically. Only a group of 

girls and boys remained, the ones who want to sit down and think about 

how to do a sustainable activity that would enable us to carry on and change 

the society.’ 

The first quote delves into the effects that heavy-handed bureaucratic processes and street 

control had on participation. The second quote excavates the struggles that emerged as the 

need to define and strategise the work arose, which also led to a dramatic drop. The lack of 
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state support raises the question of the boundaries and limitations of these initiatives. On the 

opposite side to those trying to cooperate with the MoI to obtain permits, there are 

organisations with a strong human rights profile and a clear defining feminist jargon that are 

often already in open confrontation with the system. These disputes could be at either the 

organisational or the individual level, and often involve court cases.  

Among the organisations present in the room, Nazra and EIPR are under close surveillance 

because of the accusations made against them under the ‘foreign funding case’ or ‘Case no. 

173’.  This has intermittently been used as an excuse for the state to put pressure on their 

activities, freeze their assets, call their directors in for questioning, and impose travel bans, 

among other restrictions (FIDH 2016b). Along similar lines, Al Nadeem was accused of 

irregular activities and its premises were closed (see FIDH 2017) .68 Additionally, there is also 

a double accusation pending against CEWLA, as part of Case no. 173, but also separately 

through direct pressure put on its founder Azza Soleiman, who was accused under forged 

‘evidence’ of protesting without authorisation. This was a direct intimidation made by the 

authorities as a result of her testimony in the case of the assassination of Shaima al-Sabbagh69 

(see Amnesty International 2015; Aaskar Kazeboon 2015). 70 Finally, at the individual level, 

one of the participants from the anti-harassment movement, herself a survivor, has recently 

won a case against a state-owned newspaper that published her personal data in articles 

reporting on the court case she had initiated against her assailant.  

                                                                                                                          
68  See:  https://www.fidh.org/en/region/north-‐africa-‐middle-‐east/egypt/background-‐on-‐case-‐no-‐173-‐the-‐

foreign-‐funding-‐case-‐imminent-‐risk-‐of  and  https://www.fidh.org/en/issues/human-‐rights-‐defenders/egypt-‐
administrative-‐closure-‐by-‐the-‐police-‐of-‐el-‐nadeem-‐center    
69  Shaima  al-‐Sabbagh  died  in  plain  view  during  the  day  in  the  middle  of  downtown  Cairo.  Her  case  stirred  a  
‘butterfly  effect’  aimed  at  covering  up  police  brutality  and  protecting  the  officer  who  shot  her.  This  included  

charging  the  witnesses  of  the  assassination  with  false  accusations  of  protesting  without  a  permit,  and  dismissing  
the  forensic  officer  (see  Mada  Masr  2015,  2017).  
70See:  https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2015/04/egypt-‐womens-‐rights-‐activist-‐among-‐17-‐facing-‐
spurious-‐charges/  and  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqvcWTjwMvA&feature=youtube_gdata_player    
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5.2 Movements in abeyance  

The working day brought to the surface the differences between groups, the complexities of 

their work and the current state of asphyxia. In this context, I understand that personal and 

ideological differences were the undesired consequence of the making and unmaking of a 

collective identity in times of political repression. But whether in the activity of the past or in 

the abeyance of the post-June 30 era, at the time of this working day the participants still 

perceived that they were part of something together. Abeyance is thus how I choose to 

describe the current period, in which the social capital of the movements of Tahrir has not 

disappeared, but the synergies that propelled them can no longer be relied upon. Taylor (1989) 

borrows from Mizruchi (1983) the term ‘abeyance’, to refer to the ‘holding process by which 

movements sustain themselves in non-receptive political environments and provide 

continuity from one stage of mobilization to another’ (Taylor 1989, 761). She goes on to 

introduce three ways in which movements in abeyance maintain this process, and which I 

believe resemble the processes that this group, with its own set of complications, was trying 

to hold to. These are: promoting the survival of activist networks, sustaining a repertoire of 

goals and tactics, and promoting a collective identity. Her research, as mine, suggests that 

movements do not die, but rather relocate to a smaller scale and different structures.  

My research differs from Taylor’s however, in emphasising that, under the intense pressure 

of regimes of surveillance and repression, movements shift or mutate so as to adapt to the 

political climate, in ways that do not necessarily preserve their own agency. Furthermore, the 

working day demonstrated that organisations can be acutely aware of this complexity. Hence 

the quote from the OpAntiSH representative at the beginning of the chapter: ‘[the state] has 

committed crimes… Would you collaborate with institutions involved in crimes that went 
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unpunished? Would we just go on or not? At the same time, one wonders what would we do 

then? This is an eternal problem.’  

The study of social movements under authoritarian regimes is not new to Egypt (Maha 

Abdelrahman 2009; Beinin 2011; El Mahdi 2009; Shehata 2010), and a lot of attention has 

also been paid to documenting the origins of the social movements that led to the protests of 

January 25 and the revolutionary shift (Abdelrahman 2013; El-Ghobashy 2011; Saouli 2015; 

Shokr 2012). However, there has not yet been much investigation into the consequences of 

June 30 for the new social movements. The pertinent questions that follow revolve around 

how the three strategies proposed by Taylor are particularly affected under authoritarian 

regimes, and whether, despite being in abeyance, these groups still provide a nexus between 

past and future movements. In other words, how do we understand continuity?  

Fominaya (2015), studying the foundations of the protest movement that occurred in Spain 

during the same period as Tahrir, also reacts against social movement theories that have 

given more attention to moments of rupture or processes of exit (see McAdam 1999; Tarrow 

2011; Tilly and Tarrow 2015) than to processes of continuity. To escape this framework, she 

has fostered a genealogical approach to the study of latent periods of social movements:  

‘A genealogical approach adopts the perspective of social movements from 

the inside out, playing [sic] close attention to their latent activity during 

periods of abeyance or less visible mobilization, and recognizing processes 

of movement continuity between peaks of visible mobilization’ (Fominaya 

2015, 149). 

The conversations that were held during the working day depict the ‘inside out’ that 

Fominaya refers to. Movements were very aware of how June 30 had displaced their role in 
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society. Even though some organisations, such as OpAntiSH, were no longer active, their 

voices and memories were and still are highly valuable as part of the three aspects of 

continuation proposed by Taylor, which I will now examine in turn.  

5.2.1 THE SURVIVAL OF ACTIVIST NETWORKS 

Structurally, the initiatives represented at the working day differed in grades of internal 

compartmentalisation, depending on their volume of work, geographical presence, number of 

people involved, etc. The biggest distinction was between established NGOs, like Nazra, 

EIPR or Women and Memory Forum, and small movements, because the former featured a 

more solid differentiation of roles that brought with it a formal managerial organisation. 

Larger organisations hold a legal form that facilitates their activities, but management-wise 

they tended to be horizontally organised. Small initiatives usually were friend-based safe 

spaces of speech and assembly that were highly dependent on their volunteer base. Often, as 

was the case in OpAntiSH, they gathered together individuals from bigger organisations. Yet, 

they remained separate entities: although Nazra and EIPR personnel were heavily involved in 

the foundation of OpAntiSH, OpAntiSH was always independent of those larger initiatives.   

As per implementation of activities, the movements that were in open confrontation with the 

state would face more difficulties in gaining permits to carry out activities that need the 

clearance of the MoSS, or in securing coordination with the MoI to operate in an area. 

Alternatively, they might find their premises closed (as was the case for Al Nadeem) under 

the pretext that they lacked a license to operate. As a result, June 30 meant the end of many 

of their formal activities. However, well-structured organisations had more leverage in 

pressuring the state through litigation and advocacy. This was because they had established 

good lobbying networks inside and outside of Egypt, and also because they benefited from 

good access to foreign and local media. Initiatives that were able to accommodate the post-
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June 30 changes, and carry on with street initiatives, would also face another set of problems. 

I encountered three main aspects of these difficulties: movements facing censorship; 

movements losing and shifting personnel and volunteers who could not adapt to the new 

scenario; and the impossibility of any longer being able to offer meaningful participation.  

From the working day, I inferred that some organisations saw their role as mediators between 

the state and the population, but at the same time realised that they needed to find out how to 

work with the state because of the opposition of the general population to their causes. Other 

groups did not believe in collaborating with the state, which has meant that they are openly in 

opposition to it, demanding that the state be held accountable. Yet, when trying to delve 

further into gender discrimination and personal rights, both visions face the opposition of 

both society and the state. Interestingly, while these two approaches seem to oppose each 

other, they in fact often complemented one another. Groups under fire from the security 

apparatus re-strategised to cooperate with other initiatives that had better access to and 

relations with state institutions. Hence initiatives would promote referrals to other initiatives, 

demand their skills and expertise on an ad hoc basis, share training materials and trainers for 

workshops, disseminate their hotline numbers, etc. At the bottom line, they kept the network 

alive by pooling their resources into the little activity they could still conduct. In practice, 

low-profile groups could often remain active and use the resources of high-profile groups 

targeted by the state. Maintaining the flexibility and availability of services offered 

throughout the network was, nonetheless, a big challenge.  

Another highly critical question was how to sustain the material and human resources 

involved in the network. Volunteer-based initiatives were in decline, and funding from 

donors was mostly restricted to groups cleared by the MoSS. When the ultimatum of the 

MoSS was announced, which requested organization to register under the MoSS and request 
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clearance of their activates, some international donors drastically withdrew their funding, 

even when payments were still pending and contracts operative. Moreover, the information 

gathered on the question of funding was always treated as very sensitive. Some groups have 

managed to operate as a professional firm, avoiding NGOs regulations or deliver services 

(such as a medical clinic) that are able to channel funding and resources. Small initiatives rely 

on donations, and have tried new forms of obtaining resources such as crowd-funding 

campaigns, without major success. In general terms, the situation is very precarious, and as a 

result the number of staff at most initiatives has decreased.   

5.2.2. SUSTAINING A REPERTOIRE OF GOALS AND TACTICS  

During fieldwork, I observed a transition from street activities, which were subject to 

increasingly heavy punishment, to a focus on litigation and policy advocacy. Legal reform 

and policy-making returned to being the niche for feminist human rights activism. This can 

be considered a survival strategy for several reasons: a) many of the women and men 

involved in these initiatives are themselves legal experts; b) most of the initiatives struggle to 

consolidate a regular line of funding that allows them to grow in other direction which entail 

bigger resources; c) they suffer continuous attacks by state institutions (including financial 

audits, raids, blocked access to funding, heavy bureaucracy, and assets freezes) when trying 

to implement activates that entail community mobilization; and d) any focus on areas such as 

constituency building and community mobilisation are heavily repressed by the security 

apparatus.  

The initiatives I spoke to tried to maintain a broad repertoire of goals and tactics. However, 

with the post-June 30 shift, there were inevitable changes in the scope, frequency and 

dissemination of their different types of action. On-line presence and the use of social media 

kept sustaining debates and knowledge production whose content, however, became less 
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political. Sporadically there will be some windows of opportunity that would open and which 

independent movements would use to collaborate ad hoc. A good example is the activities 

organized every year under the umbrella of the 16 days of activism against gender based 

violence. Although the campaign was first promoted by the Center for Women’s Global 

Leadership in Rutgers University, it is currently promoted worldwide by the UN system. In 

these occasions, movements often complemented each other, benefiting from different 

expertise or access to venues, audiences, etc.  

5.2.3 PROMOTING A COLLECTIVE IDENTITY 

While these groups hold differences in their views about feminism and how to raise 

awareness of feminist ideas, they all depart from a similar understanding that their work has 

to be grounded in human rights. Thus, most of the jargon used during the working day came 

from that field. Additionally, they all shared the collective experience of Tahrir, which 

worked as an identity marker. This was important, because with it came a shared 

understanding about the problematic inherent in working with different institutions of the 

state, particularly with the security apparatus and the gender machinery of the Council system. 

The identity built around Tahrir also carried the sense of being ‘different’ or deviant from the 

mainstream society that they wanted to change, because the mass of the population usually 

did not openly accept their work.  

This deviant identity led to these groups being always at the forefront of social change. For 

instance, once they all realised that sexual harassment in the streets was no longer a taboo 

subject, they all expanded the scope of their work to link sexual harassment to other forms of 

violence, and to gender discrimination and body rights. The Youth Innovation Camp 

discussed in Chapter Four, however, shows how the state reduces the scope of such issues, 

and so reframes them into a form that is already accepted by society, avoiding controversial 
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issues. From this divergence with the state, there stems a small confusion with regard to 

terminology. Independent groups had started their activities under the label of anti-sexual 

harassment, but soon realised that the scope of what was happening, and of their work, had 

gone beyond what that label could contain. However, while they also worked on other forms 

of sexual violence, very often they continued to refer to themselves as anti-sexual harassment 

initiatives. The opposite trend can be seen in the labels used by the gender machinery. They 

would often refer to the scope of their activities as gender-based violence, but in reality their 

focus was more limited. Nearly all of their work was based around sexual harassment, in its 

less violent forms, and female genital mutilation, which had been broadly acknowledged as 

an issue since the creation of the national programme at the beginning of the 2000s.  

Consequently, a key aspect of groups’ collective identity was the range of issues covered by 

their activities. Sexual and bodily rights, which included questions of sexual orientation, 

triggered the alarms of new volunteers, state institutions and broader audiences in general. It 

was often a no-go area that prompted volunteers to leave or provoked institutions into 

applying censorship. Yet advocacy for such rights was also a clear collective marker. All the 

groups agreed that, while their work often started with a focus on sexual harassment, very 

soon they detected the need to work on other related areas and other forms of violence. The 

right of every person to decide on the destiny of her life, take action in consequence, and if 

necessary defy society and state to preserve her fundamental rights was not a matter for 

discussion. This explains why the approach that OpAntiSH and other initiatives’ founder 

members wanted to foster demanded a positionality and ethics that were difficult to sustain in 

the post-June 30 scenario. Such stances were constantly challenged and repressed, and left 

those that held them with little room to adapt to the new conditions without feeling their 

agency jeopardised.  
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Along the same lines, for these groups testifying and reporting signified the importance of 

making public the collective wound that sexual violence inflicts on society, and of 

denouncing the role of the state. However, they were also very aware that testifying 

showcases the complex interdependence of different state and social institutions that, as of 

today, are neither willing nor able to protect and fulfil the rights of survivors. Participants in 

the working day were able to explain these dynamics with great clarity, because they are part 

of the daily undercurrents that they endure while working.  

Abdelrahman (2013) argues that the new social movements that emerged in the 1990s and 

2000s to pave the way for January 25 were decentralised, with loose organisational structures. 

They tended to reject traditional leadership and relied on members to initiate activities. This 

differentiated them from old social movements, which, in their pursuit to ‘capture the state’, 

found that their activism had become counterproductive: ‘their social positions were 

transformed and so, inevitably, were their individual psychologies … the militant, syndicalist 

tactics that had been the daily bread of the social movement became counter-revolutionary’ 

(Wallerstein 2002 in Adbelrahman 2013, 561). I agree that forging alliances with the regime 

entails such risks, and may turn otherwise vibrant activism into mere support for the regime. I 

also understand, as my ethnography shows, that these alliances become part and parcel of 

process of assimilation, in which civil society is currently immersed in order to survive, 

involves similar risks.  

Looking at the historical processes that gave continuity to different waves of activism helps 

to elucidate the different roles and positions of independent movements, which in turn may 

benefit to future studies. While these movements are undoubtedly currently in abeyance, it is 

perhaps too early to understand what they will go on to become. Nonetheless, some 
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frameworks can be established to address this question with regard to the observations of 

those present. 

5.3 Historical continuity  

To what extent can we say that feminist human rights initiatives emerging from the Square 

were the heirs of the secular leftist movements? Can we assume that they in turn will be the 

seed of future movements? How do we understand continuity? The answers to these 

questions depend on an understanding of informal and formal channels for the transmission 

of values, principles and reliance in certain institutional settings. These channels have 

evolved over the years, and thus I assume that the channels of transmission for future 

generations will rely on structures that differ from those of the past, because the conditions of 

resistance have changed.  

The previous generation of activist formed their political consciousness at the time of the rise 

of social science paradigms and developmentalism, and were also influenced by Marxist 

paradigms (see Kandiyoti 1996, 12). Its members first mobilised in the student movements of 

the 1970s. The 1990s witnessed the consolidation of the Open-Door policy, which was 

accompanied by the NGO-isation of civil society. NGO-isation created new channels for civil 

society to acquire international funding and international visibility, which provided new 

possibilities to articulate the ideas and values of the aforementioned generation. This NGO-

isation has been severely criticised (see Abdelrahman 2004); also (Tadros 2016) signals that 

it prompted the creation of a ‘boutique phenomenon [which] encouraged women activists to 

keep up with the latest development fads rather than be responsive to the pulse of a 

constituency on the ground’ (2016, 73); but independent activism took this opportunity to 

crystalise into various organisations, mainly created towards the end of the 1990s and in the 

early years of the new millennium. These NGOs benefitted from international connections, 
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access to media, participation in international conferences, and access to funding. Such 

opportunities facilitated their participation in the global movement that developed at the end 

of the century (both formally at conferences like the Cairo ICPD, Helsinki and Beijing, and 

informally through the global justice movement).  

During fieldwork, younger participants could trace how connections that they had established 

with organisations created at that time had influenced their own vision, values, education and 

access to mentors. Several of these organisations have come up as particularly important and 

relevant to the initiatives emerging from Tahrir. The Hisham Mubarak Law Centre was 

founded in 1999 to work on human rights litigation, with a strong focus on supporting 

victims of torture and arbitrary detention. The Cairo Institute for Human Rights Studies, 

founded in 1993, has provided multiple generations with the opportunity to attend its human 

rights trainings. Al Nadeem Center for the Rehabilitation of Victims of Violence was founded 

in 1993 and has provided medical care and therapy to victims since its foundation, as well as 

being the place where medical personnel have gained relevant work experience. New Woman 

Foundation began informal activities in 1984 (and registered officially in 2004), and has 

provided a space for many feminists to be trained and work over the years. Similarly, the 

Women and Memory Forum, founded in 1995 to combat the predominant representation of 

women in the cultural sphere, has been a locus where younger activists have found the first 

professional or volunteer opportunities that could fulfil their aspirations. Finally, the Centre 

for Egyptian Women’s Legal Assistance, founded in 1995, has also been a place of 

networking for new active members.  

These organisations were all mentioned by multiple research participants as key learning and 

networking hubs, places where they found resources and mentors that to this day form part of 

their support network. To this list, I need to add two organisations that have had a very active 
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role on the ground and that have absorbed much of the revolutionary human rights and 

feminist concerns that have emerged since January 25, and thus also encountered some of the 

associated difficulties. These organisations were established somewhat later, and thus are also 

run by younger people, than those mentioned above. The first of these is the Egyptian 

Initiative for Personal Rights, founded in 2002, which complements other human rights 

groups in the country by focusing on the importance of protecting personal rights. The second 

is Nazra for Feminist Studies, founded in 2005, which initially focused on women in the 

public sphere, sexual violence and defending women human rights defenders.  

Collaboration among all of these organisations exploded during the revolution. With 

particular focus on women’s rights activities, I have recorded 101 joint statements that were 

made collaboratively by three or more of these organisations between February 2011 and 

December 2014. Thus organisations that were well established by the time of the revolution 

had an influence on the desires for active participation of their younger members. To a 

greater or lesser degree, all of the people that have participated in this research, whom I have 

framed as ‘independent’, are in the orbits of both this network and their own families, which 

are crucially involved in sustaining them. On many occasions, as a way to help me locate 

their backgrounds, participants made a clear reference to having been part of a family or 

friends network with members, particularly parents, who were secular socialists or leftists. 

They often expressed the view that these influences helped them to connect with young peers 

in the Square who shared a similar background.  

Informal family and friends network were, then, essential for the necessary transmission of 

material and human capital that secured the continuation, albeit modified, of secular leftist 

ideas. What I also found striking is that although many of the people in my research were 

quite young at the time the Kefaya movement happened, it was often, if not always, 
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mentioned as a reference movement. Kefaya was an initiative, launched in 2004, that had 

brought together at least twenty-six independent human rights organisations. This nexus with 

movements of the past again confirms the delicate hidden dynamic behind labelling the 

revolution ‘2.0’ or ‘youth-led’. Such characterisations hindered the revolution’s potential to 

connect to historical social capital, and thus find its continuity and expand its constituency. In 

addition to El-Mahdi’s criticisms (which I explain in Chapter 4), we can see that the label 

‘youth’ obscures the networks and informal connections with preceding movements and 

activists. While these individuals were perhaps not always physically and actively present in 

the Square, they nonetheless represented a fundamental pillar of the revolution. 

Abdelrahman (2013) has clustered the new social movements emerging since the 2000s into 

three groups: prodemocracy groups, gathered around Kefaya and demanding concrete 

political changes; labour movements which had adapted to new horizontal forms of solidarity, 

as seen in the April 6 Movement; and citizen-based ‘non-movements’ defined by what Bayat 

(2010) has termed ‘the quiet encroachment of the ordinary’, characterised by actions carried 

out by ordinary citizens that do not represent a movement. The core of the group represented 

at the working day clearly situated themselves among the first group, in that they represented 

pro-democracy initiatives that were the ideological heirs of pro-Nasserist secular leftists. 

Duboc (2011) sees in initiatives such as Kefaya a catalyst for a new Egyptian intelligentsia, 

revitalising former members and attracting new ones (Bayat 2013; Cole 2012; Korany and El 

Mahdi 2012; Osman 2012; Telmissany 2014).  There is a wide consensus among scholars on 

the influence of Kefaya as an inspirational reference movement that paved the way for 

January 25. Kefaya worked to keep alive the belief in the Utopia that was later lived during 

the 18 days by new and old generations working together. It thus bonded together different 

periods of activism that otherwise seem fragmented:  
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‘Thus the belief in a utopia is still alive; in particular, it is important for 

intellectuals to make political sense of their own experience, to maintain the 

continuity with earlier political ideals. Waiting is an important aspect of this 

sustained activism. In other words, intellectuals’ relationship to activism has 

been influenced by the notion that their ideals have been postponed’ (Duboc 

2011, 61). 

Yet Duboc also highlights that this generation was traumatised by the rapid decline of the left 

in the 1980s, which coincides with the triumph of the Open-Door policy inaugurated by 

President Sadat and pursued by Mubarak:  

‘The 1980s marked the organizational and ideological decline of the left, 

which was already weakened by internal divisions and the exile of several 

intellectuals, the emergence of Islamic movements as the principal 

alternative to the regime, and Mubarak’s strategy of co-opting leftist 

organizations‘ (2011, 58).  

This raises questions about how much leverage can be attributed to a political force that has 

been defined as in decline since the 1980s, and the extent to which change can be attributed 

to them. In other words, why were leftist activists important if they only represented a small 

portion of the population, yet whose present has been constant though different periods? 

Similar questions, however, could be posed about the 18 Days of Tahrir, which strictly 

speaking did not represent a sustained political change over time although it had strong 

support. However, it is in this regard that ruptures such as Tahrir provoked by critical events 

and margins as inhabited by the leftist movement over time can say a lot about what the 

norms behind power structures hide during ‘normal’ times. At the same time, periods of 

abeyance during ‘normal’ times might say a lot about the revolutionary, innovative and 
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transgressive seeds that are lying dormant. Moreover, I believe that paying particular 

attention to these movements’ leverage capacity would be misleading. Rather, I suggest 

sticking to the two angles that have emerged from the ethnography. The first of these is their 

marginal position in the system, because of their positionality against the state and because of 

the issues over which they are in confrontation with wider society. The second is their 

capacity to mutate and so be absorbed by new activists, thus securing their reproduction.  

Navaro-Yashin explores the idea of the complicity of those on the margins ‘in the activity of 

reifying the state’ (2002, 132), arguing that it is on these margins that the state is reproduced 

through mundane everyday life practices. With this, she builds on Taussig’s (1992) 

contention that situates in the margins the art of statecraft. Das and Poole (2004) point out 

that key to the discussion of margins is the relationship they have with violence and the 

ordering functions of the state. This relationship highlights three elements: margins as 

peripheries that are natural containers for people insufficiently localised within the law; 

legibility and illegibility; and the space between bodies, law and discipline. Because of these 

features, the state-margin reverts to its necessary role of sustaining a liminal space (Turner 

1969), where the state can refound itself, but which also ‘suspends’ in the air the people 

trapped in that space. And in here I see a clear allusion to the question of ‘youth’ as shifters 

with an ‘ambiguous agency’ (Bordonaro and Payne 2012). Liminal spaces, are then necessary 

for statecraft, but within them, people living in this suspension also gain access to a space of 

creativity.  

In this paradigm, ‘youth’ can be seen as just a word that contains a duality: the ‘classification 

by age (but also sex and of course class…)’, designed to impose limits and produce an order 

‘to which each person must keep’ (Bourdieu 1993, 94). Yet it can also refer to the fluidity 

and heterogeneity of all those trapped in a liminal space, regardless of their biological age. 
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The above explains the bizarre yet important condition of marginality in which opposition 

movements exist. They are in suspension, yet when it comes to the fabric of statecraft their 

influence is tangibly higher than would be expected if one only considered their leverage 

capacity. As per their capacity to mutate, with respect particularly to women’s issues, it is 

important to highlight the nexus that the women’s question provides in terms of the 

regulation of the everyday. Abu-Lughod argues that ‘women’s rights provide a conduit for 

foreign intervention and government involvement in ordering the daily lives of both the 

middle classes and those at the margins’ (2010, 33). I take this to mean that the women’s 

question justifies the creation of a structure that helps the state to penetrate places that it 

cannot physically reach, such as the family arrangements so crucial to the organisation of 

everyday life. In a nutshell, abstract ideals of womanhood provide the ‘conduits’ to discipline 

the female youth. Thus as women, young female’s category is subject to regulatory process, 

while as young they are treated as in a fluid impasse, yet to become citizens with legitimate 

rights.  

It is important to note that it is not the women’s question that is put at the centre, but rather 

women’s marginality. Opposition to the state gender machinery exists at the margins of a 

movement that is already at the margins, and in this aspect is doubly transgressive, hence its 

disruptive power. This is a point that I have addressed at length in the previous chapters and 

that emerges once again here; women’s mobilisation at the margins has a disruptive power 

that is not equal to the leverage of the numbers involved in it, but vastly superior. In 

conclusion, movements in abeyance, such as the ones that came to the working day, carry a 

set of complexities and are surely at risk of being assimilated by state power. However, their 

abeyance is nonetheless a state worth preserving, because within it lies the potential for 

continuity with future movements, the preservation of the memory of utopia, and the 
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guarding of their positionality. While this position exists at the margins, it is also a position of 

crafting, a potential niche of new imaginary practices and thus one of power.  
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CHAPTER SIX FRIENDSHIP TO NAVIGATE THE REVOLUTION: THE SHELLA, KIN AND 

CITIZENSHIP  

  

The previous chapter has demonstrated how historically it can be claimed that independent 

feminist human rights movements emerging from Tahrir gave continuity to secular leftist 

activism. However, such activism only gained very limited structural and institutional support, 

and was not sufficiently strong to spread its ideas nationwide. On the contrary, the influence 

of the secular left had been in decline since the failure of the socialist bloc in the 1980s. 

While Tahrir represented both a historical continuum and a unique opportunity to foster and 

expand this constituency, its representatives were soon pushed back to the margins. This is to 

say that while the leftist secular heritage was important, it does not in itself explain the 

potentialities that emerged in Tahrir. Horizontality, in this context, is a feature that, while 

usually attributed to the youthful character of the protests, in reality responds to the 

institutional environment surrounding them. Moreover, if the nature of Tahrir as a horizontal 

movement can lead one to think that social movements in the case of the Egyptian revolution 

were structureless, I would argue the contrary. With regard to the particular subject of this 

thesis, human rights feminist movements navigated between the ideas and values of the 

secular left, while accommodating and contesting the multiple attempts of co-optation 

coming from governmental institutions with the support of development agencies.  This 

positionality raises some important questions: What was the social institution that provided 

the backbone which enabled ideas, actions and values to grow into the potentialities seen in 

Tahrir? What social institution was flexible enough to adapt to all the marginalities and 

sensitivities present in the Square, to reconcile intergenerational disputes, and to avoid rigid 

hierarchical structures that replicated old regime power structures?  
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Elsadda affirms that ‘on the social level, life in the square, on a metaphoric level, resulted in 

the formation of new networks, new friendships, new alliances, while refiguring or 

reshuffling existing ones. To put it simply, people made new friends and lost old ones; 

relationships, even among members of the same family were redefined’ (Fernández-Savater 

and Fominaya 2017). January 25 was in itself an extreme bonding experience, in which old 

friends and new friends learned to rely on and trust each other, while social, political and 

personal events were undoubtedly testing these bonds. Nearly everybody I talked to ascribed 

him/herself to a shella (plural: shellal), which is the word used in Egyptian dialect to refer to 

a person’s closest group of friends. Sentences like: ‘you’ll see her always hanging out with 

her shella,’ ‘I am not the kind of person that made a new shella during the revolution, I stuck 

to my own,’ or ‘I joined the shella of this group of people at the time that I started being 

interested in human rights’ were very common. I soon realised that I too had my own shella, 

and that it had become a fundamental pillar for me, both in conducting fieldwork and 

carrying on with life itself.  

Shellal may have been formed prior to the revolution, usually during people’s adolescence, 

but were also modified or created anew during the revolution. In all cases, they articulated a 

very extensive support network of co-responsibility that could supplement and provide many 

of the duties that were traditionally assigned to kin. Significantly, in the context of the 

personal revolutions that my research participants were undergoing, their shellal additionally 

offered alternative protection and support structures that became key to underpinning 

revolutionary acts. These could be either stands taken in personal life or political and public 

contestations. Interestingly, paying attention to the social function that shellal were adopting 

in the particular context of the revolution revealed that these friendship groups were also 

reshaping the seemingly immutable foundations of the Arab family, as read by segmentation 

theory (Abu-Lughod 1989; (Evans-Pritchard 1932) As such, they were shedding light onto 
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the turbulences affecting the private and public division of social space, and the roles 

assigned to these spheres.   

Thus I argue that it was the crisis in institutional representation that strengthened friendship 

ties, rather than the youthfulness of revolutionaries, which prompted the horizontal nature of 

the movements born in Tahrir. As this research has shown, public and private lives were not 

responding anymore to pre-existing societal prescriptions, a fact that already points to the 

revolutionary potential of friendship. Friendship, then, informs the two threads running 

through the thesis. First as the niche of potential revolutionary action and female citizenship, 

which informs less explored domains of women’s adulthood that escape marriage and 

motherhood. This informs the strand that delves into female activism. Second, friendship 

understood as a modularity -to paraphrase Steuer (2017)- of civic action and social 

movements replacing/complementing other social institutions, which informs the strand that 

explores collective actions against state’s body politics. Three key aspects of friendship 

surface in this analysis: friendship as the minimum unit of structure to organise revolutionary 

actions, which explains the horizontal nature of many of the movements; friendship as the 

social ‘hinge’ facilitating social and behavioural changes that link the personal and the 

political; and friendship as an extension or replacement of kin duties, affection and caring to 

non-blood kin, thus fostering the reconfiguration of social and gender norms. In Chapter One, 

I discussed modifications in the norms that rule the entitlements embedded in kinship 

structures to underline the connection between the governance of public space and the 

epidemic of sexual violence. In this chapter, I elaborate instead on those modifications that 

have helped to foster social change. Friendship, in this sense, enables communication 

between intimate spheres of life and very public ones.   
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Through narrating the story of Nehad in this chapter, I explore the space that unites 

revolutionary public acts with the inner life of a family. In doing so, I draw on the 

connections between friendship as non-blood kinship and friendship’s contribution to social 

movements, and more broadly to alternative forms of citizenship for young women. In 

particular, I examine how the shella played a fundamental role in underpinning contested acts 

inside the family, which were also a reflection of my participants’ struggles in the streets.  

Nehad and I had been sharing a lot of our daily life since my return to Cairo. Aya, another 

member of our shella, was living nearby, and indeed we worked very much like a family. We 

all had our own actual families, but, as many of my participants described, the shella was a 

particular place where life choices that were different to the ones expected of us by our 

families could be enacted and defended. ‘The shella are those that hold your back’, Amina, 

whom I introduce in Chapter Two, would often tell me. The human rights and feminist 

practice that I was studying involved many different shellal, and their members often knew 

each other and collaborated formally and informally for multiple purposes. Mapping out the 

knowledge that Nehad, Aya and myself had of these networks, connectivities with other 

shellal became very obvious, and the potential for mobilisation and articulation of social 

change was thus also very clear. Through these connectivities, one could see that the main 

social, cultural and political initiatives were spontaneously connected through individuals 

belonging to different shellal, who were also close to blood-kin groups of activists, of which 

Ala’a Abd El-Fattah’s family was perhaps the most famous. People in this research varied in 

age between 22 and 32, lived independently, in most cases sharing homes with friends. In 

general terms, during the revolution marriage was postponed, but for the youngest 

participants the social pressure around it at the time that the revolution started was not yet as 

acute as it would be five years later. People collaborated in this research shared a similar 

educational and class background, which also applies to Nehad. However, Nehad was 
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wealthier than most, partially because of a wealthier her family background, the educational 

opportunities she enjoyed, and also because of a well-paid job that paid in a similar scale to 

European work standards.   

6.1 FRIENDSHIP: FROM CITIZENSHIP TO KINSHIP 

In Chapter Two, I drew on the work of Taylor (1989) to present the continuities that sustain 

activist networks while in periods of abeyance; certainly friendship, along with the promotion 

of collective identity contributes greatly to the survival of these networks in such times. Yet I 

believe that the realm of friendship is worthy of a separate analysis, because its significance 

goes beyond this. Past research on feminist activism in the Middle East has often made 

reference to the importance of friendship as a solidarity bond. For instance, Al-Ali (2000) 

recognises the link between domestic life and activism, in the sense that ‘one way to 

compensate for the lack of encouragement and sympathy at home is to seek support and 

solace in the networks of female friends and fellow activists’ (2000, 123). This condition is 

not unique to Egypt – Hasso (2001), discussing the Palestinian Federation of Women’s 

Action Committees, argues that work and activism revolving around women’s rights was also 

a site in which to forge friendship.  

Moreover, friendship seems to be an underlying condition in all the different periods of 

Egyptian feminist history. Sorbera (2013), making reference to Bosch and Kloosterman 

(1990), argues that the practice of friendship is constitutive to the practice of politics, and in 

particular is relevant for the formation of transnational horizontal networks. This point is also 

made by Nguyenin terms of the enactment of a community of support of shared politics (in 

Nguyen et al. 2016).  Along these lines, ‘sisterhood’ structures and affects have long been 

mobilised around the collective actions of women’s movements. In the context of Egypt, 

however, sisterhood generally refers to the female branch of the Muslim Brotherhood (see 
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Hamed 2013), and because their activism differs greatly from my focus the concept of 

sisterhood will not be discussed here. Unfortunately, although friendship appears 

substantially in the literature, it is never the theoretical focus. The significance of friendship 

from the domestic to the political realm, and the context that produces its particularities, are 

all insufficiently studied. Anthropologists have predominantly given priority to the study of 

kin, which, as Abu-Lughod (1989) has argued, has arranged the study of women and of the 

Middle East around three ‘theoretical metonyms’ or ‘gatekeeping concepts’ that seem ‘to 

limit anthropological theorizing about the place in question, and that define the quintessential 

and dominant questions of interest in the region’ (Appadurai 1986 in Abu-Lughod 1989, 279).  

These metonyms have been: segmentation (referring to study of kin, with predominance of 

tribe and family clans), the harem, and Islam. Thus, as friendship falls largely outside of these 

three realms, it has often gone unnoticed. Moreover, Obeid (2010), in the single recent 

publication I could find dedicated to friendship in the Middle East, argues that segmentation 

theory has often been used to add another layer of Orientalism to predominant discourses of 

Arab barbarity. In contrast, the study of friendship in her study sheds light on changes in 

population dynamics and household arrangements, modernity and urban life, which 

contribute to reduce the ‘othering’ gap fostered by Orientalist approaches.  Yet Obeid’s paper 

does not enquire into the potential of female friendship to foster social change.  

Another aspect that has gone unnoticed is that the references embedded in research specific to 

friendship seem to respond to a certain gender division that replicates the bias of the 

metonyms stated above. The study of friendship involving women pays particular attention to 

their resistance, or to the bargaining tactics used to reach accommodation in their private 

domestic lives so as to acquire an activist/public role. It also focuses on the impact that socio-

economic changes have had in their household arrangements, as if their own doings and 
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undoings had played no role in bringing about those same socio-economic changes that now 

affected them. Women are portrayed as ‘copers’ as opposed to proactive agents.  

On the other hand, literature revolving around male subjects recognises the impact that 

friendship itself could have in influencing socio-political arenas, and thus leans more acutely 

towards questions of political fraternity and citizenship. For instance, Pateman (1988) in The 

Sexual Contract argues that patriarchy has moved towards an ethics proper to fraternity 

schemes, in which men govern women in their private spheres but agree on a contract of a 

social order of equality among themselves within the public, political sphere.71 Along similar 

lines, Hatem describes the first Egyptian constitution as an ‘horizontal fraternity of adult men’ 

(2000, 35), and, despite subsequent changes, women’s citizenship was always subordinated 

to this hierarchy. Thus, male friendship, considered to be less intimate, is assumed to expand 

into other realms to reconfigure society, expressing a form of citizenship, while friendship 

between women is seen as a coping mechanism which lacks revolutionary force.  

Yet research focused on the West admits the transformative potential of female friendship 

(O’Connor 1999; Harrison 1999). Chowdhury and Philipose (2016) have paid attention to the 

importance of friendship as part and parcel of the collective life required to sustain women’s 

activism, thus they recognised it as a force behind social change and women’s citizenship. 

This tendency could also respond to the perspectives given by two of the three angles that I 

have found relevant in the study of friendship. Social psychologists have explored friendship 

and its importance in identity formation, while political philosophy and anthropology have 

predominantly paid attention to the links between kin and friendship, and to contentious 

politics. In other words, while anthropologists focused on contesting the predominance of kin 

studies, political scientists moved towards social movements theory, with a particular focus 

                                                                                                                          
71  To  provide  an  example,  I  suggest  reflecting  on  the  political  idea  embedded  in  the  project  of  the  Muslim  
‘Brotherhood’,  the  very  name  of  which  entails  an  extension  of  male  kin’s  ethics  to  non-‐blood  male  kin.    
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on resource and network mobilisation (see Tarrow 2011). With this, an apparent division of 

private and public space was respected, where the private concerns women and the public 

concerns men. I argue that this division responds to power dynamics, which place friendship 

as core to changes in the personal and the domestic that undoubtedly mirror these same 

changes in the public and the political, since one does not exist without the other.  

In the realm of political philosophy in Egypt, however, there have been important 

contributions made by anthropologists who reflect on the ethics of friendships and the 

formation of a democracy that deals with and respects difference, thus suggesting a way to 

deal with class, gender, age, and ethnic diversity in Egypt. Asad (2014) sees in the tradition 

of amr bi-l-ma‘rūf72 the path: 

‘…of mutual care of the self, based on the principle of friendship (and 

therefore of responsibility to and between friends) not on the legal principle 

of citizenship. This sharing would be the outcome of continuous work 

between friends or lovers, not an expression of accomplished cultural fact. 

The same tradition might find its way to collective acts of protest against 

excessive power (and so there have to be notions of power’s temporalities 

and bounds)’ (2014).  

Asad recognises, however, that ‘in times of political upheaval, fear, suspicion, and 

misattributions of intention render trust—and therefore friendship—extremely fragile’ (2014). 

It is along these lines that Schielke (2017) opposes Asad, branding as utopic his proposition 

and arguing that ethics is part of the problem. In terms of a solution, he argues that:  
                                                                                                                          
72  Asad  elaborates  on  the  understanding  of  shari’a  as  tradition,  to  explain  that  ‘the  tradition  of  amr  bi-‐l-‐ma‘rūf  
can  be  seen  not  only  as  coming  within  the  purview  of  the  shari‘a  but  also  as  an  expression  of  the  everyday  

concern  of  friends  and  kin  for  the  welfare  of  one  another’s  souls,  as  well  as  an  expression  of  the  occasional  need  
for  addressing  the  holders  of  power’  (for  a  deeper  explanation,  see  note  25  in  (Asad	  2014).  See:  
http://criticalinquiry.uchicago.edu/thinking_about_tradition_religion_and_politics_in_egypt_today/    
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‘…in a time when so much emotional and ethical work is invested in 

creating and maintaining enmity and purity, weakness also may become a 

virtue … The sense of irbak -bewilderment, confusion, and loss of solid 

ground- … can be the antithesis to fiercely cultivated determination and 

oblivion … confusion that forces one to look into the eyes of one’s enemy 

and see oneself’ (2017, 219). 73  

Interestingly, while Schielke criticises Asad’s characterisation of friendship’s underlying 

ethical stands, the central role of friendship as a niche of practice is itself left aside. As my 

research shows, the only container that could escape the demands for purity and oblivion to 

entertain the sense of irbak exists within the place where friendship resides. It was in 

friendship that the people in this research found the space to be confused, sad, wrong, and 

angry, and to still belong to something that made them feel part of a safety network that held 

them together.  

In terms of the theorising of friendship, I am indebted to the work of Adams and Allam 

(1999), which helped me to organise my material and contextualise friendship in the time of 

the revolution. Their review on friendship acknowledges the formative importance of 

friendship as studied by social psychologists, but also inserts its study in a wider context. For 

this purpose, structural and cultural qualities and spatial and temporal organisations are 

stratified into four levels. The first of these levels on the ‘continuum of contextual analyses’ 

(Adams and Allam 1999, 5) is the personal environment, and how gender, class and age 

interact with friendship. Secondly, there is the network level, which pertains to the first grade 

relationships that a person maintains, and how these help to form a network’s configuration 

into a larger social collective. Thirdly, there is the community level, which is strongly linked 

                                                                                                                          
73  Schielke  and  Asad  are  both  reacting  to  the  silence  and  endorsement  of  public  opinion  around  the  atrocities  
committed  by  the  regime  in  Raba’a,  yet  their  assessments  of  a  possible  way  out  differ.    
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to the place where friendships are maintained and specifically how this influences their 

internal dynamics (see Adams 1989). The fourth level focuses on the wider societal sphere, 

which refers to the economic and social structures whose changes affect the ties of solidarity 

that friendships generate. Thus this level links individuals’ life experience to a broader 

context.  Although Adams and Allam's contextualisation is based on research made in 

Western societies, these levels are useful to unpack the importance that the shella holds for 

individuals navigating their personal lives and the revolution. As I explained in Chapter Two, 

young women and men going alone to Tahrir prompted the creation of new networks and the 

strengthening of old ones, but also inflicted changes on the pre-existing narratives 

surrounding friendship. 

 

Mainstream statistical reports like the Status of Young People in Egypt (Population Council 

2014; SYPE 2010) have already delved into the narrative of the decrease in the number of 

friends, particularly friends of the opposite sex for women, that young people have as they 

grow older. The SYPE survey did not talk about class differences, instead it referred to 

differences in economic background, thus erasing the links between economic success and 

class mobility. Friendship groups were larger and more mixed among the more urban, better-

educated and wealthier parts of society (SYPE 2010, 135). Thus, according to these statistics, 

for many people prior to the revolution there was little opportunity to develop friendship 

outside the realm of family networks, with the opposite sex, or with people of different 

classes. Women had fewer friends to count on, and weaker networks through which they 

could improve their lives or pursue ‘deviant’ lifestyles. 

 

The act of meeting in Tahrir Square involved assembling new social connections, otherwise 

forbidden, opening the possibility for new friendships to be solidified. Accordingly, for the 
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shellal of those involved in January 25, two periods can be differentiated. The first of these 

attained its climax in the months following the 18 days of Utopia, during which time 

traditional configurations of the shella were open to change, new members were adopted, and 

there were shifts in the routine activities around which friendship was established. Moreover, 

shellal had to accommodate newcomers joining the revolution, friends living abroad, dual 

citizens (sometimes with little contact with Egypt until this event), and journalists, 

researchers and photographers from all over the world who had literally dropped what they 

were doing and come to Egypt. Egypt’s revolutionary activists called back all their global 

connections, and everybody found a shella to belong to. This degree of openness was not 

present at all before the revolution, when people tended to strictly stick to their own. This is 

to say that groups of people who relied on each other opened up to trust new people and 

expanded the range of activities that bonded them together. Protesting became the most 

important one of these activities, and friends had to deal with all the concerns related to 

safely participating in protests. Also, during this time completely new shellal were formed, 

bonding together people that were participating in initiatives born in Tahrir. For example, the 

founders of OpAntiSH and various other initiatives often described their activity as 

friendship-based, as it represented also the nexus of the changes that they were 

accommodating in their personal lives.  

The second period began with the Raba’a in the summer of August 2013, with the violent 

dispersal of Raba’a Square and marks the deterioration of the personal relationships that had 

fostered social change until that day. State-led repression, imprisonments, and smear 

campaigns started taking their toll on the independent human rights and feminist movements. 

Relationships between different groups of friends, who knew each other and had often 

collaborated ad hoc on multiple campaigns, were also affected and often deteriorated. The 

public support that had once made them stars of change had disappeared, and slowly the 
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spotlight once given to Egypt drifted towards other conflicts in the region, hence the news 

outlets, young freelancers, journalists and photographers who had come to witness and 

narrate the revolution left. Frustration and fatigue after the past years of intense work took 

over, and many people who had participated in the revolution started considering other 

options, in many cases looking for opportunities to migrate abroad, including asylum. A 

feminist human rights activist, who prefers to remain anonymous, described this transition as 

follows:  

‘Someone just told me that I belong to a “young and vibrant generation”. 

This is probably the most distorted and heart-breaking description of my 

generation. I belong to a generation whose rights are constantly violated by 

those who allegedly safeguard them. A generation whose hopes for a better 

country and brighter future vanished. A generation that is falling deeper into 

depression. A generation whose friends and family members have been 

killed, tortured, imprisoned or disappeared, while impunity prevails. A 

generation that is constantly ridiculed if not blamed for causing “chaos”—

the foe’s perception of the demand for basic human rights. I belong to a 

generation that inspired the entire world, but it wasn’t long before the 

confetti turned into abuses. Our struggle is too powerful to be allowed to 

sink into oblivion. We are brave and strong, but vibrant? That’s so 2011.’74 

This Facebook post reflects on the transition from the first period, the Utopia, to the second, 

where the writer’s generation was displaced from the driving seat to the marginality of 

resistance. Under the harsh light of the counter-revolutionary strategies and violence exerted 

by the state, the links between friendship and political activism were very obvious. This same 

light, however, also made clear the effect of these critical events on ordinary life and the 
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consequences at the personal level, both of which form part of the indivisible experience of 

the revolution. The critical events, if at first mainly political and social, unavoidably 

permeated the more intimate elements of people’s lives. In an important sense, personal 

environment, networks, community and society merged at the time of these two critical 

events, with direct effects on the particularities that shellal adopted during this period and 

beyond. It was during the revolution that some of the supposedly immutable patterns assigned 

to domestic normative regulation changed, with the support of friendship structures. With 

these changes, non-kin structures took over kin-related tasks, while also underpinning 

revolutionary acts. With the participation of their sons, daughters and relatives in the 

revolution, blood-kin had to either accept or contest a range of consequences for their family 

members. These could include: delaying (or simply not considering) marriage; moving out of 

the parental home to share an apartment with friends; young women protesting and 

organising activities side by side with men; young women reconsidering from an individual 

perspective their affective, spiritual and political relationship with the veil; or LGBTQ 

individuals renegotiating their position in the family and being up-front about their identity.  

I have elaborated here on the links between family gender normative regulations, as 

conceived for blood-kin structures, and the strategic place that friendship obtains when 

normative standards cannot be upheld. In doing so, I have highlighted the relationship 

between personal critical events and national critical events, to show how friendship connects 

and processes both. This suggests a lived experience that treats both realms as a totality, 

instead of answering to a political and cultural division of public and private space. 

Friendship is thus explored as a practice of citizenship, and as such this chapter complements 

Chapters Four and Five, which also focused on different angles of the practice of citizenship. 

In those chapters, I drew on the seven departure points that Joseph (2000) proposes to frame 

the study of citizenship, and two of those points are particularly relevant to this chapter. One 
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is the family, which ‘both as a model of social experience and as an imaginative construct, 

has been the most obvious material for thinking politically in the Middle East’ (2000, 15). 

The other is the ‘self and citizenship’ (2000, 22), through which Joseph emphasises the 

highly relational aspect of rights and privileges of citizenship, where citizens have to first be 

embedded into families or other subnational communities to gain access. Although Joseph 

does not directly discuss friendship, I argue that it is in between these two departing points 

that friendship holds a disruptive power. This also provides an explanation for the cultural 

dispositions that inhibit friendship outside the family realm, particularly for women and with 

the opposite sex (as the statistics demonstrate). In this chapter, thus, I explore friendship as an 

innovative nexus between kinship and citizenship, a conceptualisation that contributes to 

existing literature in the region. In line with this reading, I understand that when friendship 

enables the modification of kinship, therefore bringing about different possibilities of 

citizenship, friendship implies resistance.  

6.2 Three critical events: divorce, revolution and grief  

I had met Nehad and Aya in 2011 through a work colleague we all had in common who had 

by then become a close friend. When I returned to Egypt in 2014 to do fieldwork, Nehad, 

Aya and I became very close, and I was gradually and naturally integrated into the daily life 

of their community, which included old friends from childhood and some others that had 

return to Cairo because of the revolution. A few of them hold dual nationality, but the 

majority were born and bred in Cairo. As I participated in the life of this shella, I realised that 

it sustained private ‘ways of being’ that were often a contestation to the order of family life. 

These ranged from personal choices about how to spend free time to political views or social 

interactions that were forbidden or strongly disapproved of by families. Nehad is the oldest of 

three siblings. Mohamed is her younger brother and Noor, the middle child, recently passed 
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away at the age of 28. The story of Nehad narrates how these two realms -the public and the 

private- came together under the locus of friendship to contest mainstream narratives. 

Although Nehad does not think of herself as an ‘activist’, the work she started when she left 

Europe to join her friends during the revolution has placed her at the forefront of the defence 

of freedom of expression, a fight that has led to the imprisonment of many in Egypt. Safety 

and security -for her, her work colleagues and her friends- has been an enormous source of 

concern over the past several years. The divorce of her parents when she was an adolescent, 

the revolution and the death of her sister, in that order, are the three critical events (Das 1995) 

that have marked Nehad’s life and transition to adulthood.  

When Noor passed away in dramatic circumstances, my shella played a key role in helping 

Nehad to process this critical life event. Having to cope with the impact of the assassination 

of our colleague Giulio Regeni and the recent loss of my father meant that grieving had 

become a familiar place for me. In light of this mutual understanding, I soon realised that 

Nehad was using my skills as an anthropologist to investigate how the critical event of Noor 

dying in her arms had changed her own life. I proposed to Nehad that I start recording our 

conversations, and, as we combed through her past and present, we traced the connectivities 

of the shella in relation to her personal life and the events of the revolution.  

6.2.1 DIVORCE: THE INCEPTION OF THE SHELLA    

Friendship became a very important part of Nehad’s life when she started to be unhappy at 

home at the time of her parents’ divorce. At this time, she started building up a shella, 

comprised of individuals who in hindsight she identifies as open-minded, which supported 

her in coping with the violent rhythms of family life that the divorce brought to her home. 

This shella, which she encountered and helped to build at the age of 15 or 16, remains her 

core friendship group to this day. Significantly, the shella includes distant family members, 
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who became her stepsiblings when, after her parents’ divorce, her father married his cousin. 

This is important, because propositions that needed Nehad’s father’s permission and that 

pertained to concerns around decency and the security of women would often be resolved 

favourably for Nehad, precisely because they involved her cousins/stepsiblings. These 

opportunities included traveling, going to a party, sleeping over at a friend’s house, coming 

back home late, etc. Nehad and her siblings were also able to move between her mother and 

father’s residences, sometimes during the same week. Overall, she enjoyed a considerable 

freedom quite unusual for her age, and definitely unthinkable in other social strata, partly as a 

consequence of the lack of balance that predominated in her family life in the aftermath of the 

divorce. On the other hand, Nehad had to navigate carefully around her mother, who would 

use Nehad’s closeness to her father’s new family structure as a reason to start quarrels and 

bitter discussions with her daughter. This picture, which interlinks kinship, friendship and 

gender, reflects new paths towards the construction of the self which are particularly relevant 

for young women, and which socio-political events in the country would further complicate.  

Nehad and Noor are two years apart in age. At the time of their parents’ divorce they were 

considered a unit by their parents, and they in fact consciously worked as a team. Nehad 

remembers very well how the dynamic operated:  

‘The idea was that we had to support our mom. She was the one being 

divorced, she was being kicked out of the house, and of course the kids will 

stay with mama! Right? Noor would always take my mom’s side, while she 

knew how not to be ”clashy” with dad, she was very sensitive. She always 

worked towards keeping things together. So she knew I will not leave her 

with my mom alone…. The thing was that we will stay together. She knew I 

wanted to be with dad, I was constantly quarrelling with mom, but she also 
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knew I will not leave her alone. Then it was too much, I couldn’t stay with 

mom. She was aggressive, hysterical, depressed… calling dad names, 

constantly in a rage… she was always picking fights.’ 

Coming from a wealthy and educated family, Nehad considers herself an open-minded 

person. She thinks Noor was more conservative and had less issues with upholding the 

version of herself that their mother tried to impose, whereas Nehad herself resisted:  

‘I do not conform to what she thinks is best. And there is my issue, 

“conforming”. I do not like her style, I give in as a joking thing… but not as 

a forcing thing… like, you have to be like this… when I was a kid I was fine, 

then after 11 it was always a conflict… and then there was the “you have to 

dress like this, and sit like that, and do your hair”… Weight has always been 

an issue as well, I was chubby starting from the age of 11. I got my period 

like at 10, 10 and a half, so that was always an issue… my dad never said 

anything [about my weight], never …. I do not think she was ever able to 

discipline me though…’  

Nehad says she has always been able to ‘block the stuff’ being thrust upon her, and ready to 

contest how her mother tried to discipline her or impose her ideas regarding many social 

issues. Nehad holds strong opinions on nationalistic discourses and religion and the 

revolution provided her the space to challenge mainstream narratives on both. In her mother’s 

home, Nehad has always had to deal with conservative ideas intimately linked with religious 

and nationalistic values that carry with them a specific vision about how women are supposed 

to behave. Since she was little, she has felt a constant confrontation with her mother that only 

grew with the divorce. Noor, on the other hand, worked towards keeping the bond between 

the three of them alive, and often complied with their mother’s gendered expectations. Her 
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mother considers the marriage of her daughters her primary personal mission, and this 

attitude has often triggered major quarrels. In parallel, however, Noor and Nehad were 

always encouraged by both parents to be good professionals, earn their own money, and be 

independent. 

Their father’s side of the family is more open-minded and relaxed about social norms, and 

Nehad has always felt more at ease in that environment. Family members have often called 

her ‘bint abuha’,75 referring to the closely she has with her father. Her father and her mother 

both hold strong anti-Muslim Brotherhood positions, and both households have seen 

President el-Sisi as the answer to the chaos reigning since January 2011 – although their 

viewpoints are rapidly changing. The two family loci maintain high standards of living, 

although the family business has been severely affected by the economic crisis and the 

revolution. Her parents divorced (after a long process) when Nehad was a young adult, so she 

and her younger siblings were independent enough to maintain access and contact with both 

parents at their convenience or need. Although their mother does not depend on her second 

husband financially, she is not currently able to host her children in her home. One of the 

conditions that the mother agreed to before marrying her second husband was that the 

assorted children of their respective first marriages would not live with them.  

The shella that formed in Nehad’s adolescence, which included her cousins, provided the 

affective realm to cope with the aggressive environment at home, experiment, and rehearse 

adult life. Friendship for Nehad became the space from which to enact rebellion, and also 

where she could find calm after the storm. The divorce had set up an affective structure that 

was modified first by the revolution and then again when Noor passed away. What remained 

immutable, however, was that friendship was essential to maintaining and securing a 

                                                                                                                          
75  This  literally  means  ‘the  daughter  of  her  father’,  but  it  carries  the  connotation  of  being  the  apple  of  his  eye.    
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transition in the aftermath of critical events. Friendship also gave Nehad a stronger 

bargaining position, which she has often used to bend the gender normative frames that her 

mother desired her to adhere to. A particularly controversial issue worrying her family was 

the entertaining of opposite-sex friends, including cousins from her father’s newly formed 

family arrangement, which was something that Nehad often had to hide from her mother. 

Nehad’s friendships were also underpinned by a set of commodities that were not available to 

everybody. For instance, traveling with her friends (male and female) was often recalled as an 

important way to recreate kinship, which meant that the shella needed to have access to 

specific material conditions, such as a place to go, technology to organise it, money to afford 

it, and the approval to go, the last of which implied a certain culture of parents allowing their 

children to regularly travel without supervision. 

Overall, the divorce represents the first failure of continuity with regard to her parents’ and 

wider family’s expectations of what ‘ought-to-be’ for their children’s future. Nehad’s parents 

could not provide the expected setting that would secure the imposition of family rules, as 

social customs and tradition would expect. In the spaces in between these discontinuities, 

Nehad found room to navigate family life in accordance with her new reality. This gave the 

chance for new actors (such as friends) and new actions (such as traveling from a young age, 

moving out to live independently, or prioritising work over marriage) to play a fundamental 

role in personal transformative processes, in a manner that was not consistent with traditional 

assigned gender roles and kinship structures. It is in this modified structure that Nehad 

underpins her resistance to the traditional roles assigned to women in upper-middle-class 

Egypt, thus making room for new durable kinship structures that include non-blood kin and 

enable different patriarchal bargains (Kandiyoti 1988). Nehad’s position in the family was 

important - as the older sister, her continued revolt against her mother was something that 

also benefited Noor, who in exchange took on the responsibility of keeping them together.  
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6.2.2 REVOLUTION: THE SHELLA AND THE MIDAN [SQUARE] 

Our shella interacted with a big network that included people working in similar sectors to 

Nehad, but also journalists, researchers, entrepreneurs, teachers, lawyers, NGO workers, 

psychologists, doctors, artists and traditional healers. Our shella is composed of around 

fifteen permanent people, who at the same time may have other connectivities also labelled as 

‘family’; individuals may feel closely related to one or two shellal that often interact. 

Knowing that someone belongs to someone else’s shella is a sign that you can trust that 

person, and gives an idea of the scope of interaction and intimacy that you can deploy with 

them. Shellal are extremely important to survival in the city. They provide stability, affection, 

protection, relaxation, fun, care, information and contacts. Different shellal rarely merge, but 

often interact with and offer support to each other. Thus, shellal constitute an enormous web 

that is mobilised in different situations. For instance, liberal activist networks in Cairo, of 

which Nehad’s shella forms a part, are quite connected at the personal and informal level. 

The state is obsessed with impeding any kind of collaboration and coordination that could 

scale up as a threat; in this context, other forms of networking help keep alive a community 

engaged in daily struggle. Personal networks, family, school friends, the new shellal born out 

of January 25th, cultural outlets, food gatherings, getaway trips to Sinai, music events, sport, 

hobbies and new technologies (Facebook and Twitter, but also the more secure Telegram and 

Signal) all play a part in keeping alive a community engaged in daily struggle. I use the term 

‘community’ while acknowledging that this community is conflicted, and often has a hard 

time thinking of itself as a community or as a movement.  

The members of the shella I was part of shared, to differing degrees, a connectivity to the 

people I was involved with in my research. They all shared a relatively high degree of 

economic wellbeing, were well-educated and could be considered young; but they included 
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people that differed greatly in terms of origin, religion, sexual orientation and relationship or 

couple status. Although all of them could arguably be labelled as ‘youth’, this did not 

correspond with a close equivalence in biological age. The two shellal that I most often 

interacted with76 encompass a range of ages from 25 to 43 years old. Many shellal can also 

count on sporadic but relevant and well-appreciated interventions by much older adults. Age 

and youth are therefore two concepts that do not stick to biological factors but rather respond 

to a position in the community. Formed by people who often share a similar worldview, 

shellal enable friends to build on features of their identity in a supportive atmosphere, before 

going back to assert them among the family and the society who may disagree. Thus, shellal 

strengthen their members, enabling them to bargain their positions within their blood-kinship 

structure on more favourable terms.  

In the case of Nehad, the resilience she gained from her shella’s support has helped her to 

assert her priorities in life, such as delaying marriage, moving out of her parents’ house and 

living independently in different shared flats with friends, traveling around the country and 

the world, and finding a job in Europe and living independently (which was her situation 

when the revolution began). During fieldwork, Noor used to visit us every week after work 

and share with Nehad the latest on what ‘needs-to-be-known’ in town, she was connected to a 

world that Nehad usually avoided, but was nonetheless forced to constantly navigate because 

of her family. Noor’s shella was far removed from the revolutionary activity that Nehad’s 

shella engaged in, and were not really involved in the revolution. In a sense, Noor was the 

connection to the worldview, customs and traditions that Nehad often contested. But, like so 

much else, these ‘ought-to-be’ norms shifted with the arrival of revolution. Nehad reflects 

                                                                                                                          
76  By  these  I  mean  Nehad’s  shella  and  the  predominantly  Italian  shella  mentioned  above.  These  two  groups  
became  connected  to  each  other  during  the  revolution.  
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now on these changes, in the context of the supportive backbone that friendship provided 

during the revolution:  

‘There were many conversations that were not cool at all to have with your 

family, mainly with the extended family, we could only have them with the 

shella. The shella responded very well which I guess explains how close we 

are to each other, we did not leave anybody behind, we had strong 

discussions but we never had to “filter” anybody, just to say how important 

it was. We stayed a lot together in the houses, we had our enclaves, reunions 

pre- and post- protests…and then for me personally it was also that period 

where, khalas [enough], the “I need to lie to mom where I am going” pattern 

got broken. I started saying I am going with this boy or this other boy... my 

parents had changed, they trusted me and they started thinking it is better 

that they are in a group [with boys and girls]. They started to be OK that 

they are together instead that she is only with three girls… at the beginning 

my mom didn’t want me to come back to Egypt [from Europe], she didn’t 

even know that I was coming, she opened the door at 7:30am and found me 

there. She said: yalla ta’ali, [come in] OK… her reaction was cool, I have to 

say. My dad was however… everybody was in the Square [Tahrir] except 

my father. I think I started looking at both of them differently since that 

moment.’ 

The foundations of Nehad’s former status as bint abuha started to shake with the coming of 

the revolution, and she began to contest her father. With Noor now gone, the crisis in her 

relationship with him cannot be ignored. With the clarity of hindsight, she can easily identify 

the first crack in their relationship:  
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‘My dad when he says a political opinion he knows what he is talking about, 

my mom is repeating what she feels or she is getting fed by others, she is 

less educated. For a long period she was doing it [commenting about the 

revolution] and she was doing it right, because it was from the heart… she 

was really into it... Until the 30th of June Revolution, I felt she was much 

more with me. My dad was like, “OK go and do it but I can’t go with you to 

the midan [square]”. Everybody was going to the midan with the exception 

of my dad. It was a social embarrassment, for me it was like what the fuck 

are you doing at home! I couldn’t wrap my head around it, I could wrap my 

head around that he wants to be Amr Moussa,77 but not that he doesn’t want 

to go to the midan.’  

Nehad thinks that, while she started looking at her parents differently during the revolution, 

the contestations with her father were a new dimension that only really became clear when 

Noor passed away. However, the revolution also brought a new set of concerns to be taken 

care of by the shella. In the excitement of the 18 days, friends came together to organise 

protests, provide security, connect groups involved in different activities, select pre and post 

meeting points during protest, etc. In the aftermath of violent events, they also provided 

safety nets, resources, brainstorming sessions, emotional and psychological support, 

discretion and confidentiality, on a basis that greatly surpassed the support that most of 

families could offer. Shellal were essential to the rearticulation and fostering of revolutionary 

discourse every time counter-revolutionary ideas or tactics made an appearance. Alongside 

these structures there often emerged, as the case of Nehad shows, confrontation within 

                                                                                                                          
77  Ex-‐Secretary  General  of  the  Arab  League  and  politician  running  for  election,  who  was  not  very  popular  

among  the  new  generation  and  was  generally  considered  a  personality  of  Mubarak’s  time.  Nehad  refers  to  him  
as  a  way  to  make  me  understand  that  his  father  was  not  supportive  of  young  revolutionary  ideals.    
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families that was forcing a reconsideration of affective structures; and finally shellal were 

one of the few places were individuals could freely express their views   after June 30.  

6.2.3 GRIEF: THE PASSING OF NOOR 

The cause of Noor’s death is still unclear. She had been diabetic from the age of 16, and had 

undergone a minor operation the morning before she died. She was discharged from the 

hospital in the morning and went to spend the day at Nehad’s. Her mother and Aunt Mona 

were spending the night too. They were not at their mother’s place because of the second 

marriage’s condition that the children of their first marriages would not live with the couple. 

Noor woke up in the middle of the night with a seizure and died soon afterwards. Aya, our 

very close friend living nearby, helped to bring Noor to the hospital, but it was too late. The 

family started gathering in the hospital. Sometime after 4 a.m., women arrived to perform the 

ritual cleansing prior to burial, and to wrap Noor in white kafan. Nehad’s mother was lying 

by her side. Aya extended her hand to Nehad’s mother and said: ‘it is time to go…’ Nehad 

stayed while her sister was being prepared. Everything happened too fast. On her way back 

from the burial, Aya called me: ‘when can you come? Nehad wants her sisters close.’ 

Remarkably, the shella, and in particular the closest ‘sisters’, went through this dramatic 

episode as part of the family. 

Noor was young, and her azza78 involved hundreds of relatives and friends who came to pay 

their condolences. Nehad was moving up and down, and it was difficult to get her to do what 

she was supposed to do: just stand beside her mother and receive one person after another. 

Once they were sitting, her mother uttered: ‘you will not dare not to straighten your hair from 

now on.’ With this phrase, Nehad’s mother was calling on her to finally abide by the gender 

                                                                                                                          
78  This  is  the  moment  were  relatives  and  the  community  pass  by  the  mosque  to  pay  condolences  while  prayers  
are  said  on  the  name  of  the  deceased.    
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performance that was expected of her. Nehad could see a new set of fights coming ahead, 

now that Noor, the daughter who complied with those gender norms, was no longer there.  

Later that night, we went to Nehad’s home. Everything was slightly different. The smell of 

incense was all around. Friends of Noor and Mohamed, the younger brother, filled the house, 

alongside the members of our own shella. Various friends were in charge of arranging the 

house, creating different a’adas [reception areas] so people could sit comfortably. We 

prepared drinks and ordered food. The father and mother were not there; in their separate 

houses they were both hosting other friends and family members who dropped in to offer 

their condolences and share a moment of grief. At home, it was just the siblings and friends. 

The atmosphere was calm. Nehad was saying goodbye to her sister in her own way. Early 

that morning, she had struggled to accommodate all the expectations related to the official 

religious ceremony. Her ‘sisters’, four of her best friends from the shella, had closely 

followed her around the mosque, making sure that she didn’t blow up. Remarkably, friends of 

Nehad played a central role in the preparation of the mourning ritual, a task that is 

traditionally undertaken by the family. The absence and separation of the parents signals 

another discontinuation; a traditional setting would not have had room for an arrangement in 

which friends played a key role. The night at Nehad’s home brought up very different 

emotional expressions from the ones that we could see in Nehad’s mother’s house during the 

visits we paid her in the following days. Low voices, women in dark clothes, anguish and 

lament were replaced in this space with young voices remembering stories, the doorbell 

ringing, the food delivery arriving, someone quietly laughing, much hugging and deep 

breaths holding back the tears that from time to time would rise up, only to trigger another 

hug, another joke, and something else to eat.  

6.3 Non-blood kin and life events: the unclear family 
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Nehad called upon her ‘sisters’ to create an atmosphere that allowed her space to grieve in 

her own way and within a structure that she considered safe, far from the stiff and conflictual 

atmosphere that she usually finds at her mother’s place. Her blood-sister had just passed 

away and an unclear family (Simpson 1998) was holding things together. Nehad, bint abuha, 

also felt distant from her father. When Noor passed away, Nehad had a hard time finding the 

connection that for so many years had run between father and daughter. Again, a new turn of 

events is forcing Nehad to reconsider her role within her blood-kin’s circle and develop her 

own alternative narrative. While she does so, the shella, and the intimate circle of ‘sisters’ 

that started this path with her, will hold things together. Soon after the funeral, Nehad left the 

country. The crackdown on civil society organisations was more and more severe and after a 

deep consideration she concluded that she needed to adjust to the security threats if she 

wanted to continue her work. Her exposure to such threats is another aspect of her life that 

she has partially hidden from her family. Her mother does not know that her job entails 

security risks, while her father is strategically updated on the subject. Nehad thinks that if she 

finds herself in trouble she would have to recur to him, so it is better that he is not totally in 

the dark about the situation. However, it is only her friends who are fully aware of her 

circumstances.  

In Nehad’s story, each of these critical life events have had the profound consequence of 

forcing her to reconstruct herself, to find a different narrative and modify her life accordingly. 

These new beginnings have enabled her to find security, caring, freedom and meaning, and 

also to express and gain access to the set of rights and privileges she considers important and 

which often went against the cultural norms set for her class and gender. Throughout these 

dramatic events, she has had the constant support of her shella, which has been a pivotal 

social actor in her entire live which yet absorbed, reacted, reflected, etc. social and political 

events descending upon the lives of its participants. In the events of the revolution, everyday 
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life became the site through which new social agents had the potential to emerge and 

challenge both the state and traditional kinship structures, as Das explains:  

‘…what appeared to be normal rhythms of family life were deeply 

embedded in violence of large events that had been folded into everyday life; 

and in moments of political upheaval in which the suffering of the victims 

was going unacknowledged’ (Das 2014).  

Thus the shellal where the conjunction that articulated the four spheres (Adams and Allam 

1999) differentiated to analyse the real of friendship. What also needs attention, then, is how 

shellal, always in place but greatly strengthened by political and social events, have played an 

important role in modifying ‘ought-to-be’ or ideal-type kinship structures. Such tight-knit 

friendship groups enabled the emergence of new forms of non-blood kin, and thus contested 

the forms of kinship that parents had expected for their children’s future. Because they are 

stable enough over time, shellal provide an alternative locus for family-type care. With this, a 

different contract to participate in public life -that is, a different form of citizenship- can 

emerge and be sustained. As such, individuals experiencing difficult relations within their 

family, and who are able to navigate cultural and economic barriers that prevent the 

formation of strong friendships, will often nourish and maintain these shellal. Moreover, the 

support they gain through these networks can be essential to maintaining their own blood-

based kinship structures. Simpson (1998) explains in his ethnographic approach to divorce 

and separation in Britain that ‘[k]inship provides a context in which people make sense of the 

relational dimension of their life. Divorce entails a fundamental reordering of this context’ 

(1998, 91). Thus, in opposition to the nuclear family, and bearing in mind that divorce is a 

common phenomenon for many couples today, he explores the notion of the unclear family 

(1998). Here I treat divorce as just one of the critical events that are able to dislocate ‘ought-
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to-be’ family structures. As we have seen, grief and revolution can be as unsettling as divorce. 

Thus the concept of the ‘unclear family’ helps to explain the processes that critical events set 

in motion to redistribute the many tasks and responsibilities that are generally undertaken by 

the nuclear family until moments of discontinuation or rupture arise. In Simpson’s view, 

apparent ruptures and discontinuations indeed imply a renegotiation of nuclear family kin–

continuations. Thus, he explains how divorce often results in the expansion of the kinship 

group into an unclear kin structure, that can include ex-partners, stepsiblings, grandparents, 

uncles and many others, to support the various material and emotional needs required to 

sustain a group that considers itself family. Simpson does not include the influence and role 

of friends in his research. However, in light of my own fieldwork and his description of the 

‘contours of the unclear family’ (1998, 24), I would like to extend these contours to include 

friends, as a group that can play a prominent role in the new kinship structure that sustains the 

family, while also creating modifications in reaction to critical events.  

The shella, in this context, is the minimum structure and also the locus that enables these 

changes. Noor’s azza provides a good example of these changes, in that the physical space 

was no longer the family house and the structure that supported Nehad’s grieving was not her 

family. Yet the support given to Nehad by her friends helped her in turn to better support her 

mother. Returning to Adams and Allam (1999), the shella intertwines the four levels applied 

to the study of friendship. At the personal level, the shella provided the space to enact 

different gender performativities, from simple things like hairstyle to complex issues such as 

entertaining opposite-sex friends. Furthermore, the network level surrounding the shella 

provided the commodities and resources to expand the activities of the shella over time. 

Bringing together individuals with a shared worldview, it created the conditions that enabled 

its members to navigate a community that included their actual blood-kin families. This 

proved essential to helping individuals in the shella to process life events, particularly the 
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most dramatic ones, such as the death of a sister, and contest worldviews were they disagree 

with. Finally, at the wider societal level, this shared worldview enabled the articulation of the 

narratives (through discussions and meetings) and actions (such as going to protests or 

receiving support to work on specific matters) that underpinned the revolution.  

Returning to the arguments of Asad (2014) and Schielke (2017) discussed at the beginning of 

the chapter, the shella were also able to entreat moments of hope and utopia, as well as 

periods of irbak. While confusion and polarisation reigned in society, the shella as a 

minimum expression of social structure was able to retain internal coherence and preserve a 

place for assembly and freedom of expression. While at times it was not possible to make a 

public stand against the atrocities committed by the security services, internally the 

condemnation was clear, and this reincorporated a sense of meaning and balance. Life events 

can also certainly be a test for the survival of the shella, which they must face up to and 

overcome, sometimes by applying their own set of modifications to the structure of the shella 

that pertain to activities, participants, or material conditions. It is in this sense that Nehad 

attributes the unity and durability of her shella to the fact that ‘we had strong discussions but 

we never had to “filter” anybody.’  

Finally, in building on the points of departure proposed by Joseph (2000) for the study of 

citizenship, the study of friendship as a potential new point of departure sheds light on the 

discontinuations that enable support networks to form outside blood-kin structures, thus 

opening new avenues for citizens’ rights claims and question once again the division between 

public and private spatial practices. Discontinuations in the ‘ought-to-be’ can thus be studied 

as critical events that allow a space of contestation. Leaks in the power structures that 

maintain continuity hence represent an opportunity for change. This is relevant for both 

violent family settings, as exemplified by the case of Nehad’s parents’ divorce, and violent 
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societal arrangements, as the case of the revolution demonstrates. While divorce is a 

relatively common practice in Egypt, revolution is a once in a lifetime event. However, both 

events converged in Nehad’s life story at the time of the death of her sister, making it 

possible to see the convergences between family and revolutionary practice. The gender 

dispositions that had made Nehad’s family life unbearable were part and parcel of the 

demands that she and her peers fought for in the Square, which provide the scenario to 

publicly perform a different gender contract. The revolutionary practice advanced a different 

gender performativity: women were going to the Square, where they were mingling with men 

and women of different ages, classes and religions. Their families knew this and could do 

little to stop it. Neither the family nor the society were able to prevent this discontinuity, 

because things were not how they ought-to-be. Thus the new logic was, ‘if parents cannot 

abide by what ought-to-be, neither will I.’ On these lines, a political reading of friendship, 

avoiding culturalist explanations, could be that constraining people’s ability to make friends 

is related to the ability to maintain a normative social order that supports the regime’s power 

dynamics, maintaining separated spatial practices that otherwise nourish each other.  
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CONCLUSION 
  

In times of social distress and human rights violations committed with the silent consent of 

the international community, the stories of Yasmine, Hend, Mona, Amina, Karim, and many 

others were set to be aside of the main narrative of the revolution. January 25 is itself at risk 

of being mentioned as a mere prologue to the June 30 ‘revolution’ which many witnesses saw 

as a coup d’état, not only against the rule of the Muslim Brotherhood, but against the 

democratic principles of January 25 as well. President el-Sisi’s regime, since then, has 

dedicated all efforts to erase the power that emanated from Tahrir Square in order to 

manufacture the main narrative that justifies his repressive measures as part of the war 

against terrorism. How was the female protestor embedded in the production of the narratives 

that were used to articulate this prevailing story? How could be deciphered the power 

dynamics that helped determine the pieces of history that remained and the pieces ultimately 

disposed off? And then, what happened to everything and everybody that did not make it into 

the main narrative? What would be, then, the avenues for social and personal healing for 

those effectively written out of history?  

This thesis has advanced the answers to some of these questions at the same time that has laid 

the foundations to expand the research on the social and personal avenues of healing that 

sexual violence survivors undergo. The thesis demonstrates that gender and body politics are 

highly linked to the enterprise of maintaining the nationalistic project of authoritarian regimes. 

Yet it has also reasoned that the experiences of the female protestors that personify this body 

politics, and the collective action gathered around social movements had, for a period of time, 

a similar high disrupting power. Currently in abeyance, these movements represent the social 

capital needed to maintain, but also in the future to renovate, the revolutionary narrative. The 

thesis contributes to a growing but still scarce body of literature in the middle east that 
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rethinks the voice of women in war and gender in revolutions (see Al-Ali and Pratt 2009; El 

Said and Pratt 2015); and that places the body as the central unit of analysis. This body of 

literature, however, did not have a study that focused on Egypt.  

The particularity of the Egyptian case was brought to light through the lens that the critical 

event Das (1995) provided: mundane actions turned revolutionary and to survive the crisis, 

the state deployed observable regulatory measures that were erstwhile very opaque. During 

the period between January 25th, 2011 and June 30th, 2013, state’s measures to regulate the 

population and to discipline non-conforming individuals were observable in manners that had 

debunked arguments that depoliticised sexual violence and that gave predominance to 

cultural explanations. In the conflictive interaction between the state and the protestors, the 

former has deployed security and ideological measures to regain the control over the 

everyday life, the latter, nonetheless were able until June 30 to repel imposed discourses of 

representation and security tactics in order to rearticulate their presence in the streets. Hence, 

the two strands of the thesis demonstrate the tension between the state and female protestors.  

They work together to expand our understanding of the emergence of sexual violence as a 

governmentality technique used by both the powerful and the comparatively powerless, as 

well as the highly gendered experience of protests. They thus show how the female body was 

one of the places that the state had to conquer to re-establish its foundations.  

With this, the thesis also contributes to the anthropological literature on the margins of the 

state (Das and Poole 2004) because it explores the everyday relationship with violence that 

the individuals living at those margins have with the state’s ordering functions. The thesis 

thus demonstrates that the system that tailors the possibilities of resistance also compromises 

the capacity of individuals to remain independent. Overtly violent measures, as applied by the 

security apparatus, combined with the co-optation techniques, as deployed by state 

ideological institutions, together inform the ethical controversies and shape the compromises 
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that independent movements and activists have to confront and manage in order to subsist. 

Hence, the thesis draws attention to the zone of ‘complicity of those in the margins of stately 

power in the activity of reifying the state’ (Navaro-Yashin 2002, 132); areas where those in 

the margins resist in manners that sustain state’s presence in everyday life.  

Despite being a latent question since the time of national independence from colonial 

administration, previous research on feminist movements in Egypt have not fully addressed 

the question of women’s role in local independence struggles. Studies such as Karam (1998) 

and A-Ali (2000) had elaborated on feminist activists’ movements at the end of the nineties. 

While their research clarified important questions revolving around gender, religion and 

secularism, they did not enter into the complex matter of activists’ limited ability to remain 

independent from the authoritarian regime. The revolution, however, brought to the surface 

this latent problematic that on one hand questioned the fruits of state feminism and its 

institutions as Hatem (2011) has noted; while on other hand feminist activists from Tahrir 

square questioned older the generations who promoted ‘women’s rights within the paradigms 

already established in our society […and were] concerned with remaining in the society’ as 

Sally explained in Chapter II.  

This thesis allows us to understand the conditions for and the consequences of remaining 

independent –or trying to- from the state.   It concludes with the observation that those acting 

to protect the status quo constantly deploy tactics to absorb or expel non-conforming 

individuals and movements that threaten the social and gender contracts that sustain the 

regime. The lens of the critical event provides the insight into the synergies between the 

female protestor and the state, a constant dialectic between conformity and innovation.     

Similarly to Das, who examined the critical event of the partition of India and Pakistan to 

articulate how political and social events affected the administration of ordinary life, I have 
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discussed how the state engaged with the production of narratives which ‘only the voice of 

the expert becomes embodied, acquiring in time a kind of permanence and hiding from view 

the manner in which the event may have been experienced by the victim herself’ (1995, 175); 

I have laid my argument against this idea to show how the people in this research have 

contested the vertical descend of power and violence imposed by these ‘experts’ to regain the 

control over their experiences and over their injured bodies. I have tried to understand their 

pain and struggle comprehended as ‘an invitation to share’  (1995, 194) and in doing so, I 

tried to decipher ‘the way in which relating to the pain of others can become witness to a 

moral life, […] this [is] the moral significance of 'forming one body’’ (1995, 195), one 

community that can hold to different memories of the same homogenized history. Equally, it 

carried to the present time the historical struggles the female protestor represented to confront 

once again the system that she was protesting against. January 25 and June 30 were thus the 

two critical events that set the scope of analysis in this research.  

The event(s) –in the above theoretical understanding- encapsulated the struggles of the 

everyday and explained the sequence of milestones that reflect the myriad controversies and 

ambiguities lived by the participants of the revolution. Moreover, the event also rendered 

visible the violence unleashed by state apparatuses to recover the rule over the orderly vs. the 

critical disposition of daily life. Orderly, thus, implied the annihilation of the possibility of 

critique, that is ‘difference’ that was brought with the emergence of new forms of action 

following the ‘unusual’, ‘unexpected’, ‘uncontained’ event: this is the event of the revolution. 

For the state that was the most urgent matter, since the event put in danger ‘the seasonal 

reproduction of its means of production’ (Althusser 1970, 128), what was at stake, then, was 

the state’s own survival.   

The sexual violence that emerged in different forms as an unavoidable experience for many 

female protestors, is thus, part and parcel of a bigger scheme of violence and cannot be 
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dissociated from the brutal dispersal of Raba’a el Adawya on the 14th of August, 2013. Nor 

can everyday violence against female protestors be set apart from other forms of violent 

reprisal that, since the military coup, have resulted in at least 60,000 people arrested, 

hundreds forcibly disappeared, death sentences, thousands of civilians tried in military trials 

and 19 new prisons created to contain the biggest crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood also 

wider civil society in Egyptian history (HRW 2014)79. June 30, sadly, marks an abrupt halt in 

the Third Square’s constituency building that rose with January 25. 

January 25 was an event that I proposed was first located within the body, the body that went 

to Tahrir; the aforementioned episode of the ‘blue bra girl’ and the subsequent outraged 

reactions that prompted the first ‘millionilla’ featured a young female body at the epicentre of 

protests. Female bodies defined the territory of the nation; to appropriate them was to 

appropriate that nation (Das 1996). Out of the revolutionary moment, the battle for this 

appropriation was carried out quietly in private spaces and blatantly in the many regulations 

provided by the state. Ordinary citizens, often fiercely seconded these regulations because 

they were underpinned on gender and sexuality embedded in what was understood as 

‘culture’, thus perceived as an intimate part of their identities, abandoning that ‘culture’ thus 

was felt as abandoning oneself. This articulation particularity helped to foster the narratives 

that filled the meaning of the symbols elevated to national themes. It was also in this context 

that Butler's (1990) question became relevant in the Egyptian context: what were the possible 

political consequences of a radical critique of identity categories? The counter-revolution, 

June 30, eliminated the opportunity of collectively exploring those alternatives. Women’s 

bodies were then ‘neither subjects nor objects but rather the ground of the discourse’ 

(Shandilya 2015, 468). Literature on the women’s question in Egypt had already pointed to 

women’s bodies as the sites of contested politics and ideology (Badran 2009, 168). In 

                                                                                                                          
79  See:  https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/egypt0814web_0.pdf  
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contrast, in the revolutionary moment, charged with voice, place and lived-experience, the 

female body emerged in this ethnography as the first social space of the revolutionary battle, 

which was also the first space of fragmentation and contestation. Thus the female protestor in 

the present tense revealed the tension between the nation and the self, between abstract ideals 

and real lives. She was the subject and object of the discursive, the organic or natural and the 

technical (Haraway 1993). Hafez (2013) refers to Hale (2000) to argue that women lie at the 

core of the homogenizing processes of state building (2013, 100), and frames this 

homogenisation around three aspects: the manipulation of religious identity, the reinvention 

of cultural identities and the centrality of gender in this process. Certainly these aspects help 

to frame the battles within the Egyptian revolution. However, they may divert the focus from 

the epicentre I considered more important: the stories of the female protestors. In this 

research, it is through these stories that the doings and un-doings of the state were deciphered. 

Thus, in my view, the articulation of the multiple avenues of contestation and 

accommodation that emerged from the female body were better organized around the self, the 

social and the politic, without paying much attention to the differences between these three 

spheres but rather acknowledging the fluid boundaries between them. It is within this 

framework that the thesis has sought to contribute the study of the state, gender, youth and 

women’s citizenship in revolutionary times.   

She protests: some considerations of the female protestor in the Egyptian context 

The thesis critically engaged with the intersection of gender and age to analyse the category 

of the female protestor. Through the problematisation of the historical heritage, the local 

politics embedded in the inception of civil society movements, and the intersection of 

personal stories with national events I have sought to shed light on each of the contested 

meanings that the labels ‘young’ and ‘female’ carry. Through the study of this intersection it 
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was clear that young women had created a space for citizenship that moved away from the 

prescription of the state.  

While explaining the narratives surrounding the city of Cairo and how the public space of the 

city also responded to a gender framework, the thesis drew from (Lefebvre 1991, 2002, 2014) 

to enriched existing knowledge on the formation of social spaces and the creation of spatial 

practices. Particularly I expanded Lefebvre’s analysis into a spatialisation of gender or 

engendering of the space, which answered questions on how gender also pertains to the 

formation of abstract and representational spaces. Delving into the links between abstract 

gendered ideals that underpin kinship rules and the division of public and private spatial 

practices, the research delineated what the regime understands as the desirable order and the 

gender normative framework that should govern the social space. Moreover, I have pushed 

the analysis of the structure that reigns in this space, to explain how the state plays with these 

rules to recall social order into its own terms, which explained the emergence of sexual 

violence in terms that were labelled as an ‘epidemic’. Domesticity questions were, thus, 

linked to the crisis of masculinity rooted in the city of Cairo and to the conflict that arose 

when women increased their voice and presence in the public space, which led to an increase 

of gender and sexual based violence.  In this line, I have drawn the links between repressive 

state apparatuses and the emergence of sexual violence. This ‘epidemic’, not only disciplined 

the body, and regulated the population (Foucault 2003) but also informed the state of affairs 

of a regime that manipulated social order for its own survival. The episodes that started with 

the 8th of March demonstration, which was followed by the case of Samira Ibrahim, the blue 

bra girl, or Aliaa Magda Elmahdy, showcased the importance that gender and sexuality 

played into calling populations into order.  

In a nutshell, the research has tried to explain the synergies that run between a state that 

quarrelled to regain its authoritarian position and a population that was imagining a different 
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society. For the female protestor, however, breaking through the established gendered 

normative framework sustained in these spatial practices was, however, never easy; the 

rejection Yasmine felt when first denounced her assault was proof of it. Heteronormative 

gender-conforming practices were present among many in Tahrir Square; delicate affective 

economies were subtly mobilised to enable the reproduction of the state’s foundations at the 

very margins of revolutionary practice. Revolutionaries failed to see in Yasmine’s assault a 

cause they had to defend, and in that failure, state power found its niche to reproduce the 

same state’s logic that revolutionaries were fighting in the streets. Thus, sexual violence was 

a litmus test for revolutionary practice and with it the thesis explained why margins were 

important and how the state founded support to rebuilt itself in the less expected allied: the 

revolutionaries themselves. With this, the thesis expanded existing literature on marginality 

and the state (see Bush and Ayeb 2012; Das and Poole 2004; Das 2014). 

But the footprint left by the feminist movement within the Third Square has radically 

changed the propositions it inherited from past feminist movements that were considered 

more accommodating to societal expectations and regime imposed avenues for participation 

on civic society. Anti-sexual harassment movements organized collectively, reacted in time 

to give response to the attacks in demonstrations and in the streets, and with their discussions 

these movements formed the feminist counter narrative that was labelling women in the 

public space as loose and dishonourable. If their praxis, that is the exercise of independent 

movements’ avenues of resistance to state regulations, is still determined by state forces, the 

revolution brought to the surface pre-existing problematics that had not yet been fully 

addressed by independent feminist movements, and which were denied or silenced by state 

feminism. Particularly, Tahrir differs from earlier manifestations of feminist protests in the 

radical shift from previous gender normative frameworks that it proposed, in at least two 
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aspects: Tahrir’s feminist narrative brought to the fore personal and body rights (including 

sexual and LGBTQ rights) and sought emancipation from the nationalistic project.  

First, activism against sexual violence brought to the frontline the collective voice of 

survivors of sexual assault for the first time. This was something that had not happened with 

the experience of any other form of sexual violence in Egypt before, and represented a radical 

shift from previous feminist generations. Sexuality and body rights were no longer a taboo, 

and non-conforming individuals, including members of the LGBTQ community, were present 

and represented. Under the rubric of personal and human rights, this generation 

acknowledged that the body was at the centre of the battle, and it was around the body that 

their resistance emerged. In doing so, state feminism was forced to react against a 

phenomenon that was gaining the support of the public opinion. Secondly, the ‘Third Square’ 

– this is mainly secular leftists who in the aftermath of June 30 maintained an independent 

approach not aligned with the old regime, the army or with the Muslim Brotherhood – did 

foster a very comprehensive human rights approach that challenged the protection paradigm 

fostered by the regime and in this sense their activism was a defiance of the nationalist 

project.  This grouping represented a substantial constituency that was progressively growing 

until the events of June 30.  

The stories of female protestors, survivors of sexual violence also helped to understand 

different avenues of investigating onto how culture can be used as a device to further call 

women into disciplinary order. ‘Culture’ was articulated in the repressive apparatus of the 

state in a way that entangled women’s lived experiences within the net of societal 

expectations of a reified notion of womanhood with the intended outcome of undermining 

their political (and revolutionary) agencies. The stories of Yasmine and Hend proved the 

awareness and careful navigation they employed to maintain a sense of ownership over their 

sexual assaults and over their bodies. This included a careful reading of the positionality of 
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the regime, public opinion and revolutionary peers, which helped them to guide their actions 

and find their paths to move on from these traumatic experiences.  

Finally, the thesis revealed that the female protestor was never alone; with her came the 

formation of support networks, action networks and friendships that sustained and 

contributed to the elaboration of the revolutionary narrative and to the imagination of a new 

social space that questioned former avenues of women’s citizenship. Even after June 30, as 

we see in Chapter Five, anti-harassment movements continued looking for avenues of 

meaningful participation while assessing how to cope with the repressive measures of the 

state. In the spaces they created and fought to maintain, young women, emancipated from 

discriminatory laws and the tutelage of patriarchy, were full adults without the rites of 

passage of marriage and motherhood, in dignity and in respect of their families and 

communities. It is in these spaces as well, where we found the continuation and renovation of 

secular leftist ideals.  

The way forward  

This thesis has taken the reader through broad political and economic agendas that unite 

business and military elites within the nationalistic project in Egypt and examined how they 

infiltrate and modulate ordinary life. In November 2016, Egyptians woke up to economic 

measures that floated the Egyptian pound, making the cost of life two times more expensive. 

After a year of this measure, there is little tangible improvement that has filtered to the streets 

to ease the economic grievances of most Egyptians. Impoverishment, marginality, and 

disaffection make living conditions harder and harder to accommodate, and the possible 

seeds for future uprisings are currently contained by a security apparatus that gives no room 

for disagreement. Mob-sexual assaults and rape disappeared along with the protests, and 

some statistics (see UNFPA 2016)  have announced a decrease in sexual harassment in the 
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streets, but what does this apparent decrease reveal? Certainly, violence has not disappeared 

from society. As far as the street continuous to be fiercely regulated and the justice system is 

used to enable the authoritarian rule; citizens are repressed, women and men alike in different 

forms, and the expression of this malaise is banned from being publicly manifested. The 

years of the revolution covered by this research has sought to illuminate the articulation of 

sexual violence as a form of bodily discipline and population regulation whose origins can be 

traced back to the apparatus of the state.  

Anthropology emanating from Egypt has previously investigated how nations are nurtured 

(Pollard 2005); how markets dispossessed (Elyachar 2005); how citizens participated in 

urban quarters in Cairo (Singerman 1995); and how citizens encountered the everyday state 

(Ismail 2006). I have suggested that perhaps it is time to ask: how does the nation heal? Das 

(1995) believes that  

‘The healing force of social anthropology can come if the experiences of 

suffering we have encountered in these chapters do not become cause for 

consolidating the authority of the discipline, but rather an occasion for 

forming one body, providing voice, and touching victims, so that their 

pain may be experienced in other bodies as well.’ (1995,196) 

Ascribing to the same idea, I suggest to begin by an understanding of ‘life’, that despite the 

efforts of President el-Sisi’s regime, is never totally integrated into the techniques that govern 

and administer it, because ‘it constantly escapes them’ (Foucault 1990, 143); new approaches 

bridging medical and social anthropology should lead the way to explore this question. 

Scheper-Hughes and Lock (1987) envision this task through an approach to understanding the 

body, which contains three angles in permanent discussion and with fluid boundaries; these 

are the body politic; the social, the cultural and the nature; and the lived-experience. It is 
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through exploring these angles that I believe that ‘therapeutic spaces’, central to the process 

of healing can be created ‘to allow private experiences of pain to move out into the realm of 

publicly articulated experiences of pain’ (Das, 1995, 193). 

In doing this research, I have learned and sought to convey the fact that it often makes little 

sense to divide violence into public or private forms. Violence, moreover, should not be 

understood in terms of the compartmentalisation that policy makers, donors’ agendas and 

‘uncontroversial’ public and political figures frequently endorse – distinguishing between 

domestic violence, harmful practices, torture and other forms. These naming practices are a 

means to make violence more palatable to the public’s taboos, and more adapted to projects 

and actions that rarely challenge, question or shake the foundations that first prompted its 

emergence in society. Throughout this thesis, we have encountered the idea that violence is 

used to ‘break’ people; thus what is the purpose behind treaties, and polices, and laws that 

differentiate, for instance, torture from sexual violence? As demonstrated, while international 

conventions and local practices divide political aims that treat torture as an act to acquire 

information or a confession, sexual violence is locked up in a cultural trap that tailors the 

experiences of women while invisibilised sexual violence committed on men, yet both intend 

the same outcome, aren’t they forms of violence perpetrated to break the female and male 

body so as to produce ‘docile bodies’? Why treat them as two separate issues? Gender based 

violence responds to a political framework that is itself gendered, thus the articulation of 

male experiences of sexual violence within the system that generated them is also a crucial 

point for future research.  

The stories of the women that joined the revolution, how they articulated their participation 

and resistance, how they overcame police repression, sexual violence, and how they live 

reclaiming the many rights that are violated on a daily basis, demonstrate that violence is 

endured as a multi-layered presence diffused on a routine basis. When the threat of being 
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harassed in the street decreased, the fear of being arrested, tortured or forcedly abducted to 

reappear in a prison without the possibility of a fair trial increased. We shall not make the 

mistake in thinking that these two phenomena are not connected.   
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APPENDIX ONE - TIMELINE  
2011 

• 18th January: Asma Mahfouz, confounder of the April 6 Youth Movement, makes a 

YouTube video in which she calls on people to join demonstrations against 

Mubarak’s regime. She will become known as the figure who sparked the revolution.  

• 25th January: National Police Day - protesters gathering in Tahrir Square are met by 

riot police, who attempt to disperse them.  

• 28th January: ‘Friday of Anger’ - Tahrir Square is filled with thousands of protesters, 

who effectively repel security forces. First casualties recorded. The National 

Democratic Party building (a symbol of Mubarak’s rule) is set ablaze and destroyed. 

The offices of both the National Council for Women and UNWoman (hosted in the 

same building) are also destroyed. Sally Magdy Zahran is killed after thugs beat her 

on the head on her way out of Tahrir.  

• 9th February: General strike, strongly supported by many sectors of society. 

• 11th February: President Hosni Mubarak steps down and leaves the country in the 

hands of the Supreme Council of Armed Forces (SCAF), led by Field Marshal 

Tantawi. As celebrations happen in the Square, the first mass sexual assault is 

recorded: CBS News correspondent Lara Logan is attacked by a mob.  

• 20th February: Constitutional Committee is formed with no representation of women. 

In the following days, a coalition of independent women’s rights NGO’s denounces 

the National Council for Women as an illegitimate representative of Egyptian women.  

Sixty-three civil society organisations and institutions release a statement condemning 

the complete absence of female experts from the Constitutional Committee.  
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• 8th March: On International Women’s Day, women’s groups call for a ‘Millionilla 

March’. However, the march has a low turnout, and is harassed by onlookers and 

finally dispersed.  

• 9th March: A group of young women are arrested and held at the Egyptian Museum, 

situated at one of the entrances of Tahrir, where the army subjects them to virginity 

tests. After news of this gets out in June, one of the victims, Samira Ibrahim, 

denounces the Army, who later on issue an apology. Doctors charged in connection 

with the case are absolved, and the practice continues.  

• 19th March: A constitutional referendum takes place in which voters give their 

backing to the proposed amendment of 8 articles of the 1971 constitution, aiming at 

increasing democratic safeguards.   

• 1st April: Demonstrations pick up again, with the increasing presence of the Muslim 

Brotherhood and other Islamist movements in Tahrir Square.  

• 10th April: Sixteen women’s organisations launch the Women’s Coalition to demand, 

among other things, representation and participation, given that they were standing 

side by side with men in the Square.  

• 13th April: Suzanne Mubarak is placed under arrest, which agitates the debate 

revolving around the women’s question. Custody law, “khul” divorce, parliamentary 

quotas and women’s representation are at the centre of the arguments. Some protests 

are held to denounce the intervention of Suzanne Mubarak in family’s affairs. The 

Prime Minister meets with women activists to discuss the fate of the National Council 

for Women. Civil society organisations continue working together and applying 

pressure to demand that women’s rights and achievements are respected.  

• 18th May: The Freedom and Justice Party’s documentation is submitted to the 

Political Parties Affairs Committee. This party comes to represent the Muslim 
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Brotherhood, and, with Mohamed Morsi as their presidential candidate, will win the 

first and only free elections ever held in Egypt.  

• 8th July: “Friday of determination” protest aims to start a second revolution against 

the SCAF. It denounces the prosecution of civilians by military trials.  

• 15th August: Asma Mahfouz of the April 6 Movement is charged by a military 

prosecutor with inciting violence against the military and insulting the SCAF.  

• 9th October: In reaction to the demolition of a church in Upper Egypt, peaceful 

protesters, mostly Copts, tried to stage a sit-in in front of the TV building known as 

Maspero. A march led is attacked by the army in front of the ‘Maspero’ TV building, 

resulting in numerous civilian casualties. The incident will be remembered as the 

Maspero tragedy.  

• 15th October: A coalition of five hundred NGOs establishes the Egyptian Women 

Union, which pledges the Egyptian Women Charter. The union aims at being 

involved in the mobilisation of women in the country in the lead-up to the upcoming 

parliamentary elections.  

• 19th November: As a reaction to the announcement of a ‘supra-constitution’ which 

attempted to limit and control democratic principles, clashes erupt for several days, 

focused around Mohamed Mahmoud Street. Fighting leads to many civilian casualties, 

and will later be remembered as the “Mohamed Mahmoud Battle”. December also 

witnesses clashes with the armed forces, in what will come to be called the ‘Cabinet 

sit-in’ clashes.   

• 19th December: Armed forces dispersing protesters are caught on video violently 

beating a girl dressed in a black abaya. As the girl is beaten and dragged along the 

asphalt, her traditional clothing comes loose, revealing an intense blue bra. Footage of 

this incident goes viral online, prompting the first ‘Millionilla’ specifically focused on 
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armed forces brutality and women’s rights. The street initiative ‘Kazeboon’ (‘liars’ in 

Arabic) is born to denounce the army’s human rights violations. 

2012  

• 24th January: Following parliamentary elections, there is a partial lifting of the 

Emergency Law, which has restricted provision of the law for the past thirty years.   

• 1st February: 74 people are killed and more than 500 are injured as riots erupt at a 

football match being held in Port Said. Security forces are suspected to be involved.  

• 2nd June: As protests keep growing against the SCAF’s rule, ex-President Mubarak is 

condemned to life in prison. Parliament is dissolved in preparation for elections.  

• 18th June: The Muslim Brotherhood announces the electoral victory of Mohamed 

Morsi, who is sworn in as president in the coming days.  

• 12th August: President Morsi names General Abdel Fatah el-Sisi as Minister of 

Defence.  

• 23rd November: Following a month of clashes between pro- and anti-Morsi 

supporters, President Morsi grants himself powers that bypass the constitution, and 

thus triggers a new round of protests.  Yasmine El Baramawy is sexually attacked and 

raped by a mob while protesting.  

• 30th November: Feminists and human rights activists hold meetings and call for 

volunteers to combat the attacks on women in the Square, which are growing in 

frequency and intensity. By January 2013, many groups are operating and 

coordinating to combat sexual assaults in the Square.  

2013  

• 1st February: Yasmine El Baramawy gives testimony on the Nahar TV programme 

“Akhir al-Nahar”, about the sexual assault and rape she was subjected to in November 
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2012, while protesting against President Morsi. Her testimony marks a shift in public 

opinion towards greater support for women speaking out on sexual assaults.  

• 3rd June: First verdict against NGOs – Case No. 173/2011, brought against local and 

international NGOs in Egypt accused of illegally receiving funding from abroad. The 

case, which involved the raiding of 17 NGOs in Cairo in December 2011, results in 

the conviction and imprisonment of 43 foreign and Egyptian NGO employees (FIDH 

2016a; Freedom House 2013; ICNL 2016).  

• 30th June:  A massive popular protest campaign offers it support for the military to 

oust President Morsi and take over political control. The apparently grassroots 

Tamarod initiative has gathered 22 million signatures calling for the end of Morsi’s 

presidency. Independent journalism outlet Mada Masr starts publishing.  

• 3rd July: The military announces the end of the Morsi Presidency. After several days 

of massive anti–Morsi protests all over the country, President Morsi is ousted by the 

Army (led by General el-Sisi) and held incommunicado, pending charges. Liberal 

activists express a great deal of concern and doubt about whether to characterise this 

event as a second revolution or as a coup d’état.  Pro-Morsi protestors, mostly Muslim 

Brotherhood members, establish several camps around the city to denounce the coup 

and reassert Morsi’s legitimacy. Raba’a al-Adawiya becomes the biggest sit-in, and 

the symbol of Brotherhood resistance against the Army. Feminist and human rights 

groups denounce the ‘Epidemic of Sexual Violence’, with more that ninety-one 

attacks taking place in four days. 

• 25th July: The army makes an appeal to citizens, asking them to take to the streets to 

give it a mandate to shut down the pro-Morsi camps.  
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• 14th August: Security Forces enter the Raba’a al-Adawiya and Al-Nahda Square 

camps. This results in the largest killing of protestors in one single day (HRW 2014), 

with hundreds of deaths and many more injuries. A curfew is imposed.  

• 9th October: Second anniversary of 2011 Maspero massacre passes with no major 

clashes. Streets are heavily controlled, many checkpoints around the city ensure that 

the curfew is respected.  

• 15th November: Curfew is lifted and clashes erupt as the second anniversary of 

Mohamed Mahmoud clashes approaches.  

• 24TH November: Interim government announces a new anti-protest law, banning and 

introducing severe penalties for street and political activism.   

• 26th November: Shura Council case - security forces disperse a protest organised in 

downtown Cairo against the new anti-protest law, as well as against provisions in 

Egypt’s draft constitution that allow civilians to be subjected to military trials. In the 

following days, 21 activists involved in the protest are arrested. 

• 3rd December: Lawyer and activist Mahienour el Massry is arrested for the first time 

under the charges of violating the anti-protest law. She will serve a reduced sentence 

of six months, only to later be re-imprisoned.  

2014 

• 24th February: Shura Council case verdict is announced. 21 activists (including 

popular figures such as Alaa Abd El Fattah) are each condemned to five years in 

maximum-security prison and five years under surveillance, plus a LE100,000 fine. 

15 human rights organisations issue a joint statement to denounce the multiple 

violations of the defendants’ human rights (EIPR 2015).   

• 26TH March: General el-Sisi announces that he will run for the presidency in the 

upcoming elections.  
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• 26th May: Presidential elections are held, with a very low turnout. Although the 

Electoral commission claimed that 47.5% of Egypt's 53 million eligible voters 

participated in election, the empty polls monitored by civil society organisations 

suggest the figure was inflated.  

• 1st June: General el-Sisi is sworn in as the sixth President of the Republic of Egypt.  

• 21st June: Egyptian activists call for an international day of solidarity in opposition to 

the anti-protest law. Yara Sallam and Sana Seif (sister of Alaa Abd El Fattah) are 

arrested along with at least 30 other activists while marching near the presidential 

offices in Cairo. They become the symbol of Amnesty International’s campaign 

against Egypt’s human rights violations.  

• 31st August: The Minister of Social Solidarity announces a deadline of 40 days (later 

extended until November) for entities operating as NGOs to register under the MoSS, 

in accordance with Law 153.  

• 23rd September: President el-Sisi, issues an amendment to the penal code introducing 

life sentences for incumbents who fail to comply with laws, particularly the NGO law, 

which regulate interaction with foreign entities.  

• 27th October: El-Sisi issues Law 136, expanding the jurisdiction of the military to try 

civilians in military courts.  

2015 

• January: Crackdown on Muslim Brotherhood and civil society increases, with more 

than 40,000 detentions registered since June 2013.  

• 24th January: Activists Shaimaa al Sabbagh is killed by riot police in plain view in 

downtown Cairo, while she was on her way to leave flowers in Tahrir in memoriam of 

the martyrs of the revolution. Azza Soleiman, founder of the Center for Egyptian 
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Women’s Legal Assistance, is charged with breaking the protest law when she tries to 

produce testimony of her witnessing of Shaimaa’s killing. 

• 16th May: Ex-President Mohamed Morsi and 105 other defendants sentenced to death 

for their role in the Wadi el-Natrun prison break of January 2011. The application of 

the sentence is referred to the Grand Mufti. 

• 1st June: First reports of enforced disappearances emerge in local and international 

media.   

2016 

• 25th January: On the fifth anniversary of the revolution, Italian Cambridge PhD 

student Giulio Regeni disappears near his house in Dokki, Cairo while on his way to 

meet a friend. His body is found in a ditch near the Cairo-Alexandria highway on the 

3rd of February, so disfigured by torture that his mother said she could only recognise 

the tip of the nose of her 28-year-old son. Although the case remains open two years 

on, civil society is still denouncing the farcical charade of a response orchestrated by 

the Italian and Egyptian governments, which have now resumed business as usual in 

their relations with each other. Civil society organisations in Italy and in Egypt are 

clear that Egypt’s security forces are behind this assassination. Giulio Regeni came to 

be a tragic icon of all those tortured and disappeared in Egypt since President el-Sisi 

took power in the June 30 coup d’état.  
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APPENDIX TWO – GLOSSARY  
  

CEWLA: Centre for Egyptian Women Legal Assistance (Civil Society Organisation) 

ECWR: Egyptian Centre for Women’s Rights (Civil Society Organisation) 

EIPR: Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights (Civil Society Organisation) 

FIDH: International Federation for Human Rights (International Civil Society Organisation) 

Nazra: Nazra for Feminist Studies (Civil Society Organisation) 

NDP: National Democratic Party (Egyptian political party founded by President Anwar El 

Sadat in 1978, it was the main bastion holding President Mubarak’s regime)  

NCCM: National Council for Childhood and Motherhood (Governmental Institution) 

NCW: National Council for Women (Governmental Institution) 

NCHR: National Council for Human Rights (Governmental Institution) 

NPC: National Council for Population (Governmental Institution) 

NWF: New Woman Foundation (Civil Society Organisation) 

Kazeboon: “Liars” in Arabic, was a citizen-journalist initiative dedicated to spreading 

public awareness of the human rights violations committed by the army during the rule of 

the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces. It mainly produced videos, filmed by non-

professionals, that were distributed and shown in different venues in Cairo and around the 

country, as well as being popular on YouTube (see Kazeboon Camp 2011).    

Mada Masr: Independent media outlet that started publishing in June 2013. It gathers 

critical voices and analyses on political, cultural and social questions in Egypt. Access to 
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their webpage is currently blocked in Egypt. Many of the original founders were previously 

part of the independent news outlet ‘Egypt Independent’.   

MoH: Minister of Health  

MoI: Ministry of Interior  

MoSS: Ministry of Social Solidarity 

MB: Muslim Brotherhood (Sunni Islamist religious, political and social movement. ‘Justice 

and Freedom’ newly created party won the elections in June 2012 that indurated the 

Presidency of Mohamed Morsi) 

Mosireen: Civil society initiative emerging from Tahrir. It is a non-profit media collective 

dedicated to citizen journalism and cultural activism. Also some of its members are among 

the founders of OpAntiSH (see Mosireen 2011). 

OpAntiSH: Operation Anti Sexual Harassment (civil society initiative emerging from 

Tahrir. On volunteer basis, the initiative joined the efforts of pre-Tahrir civil society 

organizations and other Tahrir-based initiatives such Mosireen to combat and rescue women 

protestors being assaulted in the demonstrations.) The initiative was unique in fostering a 

feminist and human rights articulation of the initiative, which included that women were the 

leading force, including women’s participation in the intervention groups on the ground.  

Tahrir Bodyguards: Volunteer base initiative organized through twitter. As OpAntiSH, 

their aim was to rescue women in danger in demonstrations. They did not ascribe to any 

feminist thinking and they did not include women in the intervention teams because they 

considered it was dangerous for women. This difference marked an acute rivalry between the 

two groups.    
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SCAF: Supreme Council of Armed Forces (Military Council leading the two transitional 

periods: after president Mubarak stepped in February 2011 and after President Morsi was 

imprisoned in July 2013) 
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